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INDICATIONSANDUSAGE

Illuccix®, after radiolabeling with Ga 68, is a radioactive diagnostic agent indicated for
positron emission tomography (PET) of prostate-specificmembrane antigen (PSMA)
positive lesions in menwith prostate cancer:

• with suspectedmetastasis who are candidates for initial definitive therapy

•with suspected recurrence based on elevated serum prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) level

Important Safety Information

WARNINGSANDPRECAUTIONS

Risk forMisdiagnosis
Image interpretation errors can occur with galliumGa 68 gozetotide PET.
A negative image does not rule out the presence of prostate cancer and a positive
image does not confirm the presence of prostate cancer. The performance of gallium
Ga 68 gozetotide for imaging of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer seems to
be affected by serum PSA levels and by site of disease. The performance of gallium
Ga 68 gozetotide for imaging of metastatic pelvic lymph nodes prior to initial
definitive therapy seems to be affected by Gleason score. GalliumGa 68 gozetotide
uptake is not specific for prostate cancer andmay occur with other types of cancer
as well as non-malignant processes such as Paget’s disease, fibrous dysplasia,
and osteophytosis. Clinical correlation, whichmay include histopathological
evaluation of the suspected prostate cancer site, is recommended.

Radiation Risks
GalliumGa 68 gozetotide contributes to a patient’s overall long-term cumulative
radiation exposure. Long-term cumulative radiation exposure is associated with an
increased risk for cancer. Ensure safe handling tominimize radiation exposure to
the patient and health care workers. Advise patients to hydrate before and after
administration and to void frequently after administration.

ADVERSE REACTIONS
The safety of galliumGa 68 gozetotide was evaluated in 960 patients, each receiving
one dose of galliumGa 68 gozetotide. The average injected activity was 188.7 ± 40.7
MBq (5.1 ± 1.1mCi). No serious adverse reactions were attributed to galliumGa 68
gozetotide. Themost commonly reported adverse reactions were nausea, diarrhea,
and dizziness, occurring at a rate of < 1%.

DRUG INTERACTIONS
Androgen deprivation therapy and other therapies targeting the androgen
pathway Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) and other therapies targeting the
androgen pathway, such as androgen receptor antagonists, can result in changes in
uptake of galliumGa 68 gozetotide in prostate cancer. The effect of these therapies
on performance of galliumGa 68 gozetotide PET has not been established.

You are encouraged to report suspected adverse reactions of prescription drugs
to the FDA.

Please note this information is not comprehensive. Please see brief summary of
the full prescribing information on the next page, or visit illuccixhcp.com for full
prescribing information.
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Illuccix (kit for the preparation of galliumGa 68 gozetotide Injection)
BRIEF SUMMARY: Consult the full prescribing information for complete product information

WARNINGSANDPRECAUTIONS

Risk forMisdiagnosis
Image interpretation errors can occur with galliumGa 68 gozetotide PET. A negative image does not rule out the presence of prostate
cancer and a positive image does not confirm the presence of prostate cancer. The performance of galliumGa 68 gozetotide for imaging
of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer seems to be affected by serum PSA levels and by site of disease [see Clinical Studies (14)].
The performance of galliumGa 68 gozetotide for imaging of metastatic pelvic lymph nodes prior to initial definitive therapy seems to be
affected by Gleason score [see Clinical Studies (14)]. GalliumGa 68 gozetotide uptake is not specific for prostate cancer andmay occur
with other types of cancer as well as non-malignant processes such as Paget’s disease, fibrous dysplasia, and osteophytosis. Clinical
correlation, whichmay include histopathological evaluation of the suspected prostate cancer site, is recommended.

Radiation Risks
GalliumGa 68 gozetotide contributes to a patient’s overall long-term cumulative radiation exposure. Long-term cumulative radiation
exposure is associated with an increased risk for cancer. Ensure safe handling tominimize radiation exposure to the patient and health
care workers. Advise patients to hydrate before and after administration and to void frequently after administration [see Dosage and
Administration (2.1, 2.3)].

ADVERSE REACTIONS

Clinical Trials Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug
cannot be directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug andmay not reflect the rates observed in practice. The safety
of ILLUCCIX has been established based on studies of another formulation of galliumGa 68 gozetotide in patients with prostate cancer
[see Clinical Studies (14)]. Below is a display of the adverse reactions in these studies. The safety of galliumGa 68 gozetotide was evalu-
ated in 960 patients, each receiving one dose of galliumGa 68 gozetotide. The average injected activity was 188.7 ± 40.7MBq (5.1 ± 1.1
mCi). No serious adverse reactions were attributed to galliumGa 68 gozetotide. Themost commonly reported adverse reactions were
nausea, diarrhea, and dizziness, occurring at a rate of < 1%.

DRUG INTERACTIONS

Androgen deprivation therapy and other therapies targeting the androgen pathway Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) and other
therapies targeting the androgen pathway, such as androgen receptor antagonists, can result in changes in uptake of galliumGa 68
gozetotide in prostate cancer. The effect of these therapies on performance of galliumGa 68 gozetotide PET has not been established.

USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS

Pregnancy

Risk Summary
ILLUCCIX is not indicated for use in females. There are no available data with galliumGa 68 gozetotide injection use in pregnant women
to evaluate for a drug-associated risk of major birth defects, miscarriage, or adversematernal or fetal outcomes. All radiopharmaceuti-
cals, including ILLUCCIX, have the potential to cause fetal harm depending on the fetal stage of development and themagnitude of the
radiation dose. Animal reproduction studies have not been conductedwith galliumGa 68 gozetotide.

Lactation

Risk Summary
ILLUCCIX is not indicated for use in females. There are no data on the presence of galliumGa 68 gozetotide in humanmilk, the effect on
the breastfed infant, or the effect onmilk production.

Pediatric Use

The safety and effectiveness of galliumGa 68 gozetotide in pediatric patients have not been established.

Geriatric Use

The efficacy of galliumGa 68 gozetotide PET in geriatric patients with prostate cancer is based on data from two prospective studies
[see Clinical Studies (14)]. Most patients in these trials were 65 years of age or older (72%). The efficacy and safety profiles of gallium
Ga 68 gozetotide appear similar in younger adult and geriatric patients with prostate cancer, although the number of younger adult
patients in the trials was not large enough to allow definitive comparison.
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In recent years, radiopharmaceutical innovations have greatly improved our

ability to detect and localize prostate cancer. Until recently, conventional

imaging, including bone scan, computed tomography (CT), and magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), has been the standard of care in prostate cancer

imaging. These conventional imaging modalities have limitations, including

diagnostic performance at low prostate-specific antigen (PSA) levels.1,2

Technological advances have led to the research and development of more

sensitive imaging agents and modalities.1,3 Specifically, positron emission

tomography (PET) radiopharmaceuticals are increasingly being used to

target prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA), and a growing body

of scientific evidence supports their favorable imaging performance.1

Blue Earth Diagnostics is exploring a new investigational PSMA targeting

technology with unique potential.4-6

PSMA as a target

PSMA is an obvious target for PET imaging in
prostate cancer. It is a well characterized type II
transmembrane protein with folate hydrolase
activity. Present in normal prostatic tissue, PSMA
is upregulated in the majority of primary and
metastatic prostate cancer lesions.7-9

Several characteristics make PSMA an ideal
target for molecular imaging, including:

• High expression on prostate cancer cells10

• Limited expression on benign prostate tissue
and extraprostatic tissue10

• Well-characterized binding site that can be
targeted by small-molecule ligands10

• Internalization of bound agents, allowing for
concentration within tumor cells10

• PSMA expression can be correlated with
Gleason grade and has been shown to be
enhanced in metastatic and castrate-resistant
prostate cancer9,10

PSMA imaging agents are designed to bind to
the extracellular domain of PSMA to then be
internalized by prostate cancer cells via
endocytosis. When labeled with a ß+ emitting
radioisotope, these agents can detect
extracellular expression of PSMA with PET
imaging.9-11 PSMA-targeting radiopharmaceuticals
are characterized by rapid clearance from
the blood and nontarget tissue, which can
result in low background activity.9

Advertisement

A novel investigational
PSMA-targeting technology for
prostate cancer imaging

Currently available
PSMA agents are either
labeled with gallium-68
(68Ga) or fluorine-18
(18F), 2 ß+ emitting
radioisotopes. In recent
years, 18F has been
recognized to have certain
advantages over 68Ga.9

While 68Ga can be
produced with either a
cyclotron or generator,
production capacity
via generator is limited
to 2 to 4 patient doses
daily. 68Ga also has a
relatively short half-
life of 68 minutes,
limiting its transportation

to centers.9 18F has an
110-minute half-life
and may be produced
in large batches via a
cyclotron, which
allows for centralized
production and
subsequent broad
distribution to imaging
facilities (see Table 1).12,13

Radioisotope
selection and
labeling



Blue Earth Diagnostics is at the forefront in the
investigation of prostate cancer imaging, with
worldwide exclusive licenses to radiohybrid
PSMA (rhPSMA) technology.

The rhPSMA design features 2 radionuclide
acceptor sites that can be labeled with α or
ß emitting radionuclides (Figure 1). Figure 1A
depicts the rhPSMA molecule for potential
diagnostic use, where one acceptor site is
labeled with a radioactive imaging isotope,
and the other site with a nonradioactive
isotope. Figure 1B depicts the molecule for
potential therapeutic use, where one
acceptor site is labeled with a radioactive
therapeutic isotope and the other site with
a nonradioactive isotope.6

Review the phase 3 clinical studies for
rhPSMA technology4,5:

• Learn more about the LIGHTHOUSE study
in men with newly diagnosed prostate
cancer at clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT04186819

• Learn more about the SPOTLIGHT study
in men with suspected prostate cancer
recurrence at clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT04186845

Blue Earth Diagnostics is committed
to breaking new ground

Blue Earth Diagnostics is an established
leader in the development of novel PET
imaging agents to inform clinical
management decisions with the goal of
positively impacting overall outcomes for
patients with prostate cancer.

Our goals are to:

• Develop cutting-edge technology

• Build innovative solutions

• Enhance access to radiopharmaceuticals and
provide customer and practice support

©2022 Blue Earth Diagnostics, Inc. All rights reserved. MLR22-P003A 08/22

Radiohybrid PSMA technology is investigational and not approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
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Adapted from Wurzer A et al. J Nucl Med. 2020.6
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Figure 1. Example of a radiohybrid structure
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In addition, 18F has an
energy profile that may
contribute to a more
favorable spatial resolution,
which may enable 18F to
better detect lesions that
are small and near each
other compared with
68Ga (see Table 1).9,12-14

Table 1. Radioisotope features9,12-14

18F 68Ga

Half-life 110 minutes 68 minutes

Positron decay ratio 97% 89%

Maximum positron energy 0.635 MeV 1.899 MeV

Mean positron range 0.6 mm 3.5 mm

Production method Cyclotron Generator or cyclotron
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flow.
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1Kocher, David C., “Radioactive Decay Data Tables,” DOE/TIC-11026, p. 138,1981.

* Calibration day

Table 2. Radiation Attenuation by Lead Shielding
cm of Pb Radiation Attenuation Factor
0.0035 0.5
0.037 10-1

0.12 10-2

0.20 10-3

0.29 10-4

Table 3. Xenon Xe 133 Physical Decay Chart
(Half Life 5.245 days)

Fraction Fraction
Day Remaining Day Remaining
0* 1.000 8 .349
1 .877 9 .302
2 .768 10 .268
3 .674 11 .235
4 .591 12 .206
5 .518 13 .181
6 .452 14 .157
7 .398

* 99% of activity is in lungs.
2Method of Calculation: A Schema for Absorbed-Dose Calculation for
Biologically Distributed Radionuclides, Supplement No. 1, MIRD pamphlet
No. 1, J. Nucl. Med., p.7 (1968).

Table 4. Radiation Doses
Effective Whole
Half-Time Lungs* Brain Body

mGy/1110 MBq (rads/30 mCi)

Pulmonary 2 min. 2.5 0.014 0.027
Perfusion (0.25) (0.0014) (0.0027)

Cerebral Blood 5 min. 6.3 0.035 0.068
Flow (0.63) (0.0035) (0.0068)

Table 1. Principal Radiation Emission Data from Xenon-133
Mean Mean % per

Radiation Energy (KeV) Disintegration
Beta-2 100.6 99.3
Ce-K-2 45.0 53.3
Ce-L-2 75.3 8.1
Ce-M-2 79.8 1.7
Gamma-2 81.0 36.5
Kα2X-ray 30.6 13.6
Kα1X-ray 31.0 25.3
KbX-ray 35.0 9.1

EXTERNAL RADIATION
The specific gamma ray constant for Xenon Xe 133 is 3.6 micro-
coulombs/Kg-MBq-hr (0.51R/hr-mCi) at 1 cm. The first half value
thickness of lead is 0.0035 cm. A range of values for the rela-
tive attenuation of the radiation emitted by this radionuclide that
results from the interposition of various thicknesses of Pb is
shown in Table 2. For example, the use of 0.20 cm of Pb will
decrease the external radiation exposure by a factor of 1,000.

To correct for physical decay of this radionuclide, the fractions
that remain at selected time intervals after the time of calibration
are shown in Table 3.

CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY: Xenon Xe 133 is a readily dif-
fusible gas which is neither utilized nor produced by the body. It
passes through cell membranes and freely exchanges between
blood and tissue. It tends to concentrate more in body fat than
in blood, plasma, water or protein solutions. In the concentra-
tions used for diagnostic purposes it is physiologically inactive.
Inhaled Xenon Xe 133 Gas will enter the alveolar wall and enter
the pulmonary venous circulation via the capillaries. Most of the
Xenon Xe 133 that enters the circulation from a single breath is
returned to the lungs and exhaled after a single pass through the
peripheral circulation.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE: Inhalation of Xenon Xe 133 Gas
has proved valuable for the evaluation of pulmonary function and
for imaging the lungs. It may also be applied to assessment of
cerebral flow.

CONTRAINDICATIONS: None known.

WARNINGS:
Xenon Xe 133 Gas delivery systems, i.e., respirators or spirom-
eters, and associated tubing assemblies must be leakproof to
avoid loss of radioactivity into the environs not specifically pro-
tected by exhaust systems.
Xenon Xe 133 adheres to some plastics and rubber and should
not be allowed to stand in tubing or respirator containers. The un-
recognized loss of radioactivity from the dose for administration
may render the study non-diagnostic.
The vial stopper contains dry natural rubber latex and may cause
allergic reactions in providers or patients who are sensitive to
latex.

PRECAUTIONS:
General

Xenon Xe 133, as well as other radioactive drugs, must be han-
dled with care and appropriate safety measures should be used
to minimize radiation exposure to clinical personnel. Also, care
should be taken to minimize radiation exposure to patients con-
sistent with proper patient management.
Exhaled Xenon Xe 133 Gas should be controlled in a manner that
is in compliance with the appropriate regulations of the govern-
ment agency authorized to license the use of radionuclides.
Radiopharmaceuticals should be used only by physicians who
are qualified by training and experience in the safe use and han-
dling of radionuclides and whose experience and training have
been approved by the appropriate government agency authorized
to license the use of radionuclides.

Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
No long term animal studies have been performed to evaluate
carcinogenic potential or whether Xenon Xe 133 affects fertility
in males or females.

Pregnancy
Animal reproductive studies have not been conducted with Xenon
Xe 133 Gas. It is also not known whether Xenon Xe 133 Gas can
cause fetal harm when administered to a pregnant woman or can
affect reproduction capacity. Xenon Xe 133 Gas should be given
to a pregnant woman only if clearly needed.
Ideally, examination using radiopharmaceuticals, especially those
elective in nature in a woman of childbearing capability, should be
performed during the first few (approximately 10) days following
the onset of menses.

Nursing Mothers
It is not known whether Xenon Xe 133 is excreted in human
milk. Many drugs are excreted in human milk, therefore formula
feedings should be substituted for breast feeding, because of the
potential for adverse reactions in nursing infants.

Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness in the pediatric population has not been
established.

Geriatric Use
Clinical studies of Xenon Xe 133 Gas did not include sufficient
numbers of subjects aged 65 and over to determine whether they
respond differently from younger subjects. Other reported clinical
experience has not identified differences in responses between
the elderly and younger patients. In general, dose selection for
an elderly patient should be cautious, usually starting at the low
end of the dosage range, reflecting the greater frequency of
decreased hepatic, renal, or cardiac function, and of concomitant
disease or other drug therapy.

ADVERSE REACTIONS: Adverse reactions related to the use of
this agent have not been reported to date.

DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION: Xenon Xe 133 Gas is
administered by inhalation from closed respirator systems or
spirometers.
The suggested activity range employed for inhalation by the
average adult patient (70 kg) is:

Pulmonary function including imaging: 74-1110 MBq (2-30 mCi)
in 3 liters of air.
Cerebral blood flow: 370-1110 MBq (10-30 mCi) in 3 liters of air.
The patient dose should be measured by a suitable radioactivity
calibration system immediately prior to administration.

RADIATION DOSIMETRY
The estimated absorbed radiation doses2 to an average patient
(70 kg) for pulmonary perfusion and cerebral blood flow studies
from a maximum dose of 1110 MBq (30 mCi) of Xenon Xe 133 in
3 liters of air are shown in Table 4.
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2Omni Legend 32 cm increases small lesion detectability 16% on average and up to 20%, as compared
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using a model observer with 4 mm lesions; average of different reconstruction methods.

3Sample clinical scan. Required scan time may vary per case.

Ultra-fast, four-minute whole-body
scan3 with excellent image quality

This is the start of a whole new era of PET/CT
Omni Legend is the first PET/CT system we’re introducing on our all-new, all-digital
Omni platform. The remarkable digital detector design at its core enables an
unparalleled increase in true NEMA sensitivity, delivering the highest sensitivity per
centimeter in the market.1 And the innovations don’t stop there. Omni Legend offers
small lesion detectability that is better than the top-of-the-line digital platform,2 plus
ultra-fast scanning with multi-dimensional clinical flexibility. We can’t wait for you to
see everything Omni Legend can do.
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2022 SNMMI Highlights Lecture: Neuroscience
Julie Price, PhD, Professor of Radiology, Harvard Medical School, and Director, PET Pharmacokinetic Modeling,
Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA

From the Newsline Editor: The Highlights Lecture, pre-
sented at the closing session of each SNMMI Annual Meeting,
was originated and presented for more than 30 years by Henry
N. Wagner, Jr., MD. Beginning in 2010, the duties of summa-
rizing selected significant presentations at the meeting were
divided annually among 4 distinguished nuclear and molecular
medicine subject matter experts. Each year Newsline publishes
these lectures and selected images. The 2022 Highlights Lec-
tures were delivered on June 14 at the SNMMI Annual Meeting
in Vancouver, Canada. In this issue we feature the lecture by
Julie Price, PhD, a professor of radiology at the Harvard Med-
ical School and director of PET Pharmacokinetic Modeling in
the Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at
the Massachusetts General Hospital (Boston, MA), who spoke
on neuroscience highlights from the meeting. Note that in the
following presentation summary, numerals in brackets repre-
sent abstract numbers as published in The Journal of Nuclear
Medicine (2022;63[suppl 2]).

I
t is my pleasure to present the 2022 SNMMI Neuroscien-
ces Highlights lecture. I want to first congratulate Gil Rabi-
novici, MD, the 2022 Kuhl–Lassen awardee. The Brain

Imaging Council bestows this award to individuals who have
demonstrated outstanding contributions to the discipline of
functional brain imaging. Dr. Rabinovici is the Edward Fein
and Pearl Landrith Distinguished Professor in the University of
California San Francisco Departments of Neurology and Radi-
ology/Biomedical Imaging. His award lecture, delivered on
June 13, was on “Amyloid and tau PET: Advancing precision
medicine in Alzheimer’s disease [AD].”

Approximately 120 neuroscience abstracts were presented
at this year’s SNMMI Annual Meeting. In addition to the Brain
Imaging Council Young Investigator Award session, 7 oral

sessions were held, including “In with
the old: Value of FDG PET in cen-
tral nervous system [CNS] imaging”
[SS08], “CNS PET: Neuroinflamma-
tion, novel targets, and applications”
[SS13], “Advances in tau imaging”
[IS06], “PET imaging of Parkinson
disease [PD] in 2022: Improved clini-
cal correlates with newer tracers and
artificial intelligence” [SS19], “Novel
neuroreceptor radiotracers and brain/
whole body applications” [IS08],
“Two decades of amyloid PET imaging: Optimizing data acqui-
sition, analysis techniques, and diagnostic comparisons” [SS27],
and “CNS PET of neuroreceptors, vesicular transporters, synaptic
vesicles, and clinical applications” [SS44].

Again this year, neurodegeneration was the focus of the
largest percentage of abstracts, with $35% of presentations
involving amyloid deposition, tauopathy, and neurodegenera-
tion. About 25% of presentations detailed the results of recep-
tor/transporter investigations, followed by synaptic function and
metabolism at$15%, with fewer in inflammation and oncology
($8%). The talks highlighted in this lecture will reflect this gen-
eral distribution of topics.

I want to take a moment to acknowledge those recog-
nized in the Brain Imaging Council Young Investigator
Award Session (Table 1). Congratulations to those future
research leaders whose work was selected for presentation
in this challenging competition. This year the first-place
awardee was Cassis Varlow, MS; the second-place awardee
was Laura Best, PhD; and the third-place awardee was Jessie
Fanglu Fu, PhD. Each of their presentations will be featured
in this lecture. I strongly encourage you to view all the

TABLE 1
Brain Imaging Council Young Investigator Award Session, SNMMI Annual Meeting, Vancouver, Canada

Authors Title [abstract number]

Hyun Gee Ryoo et al. Distinct subtypes of spatial brain metabolism patterns in AD identified by deep learning–based
FDG PET clusters [2283]

Xiaojun Xu et al. The characteristic of multiprobe multimodal PET/MR imaging in early-onset Alzheimer disease [2284]

Jessie Fanglu Fu et al. Evaluation of longitudinal changes in reference region uptake and extracerebral signal of
18F-MK-6240 PET [2285]

Cassis Varlow et al. Evaluation of tau radiotracers in chronic traumatic encephalopathy [2286]

Yongxiang Tang et al. Assessing synaptic density in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis with 18F-SynVesT-1 positron
emission tomography imaging [2287]

Laura Best et al. Investigating brain astrocyte status during abstinence in alcohol use disorder: A study using the
positron emission tomography radiotracer for monoamine oxidase B, 11C-SL25.1188 [2288]

Marcus Unterrainer et al. Next-generation PET/CT imaging in meningioma: First clinical experiences using the novel
SSTR-targeting peptide 18F-SiTATE [2289]

Julie Price, PhD
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Young Investigator Award presentations on the SNMMI
Virtual Annual Meeting site.

New Questions with New Technologies

New technology holds promise for increased sensitivity,
resolution, and improved image quality. Takahashi et al.
from the National Institutes for Quantum and Radiological
Science and Technology (Chiba, Japan) presented “Small
brain nuclei identification using helmet-type PET in healthy
volunteers” [2951]. These researchers compared the results
of 18F-FDG studies conducted using their new hemispheric
device (VRAIN) with those acquired in the same subjects on
a GE Discovery MI. Figure 1 shows example images from
healthy volunteers, with those on the top row acquired on the
hemispheric tomograph and those on the bottom with the GE
device. In both sets of images, the substantia nigra and red
nucleus were visualized. However, the helmet-type PET
images showed greater detailed visualization of the raphe
nucleus of the brain stem, as well as some localized areas of
uptake in the thalamus corresponding to the anterior, dorsal
medial, and pulvinar nuclei. SUVs of the medial temporal
and lateral temporal lobes and the combination of the poste-
rior cingulate and precuneus areas were statistically higher
for the helmet-type PET device than for whole-body PET.
The authors concluded that the superior ability to visualize
small structures in the brain has promise for both diagnostic
and therapeutic applications in neuropsychiatric disorders.

Xin et al. from Renji Hospital School of Medicine/Shang-
hai Jiao Tong University and United Imaging Healthcare (UIH)
Group Co., Ltd. (both in Shanghai, China) reported on “An

investigation of the ‘brain–gastrointestinal [GI]’ relationships in
PD by imaging dopamine transporter [DAT] in dynamic 11C-
2b-carbomethoxy-3b-(4-fluorophenyl) tropane (11C-CFT) total-
body PET/CT” [2480]. A relatively small number of studies
have looked at concurrent changes of human dopaminergic neu-
rons in both brain and GI systems. These researchers utilized a
total-bodyPET/CT (uEXPLORER,UIH) platform to investigate
the “bottom up” hypothesis of PD, which suggests that PD may
arise from the GI system, with pathogenic protein a-synuclein
aggregation transmitting from the gut to the brain. A group of
4 patients with PD and 6 healthy volunteers underwent dynamic
total-body 11C-CFT PET/CT, with a goal of analyzing time-
linked correlations between mean SUVs in the brain and in
the pancreas, stomach, and duodenum. The specific focus was
on PET time–activity curves in early- (0.8–3-min) and late- (60–
75-min) acquisition phases. In healthy volunteers in the early
phase, pancreas uptake was positively correlated with tracer
uptake in the caudate and pallidum, and duodenum uptake was
positively correlated with tracer uptake in the putamen and sub-
stantia nigra. In the late phase in these individuals, positive corre-
lations were uniformly found between DAT distributions in the
pancreas and tracer uptake in the caudate, putamen, pallidum,
and substantia nigra. Early-phase pancreas uptake in healthy vol-
unteers was also found to be highly correlated with late-phase
tracer uptake in the putamen, pallidum, and substantia nigra.
These correlations were entirely lacking in the group with PD,
leaving the authors to infer that the PD patients seemed to have
lost regulation of synchronous interactions of dopaminergic neu-
rons between the GI organs and PD-related brain nuclei. This
suggests a disruption in the “brain–GI” connection and may
inform future studies targeted at therapeutic interventions in PD.

FIGURE 1. Small brain nuclei identification using helmet-type PET in healthy volunteers. Comparative uptake images with the researchers’ VRAIN hel-
met-type PET (top rows in each set) and the GE Discovery MI (bottom rows in each set) in 2 representative individuals (CT attenuation correction, OSEM
[subset 8, iteration 4]; registered each MRI with voxel size 0.8 mm3; Gaussian filter of 4 mm FWHM). In both sets of images, the substantia nigra and red
nucleus were visualized. However, the helmet-type PET images showed greater detailed visualization of the raphe nucleus of the brain stem, as well as
some localized areas of uptake in the thalamus corresponding to the anterior, dorsal medial, and pulvinar nuclei. SUVs of the medial temporal and lateral
temporal lobes and the combination of the posterior cingulate and precuneus areas were statistically higher for the helmet-type PET than for the whole-
body PET device.
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Hsieh et al. from the University of Pennsylvania (Phila-
delphia) described a “Total-body mu-opioid receptor imag-
ing 11C-carfentanil study in nonhuman primates by using the
PennPET Explorer” [2313] total-body device, which is also
very exciting. Carfentanil is an agonist agent and analog of
the synthetic opioid analgesic fentanyl. Their imaging stud-
ies were in 2 rhesus macaques, with and without naloxone
blocking 10 minutes before tracer injection. Figure 2 shows
both Logan distribution volume ratio (DVR) images of brain
using occipital (Occ) as reference (although Occ was found
to exhibit slight blocking effect, unlike cerebellum) and the
total-body SUV images. The first row shows the baseline
carfentanil studies and the second the blocking studies, indi-
cating that naloxone blocking resulted in a clear reduction in
the carfentanil signal not only in the brain but also in the spi-
nal cord and spine vertebrae. They concluded that “11C-car-
fentanil total-body PET scans could be a useful approach for
studying the mechanism of action of mu-opioid receptor
drugs used in the treatment of acute and chronic opioid use
disorder and their effect on the biodistribution of synthetic
opioids such as carfentanil.”

I would also direct your attention to the presentation by
Johnson et al. from the University of Pennsylvania, who
reported on “Whole-body dynamic nicotine acetylcholinergic
receptor [nAChR] PET imaging of abstaining smokers, a first-
in-human study using the PennPET Explorer” [2311]. Whole-
body, dynamic imaging facilitated investigation of the location
of a4b2 nAChR in areas outside of the brain. Studies such as
these hold promise for radically expanding the focus of neuro-
science by integrating understanding of effects and interac-
tions in multiple organ systems throughout the body.

Neuroinflammation

Best and colleagues from the Center for Addiction and
Mental Health (CAMH)/University of Toronto (Canada) and
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill presented
“Investigating brain astrocyte status during abstinence in alco-
hol use disorder: A study using the PET radiotracer for mono-
amine oxidase B [MAO-B], 11C-SL25.1188” [2288]. As noted
previously, this was a Young Investigator Award winner. The
main study aims were to use the 11C-SL25 tracer to establish
whether MAO-B, an enzyme mainly localized to astrocytes,

was elevated in the brain in early and late alcohol abstinence
and whether astrocyte levels were correlated with alcohol crav-
ing and/or withdrawal symptoms. Participants with alcohol use
disorder underwent PET imaging first at 1–7 d of abstinence
and again after 2-4 wk of monitored abstinence. A group of
healthy controls underwent a single scan for comparison. The
total volume of tracer distribution in cortical and subcortical
brain regions of interest was found to be unchanged from early
to late abstinence. When the researchers looked more closely
at heterogeneity in the data, they discovered that smokers ap-
peared to have lower binding levels than nonsmokers, a differ-
ence across groups but especially marked in individuals with
alcohol use disorder. Further examination showed that in early
abstinence from alcohol, tracer volume distribution was signifi-
cantly correlated with clinically assessed withdrawal symptoms
but was not associated with levels of craving. The authors are
continuing to explore the question of whether tobacco use
influences MAO-B and astrocyte status during abstinence in
alcohol use disorder.

Kim et al. from the Stony Brook University School of
Medicine (NY), the National Institute of Mental Health
(Bethesda, MD), and the University of Miami Miller School of
Medicine (FL) reported that “Whole-body PET imaging in
humans shows that 11C-PS13 is selective for cyclooxygenase-1
[COX-1] and can measure the in vivo potency of nonsteroidal
antiinflammatory drugs” [2481]. The study sought to evaluate
the selectivity of PS13 binding to COX-1 in humans and its
utility as a marker of in vivo potency of antiinflammatory
drugs. Both COX-1 and COX-2 convert arachidonic acid to
prostaglandin H2, which has proinflammatory effects. Twenty-
six healthy volunteers underwent 11C-PS13 whole-body PET
imaging followed by blocking scans with ketoprofen (n 5 8),
celecoxib (n 5 8), or aspirin (n 5 8). Figure 3 shows imaging
at baseline and after blocking. Ketaprofen greatly reduced
binding in the brain and spleen compared with celecoxib,
which was associated with reductions mostly in the area of the
spleen. Dose–response curves for the 2 antiinflammatory drugs
were consistent with .10-fold more potency for ketaprofen
than celecoxib. Brain imaging also showed greatly reduced
binding to COX-1 after treatment with ketaprofen. Aspirin
(972–1,950 mg po) blocked very little uptake. The authors con-
cluded that “these in vivo studies, which reflect the net effect
of drug absorption and metabolism in all organs of the body

FIGURE 2. Total-body mu-opioid receptor
imaging in nonhuman primates with 11C-carfen-
tanil, an agonist agent and analog of the syn-
thetic opioid analgesic fentanyl. Images (left
panel, DVR; right panel, SUV) acquired in rhe-
sus macaques at baseline (top row) and after
naloxone blocking (bottom row). Naloxone
blocking resulted in a clear reduction in the car-
fentanil signal not only in brain but also in spinal
cord, spine vertebrae, spleen, and other organs,
such as liver. Such imaging will be useful for eluci-
dating the mechanism of action of mu-opioid
receptor drugs used in treatment of acute and
chronic opioid use disorder.
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including the brain, show an amazing potency for ketoprofen,
the expected and substantial COX-1 inhibition by celecoxib,
and confirm the suspicion that aspirin acetylation of COX-1
does not block the binding of the representative nonsteroidal
inhibitor 11C-PS13.”

Neurooncology

Unterrainer et al. from University Hospital M€unich/LMU
M€unich (Germany), Medical Faculty Mannheim of Heidelberg
University (Germany), and the University of Alberta (Edmon-
ton, Canada) presented “Next-generation PET/CT imaging
in meningioma: First clinical experiences using the novel
somatostatin receptor [SSTR]–targeting peptide 18F-SiTATE”
[2289]. Eighty-six patients with known or suspected meningio-
mas underwent imaging with the tracer (total of 95 scans),
with no associated adverse events. Figure 4 shows examples
of the resulting high-contrast images. Imaging classified 177
lesions as meningiomas and 41 as nonmeningioma lesions.
Of the 177 meningioma lesions, 91 (51.1%) showed partial
transosseous extension and 24 (13.6%) showed predominant
intraosseous extension. More than a fourth (27.1%) of the
meningioma lesions identified on 18F-SiTATE were not clini-
cally suspected and/or not detected on conventional imaging.
This is an exciting ligand because of its high contrast to
healthy tissue and nonmeningioma lesions, resulting in high

detection of osseous involvement and previously unidentified
meningioma sites. Because of the long radiotracer half-life
(compared to 68Ga ligands) and independence from the con-
straints of 68Ge/68Ga generators, the authors concluded that
“18F-SiTATE might foster widespread use of SSTR-targeted
imaging in neurooncology.”

Neurodegeneration: Radiotracer Evaluation
and Methods

In the advancing study of neurodegeneration, it is important
to evaluate sources of variability associated with novel radio-
tracers as these are being introduced and used for varying
applications. One area of both scientific and public interest is
in tau PET radiopharmaceuticals that target neurofibrillary tan-
gles in brain injury. Successful imaging of chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE)–associated tau in the living could enable
diagnosis and provide opportunities for therapeutic intervention.
Varlow and Vasdev from the University of Toronto and the
CAMH Brain Health Imaging Centre (Toronto, Canada) re-
ported on “Evaluation of tau radiotracers in CTE” [2286]. As
noted, this was recognized with a first place in the Young In-
vestigator Award session and also received the 2022 SNMMI
Radiopharmaceutical Sciences Council Berson–Yalow Award.
They conducted a direct comparative evaluation of 5 leading tri-
tium-labeled PET radiotracers (3H-flortaucipir, 3H-MK-6240,

FIGURE 3. Whole-body 11C-PS13PET imaging
of cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1). (A) Planar images
after injection of 11C-PS13 under baseline condi-
tions (left in pairs) and after administration of keto-
profen or celecoxib. (B) Dose response plots as
percentage blockade in spleen after oral adminis-
tration of ketoprofen or celecoxib. (C) Left: Repre-
sentative 11C-PS13 PET brain imaging at baseline
and after ketaprofen blocking showed greatly
reduced binding to COX-1. Right: Occupancy
plots of participants after blocking by ketaprofen
(color points in 5 participants) and celecoxib
(black points in 3 participants). These participants
had the highest blockades in the study. The occu-
pancy (ie, slope) of COX-1 was about 55% for
ketaprofen and 33% for celecoxib.
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3H-PI-2620, 3H-APN-1607, and 3H-CBD-2115) in postmortem
specimens from 12 individuals with pathologically diagnosed
CTE. They performed radioligand binding assays to assess the
potential utility of tau PET radiotracers in imaging in vivo
CTE-specific tau inclusions. Figure 5 shows autoradiography
evaluation of the various tracers’ uptake in thin-sections of
fresh-frozen human frontal cortex from 3 of the individuals with
different severities of CTE. Immunohistochemistry validated

binding of phospho-tau with AT8, 3R tau with RD3, 4R tau
with RD4, and amyloid-b with 6F/3D antibodies. 3H-flortauci-
pir demonstrated high binding that was greatly reduced after
MAO inhibition. The 3H-MK-6240 and 3H-PI-2620 com-
pounds, both tau-imaging radiotracers, had moderate levels of
binding. The 3H-APN-1607 compound also exhibited high bind-
ing, and this was reduced in the presence of amyloid-binding
tracers such as Navidia 4694. The authors concluded that these
results suggest caveats about off-target binding to MAO-A and
b-amyloid with 3H-flortaucipir and 3H-APN-1607, respectively.
The results also indicate potential for 3H-MK-6240 and 3H-
PI-2620 imaging in mixed pathology or severe CTE cases. 3H-
CBD-2115 is likely to continue to serve as an in vitro screening
tool for next-generation radiotracers to image mixed 3R/4R tau
pathology of CTE. This is another step toward explaining the
wide and sometimes confounding variability seen in current
in vivo imaging of CTE.

Fanglu Fu et al. from Harvard University/Massachusetts
General Hospital (Boston, MA) reported on “Evaluation of
longitudinal changes in reference region uptake and extra-
cerebral signal of 18F-MK-6240 PET” [2285]. This study
builds on previous reports suggesting an annual increase of
0.01–0.15 in target region SUV ratios with this tau PET
tracer in both cognitively normal and AD subjects, as well as
on the authors’ own work showing that lower uptake in white-
matter–rich reference regions allows for a larger dynamic
range of target uptake in individuals categorized as low-bind-
ers. This longitudinal study included individuals across the AD
spectrum: 24 who were cognitively normal, 6 with mild cogni-
tive impairment (MCI), and 2 with AD. All underwent baseline
18F-MK-6240 PET, followed by scans at 6.1 6 0.5 (n 5 25)
and 13.3 6 0.9 (n 5 16) mo. Figure 6 (bottom row) shows
that an extracerebral signal was present in about 50% of cogni-
tively normal individuals, which can contaminate the cerebellar
gray matter reference region and hamper tau quantification.
The authors examined uptake in various potential reference
regions, including cerebellar gray matter, cerebral white matter,
and pons, as well as extracerebral uptake. Baseline SUVs were
higher in cerebellar gray matter–based regions than in white
matter–rich regions, in which SUV uptake was $1.5-fold
higher in the AD/MCI participants than in the cognitively nor-
mal subjects. Baseline extracerebral SUVs were similar across
groups. At the group level, no reference region showed signifi-
cant differences in SUV at either follow-up. However, high

FIGURE 4. Next-generation PET/CT imaging in meningioma with 18F-
SiTATE. Top: Structural formula for the somatostatin receptor–targeting
peptide 18F-SiTATE. Bottom rows: Example high-contrast images (left to
right: CT, 18F-SiTATE PET, and PET/CT fused) showing (top) transosseous
fusion, (middle) transosseous extension, and (bottom) extraosseous
extension. More than a fourth (27.1%) of the meningioma lesions identified
on 18F-SiTATE in this large study were not clinically suspected or detected
on conventional imaging.

FIGURE 5. Evaluation of tau radiotracers in
chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE). Images
show thin-section autoradiography of radioligand
binding in fresh-frozen postmortem CTE frontal
cortex from individuals with stage IV CTE (rows
1–3). Imaging acquired with (left to right) baseline
AT8, 3H-flortaucipir, 3H-flortaucipir 1 MAO-A in-
hibitor, 3H-PI-2620, 3H-MK-6240, 3H-APN-1607,
and 3H-CBD-2115. High binding of 3H-flortau-
cipir was greatly reduced after MAO inhibition.
Although 3H-CBD-2115 is likely to continue to

serve as an in vitro screening tool for next-generation radiotracers to image mixed 3R/4R tau pathology of CTE, the varied tracer results constitute
another step toward explaining the wide variability seen in in vivo imaging of CTE.
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inter-and intrasubject variability was noted, particularly in
extracerebral regions and independent of diagnostic group.
This work is part of innovative efforts to identify factors that
impact sensitivity for detecting robust biologic changes in tar-
get uptake in neurodegenerative diseases and also emphasizes
the importance of examining reference region SUVs in longitu-
dinal studies involving cognitively normal subjects.

Another area of current interest in neuroimaging is the abil-
ity to leverage early data from dynamic studies to obtain a mea-
sure or index of perfusion. As an example, earlier amyloid PET
studies with 11C-Pittsburgh Compound B (11C-PiB) showed
that its early-phase relative delivery (R1) was reflective of rela-
tive blood flow.18F-MK6240 has high affinity and selectivity
for hyperphosphorylated tau and readily crosses the blood–brain
barrier. The early phase of 18F-MK-6240 signal has shown

significant heterogeneity across brain regions. Guehl et al. from
Harvard Medical School/Massachusetts General Hospital (Bos-
ton, MA) reported on “Quantitative measurement of cerebral
perfusion from early-phase 18F-MK6240 tau-PET imaging”
[2223]. This investigation examined whether 18F-MK6240 can
provide a surrogate index of cerebral perfusion. The study
included 35 participants (18 healthy controls, 11 individuals
with MCI, and 6 with AD), who underwent dynamic 18F-
MK6240 PET imaging as well as a structural multiecho
MPRAGE MR sequence for anatomic information. Figure 7
shows the very strong correspondence between the already
established relative delivery of the 11C-PiB amyloid tracer and
the newer MK tau compound. The authors concluded that these
results “provide support for using the early phase of 18F-
MK6240 images to derive a quantitative index of cerebral
perfusion” and that the “early and late phases of 18F-MK6240
dynamic acquisition may thus offer complementary information
about the pathophysiological mechanisms of the disease.”

As is evident from the studies I have highlighted, 18F-
MK6240 is receiving a great deal of research attention. I also
want to point out the informative studies presented at the
SNMMI meeting by Vanderlinden et al. from KU Leuven
(Belgium), who reported on “18F-MK-6240 SUVR long-
term test-retest and assessment of meningeal tracer uptake”
[2937], and McVea et al. from the University of Wisconsin
Madison and the Wisconsin Alzheimer’s Disease Research
Center (Madison), who reported that “Off-target MK6240
binding decreases detection sensitivity in simulated PET
scans” [2952]. Early detection of tau is likely to continue to
be a focus of future efforts and is important to understand
sources of off-target signal and data variability.

Neurodegeneration: Parkinson Disease

I now transition to neurodegeneration in PD. The first
example shows how imaging can be used to better understand

FIGURE 6. Longitudinal changes in reference region uptake and extra-
cerebral signal of 18F-MK-6240 PET. Example images from 2 individuals: (top
row) with mild cognitive impairment (age, 60 y; MMSE 5 23) and (bottom
row) cognitively normal (age, 69; MMSE 5 28). An extracerebral signal was
present in about 50% of cognitively normal individuals, which can contami-
nate the cerebellar gray matter reference region and hamper tau quantifica-
tion. The work emphasizes the importance of examining reference region
SUVs in longitudinal studies involving cognitively normal subjects.

FIGURE 7. Quantitative measurement of cere-
bral perfusion from early-phase 18F-MK6240 tau
PET imaging. Parametric maps of images in a
control subject (left 3 columns) and a subject
with Alzheimer disease (AD; right 3 columns)
showing (top to bottom): multiecho MPRAGE
MR, 18F-MK6240 PET late SUV ratio (90–120
min, 0–3.5)), 18F-MK6240 early-phase relative
perfusion (R1, 0–1.3); and 11C-PiB early-phase
relative perfusion (R1, 0–1.3). Blue arrows indi-
cate areas of reduced cerebral perfusion and
corresponding high tau load. Strong correspon-
dence was seen between the already estab-
lished relative delivery of the 11C-PiB amyloid
tracer and the newer MK tau compound. Early
and late phases of 18F-MK6240 dynamic acqui-
sition may offer complementary information
about the pathophysiologic mechanisms of AD.
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associations between behavior and neurobiology in PD. Kanel
et al. from the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) reported
that “Cholinergic denervation is more severe in patients with
PD with premotor compared to postmotor onset REM sleep
behavior disease (RBD): An 18F-FEOBV PET study” [2310].
The study included 73 patients with PD without dementia who
underwent clinical assessment, 18F-FEOBV PET brain imaging
studies of the vesicular acetylcholine transporter, and assess-
ment for RBD. Twenty-five PD patients reported a history of
RBD symptoms before onset of motor symptoms (premotor),
and 11 reported motor symptoms preceding RBD symptoms
(postmotor). Thirty-seven PD subjects reported no history of
RBD. Premotor RBD PD and postmotor RBD PD data were
compared with control data using voxel-based independent

t tests (false discovery correction; P , 0.05). Voxel-based
whole-brain analysis showed specific but partially overlapping
reduced cholinergic binding in premotor and postmotor RBD
(Fig. 8). Overlapping areas of cholinergic denervation were
seen bilaterally in the occipital, temporal, parietal lobes, fusi-
form, lingual, and Heschl gyri in the PD RBD groups com-
pared to controls. In addition, the premotor RBD group
showed cholinergic denervation in bilateral insula, angular,
precuneus, cuneus, gyrus rectus, thalamus, left hippocampus,
left parahippocampal, vermis, and frontal lobes compared to
the postmotor RBD groups. The more severe cholinergic
denervation in the premotor RBD group suggested a gradient
from more severe denervation in the “body first” PD group
followed by “brain first” onset PD with RBD and with the

FIGURE 8. 18F-FEOBV PET in cholinergic de-
nervation in Parkinson disease (PD) and onset
of rapid-eye movement sleep behavior disease
(RBD). Voxel-based whole-brain t maps (t value:
0–6) show decreased cholinergic transporter
binding in RBD PD relative to controls (top: con-
trol vs postmotor RBD PD; bottom: control vs
premotor RBD PD). The t maps show areas of
specific but partially overlapping reduced cholin-
ergic binding in pre- and postmotor RBD. The
more severe cholinergic denervation in the pre-
motor RBD group suggested a gradient from
more severe denervation in the “body first” PD
group followed by “brain first” onset PD.
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least denervation in PD without this form of insomnia. The
authors concluded that “RBD in the setting of PD may be
associated with the vulnerability of cholinergic forebrain
denervation.” This is an important step in evaluating REM
sleep behavior disorders.

The last presentation was from Honhar et al. from Yale
University School of Medicine (New Haven, CT) and Abb-
Vie, Inc. (North Chicago, IL), who reported that “In vivo PET
markers of synaptic density and DAT availability correlate
with motor severity scores in PD” (2500). They investigated
the relationship between Movement Disorders Society–
Unified PD Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS) Part III (motor
severity) scores and PET measures as part of an ongoing
prospective PD study. The study included 18 PD patients
(10 women, 8 men; mean age, 63.4 6 7.7 y; mean disease
duration, 5.1 6 3.3 y) with a mean MDS-UPDRS Part III
score of 29.56 8.4. All 18 participants underwent 11C-UCB-J
imaging of the synaptic vesicle glycoprotein 2A, and 15 of
these individuals also underwent 18F-FE-PE2I imaging of the
DAT. All participants also underwent a high-resolution T1-
weighted MR scan for registration with the synaptic density
tracer images. Corresponding images from healthy controls
were included in the study. Motor severity scores were signifi-
cantly correlated with disease duration and negatively corre-
lated with 11C-UCB-J uptake in the substantia nigra, red
nucleus, and brain stem. No significant correlation was found
between motor severity scores and 11C-UCB-J uptake in the

caudate, putamen, or cortical regions. 18F-FE-PE2I uptake in
the putamen showed a negative correlation with motor sever-
ity scores. The authors concluded that the findings of signifi-
cant correlations between motor severity scores and PET
markers of synaptic density/DAT availability in key PD-
related brain regions support further investigation of 11C-
UCB-J and 18F-FE-PE2I as PET biomarkers of PD disease
severity. This, then, is another example of a multimodal imag-
ing view of the neurodegenerative process in PD.

Conclusion

Imaging advances hold promise for new and improved
imaging capabilities but also bring new challenges and an
expanding set of questions. Performance evaluations, exami-
nation of data variability, optimization of data analyses, and
issues of study design remain relevant for total-body, whole-
body, multimodal, dynamic, and novel radiotracer imaging
(among other examples). It is exciting to pursue these ques-
tions in the neuroscience realm, as we work toward improve-
ments such as enhanced detection of early disease, assessment
of changes in disease, and creation of multidimensional study
designs that help us better understand disease.

I thank you all, my SNMMI colleagues, and Dr. Wagner
(in memory). Thank you for your attention and contributions
to the neuroscience sessions at this year’s SNMMI Annual
Meeting.
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S N M M I L E A D E R S H I P U P D A T E

SNMMI Mid-Winter and ACNM Annual Meeting in
San Francisco
Virginia Pappas, CAE, SNMMI CEO

F
ollowing SNMMI’s successful in-person 2022 Annual
Meeting, the society is excited to bring the nuclear
medicine and molecular imaging community together

again at the 2023 SNMMI Mid-Winter and American College
of Nuclear Medicine (ACNM) Annual Meeting. The meeting
will be held January 26–28 in San Francisco, CA, for in-person
attendees, and the full event will also be available online.

The SNMMI Mid-Winter and ACNM Annual Meeting is
attended by leading molecular imaging and nuclear medicine
physicians, radiologists, cardiologists, physicists, pharmacists,
scientists, lab professionals, and technologists, representing the
world’s top medical and academic institutions and centers.
This year’s meeting will feature 3 educational tracks highlight-
ing the latest innovations and techniques in the field, including
a dedicated track on neuroimaging. All 3 tracks will be live-
streamed, and content will be captured for on-demand viewing.

The ACNM Annual Meeting Track will include a robust
program of cutting-edge educational content and oral presenta-
tions. Radionuclide therapy will be a main topic, with sessions
on thyroid, neuroendocrine tumor, prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA), and pediatric imaging. A Read with the
Experts session will feature new radiopharmaceuticals (FES,
DOTATATE, and PyL), and a session on implementing new
programs for infection and theranostics will also be presented.

Neuroimaging is always a hot topic, as evidenced in the
recent Journal of Nuclear Medicine supplement “Molecular
Imaging of Neurodegeneration: The Way to New Horizons”
(https://jnm.snmjournals.org/content/63/Supplement_1). The
Brain Imaging Track will feature sessions to improve attendees’
knowledge about neuroimaging, from basic concepts to more
advanced applications. The track will address several impor-
tant subjects, including acute rapid-onset dementing disor-
ders, imaging of immune function in psychiatric conditions,
imaging of epilepsy, andmore.

The General Nuclear Medicine Track will include a
wide-ranging scope of sessions developed and led by experts
from SNMMI’s specialty councils and centers of excellence.
These sessions are designed to expand attendees’ knowledge
of the latest clinical applications and best practices in the
field to advance precision medicine. Topics will cover artifi-
cial intelligence in nuclear cardiology, PSMA radiopharma-
ceutical therapy, clinical PET/MRI of the abdomen and
pelvis, and hybrid PET/CT cardiac imaging.

In addition to the 3 tracks, the ACNM Annual Meeting
trackwill feature a moderated poster session on Friday, January
27, where attendees can meet abstract authors, ask questions,
and have discussions. Clinical and scientific abstracts presented
at the meeting will cover aspects of clinical and basic science in

nuclear medicine, correlative imaging in nuclear medicine and
radiology, methodology (including computer programming or
physics), nuclear pharmacy and physics, nuclear cardiology,
theranostics, and quality and safety in nuclear medicine.

The meeting’s exhibit hall will offer attendees opportuni-
ties to connect with top nuclear medicine and molecular
imaging companies to explore the latest technologies and
products. The exhibit hall will be open on Friday, January 27,
from 12:00 PM until 7:00 PM PST and on Saturday, January
28, from 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM PST. Several breaks will be held
throughout the meeting during which attendees can visit the
exhibit hall. In addition, an exhibit hall reception will be held
on Friday, January 27, from 5:45 to 7:00 PM PST; all attendees
are welcome to join in this fun and informational event.

The ACNM Awards Ceremony and Banquet will be held
immediately following the exhibit hall reception. During this
event the ACNM will honor its 2023 Lifetime Achievement
Award and 2023 Gold Medal Award winners, present the
ACNMAbstract Awards, and induct its 2023 Class of Fellows.

The 2023 meeting title sponsor is Advanced Accelerator
Applications, and the Brain Imaging Track sponsors are Eisai
and Lilly. SNMMI thanks these and the meeting’s other spon-
sors for their support of the nuclear medicine and molecular
imaging field.

The SNMMI Mid-Winter and ACNM Annual Meeting will
be held at the Hyatt Regency San Francisco. This waterfront
hotel is located steps from the Embarcadero, Union Square, and
dozens of other destinations, allowing attendees easy access to
Oracle Park, Alcatraz Island, the Exploratorium, andmuchmore.

We have a wonderful program planned. You won’t want
to miss it!

To register for the 2023 SNMMI Mid-Winter and ACNM
Annual Meeting, visit www.snmmi.org/mwm. Early-bird regis-
tration ends December 15, 2022.We look forward to seeing you
in San Francisco!
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F R OM T H E L I T E R A T U R E

Each month the editor of Newsline
selects articles on diagnostic, therapeu-
tic, research, and practice issues from
a range of international publications.
Most selections come from outside the
standard canon of nuclear medicine
and radiology journals. These briefs
are offered as a window on the broad
arena of medical and scientific en-
deavor in which nuclear medicine now
plays an essential role. The lines be-
tween diagnosis and therapy are in-
creasingly blurred, as radiolabels are
used as adjuncts to treatment and/or as
active agents in therapeutic regimens,
and these shifting lines are reflected in
the briefs presented here. We have also
added a small section on noteworthy
reviews of the literature.

Early PET/CT in Head and Neck
SCC with Erlotinib Tx

Porosnicu et al. from Atrium Health
Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center/Wake
Forest School of Medicine (Winston-
Salem, NC) reported in the August 30
issue of Frontiers in Oncology (2022;
12:939118) on a study investigating
targeted improvement in the relatively
low documented treatment response to
erlotinib in metastatic/recurrent head and
neck squamous cell cancer (HSNCC) by
patient smoking status–based erlotinib
dose optimization and through early-
in-treatment 18F-FDG PET assessment
to distinguish responders from nonre-
sponders. The study included 19 patients
(10 smokers, 9 nonsmokers)with operable
HNSCCwho received neoadjuvant erloti-
nib with doses determined by smoking
status (150 and 300 mg for nonsmokers
and active smokers, respectively). Patients
underwent PET/CT before treatment, at
4–7 d of treatment, and before surgery.
Response was defined by lesion measure-
ment on diagnostic CT as a decrease in
maximum tumor diameter of $20%
(responders), 10%–19% (minimum re-
sponders), and ,10% (nonresponders).
Tumor response and assessed plasma
erlotinib levels were similar between
the treatment groups. Changes quanti-
fied on early and posttreatment PET/CT

compared to pretreatment PET/CT were
significantly correlated with response
on posttreatment CT. The authors con-
cluded that this pilot study suggested
“that early-in-treatment PET/CT can pre-
dict response to erlotinib, and treatment
with erlotinib dose adjusted according
to smoking status is well-tolerated
and may improve treatment response
in HNSCC.” They added that the study
highlights the opportunity for improved
patient selection for more individualized
erlotinib treatment and cited this as an
area for more study, particularly to sup-
port U.S. Food and Drug Administration
decision-making in the use of erlotinib
in HNSCC.

Frontiers in Oncology

11C-Trimethoprim PET and
Drug-Resistant Bacterial
Infection

In an article published on Septem-
ber 15 in the Journal of Clinical Inves-
tigation (2022;132[18]:e156679), Lee
et al. from the University of Pennsylva-
nia/Hospital of the University of Penn-
sylvania (Philadelphia) and Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia (PA) reported
on a study exploring the question of
whether antimicrobial resistance re-
duces specific accumulation of antibi-
otic-based PET tracers within bacteria,
affecting the diagnostic utility of these
promising imaging approaches in infec-
tion. The authors described a series of
preclinical investigations, from in vitro
studies to genomic surveys, and a first-
in-human application with 11C-labeled
trimethoprim (11C-TMP). Robust 11C-
TMP uptake was seen in both TMP-sen-
sitive and -resistant bacteria. Genome
database analyses indicated that most
clinically relevant bacteria can be tar-
geted with 11C-TMP. A clinical protocol
to assess the biodistribution of 11C-TMP
in humans included patients with a range
of infectious lesions. 11C-TMP PET
showed focal radiotracer uptake in areas
of infection. The authors concluded that
these results highlight an approach to
imaging bacterial infection in patients
that “could affect our understanding of

bacterial pathogenesis as well as our
ability to better diagnose infections and
monitor response to therapy.”

Journal of Clinical Investigation

Cardiac, Vascular, and
Pulmonary Pathobiology in
Acute COVID-19

Alam et al. from Manchester Uni-
versity (UK), North Bristol Trust (UK),
London School of Hygiene and Tropi-
cal Medicine (UK), Aga Khan Univer-
sity (Nairobi, Kenya), University of
Bristol (UK), University of Washing-
ton (Seattle), University of Edinburgh
(UK), and Emory University (Atlanta,
GA) reported on September 14 ahead
of print in the Journal of the American
Heart Association on a study using
multimodality imaging and biochemi-
cal sampling to characterize the patho-
biology of acute COVID-19. The study
included 33 patients (31 men, 2 women;
median age, 51 y) testing positive for
COVID 19, of whom 24 (73%) had res-
piratory symptoms and the rest had
nonspecific viral symptoms. Patients
underwent CT coronary angiography,
cardiac 18F-FDG PET/CT, and cardiac
MR imaging, as well as biomarker sam-
pling. On cardiacMR imaging, 9 patients
had myocarditis; of these patients, 5
were found to have myocardial inflam-
matory cell infiltration. Two patients had
elevated troponin levels, and, in general,
cardiac troponin concentrations were not
significantly higher in patients with or
without myocarditis or myocardial cell
infiltration. None of the patients were
found to have obstructive coronary ar-
tery disease or vasculitis. Pulmonary in-
flammation and consolidation were 17%
and 11%, respectively, and were not
associated with the presence of myocar-
ditis. The authors summarized that al-
though myocarditis was present in a third
of these patients with acute COVID-19
and the majority had inflammatory cell
infiltration, pneumonitis inflammation
was not directly associated with myocar-
ditis. They concluded that “the mecha-
nism of cardiac pathology is nonischemic
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and not attributable to a vasculitic pro-
cess” in COVID-19.

Journal of the American Heart
Association

FAP-Specific Signaling in
Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma
Diagnosis

In an article published on August 31
in Cancers (Basel) (2022;14[17]:4253),
Liew et al. from University Hospital
Heidelberg/German Cancer Research
Center (DKFZ), University Hospital
D€usseldorf/German Center for Lung
Research (DZL) (Heidelberg), and Uni-
versity Hospital Bonn (all in Germany)
reported on an analysis characterizing
the significance of 68Ga-fibroblast-
activation protein inhibitor (68Ga-FAPI)
uptake in adenoid cystic carcinomas by
correlating 68Ga-FAPI PET at serial
time points with corresponding MR im-
aging assessments. The retrospective
analysis included clinical PET/CT im-
ages acquired at 10, 60, and 180 min
after injection in 12 patients with ade-
noid cystic carcinoma as well as corre-
sponding T1- and T2-weighted MR
imaging. PET/CT and MR images were
coregistered and correlated for analysis.
The 68Ga-FAPI PET signals showed a
very weak positive correlation with T1-
weighted MR values and a weak nega-
tive correlation with T2-weighted values.
The authors concluded that minimal cor-
relation between the intensity of 68Ga-
FAPI PET signals and tumor appearance
on MR scans “underlines that 68Ga-
FAPI PET signaling is not a surrogate
marker of MRI sequences but an inde-
pendent signal.”

Cancers (Basel)

Ultra-Low-Dose Brain 18F-FDG
PET/MR Imaging

Soret et al. from the Hôpital Piti"e-
Salpêtri!ere (Paris), Sorbonne Universit"e,
CNRS, INSERM (Paris), and the Centre
d'Acquisition et Traitement des Images
(Saclay; all in France) reported on
September 12 in Scientific Reports on
a study simulating an 18F-FDG PET/
MR brain imaging ultra-low-dose pro-
tocol (0.2 MBq/Kg) and compared it

to a reference protocol (2 MBq/Kg;
from the group’s previously published
work) in 50 patients with cognitive im-
pairment. They tested reproducibility
between the 2 protocols’ SUV ratio
measurements and assessed the effect of
the ultra-low-dose protocol on between-
group comparisons and visual analyses
by physicians. Agreement between visual
assessments of PET with the 2 protocols
in patients with severe anomalies was
substantial to almost perfect. This agree-
ment was only moderate in patients with
normal metabolism or moderate hypo-
metabolism. SUV ratios were strongly
reproducible, and between-group com-
parisons were similar with the 2 proto-
cols. The authors concluded that “these
results suggest that a low-dose protocol
(1 MBq/Kg) should be preferred in the
context of neurodegenerative disease
diagnosis.”

Scientific Reports

PET/CT in Postop Follow-Up
in NSCLC

In an article published on September
6 ahead of print in Lung Cancer (2022;
173:14–20), Kaumanns et al. from Uni-
versity Hospital Basel (Switzerland)
reported on a study designed to deter-
mine the value of whole-body 18F-FDG
PET/CT as an optimal surveillance strat-
egy in patients with resected non–small
cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The retro-
spective study included data on 205
patients with resected stage I–III NSCLC
and PET/CT surveillance data. All pa-
tients had preoperative 18F-FDG PET-
positive tumors and underwent additional
PET/CT at 6, 12, and 24 mo after surgery
and chest CT at 18 mo. Longer-term
follow-up (median, 26.3 mo; range,
4.1–60.6 mo) included annual chest CT
for patients initially diagnosed with
stage I or II or annual PET/CT for stage
III. Over the follow-up period, the rates
for recurrence and secondary primary
lung cancers were 22% and 8%, respec-
tively, with associated symptoms present
in 48% (recurrence) and 18% (secondary
primary lung cancers) of patients. A total
of 83% of recurrences and 65% of
secondary primary lung cancers were
detected on PET/CT, with 82% of

recurrences detected in the first or sec-
ond follow-up PET/CT scan. A second
curative-intention treatment was possi-
ble in 37% of patients with recurrence
and 100% with secondary primary lung
cancers, with a 2-y recurrence-free sur-
vival rate after second treatment of 53%.
18F-FDG PET/CT findings were positive
in nonmalignant lesions (71% of these
were possible infections) in 25% of pa-
tients. The authors concluded that addi-
tional studies are needed to identify
patients whomight “benefit from an even
more intensive surveillance strategy.”

Lung Cancer

11C-MET and 18F-FDG PET/CT in
Multiple Myeloma

In an article published in the August
31 issue of the International Journal of
Molecular Sciences (2022;23[17]:9895),
Morales-Lozano et al. from the Clinica
Universidad de Navarra and the Instituto
de Investigaci"on Sanitaria de Navarra
(both in Pamplona, Spain) reported on
the results of a study comparing the
diagnostic accuracy and prognostic
value of 18F-FDG and 11C-methionine
(11C-MET) PET in patients with mul-
tiple myeloma. The study included 52
such patients (median age, 61 y; range,
37–83 y; 28men, 24women; 8 smolder-
ing, 18 newly diagnosed, and 26 re-
lapsed), who underwent PET/CT with
each of the tracers. Six patients negative
for uptake on 18F-FDG PET/CT were
positive on 11C-MET PET/CT. 11C-
MET PET/CT also identified a higher
number of focal lesions in more than
half of patients. Analysis of prognostic
comparisons of the 2 tracers focused on
the 26 relapsed participants. For 18F-
FDG, identification of .3 focal lesions
and total metabolic tumor volume p50
or p75 were associated with adverse
prognosis. For 11C-MET, total meta-
bolic tumor volume p50 or p75 and total
lesion MET uptake p50 or p75 were
associated with lower progression-free
survival. The authors concluded that
this study “confirmed the diagnostic and
prognostic value of FDG in multiple
myeloma” and also highlighted the
higher sensitivity of 11C-MET PET/CT
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for detection of myeloma lesions, in-
cluding focal lesions.

International Journal of Molecular
Sciences

PET and Neoadjuvant Therapy
Response in Pancreatic
Adenocarcinoma

Abdelrahman et al. from the Mayo
Clinic (Rochester, MN) reported in the
September issue of the Journal of the
National Comprehensive Cancer Net-
work (2022;20[9]:1023–1032) on a ret-
rospective study evaluating the utility
of preoperative 18F-FDG PET in pre-
dicting response to neoadjuvant therapy
and survival in patients with borderline
resectable/locally advanced pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma. Neither ana-
tomic imaging nor available biochemi-
cal markers have proven widely useful
in this setting. The study included 202
patients who underwent neoadjuvant
therapy within 60 d of resection, with
pre- and posttherapy PET and biochem-
ical responses assessed. After therapy,
58% of patients had optimization of
CA 19-9 levels, with major metabolic
responses seen on PET in 51% and
pathologic responses in 38%. Median
recurrence-free and overall survival
times were 21 and 48.7 mo, respec-
tively. Metabolic response on PET was
superior to biochemical response in pre-
dicting pathologic response and was the
only univariate preoperative predictor
of overall survival. Metabolic response
was the single largest independent pre-
operative predictor for pathologic re-
sponse. The authors concluded that in
patients with post-neoadjuvant therapy
borderline resectable/locally advanced
pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, 18F-
FDG PET is a preoperative metric of

therapeutic efficacy, “thereby allowing
potential therapeutic alterations and sur-
gical treatment decisions.” They sug-
gested that 18F-FDG PET should be an
adjunct and recommended modality
during the neoadjuvant therapy phase of
care for these patients.

Journal of the National
Comprehensive Cancer Network

99mTc-Sestamibi SPECT/CT and
Oncocytic Renal Neoplasia

In an article published on September
5 ahead of print in the Scandinavian
Journal of Urology, Tzortzakakis et al.
from the Karolinska Institutet (Solna,
Sweden), KarolinskaUniversityHospital
(Huddinge, Sweden), University of Bir-
mingham (UK), Cheltenham General
Hospital/Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust (UK), and the Cum-
ming School of Medicine/University of
Calgary (Canada) reported on a study
designed to determine whether 99mTc-
sestamibi uptake in renal tumor and non-
tumor renal parenchyma on SPECT can
provide information differentiating renal
oncocytoma from renal cell carcinoma.
The study included 52 patients with a
total of 57 renal tumors. All patients
underwent 99mTc-sestamibi SPECT/CT,
with visual analysis and SUVmaxmetrics
for uptake-based derivation of optimal
cutoff values for detecting renal oncocy-
toma. Uptake was positive in a group of
mostly indolent tumors with low malig-
nant potential, including renal oncocy-
toma, low-grade oncocytic tumors, hybrid
oncocytic tumors, and a subset of chro-
mophobe renal cell carcinomas. Semi-
quantitative evaluation of uptake did not
improve SPECT/CT performance in dif-
ferentiating renal oncocytomas from other
lesions. The authors concluded that “the

imaging limitations for accurate differen-
tiation of sestamibi-positive renal tumors
mirror the recognized diagnostic com-
plexities of the histopathologic evaluation
of oncocytic neoplasia” and recommend-
ed that patients with sestamibi-positive
renal tumors might be better suited for
biopsy and follow-up, per current active
surveillance protocols.

Scandinavian Journal of Urology

Reviews

Review articles provide an important
way to stay up to date on the latest topics
and approaches through valuable summa-
ries of pertinent literature. The Newsline
editor recommends several general re-
views accessioned into the PubMed data-
base in September. Kelly et al. from the
Clinica Universitaria Colombia (Bogot"a),
Clinica Reina Sofia (Bogot"a, Colombia),
Fundacion Universitaria Sanitas (Bogot"a,
Colombia), and the “Sapienza” Univer-
sity (Rome, Italy) summarized “Sj€ogren
syndrome: New insights in the pathogen-
esis and role of nuclear medicine” on
September 4 in the Journal of Clinical
Medicine (2022;11[17]:5227). In an arti-
cle published on September 7 ahead of
print in Future Oncology, de Vries et al.
from University Medical Center Utrecht
(The Netherlands) reviewed “Sentinel
lymph node detection in thyroid carci-
noma using 68Ga-tilmanocept PET/CT:
A proof of concept study protocol.”
Wei et al. from West China Hospital
of Sichuan University (Chengdu, China)
presented an overview of “Peritoneal car-
cinomatosis with intraperitoneal immuno-
therapy: Current treatment options and
perspectives” on September 15 ahead of
print in Expert Review of Gastroenterol-
ogy andHepatology.
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D I S C U S S I O N S W I T H L E A D E R S

From International Leadership in Cardiac Disease to a Focus
on Heart Health
A Conversation Between Valent"ın Fuster and Marcelo Di Carli

Valent"ın Fuster1,2 and Marcelo F. Di Carli3

1Mount Sinai Hospital and Director of the Zena and Michael A. Wiener Cardiovascular Institute and the Marie-Jos"ee and Henry R.
Kravis Center for Cardiovascular Health, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, New York; 2Centro Nacional de
Investigaciones Cardiovasculares Carlos III, Madrid, Spain; and 3Cardiovascular Imaging Program and Division of Nuclear Medicine
and Molecular Imaging, Departments of Radiology and Medicine, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts

Marcelo DiCarli, MD, a Professor of Radiology and Medi-
cine at Harvard Medical School/Brigham and Women’s Hospital
(Boston, MA), interviewed Valent"ın Fuster, MD, PhD, about his
long career as an international leader in cardiology. Dr. Fuster
obtained his MD from the University of Barcelona (Spain) and
PhD degree from the University of Edinburgh (Scotland) awarded
in Barcelona (Spain). He was Professor in Medicine and Cardiovas-
cular Diseases at the Mayo Medical School (Rochester, MN) and
later at the Medical School of Mount Sinai Hospital (New York,
NY). He was the Mallinckrodt Professor of Medicine at Harvard
Medical School and Chief of Cardiology at the Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital (Boston). In 1994, he was named director of the Car-
diovascular Institute at Mount Sinai, a post he has combined since
2012 with that of Physician-in-Chief of the hospital.
He has served as president of the American Heart Association

(AHA) and the World Heart Federation; is a member of the U.S.
National Academy of Medicine, where he cochaired the Advisory
Committee on the Role of the United States in Global Health; was
a member of the European Horizon 2020 Scientific Panel of Health;
was a council member of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute; and was president of the Training Program of the Ameri-
can College of Cardiology (ACC). He has published more than
1,000 scientific articles over more than 50 years and currently
serves as editor-in-chief of the Journal of the American College of
Cardiology. He has received many awards, including the Prince of
Asturias Award for Technical and Scientific Research, the Grand
Prix Scientifique of the Institute of France, Gold Medal and
Research Achievement Award from the AHA, the Living Legend
and Life Achievement Award from the ACC, the Gold Medal from
the European Society of Cardiology, and the title of Marquis from
King Juan Carlos I of Spain. In addition to his dedication to
research, Dr. Fuster is strongly committed to communicating to the
public, which led to the launch of the Science, Health, and Educa-
tion Foundation, of which Dr Fuster is president, directed at
improving public health, especially in the young. The Resilient
Heart, a documentary about his international work with children,
premiered at the 2017 Tribeca Film Festival in New York.

Dr. Di Carli: Although you grew up
in a family of physicians, my understand-
ing is that medicine was not your primary
interest. How did you discover that medi-
cine was going to be your future?
Dr. Fuster: I had a passion for tennis

and played at the national level in
Spain. There was a possibility to go to
the Orange Bowl in Miami—the young
Davis Cup. The manager of the team
told me that I needed to win a tourna-
ment to make the team. I lost the tour-
nament and the possibility of joining
the team. I suddenly realized that it was going to be difficult to
make it in tennis. I was lost, except that something I really liked
was researching plants and the environment, so I wanted to study
agriculture. However, the problem at that time was that it was
uncommon to move too far from your city and your family, and
there was no school of agriculture in Barcelona. It was at the ten-
nis club in Barcelona that I met the Spanish physician with the high-
est reputation at the time, Pedro Farreras Valent"ı, MD, who was an
author of the classic Spanish textbook of internal medicine. It was
Dr. Farreras who told me that I should be a doctor. I had no idea
what he was talking about or why he would say that. But, you know,
I learned in life to trust certain people, and, not knowing what to do
with my life, I followed his advice. Dr. Farreras became my instant
mentor. He had a heart attack at age 45, and at the time he encour-
aged me to become a cardiologist, which he felt was the only subject
in medicine he didn’t know well. This story goes on . . . I am a com-
plete product of mentorship, which involves trusting someone who
really cares about you and who drives you. I think my life became
easier because I just listened to these people. That’s basically how
I went into medicine.
Dr. Di Carli: Fascinating story. How did you get into cardiol-

ogy and acute myocardial infarction research?
Dr. Fuster: This is very interesting. Basically, my mentor told me

that every summer I should go out of the country and learn basic
science, which, at that time, was simply histochemistry. I went to
Liverpool (U.K.) to study with a well-known pathologist, Harold
Sheehan, MD, DSc. I arrived there as a student, and he asked me to
join him every afternoon to look at pathology slides. The first day he
showed me a pathology slide that was basically a blood clot full of
platelets obtained from the coronary artery of a patient who had died

Valent"ın Fuster, MD, PhD
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of a heart attack. I asked him what a blood clot and platelets had to
do with a heart attack. He responded, “We don’t know if clots are
the cause or the consequence of a heart attack.” This was around
1963. He suggested that I investigate this question for my thesis.
Why did he suggest this? Don’t ask me. But it is exactly what I did.
I went to the University of Edinburgh to do my PhD and investi-
gated the function of platelets to understand how heart attacks occur.
This is yet another example of how I got into this field: by talking to
the right person about a single pathology slide.
Dr. Di Carli: This concept of strong mentorship resonates very

loudly with these 2 stories—first medicine and then cardiology
and heart attacks.
Dr. Fuster: Can I tell you how I got into imaging?
Dr. Di Carli: How was that?
Dr. Fuster: After Edinburgh, I went to the Mayo Clinic, where

I began to look at blood clots in the arterial lumen and reached the
conclusion that I needed to study the relationship between blood
clotting and the vessel wall. It turned out that my brother, a neuro-
scientist at the University of California at Los Angeles, was work-
ing with MRI of the brain in monkeys. I was very impressed with
this imaging tool and wondered whether instead of looking at the
brain we could just focus on the arteries. I went to the Massachu-
setts General Hospital and used postmortem MRI to look at the
vessel wall. That’s how I got interested in imaging, which started
by examining the vessel wall at autopsy.
Dr. Di Carli: Is being a good listener and having a good mentor all

you need to have a successful research career, or is there more to it?

Dr. Fuster: You need to have curiosity. This is something that
you’re born with—either you have it or you don’t. Not everyone
can be an investigator. You also need the environment and the
mentorship, and these 2 are closely interconnected. Basically, you
need to be in a culture that stimulates your curiosity. The next
thing is to pass what I call the stress test. As you begin a research
career, there are many frustrations, including experiments that
don’t work, papers not accepted, grants not funded, and other
obstacles. This is a crucial test that helps define who will be an
investigator and who will not. If you can go through this stress test
and persist with resilience, you will likely be all right.
Dr. Di Carli: You raised a very important point about resil-

ience. The frustrations you outlined above and failure of the stress
test can very easily discourage someone from pursuing a research
career. Is there anything else you would advise?
Dr. Fuster: I left tennis in a single hour, because I had the intui-

tion that I was not born for it. But if you’re really born with the
curiosity for research and have the right guidance, with a positive
intuition you can go through these stress tests and overcome the
frustrations and setbacks. That means that you are there and born
for that. These setbacks help you mature, and this is very positive,
because it signals that you are on the right track.
Dr. Di Carli: That’s a very important message for our young

audience. You are an amazing clinician/scientist and among the
most successful people in the world in clinical research. What is

the one contribution of which you’re the most proud or that that
you cherish the most?
Dr. Fuster: Let me rephrase your question. If someone asked me

what my most important life contribution has been, I have no doubt
that the answer would be “mentoring young people.” The VF Society,
comprised of more than 200 people that I have mentored, is now
more than 2 decades old. We meet every other year, and, to me, that
is by far the most satisfactory aspect of my professional and research
career. Recognitions and awards are great, but they are short-lived.
Instead, what you do for mentees is for life. I’m obsessed about that.
Why? Because I was mentored as a young person, and I am a product
of what you and I are talking about. That is to me the most meaningful
aspect of my career that I feel most happy about.
Dr. Di Carli: We’re completely in agreement. If you were to

start your career over, would you do anything different?
Dr. Fuster: When I decided to study medicine, my father was a

psychiatrist and my brother a neuroscientist. They both said that I
should focus on the brain. I disagreed, because I did not think
there was anything tangible in the field at that time. I told them
that I did not share their excitement. Today, I would respond dif-
ferently. In fact, half of what I do today is focused on the brain. If
I had to start over again, I would focus on neuroscience, because
we are on the verge of great discoveries related to the brain, which
50 years ago few people really anticipated.
Dr. Di Carli: Let me switch gears a little and get into your

extraordinary accomplishments in imaging. I don’t know many
clinical scientists who have done so much imaging without being

an imager. What do you predict will be the ultimate role of imag-
ing, both in clinical practice and in research?
Dr. Fuster: I believe that 5 fields will drive discoveries and

treatment in the next 20 years. Number 1 is imaging, because it
allows us to see at the molecular and anatomic levels. I have been
working with risk factors associated with the number 1 killer for
many years and observing risk scores. Unlike risk factors, however,
imaging gives us a direct window into the disease and tells us what
is actually there, even in the early stages. Genetics will also be very
important but will take some time. Artificial intelligence will drive
discoveries and assist in patient care. Then there is the study of a
single cell; for example, the circulating macrophage, providing
information on genetics and so forth. Finally, enhancement of
defense mechanisms via new developments in the field of pharma-
cology will be very important. But, without question, imaging will
be number 1 because it tells us what is there in a tangible way.
Likewise, molecular imaging will provide an opportunity to under-
stand disease mechanisms and help assess response to therapy.
Dr. Di Carli: Getting into atherosclerosis, you coined the term

“vulnerable plaque,” which has been the focus of intense research
for the last 20 years. Do you think this paradigm is still relevant?
Dr. Fuster: It is less relevant, but let me explain. The concept of

vulnerable plaque was developed after we became involved with post-
mortem MRI. It was useful to understand the different stages of the
atherosclerotic plaque within the arterial wall. Later, the introduction

`̀My message to a young audience is invest in what you are passionate about and interested in and listen to
your mentors.´́
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of intravascular imaging gave us a more detailed understanding of the
natural history of atherosclerotic plaques. I would say that the concept
of vulnerable plaque was useful to understand the pathophysiology of
atherosclerosis and its complications. However, now we know that
there are too many vulnerable plaques. So, our clinical focus has
shifted to the burden of disease, which has much more power in pre-
dicting who is at higher risk for adverse events. Imaging through the
combination of PET and MRI continues to provide pathophysiologic
insights. We have studied more than 900 people with PET/MRI and
are learning more about the role of inflammation in vivo in the initia-
tion and progression of atherosclerosis.
Dr. Di Carli: What do you think is the future of cardiovascular

molecular imaging? Will it be a research tool, or do you think that
it may find a translational niche to help identify people at risk?
Dr. Fuster: Molecular imaging started as a powerful research tool,

but this is rapidly changing. For example, at a clinical level molecular
imaging now plays a key role in sarcoidosis, infective endocarditis,
and amyloidosis. I predict that in the future, when we need to know if
there is a clot somewhere in the body, there is no question that molec-
ular imaging is going to give us the answer. There is intense focus on
the role of inflammation assessed by PET in the arteries, including the
coronary arteries. We are also using PET to learn about what is going
on in the brains of patients with risk factors and decreased flow. In my
opinion, molecular imaging will continue to expand as a critical imag-
ing tool in patient care.
Dr. Di Carli: It’s been very impressive to see your efforts in

community education and engagement for prevention of cardio-
vascular disease, including community-based randomized clinical
trials. What motivated you to get into this line of research?
Dr. Fuster: About 10 years ago, after having worked for so long

on clinical disease and belonging to organizations that talk con-
stantly about preventing disease, I became somewhat skeptical about
the adequacy of our efforts to prevent cardiovascular disease. I felt
that there was a lot of talk but very little action or results. I realized
that we knew more about disease than health. I personally started
with a clot, then I went into the vessel wall with imaging, and then I
realized that what’s in the vessel wall results from human behavior.
So, I transitioned from the very end to the very beginning of the dis-
ease. The question was where disease begins. Imaging again was
very important in this transition. We started using 3D vascular ultra-
sound to study the whole arterial system externally and learned that
we can identify subclinical disease in healthy people at a very young
age, at 20–30 years old. In our bioimaging study, the burden of sub-
clinical disease detected in healthy individuals was related to events
12 years later. Similarly, in the Coronary Artery Risk Development
in Young Adults (CARDIA) study, a longitudinal epidemiological
study that follows healthy people into their 80s, we showed that

poor control of cholesterol between ages 20 and 40 was linked to
events as young adults. This suggests to me that what we consider
healthy or normal is already very abnormal at younger ages with the
accumulation of risk factors and subclinical disease. This is impor-
tant, because most of our prevention guidelines start emphasizing
control of risk factors at age 40. It is clear to me that this is already
too late. So, we launched several clinical trials in younger people
with subclinical disease, starting at age 20. And then we got into
randomization of towns to test the efficacy of various interventions,
including education, exercise, and stress management. Now we are
working with 50,000 children, all randomized at different ages with
different educational strategies, because I am convinced that this is
the time when people listen. Later in life, we don’t listen. As you
can see, I am excited to devote my effort to the field of health, not
only because we are learning a great deal about the beginning of dis-
ease but also because I am convinced that this is where we should
focus our preventive efforts. We are also gaining a new appreciation
of all the defense mechanisms that we have ignored for so long. I
believe that this is really where the future of pharmacology will be.
Dr. Di Carli: This is truly fascinating. Before I let you go, what

are your goals for the next decade?
Dr. Fuster: As I tell young people, I want to continue to be crea-

tive and to see where I can help. I am vested in and very committed
to all these projects that I mentioned, because I believe we can do
something meaningful in global health and trigger change. The sec-
ond thing is that, like all of us, I want to be happy. By that I mean
that I continue to invest whatever talents I have in helping others.
That to me is critical and makes me happy. The third goal is to con-
tinue to invest in team effort. I believe very strongly in horizontal
systems. In fact, I don’t care what position I have, because I believe
that the person who cleans the floor in the morning is like me but
just with a different job. In this team effort, I try to enhance the role
of young people, who are as important as the senior members in the
team. I realize that life is not easy. We are all going through a very
difficult time. But within that context, we try to do the best we can.
My message to a young audience is invest in what you are passion-
ate about and interested in and listen to your mentors.
Dr. Di Carli: This has been a most inspiring conversation. It is

clear to me that one of the reasons you have been so successful is
that you are genuine and capable of explaining things in simple
words that people of all ages and backgrounds can understand and
relate to. Every time I speak with you, you remind me of one of
my own mentors, Ren"e Favaloro, MD, because of your simple and
genuine talk and big ideas. I suspect that this is why the VF Soci-
ety has so many members—because young people can really relate
to you not only in the medicine that you practice but also in the
life you live. Thank you very much.
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Precision Surgery Guided by Intraoperative Molecular
Imaging

Feredun Azari*1, Kevin Zhang*2, Gregory T. Kennedy*1, Ashley Chang2, Bilal Nadeem2, Edward J. Delikatny3, and
Sunil Singhal1

1Department of Thoracic Surgery, University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
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Intraoperative molecular imaging (IMI) has recently emerged as an
important tool in the armamentarium of surgical oncologists. IMI
allows real-time assessment of oncologic resection quality, margin
assessment, and occult disease detection during real-time surgery.
Numerous tracers have now been developed for use in IMI-guided tis-
sue sampling. Fluorochromes localize to the tumor by taking advan-
tage of their disorganized capillary milieu, overexpressed receptors, or
upregulated enzymes. Although fluorescent tracers can suffer from
issues of autofluorescence and lack of depth penetration, these chal-
lenges are being addressed through hybrid radioactive/fluorescent
tracers and new tracers that fluoresce in the near-infrared (NIR-II
[wavelength . 1,000 nm]) range. IMI is already being used to treat
numerous cancers, with demonstrated improvement in cancer recur-
rence and patient outcomes without incurring significant burden on
either clinicians or patients. In this comprehensive review, we discuss
history, mechanism, current oncologic applications, and future direc-
tions of IMI-guided optical biopsy.

Key Words: intraoperative molecular imaging; optical biopsy; preci-
sion guided surgery; NIR; fluorochrome
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Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States,
with over 1.9 million new cases and 600,000 deaths expected in the
United States in 2022 (1). Surgery remains a mainstay in the treat-
ment of solid tumors, with the most important predictor of postsurgi-
cal outcome being complete resection of the tumor with negative
margins. Unfortunately, precise intraoperative resection still relies
mostly on visual inspection under white light and tactile palpation.
This makes it difficult to accurately assess margins and detect addi-
tional synchronous/metachronous lesions missed on preoperative
studies (Supplemental Videos 1–2; supplemental materials are avail-
able at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). White light visualization can also
make it difficult to identify vital structures that need to be preserved.
Intraoperative molecular imaging (IMI) has developed rapidly

over the past decade to address these challenges. IMI uses optical
tracers that target malignant lesions through a variety of means.

These tracers fluoresce and can easily be visualized using optical
imaging instrumentation, making it possible to accurately identify
tumors intraoperatively, remove them with negative margins, and
even identify additional lesions that were not visualized preopera-
tively (2). Fluorescent tracers can also help surgeons identify and
avoid vital structures such as nerves and vasculature (3).
Although biologic imaging traces back to the 1800s with the

discovery of the first fluorescent dyes, IMI is a relatively recent
method of cancer detection with a history that really begins in the
late 1990s (Fig. 1). In 1998, Stummer first described the use of 5-
ALA for the detection of malignant gliomas, and it was not until
2017, almost 20 y later, that it became the first Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)–approved IMI tracer (4). The first FDA
approval for an IMI-compatible imaging system, the Novadaq
SPY, also came recently in 2005 (5). Although relatively new,
these approvals have spurred hundreds of trials testing a wide
array of IMI tracers and imaging systems (6). As of 2022, 4
tumor-targeted probes have reached phase III clinical trials in the
United States (pafolacianine, BLZ-100, LUM015, and SGM-101),
and around 40 contrast agents are currently being investigated in
more than 85 clinical trials within the United States (2,5,6).
IMI is already uniquely positioned within the perioperative con-

tinuum to intraoperatively localize lesions visualized preope-
ratively by nuclear medicine studies (e.g., PET). However, the
marriage between IMI and nuclear medicine is even more inter-
twined. The forefront of research now involves developing hybrid
radioactive and fluorescent tracers, which draw on the unique
advantages of fluorescent and radioactive tracers (7). For example,
whereas fluorescence excels at real-time direct visualization, it suf-
fers from poor tissue depth penetration and autofluorescence. In
contrast, radioisotopes cannot be visualized directly, but can local-
ize tumors deep within tissue. By combining radiotracers and fluo-
rescent molecules, hybrid tracers can provide the best of both
worlds (8).
In this review, we will provide an overview of commonly used

imaging agents and surgical navigation systems, with context sup-
plied through their use in recently completed and currently active
clinical trials. With each technology, we highlight the recent
advances and current challenges for clinical implementation, pro-
viding perspective on the future development of IMI.

RESULTS

IMI Targeting Mechanisms and Imaging Systems
Most intraoperative optical tracers have been designed to have

fluorescence maxima in the near-infrared (NIR) range. In contrast to
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visible light, NIR fluorescence permits deeper signal penetration,
reduced tissue scatter, and decreased background interference from
endogenous fluorescent chromophores, such as hemoglobin, NAD(P)H,
and flavoproteins (2,9). With increased signal-to-background ratios
(SBRs), NIR agents enhance the surgical field of view and enable
refinement of resection margins.
Fluorescent tracers generally act through 1 of 3 mechanisms:

passive, active, and activatable (Fig. 2) (5,6). Passive targeting
relies on the enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR),
which leverages the increased vascular permeability and decreased
lymphatic drainage of cancerous tissue. This causes the tracer to
accumulate inside the tumor milieu. Tracers that exploit EPR
include methylene blue (excitation: 668 nm; emission: 688 nm),
indocyanine green (ICG) (excitation: 780 nm; emission: 805 nm),
and fluorescein (excitation: 494 nm; emission: 521 nm) (5).
More recently developed tracers actively target abnormally

expressed receptors on malignant cells, enhancing labeling spe-
cificity and permitting higher resolution imaging. For example,
pafolacianine (OTL38) is a folate receptor a (FRA)–targeted
tracer that has allowed real-time visualization of radiologically
occult ovarian and lung tumors (10). SGM-101 is an antibody-
dye conjugate against carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) being
assessed for clinical translation in gastrointestinal and pulmonary
cancers (11). EMI-137 (GE-137) is a c-MET–targeting cyclic pep-
tide conjugated to a cyanine dye that has been used to improve

colorectal polyp detection and facilitate penile cancer resection
(2,12).
Activatable probes represent the third mechanistic class, in which

the specific microenvironmental and intracellular abnormalities
of tumor cells activate the fluorescent probe. LUM015 (excitation:
650 nm; emission: 675 nm) fluoresces only when the quenching
moiety is cleaved by cathepsin proteases upregulated in cancer tissue
(13). Pegsitacianine (excitation: 780 nm; emission: 805 nm) is a pH-
activatable micelle nanoprobe that exploits the metabolic acidosis of
solid tumors (14). Table 1 provides an overview of some of the most
common IMI agents (2,6).
These 3 mechanisms have all been complemented by the develop-

ment of hybrid tracers incorporating both a fluorescent molecule and
a radioisotope. Hybrid tracers address the problems of tissue penetra-
tion, autofluorescence, and photobleaching that occur with fluores-
cence (7,8). Because g-radiation can be detected sensitively with
little tissue attenuation, the radioisotope enables intraoperative locali-
zation even with deeper tumors, whereas the fluorescent tracer
allows for direct visual examination and localization. Furthermore,
b-emitting radioisotopes allow for preoperative surgical planning
(similar to 18F-FDG PET) and provide quantitative information on
biodistribution. Many radioisotopes, including 111In, 68Ga, and 89Zr,
have been conjugated to fluorescent molecules for use in IMI, with
99mTc emerging as a particularly strong candidate given its favorable
decay parameters and low cost (8).
The recent explosion in the development of new experimental mol-

ecules for IMI has been paralleled by a similarly exponential growth
in the number of imaging systems available in the market. Although
the discussion of individual systems is beyond the scope of this
review, Supplemental Table 1 provides an overview of several popu-
lar systems, and Supplemental Figure 1 depicts components common
to many imaging systems. Although most IMI systems have been
designed for open surgical procedures, many systems have also been
adapted for laparoscopic and robotic use, including the Firefly (Intui-
tive Surgical) and the Artemis (Quest). Most available imaging sys-
tems have been optimized for use with ICG, and development of new
systems operating in other light wavelengths is required.

FIGURE 1. A timeline of notable developments in IMI.

NOTEWORTHY

! IMI uses fluorescent tracers to intraoperatively locate tumors,
facilitating their complete removal.

! IMI has repeatedly been proven to improve surgical outcomes
for patients.

! Hybrid tracers incorporating both a radioactive and a
fluorescent molecule mitigate problems of autofluorescence
and lack of depth penetration seen with fluorescence alone.
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Oncologic Applications of IMI of Brain Cancer
Surgical treatment for high-grade gliomas (HGGs) made a remark-

able advance with the 2017 FDA approval of 5-ALA (Gleolan) for

the identification of HGGs (15). Although
5-ALA has revolutionized HGG treatment,
its 635-nm emission wavelength is problem-
atic in that many other anatomic structures
are also visible at this shorter wavelength,
detracting from the contrast provided by the
fluorochrome. Toward this end, NIR agents
such as ICG are being tested as alternatives.
Second-window ICG, also known as

TumorGlow, involves administering ICG at
a high concentration and waiting 24 h for
the ICG to clear out of normal tissue. A
phase I trial by Lee et al. (NCT02280954)
found that TumorGlow had an average SBR
of 7.5 and sensitivity and positive predictive
value both around 85% (16). TumorGlow
could visualize tumors through the dura to a
depth of 13 mm (17).

In pediatric neurosurgery, tozuleristide, a chlorotoxin and ICG–
conjugated tracer, has been studied with success in 4 phase I clini-
cal trials (9). The cohorts in these studies demonstrated a more than

FIGURE 2. Fluorophores used in IMI generally use 1 of 3 mechanisms to facilitate specific
targeting.

TABLE 1
List of Imaging Agents That Are FDA-Approved or Currently in Clinical Trials in IMI

Imaging agent Fluorochrome Excitation (nm) Emission (nm) Molecular target Mechanism

SGM-101 BM-104 (6,54) 685 705 Carcinoembryonic antigen
(CEA)

Active

LUM015 Cy5 (13) 650 675 Cathepsins, MMP Activatable

Pegloprastide (AVB-620) Cy5 and Cy7 (55) 630 620–850 MMP Activatable

Fluorescein Fluorescein 494 521 N/A Passive

EC17 Fluorescein
derivative (9,56)

470 520 Folate-receptor alpha Active

ALM-488 Fluorescein
derivative (9)

488 530 Nerve cell membrane Active

gGlu-HMRG Hydroxymethyl
rhodamine green
(HMRG) (57)

500 524 g-glutamyl transpeptidase Activatable

Indocyanine Green (ICG) ICG (58) 780 805 N/A Passive

TumorGlow ICG (9) 780 805 N/A Passive

BLZ-100 (Tozuleristide;
TumorPaint)

ICG (18) 780 805 Annexin A2, MMP2 Active

Pegsitacianine (ONM
100)

ICG (14) 780 805 N/A Activatable

Bevacizumab-
IRDye800CW

IRDye800CW (36) 775 805 VEGF-A Active

Cetuximab-IRDye800CW IRDye800CW (41) 775 805 EGFR Active

Panitumumab-
IRDye800CW

IRDye800CW (42) 775 805 EGFR Active

ABY-029 IRDye800CW (59) 775 805 EGFR Active

Methylene Blue Methylene Blue 668 688 N/A Passive

5-Aminolevulinic Acid
(5-ALA; Gleolan)

Protoporphyrin IX
(15)

405 635 N/A Passive

Pafolacianine (OTL38) S0456 (10) 774 794 Folate-receptor alpha Active

OTL78 S0456 (60) 774 794 Prostate specific membrane
antigen (PSMA)

Active

MMP 5 matrix metalloproteinase; N/A 5 not applicable; VEGF 5 vascular endothelial growth factor.
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95% malignant lesion localization ex vivo and 89% specificity in a
wide variety of neurologic malignancies. There is currently a
PNOC012 (Pacific Pediatric Neuro-oncology Consortium) spon-
sored randomized controlled trial ongoing (NCT03579602) (18).

Lung Cancer
IMI has demonstrated strong success in identifying lung adeno-

carcinomas by facilitating tumor removal and enabling visualiza-
tion of nearby vital structures (Fig. 3). However, the high smoking
prevalence in this patient population renders unique challenges, as
anthracosis generates significant autofluorescence that can reduce
IMI efficacy (19). Nevertheless, several clinical trials have pro-
vided strong evidence for the value of IMI in thoracic surgery.
On the basis of the high expression of FRA by lung adenocarcino-

mas, fluorescent tracers have been conjugated to folic acid for tho-
racic surgery. Pafolacianine (OTL38), a cyanine based-NIR dye
conjugated to folic acid, has demonstrated success in identifying pos-
itive margins and occult synchronous lesions. A phase I trial con-
ducted at the University of Pennsylvania found that pafolacianine
identified all (21/21) preoperatively identified lung adenocarcinomas
and could also detect subcentimeter pulmonary nodules and ground
glass opacities (20). In a subsequent phase II trial of 110 patients,
pafolacianine found 24 previously undetected nodules, 9 of which
were cancers (10%), and detected 8 positive margins (9%). These
findings changed clinical staging for 7 patients and improved out-
come for 26% of patients (21). A phase III trial is currently ongoing
(NCT04241315). Pafolacianine fluorescence quantification by TBR
measurements generally do not provide information about the histo-
pathologic nature of the tumor (22).
TumorGlow (second-window ICG) has also been used in the

operative evaluation of primary and metastatic lung nodules. Okusa-
nya et al. found that TumorGlow detected 16 of 18 primary nodules
previously identified with manual palpation and visual inspection,
and also identified 5 additional lesions, including some as small as
0.2 cm (23). Although TumorGlow has a high success rate in identi-
fying lesions, it is limited by dye accumulation in areas of inflam-
mation and consequently may overestimate the size of the tumor
(24). TumorGlow has also been used to identify pulmonary sarcoma
metastases with a sensitivity of 93.1% (25). In addition, TumorGlow
can locate occult synchronous metastases, leading to increased

surveillance, higher rates of adjuvant systemic chemotherapy, and
overall improved progression-free survival (26).
As a result of these successes, several fluorescent tracers are in

preclinical development for intraoperative detection of lung
tumors. JAS239, a fluorescent carbocyanine that competitively
inhibits choline kinase, is currently in veterinary clinical trials for
the intraoperative detection of early stage adenocarcinomas in can-
ines (27). Additionally, DDAO-arachidonate, a cytosolic phospho-
lipase A2 activatable probe, is scheduled to enter veterinary trials
in late 2022 (28).

Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy
Sentinel lymph node (SN) biopsy is of critical importance in the

surgical management of nearly all cancers, particularly breast can-
cer and melanoma. The use of fluorescence-guided SN biopsy is
rising, but this field has benefited strongly from nuclear medicine;
radiotracer–dye combinations for SN biopsy have existed since the
1990s with lymphoscintigraphy together with patent blue dye.
Since then, refinements in technology and dyes (e.g., introduction
of ICG) have increased SN biopsy efficiency, with greater numbers
of SNs identified without increasing overall operation time (29).
The use of radiotracers mitigates the current inability of fluores-

cent markers to image deeply in the tissue, while the fluorescent
molecule adds the benefit of direct visualization. Several recent trials
have used ICG-99mTc-nanocolloid for SN biopsy, with strong
results. In a trial of 495 patients, KleinJan et al. used ICG-99mTc-
nanocolloid to identify 1,643 SN specimens. Radiation identified
more than 98% of SNs, and fluorescence identified more than 95%
of SNs. For nodes deeper than 0.5–1 cm, the radioactive signature
allowed for accurate localization and removal (7). Another study of
404 patients with penile cancer found that ICG-99mTc-nanocolloid
identified 98% SNs with the g-probe and 96% with fluorescent
imaging, with 100% of histologically tumor-positive SNs visualized
intraoperatively by fluorescence (30).
Fluorescent tracers have also been tested in combination with pho-

toacoustic imaging guidance, which can image deep tumors with
high resolution (31). Many novel molecules have been tested for
dual photoacoustic–fluorescent imaging, including various nanopar-
ticles doped with fluorescent molecules. Recently, a trimodal imag-
ing system has been developed that uses fluorescence, photoacoustic,

and ultrasound guidance to identify SNs and
reduce false-negative rates (32). Some of
these multimodal systems have entered clini-
cal trials. For example, Nishio et al. showed
that panitumumab-IRDye800CW could be
used for dual photoacoustic and fluorescence
imaging (NCT02415881). They found that
metastatic nodes had a photoacoustic signal
5 times and fluorescence signal double that
of benign nodes (33).

Breast Cancer
Breast cancer therapy is being revolu-

tionized by the Lumicell (LUM) Imaging
System, which uses a far-red fluorescent,
PEGylated, protease-activated molecule
(LUM015). LUM015 requires only 1 s to
image a 2.6-cm-diameter area, allowing ex-
amination of the entire lumpectomy cavity
in less than a minute (13). A study of 45
patients and 570 cavity margin images

FIGURE 3. IMI has been used with great success in thoracic surgery, where it can clearly delineate
tumor boundaries and facilitate complete R0 resection.
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found a sensitivity of 84% for tumor detection and specificity of
73%. In the 8 patients with positive margins, LUM015 could detect
residual tumor with a sensitivity of 100% (34). A follow-up multi-
site phase II study (NCT03321929) enrolling 234 patients showed
that LUM015 can detect residual disease missed by histopathologic
evaluation in 10% of patients, sparing them from reoperation (35).
Numerous other fluorescent molecules and imaging systems are

currently being studied for breast cancer treatment. For example,
bevacizumab-IRDye800CW can detect microscopic margins in
10% of excised masses (36). A nanoparticle-based formulation of
ICG (ONM-100) has shown strong ability to identify occult
lesions and positive margins in a phase II study (14). Other fluo-
rescent molecules such as gGlu-HMRG and AVB-620 are also
being studied. The Smart Goggle system, a wearable, stereoscopic
imaging modality with a handheld microscopy unit, is being used
to study ICG accumulation in SNs of patients with breast cancer
(NCT02802553). IMI has also been used in breast reconstruction
to assess tissue perfusion during nipple-sparing mastectomies.
Several hybrid tracers have been studied in preclinical trials for

breast cancer. Sampath et al. labeled the HER2 antibody trastuzu-
mab with 64Cu and IRDye800, generating (64Cu-DOTA)n-trastu-
zumab-(IRDye800)m. The radioactive signature could detect lung
metastases, and ex vivo fluorescence measurements could detect
malignant cells in the lung, muscle, skin, and lymph nodes (37).
Two trials of ICG-99mTc-nanocolloid also recently showed that
fluorescence and lymphoscintigraphy could be used together to
detect SNs and identify additional SNs that were not detected pre-
operatively (38,39).

Head and Neck Malignancies
IMI may be particularly important in the surgical management

of head and neck cancers due to the difficulty of orienting resected
masses, the need to remove all lymph node metastases, and the
proximity to neurovascular structures. Hybrid tracers are of great
importance given the need for lymph node dissection. Stoffels
et al. evaluated ICG-99mTc-nanocolloid in a prospective trial of 40
patients with head and neck cancer (DRKS00004622), finding
that the hybrid tracer could identify sentinel nodes in 100% of
patients (40).
Several IMI agents target epidermal growth factor receptor

(EGFR), which is expressed in more than 90% of head and neck
cancers. Early trials have shown strong results for IRDye800CW
conjugated to either cetuximab or panitumumab. The pilot study
of cetuximab-IRDye800CW in 12 patients (NCT01987375) found
a tumor-to-background ratio of 5.2 and correlation of fluorescence
intensity with EGFR histologic expression (41). Panitumumab-
IRDye800CW had similarly strong results (NCT02415881) (42).
Equally important to tumor removal is the preservation of nerve

structures and microvascular perfusion of thyroid and parathyroid.
Although nerve labeling has been a challenge in IMI because of
their low metabolic rate, several molecules have demonstrated
potential. ALM-488, a peptide-fluorescein derivative conjugate,
received fast-track designation by the FDA in 2021 after strong
data from a phase I/II clinical trial (NCT04420689). Since most
tracers used to identify tumors have NIR emission wavelengths,
ALM-488 can be used concurrently with other agents to identify
the tumor and nearby nerves (9). On the other hand, efforts to cre-
ate nerve NIR tracers seek to leverage the low autofluorescence
and scattering of NIR. Such experimental compounds include syn-
thetic oxazine derivatives, which can identify nerves buried to a
depth of 3 mm (43).

Sarcoma
TumorGlow (second-window ICG) has been shown to be a

valuable tool for localization of pulmonary sarcoma metastasis
(Supplemental Videos 1–2). In a study of 30 patients undergoing
IMI-guided metastasectomy, Predina et al. found that TumorGlow
identified 24 occult lesions, of which 21 (88%) were malignant
(25). In a long-term follow-up study, Azari et al. demonstrated
that patients who underwent TumorGlow infusion had increased
occult lesion detection, follow-up surveillance, use of adjuvant
therapy, and survival compared with patients who received stan-
dard care (non–IMI-guided metastasectomy) (26). There are plans
to initiate a phase III randomized controlled trial evaluating
TumorGlow for sarcoma metastasectomy.
Targeted fluorochromes have also been studied for sarcoma

resection, with EGFR being a popular target given its frequent
overexpression in sarcomas. ABY-029, an anti-EGFR Affibody
conjugated to IRDye800CW, was found to have excellent localiza-
tion to various extremity soft-tissue sarcomas with an average
TBR of 3.25 (NCT03154411) (9). Importantly, the fluorescence
patterns were not affected by neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy,
which is significant as aggressive upfront therapy is a mainstay of
treatment for high-grade disease.

Gastrointestinal Malignancies
CEA is expressed in more than 90% of colorectal malignancies,

particularly adenocarcinomas. SGM-101 (Surgimab), an anti-CEA
antibody conjugated to the far-red absorbing fluorochrome BM-
104, has been studied in multiple clinical trials. Schaap et al.
showed in a multicenter pilot study (NCT02973672) that SGM-
101 had a sensitivity of 98.5%, specificity of 62.2%, positive pre-
dictive value of 82.3%, and negative predictive value of 95.8% in
detecting lesions (11). Boogerd et al. and de Valk et al. have simi-
larly demonstrated utility of SGM-101 in CEA-positive (CEA1)
primary lesion localization and detection of occult satellite lesions
in the peritoneum, liver, and omentum (44,45). There is currently
a phase I trial exploring SGM-101 in the detection of CEA1 lung
metastases and primary CEA1 lung tumors (NCT04315467).
Pancreatic adenocarcinoma is currently the fourth leading cause

of cancer-related death in the United States and is increasing in
incidence (1). The desmoplastic reaction and dense stroma present
a difficulty for IMI by blocking both the tracer and the excitation
source. Nevertheless, some studies have demonstrated potential.
Newton et al. have demonstrated that TumorGlow could identify
positive microscopic margins, with fluorescence visualized in 11
of 12 pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma tumors. TumorGlow was
also able to detect dysplastic and premalignant mucinous neo-
plasms. Lack of fluorescence correlated with complete response to
neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy, significant because response to
neoadjuvant therapy is difficult to discern due to anatomic and
treatment-related changes (46).

Ovarian Cancer
Cytoreductive surgery is important in the management of ovar-

ian cancer and improves outcomes, especially if patients have no
residual disease. Given the frequent overexpression of FRA in
ovarian cancer, trials have investigated the use of pafolacianine in
ovarian cancer resection. A multicenter phase II clinical trial
(NCT02317705) evaluated 225 lesions from 29 patients, finding
that pafolacianine had a sensitivity of 86% and positive predictive
value of 88%. Additional lesions not detected preoperatively were
found in almost half of the patients (47). The follow-up phase III
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trial of 150 patients (NCT03180307) found that intraoperative
imaging detected additional lesions not identified by white light in
33% of patients. Complete resection was achieved in 62.4% of
patients (48). These strong results spurred the November 2021
FDA approval of pafolacianine for ovarian cancer.

Prostate Cancer
Radical prostatectomy with lymph node dissection is efficacious

for prostate cancer treatment but still results in recurrence rates of
20%–40%. IMI can improve lymph node dissection, especially
given the atypical location of some nodes and their proximity to
nerves. Several targeted tracers have been developed that take
advantage of the high expression of prostate-specific membrane
antigen (PSMA) on prostate cancer (49).
PSMA-targeting fluorochromes have existed since 2005, when

Humblet et al. conjugated the IRDye78 to the PSMA inhibitor
GPI (GPI-78) and found that it accumulated in xenograft tumors
(50). Many other PSMA ligands have since been conjugated to
dyes such as IRDye800 and Cy5.5, although most of these mole-
cules are still in preclinical development. However, the ProMOTE
IR800 IAB2 M trial in the United Kingdom is currently enrolling
and evaluating the efficacy of IRDye800CW conjugated to IAB2
M, a minibody engineered from an anti-PSMA antibody.

Hybrid tracers have also been developed for prostatectomy. For
example, L€utje et al. conjugated the anti-PSMA antibody D2B
with IRDye800CW and 111In, finding that xenograft tumors could
be detected using both fluorescence and SPECT/CT imaging (51).
Hensbergen et al. synthesized several hybrid tracers featuring the
PSMA-inhibiting motif glutamate-urea-lysine (EuK), labeled them
with 99mTc, and found 99mTc-EuK-(SO3)Cy5-mas3 to have good
kinetics and high tumor-to-muscle ratio (52). There are myriad
combinations of fluorescent molecules with targeting molecules
and radiotracers, such as 111In-LICOR-800CW-Lys-DOTA-EuK
and 68Ga-NIR 800CW-PSMA-11, although these are all still in
preclinical development.

DISCUSSION

Thanks to exponential advances in nuclear medicine, today’s
patients can walk into the clinic, and within a day, a surgeon will
know the anatomic location and aggressiveness of the tumor, as
well as the functional limitations of performing surgical interven-
tion. However, this precision medicine often stops at the doors of
the operating room. Surgeons still rely on tactile and visual feed-
back to perform oncologic resection, a technique that has not
changed since the first days of modern surgery. IMI promises to
address the challenge of complete tumor removal with negative
margins (Fig. 4) and improve outcomes.
The oncologic potential of IMI has been demonstrated in numer-

ous cancers. In the lung, for example, pafolacianine can delineate
primary tumors, identify occult synchronous lesions, and assess
margin adequacy (20,21). Surgeons can confirm complete lesion
removal within minutes and proceed with appropriate surgery,
without waiting for frozen section confirmation. This saves patients
time under anesthesia, reduces operating room costs, and ensures
oncologically sound resection even if the lesion is not seen or felt
by the surgeon (53). Furthermore, with the development of ALM-
488 and oxazine derivatives, IMI can also identify neurovascular
structures and prevent their damage (3,9). In our experience, IMI-
guided evaluation does not add undo inconvenience and easily
incorporates into routine thoracoscopic techniques and equipment.

Despite recent exponential developments in IMI, this modality is
still in its technologic infancy and has significant challenges to over-
come. Fluorescent tracers suffer from limited tissue depth penetration,
fluorescence bleaching, and background autofluorescence, all of
which can make in vivo imaging difficult (5). Autofluorescence is a
particularly significant problem in lung resection, where smoking-
induced anthracosis is common (19). NIR-II (.1,000 nm) and hybrid
radioactive-fluorescent tracers will help with these issues, as will
hybrid radioactive-fluorescent tracers, which have much less tissue
attenuation (7). The same radioisotope used for intraoperative guid-
ance can also be used for preoperative imaging studies. However,

hybrid tracers bring their own set of limita-
tions, particularly with dosing—many radioi-
sotopes are used at picomolar concentrations
to minimize radiation exposure, whereas
most fluorescent tracers are used at micromo-
lar concentrations (8). Microdosing techni-
ques show promising results in combining
nuclear medicine with fluorescence guidance
to improve intraoperative localization.
There are already dozens of fluorochro-

mes, radioisotopes, and targeting molecules
that have been conjugated in hundreds of

FIGURE 4. Oncologic resection prioritizes complete tumor removal with
negative margins. Residual tumor left behind at the margin frequently
necessitates reoperation and leads to poorer outcomes for patients.

FIGURE 5. IMI lies within the continuum of preoperative radiologic evaluation and intra- or postop-
erative histologic confirmation, complementing these technologies and offering improved outcomes
for patients.
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combinations, with possibly thousands of experimental compounds
on the way (2,5,6). However, the history of IMI use in oncologic sur-
gery is short (,20 y), resulting in the research on these compounds
being mostly preclinical. The few clinical studies that have been con-
ducted include fewer than a hundred patients. Randomized controlled
trials involving at least several hundred patients, such as those being
conducted or recently concluded for pafolacianine, LUM015, and
ICG-99mTc-nanocolloid, are necessary to better delineate the added
value of IMI over the current standard of care (21,30,35). It will be
critical to not only collect data on the number of additionally identi-
fied lesions and positive margins, but also note whether patients have
a change in their staging, adjuvant treatment, and overall survival.

CONCLUSION

IMI-guided surgical resections are becoming commonplace in
the management of oncologic diseases, with dozens of fluorescent
molecules being investigated. The technology lies in the continuum
of radiologic diagnostic evaluation and histologic confirmation,
drawing on significant advances developed by nuclear medicine
(Fig. 5). Although preclinical and early clinical trials have already
shown the ability of IMI to refine oncologic resections, further
studies are needed to elaborate on the optimal patient characteristics
that stand to benefit from IMI. Continued innovation in combining
radiotracers with fluorescent molecules, together with development
of novel NIR-II fluorophores, will alleviate some of the current
challenges of IMI implementation. Clinicians should be aware of
the developments in this field, as IMI will likely be added to the
mainstay arsenal of tools in surgical oncology.
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In accordance with the spectrum theory of metastatic disease, an oli-
gometastatic clinical state has been proposed as an intermediary
step along the natural history of cancer with few (typically 1–3) meta-
static lesions identifiable on imaging that may be amenable to metas-
tasis-directed therapy. Effective therapy of oligometastatic disease is
anticipated to impact cancer evolution by delaying progression and
improving patient outcome at a minimal or acceptable cost of toxicity.
There has been increasing recognition of oligometastatic disease in
prostate cancer with the advent of new-generation imaging agents,
most notably the recently approved PET radiotracers based on tar-
geting prostate-specific membrane antigen. Early clinical trials with
metastasis-directed therapy of oligometastases have provided evi-
dence for delaying the employment of systematic therapy and
improving outcome in selected patients. Despite these encouraging
results, much needs to be investigated and learned about the under-
lying biology of the oligometastatic state along the evolutionary clini-
cal course of prostate cancer, the identification of relevant imaging
and nonimaging predictive and prognostic biomarkers, and the devel-
opment of treatment strategies to optimize short-term and long-term
patient outcome. We provide a review of the current status and the
lingering challenges of this rapidly evolving clinical space in prostate
cancer.
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Metastatic prostate cancer is incurable despite major strides
in the development of novel treatment regimens, including those
targeting the androgen axis, the immune system, and certain geno-
mic signatures. Prognosis is associated with metastatic tumor bur-
den and biology. It has been recognized that there is remarkable
spatiotemporal clonal diversity in metastases and that not all
metastases are clinically alike. In 1995, Hellman and Weichsel-
baum proposed the existence of an oligometastatic state as an
intermediary clinical state of cancer with few identifiable meta-
static lesions and limited facility for growth. Oligometastatic
disease provides unique opportunities for metastasis-directed ther-
apies (MDTs) that may impact cancer evolution by delaying pro-
gression and improving patient outcome at minimal toxicity cost
(1,2). The theory behind MDT in this setting is to eliminate the
oligometastatic colony before it can evolve biologically into a
more aggressive phenotype with untoward consequences, includ-
ing potential tumor seeding of other sites (3). Additionally, the oli-
gometastatic condition in various clinical scenarios may have
differences in underlying biology and need different treatment
strategies (4). Oligometastatic lesions may be observed coincident
with the untreated primary tumor (synchronous or de novo) or at
biochemical recurrence (BCR) after definitive therapy of primary
cancer (metachronous), after systemic therapy of polymetastatic
disease with few drug-resistant lesions remaining (oligopersistent),
or after an initial favorable response to systemic therapy and sub-
sequent development of disease progression at a limited number of
new sites (oligoprogression) (5). In this article, we review the
investigations on the underlying biology, utility, and contribution
of new-generation imaging and clinical studies relevant to oligo-
metastatic prostate cancer (OMPC), with a focus on metachronous
oligometastases.
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BIOLOGIC BASIS

The exact biologic underpinning of OMPC remains unestab-
lished. The current rudimentary classification of metastatic disease
as the oligometastatic phenotype is based on number of metastases
identifiable on imaging, which relies fundamentally on the sensitiv-
ity of the imaging modality. Such a “moving target” limits compari-
son of various studies in this clinical space and may be the reason
for the large variations in the reported prevalence (6–8). Under-
standing of the differential genomic, epigenetic, and immunologic
features of oligometastatic and polymetastatic phenotypes will en-
able more robust treatment strategies and improved prognostication
(9–13). It is recognized that the spatiotemporal genetic evolution of
prostate cancer is complex and that development of metastatic dis-
ease is not a passive, random process (14). Primary tumors harbor
heterogeneous subpopulations of clonogens with variable metastatic
potential, and further, cross metastatic site seeding can occur in
combination with dynamic subclonal selection in response to micro-
environmental and therapy-induced pressures (15).
Deek et al. retrospectively assessed the mutational landscape of

metastatic prostate cancer in patients who underwent clinical-grade
sequencing of their tumors (269 primary tumors, 25 metastatic
tumors) classified as biochemically recurrent (micrometastatic),
metachronous oligometastatic (#5 lesions), metachronous polyme-
tastatic (.5 lesions), or de novo metastatic lesions at the time of
initial diagnosis (16). Mutations in TP53 and double-strand break
repair genes were associated with a higher number of metastases.
On multivariate analysis, TP53 mutations were independently asso-
ciated with shorter radiographic progression-free survival (PFS)
and development of a castration-resistant phenotype. The authors
concluded that the somatic mutational profile of prostate cancer
unveils a spectrum of metastatic biology that may aid in defining
OMPC beyond simple lesion enumeration on imaging. Several
other genomic or genetic signatures are associated with more
aggressive biologic behavior in the advanced setting and are being
evaluated with a variety of systemic therapies such as the addition
of platinum chemotherapy or poly(adenosine diphosphate ribose)
polymerase inhibitors (17–19). However, these types of signatures
remain to be prospectively tested in cohorts with OMPC in the con-
text of metastatic development, persistence, or progression.
Research is ongoing to identify liquid biopsy biomarkers that may

be useful in differential characterization of OMPC from polymeta-
static disease. These benchmarks may include circulating tumor cells,
cell-free DNA/RNA, and micro-RNA (20–22). Studies have sug-
gested that oligometastases may be less genomically heterogeneous
than polymetastatic disease manifested by different micro-RNA
profiles (23,24). However, other studies have failed to delineate a
serum-derived micro-RNA signature that can discriminate between
oligometastatic and polymetastatic disease (25). Research is under
way to assess the biologic anchor for the oligometastatic clinical state.

IMAGING DEFINITION AND MANAGEMENT RELEVANCE

There is no consensus on the imaging definition of OMPC with
respect to the number or location of metastases (26). Sollini et al.
compared an intrapatient lesion radiomics similarity analysis
according to the total number of detected lesions (#3, #5, .3, or
.5) on 18F-fluoromethylcholine PET/CT in men with BCR after
curative treatments for primary prostate cancer (27). Patients with
oligometastatic disease defined with a 5-lesion threshold demon-
strated lesion heterogeneity comparable to patients with polymeta-
static disease. A 3-lesion threshold for defining oligometastatic

disease was suggested because of less radiomics heterogeneity than
for polymetastatic disease, stratified by various relevant parameters
(e.g., Gleason score, prostate-specific antigen [PSA], and androgen
deprivation therapy [ADT]). The study was limited by the sensitiv-
ity of choline PET/CT, lack of an in vivo biologic framework, and
lack of correlation to clinical outcome.
Physicians of the Society of Urologic Oncology were surveyed to

gather information on their clinical practices as related to OMPC
(28). With a 12.9% response rate, most physicians (35.29%) defined
OMPC as fewer than 3 bone or lymph node metastases evident on
standard imaging, with only 27% of the responders using PET in
their practice. Clinical benefit from MDT of OMPC was considered
worthwhile if there would be an increase in the rate of 1-y ADT-
free survival. The Korean investigators performed a survey of 326
radiation oncologists caring for patients with OMPC. With a high
response rate of 82%, most physicians (75%) agreed on 5 or fewer
lesions as the definition for oligometastases (29). The Dutch multi-
disciplinary consensus meeting stated that OMPC comprises 3–5
metastases in a maximum of 2 organs in the hormone-sensitive set-
ting and for either a synchronous or a metachronous presentation.
The panel considered prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)
PET/CT as currently the most accurate diagnostic imaging modality
for the identification of oligometastases (30).

CLINICAL MANAGEMENT STUDIES

The optimal management of OMPC is debated (31–33). How-
ever, patients with OMPC are potential candidates for MDT with
or without systemic therapy to target micrometastases (34,35). The
type of MDT may depend on various factors, including when
OMPC is temporally manifested along the disease trajectory, lesion
location, and other pertinent clinical factors, with the goal of locally
eradicating the lesion while inducing the least toxicity to the sur-
rounding normal tissue. There is no consensus on the optimal treat-
ment strategy for OMPC, which may involve several approaches,
including observation, metastatectomy, stereotactic ablative radia-
tion therapy (SABR), radioligand therapy, or potentially a combina-
tion of these therapies with or without ADT (36–40). In particular,
SABR has been recognized as an effective and safe treatment strat-
egy with minimal toxicity despite variable nonstandardized radio-
therapy regimens (41–45). Generally, however, data are currently
lacking on the impact of a selected treatment strategy on cancer-
specific or overall survival.
In a systematic review and metaanalysis of patients with oligometa-

static disease from a variety of cancers (21 studies, 943 patients, 1,290
oligometastases [#5 extracranial metastases], with prostate cancer as
the most common primary tumor, comprising 22.9% of cancers),
MDT of oligometastases was determined to be associated with clini-
cally acceptable rates of 1-y local-control PFS and an acceptable 13%
rate of acute and late toxic effects of grades 3–5 (46). A systematic
review of literature focused on OMPC that included 7 studies of
acceptable quality reported choline PET/CT as the most common
imaging modality for identification of oligometastases, with nodal,
bone, and visceral metastases treated in 78%, 21%, and 1% of pa-
tients, respectively (47). Overall, half of patients across the studies
were progression-free (various definitions or not reported) 1–3 y after
salvage MDT, with grade 2 toxicity in 8.5% of patients. In another
systematic review and metaanalysis of 356 abstracts and 10 studies
that included 653 patients with 3–5 metachronous OMPC (based
on new-generation imaging with PET/CT in 92% of cases, most
commonly performed with radiolabeled choline), the summary 2-y
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biochemical PFS, radiographic PFS, and ADT-free survival were
33% (95% CI, 11%–55%), 39% (95% CI, 24%–54%), and 52%
(95% CI, 41%–62%), respectively (48). Viani et al. also provided a
metaanalysis of 23 observational studies on the efficacy and toxic-
ity of SABR for OMPC (49). The proportional rate of local control
at the treated sites, PFS, and ADT-free survival were 0.976 (95%
CI, 0.96–0.98), 0.413 (95% CI, 0.378–0.477), and 20.1 mo (95%
CI, 14.5–25.6), respectively. The rate of any early or late toxicity
of grade 2 or higher was 1.3% and 1.2%, respectively.
It is pertinent to decipher the long-term management impact of

MDT in OMPC. Deek et al. performed a retrospective multiinsti-
tutional study on 258 men who had MDT of 474 lesions. The
authors reported on the patterns of recurrence and modes of pro-
gression after MDT in castration-sensitive OMPC with a median
follow-up of 25.2 mo. About half the patients were receiving con-
current ADT. Most patients had long-term control (no recurrence
at $18 mo; 40.9%) or showed oligoprogression (#3 lesions at
recurrence; 36%). Bone was the favored site of progression (50).
In another retrospective multicenter study of 359 patients who had
metachronous oligometastatic lesions after prostatectomy and
were treated with MDT, about one third of the patients progressed
within a median follow-up of 16 mo (51).
There have been several studies on OMPC, including ongoing

clinical trials (52,53). We summarize below some of the major
clinical studies, organized on the basis of the imaging method that
has been used for OMPC identification. Table 1 summarizes the
features of the selected clinical trials on OMPC that are discussed
in detail below.

Contrast-Enhanced Abdominopelvic CT and Bone Scanning
The phase 2 nonmasked randomized ORIOLE trial (Observa-

tion vs. Stereotactic Ablative Radiation for Oligometastatic Pros-
tate Cancer; NCT02680587) randomized, in a 2:1 ratio, 54 men
with recurrent castration-sensitive oligometastatic disease (1–3
metastases and not receiving ADT within 6 mo of enrollment or
$3 y total) to receive SABR or observation, with a primary clini-
cal endpoint of progression at 6 mo by PSA level increase,

radiographically on standard imaging, symptomatology, ADT ini-
tiation for any reason, or death. There was a statistically significant
lower progression at 6 mo in the patients receiving SABR than in
those who were observed (19% vs. 61%, P 5 0.005). Treatment
with SABR improved median PFS (not reached vs. 5.8 mo; hazard
ratio, 0.30; 95% CI, 0.11–0.81; P 5 0.002) (54).
The pilot study for the POPSTAR trial (Patients with Oligom-

etastases from Prostate Cancer Treated with Stereotactic Ablative
Radiotherapy) enrolled 33 patients with OMPC who received SABR
to a total of 50 oligometastases and were followed for 2 y. Patients
were screened with bone scanning using 18F-NaF PET/CT, with oli-
gometastases defined as 3 or fewer bone metastases. The local and
distant radiographic PFS was 97% (95% CI, 91%–100%) and 58%
(95% CI, 43%–77%), respectively, at 1 y and 93% (95% CI,
84%–100%) and 39% (95% CI, 25%–60%), respectively, at 2 y.
The treatment strategy approach was safe and avoided hormone ther-
apy in almost half the patients at 2 y. Moreover, there were no sig-
nificant differences from baseline quality-of-life measures based on
the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer
QLQ-C30 and QLQ-BM22 at 1, 3,12, and 24 mo (55).
The phase 2 nonmasked randomized RAVENS trial (223RaCl2

and SABR vs. SABR for Oligometastatic Prostate Cancers;
NCT04037358) will test the hypothesis that SABR plus 223RaCl2
will double the median PFS (defined by the PCWG2 criteria) from
10 mo in the SABR arm to 20 mo in the combined-therapy arm. A
metachronous oligometastatic disease is defined as up to 3 asymp-
tomatic metastatic tumors of the bone or soft tissue (with at least 1
bone metastasis) (56).

Choline
In a phase 2 trial, 128 oligometastatic lesions identified on 11C-

choline PET/CT in 89 patients were treated with SABR. The bio-
chemical PFS was 40% at 1 y and 21% at 2 y. Baseline high levels
of effector memory T cells were associated with improved biochemi-
cal PFS. The investigators suggested that the design of future random-
ized trials on castrate-resistant OMPC may benefit from incorporation
of immune-based markers (57). In another multicenter, retrospective

TABLE 1
Summary of Features in Selected Clinical Trials on OMPC

Trial Imaging modality
Oligometastatic

definition
Oligometastatic

therapy Outcome measure Reference

ORIOLE CT, BS #3 bone or LN SABR vs. observation Progression at 6 m 54

POPSTAR 18F-NaF PET/CT #3 bone SABR Radiographic PFS 55

RAVENS CT, BS #3 bone or ST
(at least 1 bone)

SABR 1 223RaCl2 PFS 56

STOMP Choline PET/CT #3 bone or LN Surveillance vs. SABR ADT-free survival 61

LOCATE 18F-fluciclovine
PET/CT

#5 extraprostatic
(#3 in any single
organ)

NA Change in
management

64

TROD 09-004 PSMA PET/CT #5 bone SABR 2-y PFS 73

OLI-P PSMA PET/CT #5 bone or LN SABR Time to ADT
initiation; time to
PSA progression

75

BULLSEYE PSMA PET/CT #5 bone or LN 177Lu-PSMA-617 vs.
SOC (deferred ADT)

Progression at
24 wk

78

BS 5 bone scan; LN 5 lymph node; NA 5 not applicable; SOC 5 standard of care; ST 5 soft tissue.
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study on patients with castration-sensitive BCR after definitive pri-
mary treatment and fewer than 6 oligometastases on choline PET/CT,
MDT plus ADT improved the biochemical PFS compared with MDT
alone (48.4 mo vs. 34.2 mo, respectively), reaching statistical signifi-
cance for M1b disease (58). The Italian investigators reported their
experience with SABR of up to 3 oligometastases identified on
18F-fluoromethylcholine PET/CT in 46 patients (59). The median
systemic therapy–free survival was 39.1 mo (95% CI, 6.5–68.6
mo), with 12- and 24-mo ratios of 74% and 63%, respectively. A
similar study of 43 patients who underwent MDT of metachronous
oligometastases ($5 metastases) on 18F-fluoromethylcholine reported
a longer time to a castration-resistant state in the intervention group
than in a historical control (66.6 mo vs. 36.4 mo, respectively; P 5

0.02) (60).
In the phase 2 multicenter, randomized STOMP trial (Surveil-

lance or Metastasis-Directed Therapy for Oligometastatic Prostate
Cancer Recurrence; NCT01558427), 62 patients with BCR after
curative primary therapy were randomly assigned (1:1) to either
surveillance (PSA follow-up every 3 mo, with repeated imaging at
PSA or clinical progression) or MDT (surgery or SABR) of 3 or
fewer choline PET/CT–identified oligometastases (61). The pri-
mary endpoint was ADT-free survival with a median follow-up of
3 y. The median ADT-free survival was longer with MDT than
with surveillance (21 mo vs. 13 mo, respectively; P 5 0.11), with
similar quality of life at the 3-mo and 1-y follow-ups.
One investigation compared choline PET/CT (10 patients) and

PSMA PET/CT (40 patients) in identifying
OMPC (#4 metastases and no local recur-
rence) in patients eligible to undergo SABR.
The primary endpoint was ADT-free survival.
Secondary endpoints were PSA response after
SABR and time to PSA rise after SABR. The
PSMA PET/CT group had a significantly
longer PSA response duration and ADT-free
survival than did the choline PET group,
probably because of lead time bias from the
higher sensitivity in detection of disease sites
at a lower PSA level with PSMA PET/CT
(62). Moreover, havingmore than a single oli-
gometastasis appears to be a significant prog-
nostic factor for progression after choline
PET/CT–guided SABR (hazard ratio, 2.74;
P5 0.03) (63).

18F-Fluciclovine
The LOCATE trial (18F-Fluciclovine PET/

CT in Patients with Rising PSA After Initial
Prostate Cancer Treatment; NCT02680041)
evaluated the impact of 18F-fluciclovine (Axu-
min; Blue Earth Diagnostics) PET/CT on the
management of menwith BCR after definitive
primary treatment and uninformative standard
imaging. A cohort of men with OMPC (1–5
extraprostatic lesions with 3 or fewer lesions
in any single organ system) and no imaging
evidence of recurrence in the treated prostate
bed were further analyzed. Of the total 213 en-
rolled patients, 53 patients (25%) had OMPC,
with 38% of these patients having a serum
PSA level of 1 ng/mL or less and 79% of

them experiencing a change in their clinical management plan (64).
The phase 3 cooperative group INDICATE trial (NCT04423211)
will use PET/CT with 18F-fluciclovine to select patients who will
undergo stratification and then randomization into 1 of 4 therapy
arms. This trial will examine the comparative impact of MDT in a
subpopulation of patients with oligometastases outside the standard
salvage radiotherapy fields (65). In a retrospective investigation, we
observed an incidence rate of 23.6% metachronous oligometastatic
prostate cancer (#5 metastases) in 21 patients with a first BCR of
prostate cancer after definitive primary therapy who had negative or
equivocal findings on conventional imaging. Treatment management
was affected in 57.1% of patients with oligometastatic prostate can-
cer. Figure 1 is an example of a 18F-fluciclovine PET/CT demonstra-
tion of oligometastatic prostate cancer in a CRPC patient with BCR
onADT (66).

PSMA
PSMA PET/CT–guided SABR has been investigated in OMPC

(67,68). In a small retrospective study, 20 patients with BCR after
radical prostatectomy and with 3 or fewer oligometastases on
PSMA PET/CT were treated with MDT, which postponed the ini-
tiation of ADT for 2 y in 74% of patients (69). In another study
of 86 patients with recurrent OMPC who were treated with MDT
and followed for a median of 26 mo, the 3-y overall survival
and biochemical PFS were 84% and 55%, respectively; the me-
dian time of ADT-free survival was 13.5 mo (70). In a multicenter

FIGURE 1. BCR (PSA, 14.1 ng/mL) in patient with CRPC who was previously treated with radical
prostatectomy, salvage radiation therapy to prostate bed, and ADT. 18F-fluciclovine (Axumin) PET/
CT (first panel) showed single oligometastasis in proximal right femur (arrow), which was treated
with SABR, with initial transient decline in PSA level but rapid subsequent rise within 3 mo to
15.5 ng/mL. 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT (second panel) showed heterogeneous activity in proximal right
femur and additional metastatic lesions in right ribs (arrows). Serum PSA level rose rapidly again
within 2 mo to 84.4 ng/mL, at which time repeat 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT (third panel) showed
numerous metastases. Companion 18F-FDG PET/CT showed that some metastases also exhibited
high glycolytic phenotype (fourth panel). Patient was enrolled in clinical trial. All images are maxi-
mum-intensity projections. RP 5 radical prostatectomy; SBRT 5 stereotactic body radiation ther-
apy. (Courtesy of Jeremie Calais, UCLA.)
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prospective clinical trial of PSMA PET/CT in restaging biochemi-
cally relapsed prostate cancer in 238 patients, the oligometastatic
rate was 16.4% (39 of 238 patients) on standard imaging, but 41%
(16 of 39 patients) of these patients were upstaged to polymeta-
static disease with PSMA PET/CT (71). Interestingly, in 199
patients (83.6% of the total) with negative findings on standard
imaging, 148 (74%) showed PSMA-avid metastases, including
113 patients (57%) with oligometastases. Of those patients with

oligometastatic prostate cancer on PSMA
PET/CT, nearly two thirds had localized
disease in the prostate bed, seminal vesicles,
or pelvic lymph nodes only. Notably, in 35%
of patients with oligometastatic prostate can-
cer outside the pelvis and invisible on stan-
dard imaging, the disease would have not
been covered in the standard salvage pelvic
radiation therapy field. In a phase 2, single-
center, single-arm investigation, 37 patients
with BCR and oligometastases on 18F-
DCFPyL (Pylarify; Progenics Pharmaceuti-
cals) PET/CT/MRI were treated with surgical
resection or SABR (72). The overall com-
plete or partial biochemical response rate was
60%, with only 1 case of grade 3 toxicity.
In the multiinstitutional, retrospective

TROD 09-004 trial of the Turkish Society for
Radiation Oncology group, 74 men with
bone-only oligometastatic castration-sensitive
prostate cancer based on 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/
CT (36.5% synchronous, 63.5% metachro-
nous) were treated with SABR with a median
doseof20Gy (73).The2-yPFSwas72%,with
multivariate analysis demonstrating that a sin-
gle metastasis and PSA response (defined as a
$25% decline in PSA from the baseline level)
were significantly associated with improved
PFS. The TROD 09-002 multicenter study of

176 patients with 356 oligometastases (33.5% synchronous, 66.5%
metachronous) receiving MDT showed a 2-y local control rate of
93.2% at the treated sites, with no grade 3 or more acute toxicity. In
multivariate analysis, an untreated primary tumor and an increased
number of oligometastatic sites were negative predictors of overall
survival (74).
In the nonrandomized, prospective investigator-initiated phase

2 OLI-P trial (Oligoprogression in Androgen-Sensitive Patients;
NCT02264379), the toxicity and therapeu-
tic efficacy of local ablative radiotherapy
was assessed in 63 patients with 5 or fewer
nonvisceral oligometastases on PSMA
PET/CT (75). The median time to ADT ini-
tiation was 20.6 mo. The median time to
PSA progression was 13.2 mo, and 21.4%
of patients were free of PSA progression
after 3 y. There was no treatment-related
grade 2 or greater toxicity for up to 2 y after
local ablative radiotherapy.
Farolfi et al. performed a systematic review

of 3 clinical trials (choline, n 5 1; 18F-NaF,
n 5 1; PSMA, n 5 1) and 21 observational
PET/CT studies (choline, n 5 7; PSMA, n 5
11; both choline and PSMA, n 5 3) that
included castration-sensitive patients with
metachronous OMPC recurrence after radi-
cal treatment of primary prostate cancer (76).
The number of oligometastases ranged from
2 to 5 lesions. PSMA PET/CT was associ-
ated with a higher percentage range of PFS
than was choline PET/CT (19%–100% for
PSMA vs. 16%–93% for choline).

FIGURE 2. Metachronous oligometastasis in 48-y-old man with BCR (PSA, 0.45 ng/mL) of pros-
tate cancer (Gleason score, 8; International Society of Urologic Pathologists grade, 4) after prosta-
tectomy. (A) Baseline 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT shows subcentimeter 68Ga-PSMA–avid metastasis in
right internal iliac lymph node (arrows). (B) Follow-up 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT obtained 20 mo after
metastasis-directed SABR shows complete local response, with PSA decline to 0.031 ng/mL.
Shown are maximum-intensity projection images (rightmost and leftmost panels), axial CT images
(upper middle panels), and axial PET/CT images (lower middle panels). RT 5 radiation therapy.
(Reprinted with permission of (35)).

FIGURE 3. BCR (PSA, 0.63 ng/mL) in patient with prostate cancer (pT3bN0M0; Gleason score,
4 1 3) treated with radical prostatectomy. 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT showed single rib lesion (green
crossbar), which was subsequently treated with SABR (45 Gy 3 5). Follow-up serum PSA levels at
3 and 26 mo were 0.03 and 0.01 ng/mL, respectively. Shown are CT images (left panel), PET/CT
images (middle panel), and PET images (right panel); all panels depict axial (top), sagittal (middle),
coronal (bottom) views. (Courtesy of Jeremie Calais, UCLA.)
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Vogel et al. analyzed the outcome biochemical PFS in 292 patients
with local recurrence or pelvic lymph node metastases and up to 5 dis-
tant metastases on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT who underwent MDT (77).
Patients with a PSA level of less than 0.8 ng/mL and local relapse
with or without metastatic pelvic lymph nodes had the highest mean
biochemical PFS. A prospective phase 2 open-label 2-arm random-
ized clinical BULLSEYE trial (177Lu-PSMA-617 in Oligo-Meta-
static Hormone Sensitive Prostate Cancer; NCT04443062) is ongoing
to assess the efficacy and toxicity of radioligand therapy with 177Lu-
PSMA-617 in treating metachronous OMPC (#5 bone or lymph
nodes) evident on PSMA PET/CT (SUVmax . 15) in 58 patients
with castration-sensitive prostate cancer after prior definitive primary
treatment and a PSA doubling time of less than 6 mo (78). The
patients will be randomized in a 1:1 ratio between the standard-of-
care (deferred ADT) arm and the interventional arm (2 cycles of
7.4 GBq of 177Lu-PSMA-617 at a 6-wk interval) and monitored every
3 wk for 24 wk. The primary outcome measure is the fraction of
patients who show disease progression during the study follow-up.
Disease progression is defined as a 100% increase in PSA from base-
line or clinical progression. Figures 2–4 are 3 illustrative case exam-
ples of oligometastatic identification on PSMA PET/CT and the
impact on subsequent treatment management and outcome.
Aside from targeted therapy with SABR or radioligand, there is lit-

tle consensus about the ideal type or duration of systemic therapy that
should be given in addition to such targeted therapies. Generally, on
the basis of data from biochemical or local relapse after primary ther-
apy, most groups favor the addition of a least 4–6 mo of ADT to
SABR or radioligand therapy even though prospective data are cur-
rently lacking (79). Extrapolation of data from trials such as STAM-
PEDE (Systemic Therapy for Advancing or Metastatic Prostate
Cancer; NCT00268476), a multiarm, multistage randomized trial

using abiraterone, is often used to support the
addition of androgen receptor–targeted agents
to ADT for treating OMPC (80). Proposed
and ongoing trials will test the benefit of the
addition of these and other novel agents.

CONCLUSION

OMPC is viewed as an opportunity for a
potential cure or a delay in systemic therapy
using MDT, essentially altering the disease
trajectory. However, despite ongoing clinical
interest and few randomized trials, the evi-
dence remains immature because of the small
number of patients, short follow-up durations,
lack of harmonized endpoints across studies,
and little information on the impact on can-
cer-specific survival. Furthermore, much yet
needs to be learned about the underlying
biology of the various forms of the oligome-
tastatic clinical state, predictive and prognos-
tic imaging and nonimaging biomarkers, and
evidence-based treatment strategies, including
integrated local (prostate bed and metastases)
and systemic approaches, to establish OMPC
firmly as a clinically distinct and actionable
disease state in the management of patients
with prostate cancer.
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Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have revolutionized cancer care,
but many patients with poorly immunogenic tumors fail to benefit. Pre-
clinical studies have shown that external beam radiotherapy (EBRT)
can synergize with ICI to prompt remarkable tumor regression and
even eradication. However, EBRT is poorly suited to widely dissemi-
nated disease. Targeted radiopharmaceutical therapy (TRT) selectively
delivers radiation to both the primary tumor and the metastatic sites,
and promising results achieved with this approach have led to regu-
latory approval of certain agents (e.g., 177Lu-PSMA-617/Pluvicto for
metastatic prostate cancer). To further improve therapeutic outcomes,
combining TRT and ICI is a burgeoning research area, both preclini-
cally and in clinical trials. Here we introduce basic TRT radiobiology
and survey emerging and clinically translated TRT agents that have
been combinedwith ICI.
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Blocking suppressive interactions that inhibit antitumor im-
mune activation with antibody-based immune checkpoint inhibi-
tors (ICIs) has led to unprecedented and durable responses in
patients with numerous cancer types (1). Most notable of these are
antibodies to the PD-1/PD-L1 axis (programmed death receptor 1
and its ligand) and to CTLA-4 (cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen 4),
which may be used together given the nonredundant roles of these
mediators in tumor immune evasion (2). However, poorly immuno-
genic tumors in particular may not respond to ICIs, and for those
that do eventual immune escape often occurs (1,3).
In rare cases, combining external beam radiation therapy (EBRT)

and ICI has prompted regression of nonirradiated metastases (the
abscopal effect) in patients (4). Further, preclinical studies demon-
strate that EBRT can induce responses in tumors initially refractory
to ICI and improve ICI effectiveness in responsive “hot” tumors
(2,5). EBRT causes accumulation of damaged DNA in the tumor

cell cytosol, which prompts a type I interferon response via activa-
tion of the stimulator of interferon genes (STING) adaptor protein
(6). These signals, with concurrent upregulation or secretion of
damage-associated molecular patterns (e.g., high mobility group
box protein 1) due to tumor cell death (7), may stimulate dendritic
cells to cross-prime naïve CD81 T cells with released tumor anti-
gens (8). The irradiated tumor and tumor-draining lymph nodes
become hubs for antigen presentation (9), leading to diversification
and clonal expansion of the T-cell receptor repertoire (2). Surviving
tumor cells are sensitized to immune elimination via upregulation of
immune susceptibility markers (e.g., MHC-I) and the display of
tumor neoantigens (10) as well as altered expression of checkpoint
molecules such as PD-L1 (11). Together, these tumor microenviron-
ment (TME) modifications increase ICI efficacy when combined
with radiotherapy.
Although low-dose EBRT (2–3 Gy) can be administered safely to

large fields or the whole body, it induces systemic lymphocyte deple-
tion that may confound effective antitumor immunity (12). Also,
delivering higher targeted EBRT doses to multiple small tumors or
micrometastatic disease may not be feasible. Given these drawbacks,
targeted radiopharmaceutical therapy (TRT), which systemically de-
livers radiation via a peptide, antibody, or other ligand carrier targeted
to a tumor receptor or antigen, is more suitable. The radionuclide cou-
pled to these carriers mainly decays via a- or b-particles, with or
without low-energy (e.g., Auger) electrons. Radionuclide selection is
largely guided by matching the decay half-life to the biologic half-life
of the carrier molecule (13). As in EBRT, linear energy transfer
(LET), the energy deposited per unit distance, dictates the extent of
tissue and tumor penetration for TRT emissions. a-particles have a
LET of 50–230 keV/mm with a tissue penetration depth of
50–100mm, whereas b-emissions have a LET of 0.2 keV/mm with
a maximum penetration depth # 12 mm; Auger electrons have a
LET of 4–25 keV/mm and a tissue penetration depth maximum
, 1mm (13). Radionuclides decaying by a-particles and Auger elec-
trons may be more apt to induce cell death and phenotypic modula-
tion in individual tumor cells if internalized (14). Yet these
radionuclides may be less suited toward targeting larger tumors
or may fail to modify the TME immune milieu as limited dose
reaches the tumor stroma. Those with longer-range emission (e.g.,
b-particles) target tumor cells via crossfire radiation—emissions
from TRT bound to adjacent cells (15). As such, b-particles are less
likely to effectively target small tumor cell clusters or circulating
tumor cells. Two peptide TRT ligands most under study in current
and published clinical trials and recently approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) or European Medicines Agency
(EMA) use the b-emitter 177Lu: 177Lu-DOTATATE (Lutathera) to
treat neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) and 177Lu-PSMA-617 (Pluvicto,
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both Novartis) for metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer
(mCRPC). Importantly, it has been demonstrated ex vivo that dose-
equivalent b TRT can achieve STING activation comparable to that
of EBRT (16), which is crucial to its translational potential in combi-
nation with ICI. However, TRT-induced alterations to antitumor
immunity have only begun to be elucidated (17,18). Figure 1 shows
a putative mechanism for TRT and ICI cooperation based on our
understanding of EBRT-mediated effects and preliminary studies
with TRT.
At present, most studies involving combined TRT and ICI

have been conducted preclinically, with minimal phase I and case
report data available, although numerous clinical trials are ongo-
ing. In this review, we will discuss the recent progress of
TRT 1 ICI therapy and future considerations to optimize clinical
efficacy.

PRECLINICAL STUDIES SUGGEST SYNERGY BETWEEN TRT
AND ICI

Peptide TRT 1 ICI
Peptide-based TRT agents have been widely investigated because

of their greater solid tumor penetration and lower capacity for
immunogenicity relative to antibodies or antibody fragments (19).
Lutathera to target somatostatin receptor subtype 2 (SSTr2) was the
first peptide TRT agent to be FDA-approved in 2018. Other cell sur-
face proteins overexpressed in malignancy and that facilitate angio-
genesis (integrin avb3) or metastatic spread (integrin a4b1/VLA-4)
have received increased interest (20,21). Recently, pioneering pep-
tide TRT studies directed to these targets improved therapeutic out-
comes in combination with ICI in B16F10 melanoma (22,23) and

MC38 colorectal cancer (24). Choi et al.
demonstrated in B16F10 melanoma that
177Lu-labeled LLP2A, a peptidomimetic
selective to VLA-4, with dual ICI (anti–
CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1 or anti–PD-L1), sig-
nificantly improved survival relative to
either TRT or dual ICI (22). Combining a
modified RGD peptide to bind integrin avb3

labeled with 177Lu paired with anti-PD-L1,
Chen et al. showed that concurrent adminis-
tration significantly reduced tumor volume
and extended survival versus a sequential
approach in MC38 colorectal cancer (24).
A significant drawback of peptide TRT is
relatively rapid clearance from the blood,
limiting tumor accumulation and response
duration (25). To extend circulation lifetime,
carrier PEGylation (26) and incorporation of
albumin-binding moieties (24,25) have been
explored.

Antibody and Antibody Fragment
TRT 1 ICI
Because antibodies bind with high affinity

and selectivity to their epitope, in addition
to their commercial availability, they have
been extensively implemented for TRT
(radioimmunotherapy [RIT]) (27). Maxi-
mum tumor accumulation and blood clear-
ance is typically not achieved until 5–10 d
after injection (28). As such, long-lived radio-
nuclides (177Lu: half-life, 6.7 d; 225Ac: half-

life, 9.9 d) may be optimal to deliver a therapeutic dose. Due to the
long circulation time of full-length antibodies (serum half-life of 1–
3wk (27)), nontarget tissues may receive substantial radiation doses.
Alternatively, radiolabeled engineered antibody fragments (e.g., mini-
bodies, single-domain antibodies) may be used. Antibody fragments
also exhibit increased tumor penetration, albeit at the expense of lower
tumor uptake due to more rapid blood clearance. However, antibody
fragments of a molecular weight of, 60 kDa clear primarily through
the kidney, which can result in renal toxicity (27).
Jiao et al. reported notable tumor growth delay and improved sur-

vival for melanoma-bearing mice receiving an anti–melanin anti-
body (h8C3) labeled with the a-emitter 213Bi 1 anti–PD-1 relative
to anti–PD-1 alone (29). In a follow-up study with longer-lived
isotopes (177Lu, 225Ac) and to deduce the mechanisms involved,
225Ac-h8C3 provided no improvement with or without anti-PD-1
(30). Although low-dose 177Lu-h8C3 1 anti–PD-1 significantly
slowed tumor growth and improved survival, no difference was
observed in tumor-infiltrating T cells versus untreated controls. A
fully human anti–mesothelin antibody labeled with the a-emitter
227Th (227Th-TTC) spurred multiple immunostimulatory pathways
in murine colorectal cancer expressing human mesothelin that
increased CD81 T-cell infiltration while reducing CD41 T cells, the
effects of which were augmented by anti–PD-L1 (31). Depletion of
suppressive cells in the TME bybRIT (177Lu-anti-CD11b) increased
dual ICI (anti–CTLA-4 and anti–PD-1) efficacy in a glioma model,
without other significant alterations to the TME immune cell compo-
sition (32). Others have used ICIs themselves as radioimmunother-
apy agents, particularly anti–PD-L1, given its demonstrated clinical
prognostic value in determining responsiveness to PD-1/L1 therapy

FIGURE 1. TRT and ICI synergize via immune mechanisms. TRT agent binds a tumor cell target
receptor, and emitted radiation induces release of tumor-associated antigens and damage-associ-
ated molecular patterns (DAMPs), causes DNA damage, and potentially prompts immunogenic cell
death. Damaged cytoplasmic DNA stimulates STING, leading to a type I interferon response. Tumor
MHC-I expression is increased as is neoantigen display, and stimulated activation of dendritic cells
(DCs) correspondingly increases antigen cross-presentation to T cells. The expression of immune
checkpoint molecules is modulated, allowing for maintained immune activation with ICI. As a DAMP,
calreticulin is newly expressed on the outer membrane of tumor cells undergoing immunogenic cell
death (18), leading to phagocytosis by DCs that is central to their activation (7). dsDNA 5 double-
stranded DNA; TCR5 T-cell receptor. (Created with BioRender.com.)
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(33). PD-L1 monoclonal antibodies have been labeled with both a
(213Bi (34))- andb (177Lu (35))-emitters to simultaneously invigorate
an antitumor TME milieu and deplete tumor cells. Enhanced thera-
peutic efficacy versus the isotype or unlabeled control was evidenced
against human melanoma xenografts (34) and mouse colorectal
cancer (35).

Small-Molecule TRT 1 ICI
Much of the current work with small-molecule TRT involves

optimizing PSMA-targeted ligands to maximize tumor uptake while
diminishing toxicity. PSMA is a hallmark antigen expressed by
most prostate cancers, and its upregulation is associated with castra-
tion resistance and metastasis (mCRPC) (36). PSMA-617 is the lead
TRT candidate under study preclinically and was FDA-approved on
March 23, 2022. Although phase III clinical results of 177Lu-
PSMA-617 in mCRPC were impressive (37), from a meta-analysis,
30% of patients are refractory to b-therapy (no decline in serum
prostate-specific antigen [PSA]) (38). The effectiveness of targeted
a-therapy (225Ac-PSMA-617) can vary among these patients, given
the disease state (early vs. late mCRPC), the extent of pretreatment,
and metastatic profile (39,40). PSA reduction with 225Ac-PSMA-
617 in TRT-naïve tumors can be more substantial than that reported
for 177Lu-PSMA-617, as expected given the greater LET of 225Ac
(40). In a murine prostate cancer model, Czernin et al. aimed to
exploit potentially increased tumor immunogenicity spurred by
225Ac-PSMA-617 by adding anti–PD-1 (41). The combination syn-
ergized to improve survival and delay time to progression, but the
immune correlates were not reported.
Directing a-therapy to the tumor cell nucleus prompts extensive

DNA double-strand breaks, inducing antitumor T cell activation that
can be invigorated by ICI. Dabagian et al. used an 211At-labeled
small-molecule inhibitor of PARP, a class of nuclear enzymes that
facilitate double-strand break repair (42). With anti–PD-1 in a mouse
glioblastoma model, the combination nearly doubled the mean pro-
gression-free duration of ICI (65 vs. 36 d) and led to complete
response in all mice, comparedwith 60% ofmice receiving ICI alone.
Interestingly, TRT increased macrophage recruitment while deplet-
ing circulating T cells. The authors postulated that the improved ther-
apeutic effect of the combination was due to activated macrophage
proinflammatory signaling maintained by blocking PD-1.

TRT CAN SENSITIZE “COLD” TUMORS TO ICI

The key promise of TRT1 ICI is the capability to render immu-
nologically “cold” tumors (unresponsive to ICI alone) vulnerable to
ICI via radiation-induced immune activation. Major cancer types
resistant to ICI include colon, prostate, and breast cancer, although
varied responses can occur even among tumors within the same
patient (1). These tumors display minimal T-cell infiltration and
substantially impaired preexisting antitumor immunity. Radiation
has been shown to elicit antitumor immune responses through in-
duction of a cGAS-STING–mediated type I interferon response,
which is dose-dependent (17). From preclinical experiments, anti-
tumor immunomodulation via EBRT occurs even at low doses
(2–5 Gy) (43). This observation could be leveraged by rationally
designed TRT to deliver a low dose sufficient for immunostimula-
tion while sparing radiosensitive lymphocytes systemically.
Patel et al. recently used this approach to evaluate the alkylphos-

phocholine analog NM600 labeled with the b-emitter 90Y in combi-
nation with anti–CTLA-4 in multiple ICI-resistant tumor models
(Fig. 2) (17). When low-dose (2.5–5 Gy) 90Y-NM600 was received

by the tumor as determined from 86Y-NM600 PET via Monte Carlo
dosimetry software, survival was significantly improved compared
with ICI alone. Dramatic responses were observed, with up to two
thirds of mice receiving the combination experiencing complete
response and tumor-specific T-cell memory, compared with none in
either single-treatment group. No signs of toxicity were seen. The
combined treatment increased T-cell infiltration and mitigated
exhaustion. Intriguingly, the authors showed that unlike a previous
report using a moderate-dose, single-tumor–directed EBRT (2),
low-dose TRT did not expand T-cell receptor diversity despite the
clonal expansion of tumor-infiltrating T cells. By combining these
modes of EBRT and TRT, their nonredundant effects better potenti-
ated response to anti–CTLA-4, allowing for control of a secondary
(received no EBRT) tumor and optimal survival relative to either
TRT or EBRT1 anti–CTLA-4.

CLINICAL TRIALS OF TRT + ICI

Although combination TRT 1 ICI clinical trials are ongoing,
there are few recent reports of intentional TRT sensitization to ICI
in the available clinical literature, enabled by compassionate-use
authorization. Two case reports demonstrate impressive therapeutic
efficacy with TRT 1 ICI in patients with metastatic Merkel cell
carcinoma (MCC), an aggressive skin cancer, who progressed on
first- (avelumab/anti–PD-L1) or second-line (ipilimumab/anti–
CTLA-41 nivolumab/anti–PD-11 EBRT) therapies (44,45). Half
of MCC patients may not respond or acquire resistance to ICI (45),
yet MCC often expresses somatostatin receptors, allowing for target-
ing via 177Lu-DOTATATE, a modified octreotide. A patient with
heavy MCC metastatic burden who received 177Lu-DOTATATE
and resumed anti–PD-L1 demonstrated a response within days, with
near complete response observed 1 mo after initiation (Fig. 3) (44).
In a separate report, a patient receiving the related 177Lu-DOTATOC
and resuming ipilimumab1 nivolumab experienced partial response
that was maintained through the time of the article submission
(5 mo) (45). Although the GoTHAM trial (NCT04261855) to evalu-
ate 177Lu-DOTATATE1 avelumab for metastatic MCC has begun,
survival data are unlikely to be available until 2024.
Despite the rapid pace of TRT development, most exploratory

clinical trials combining TRT and ICI use established TRT agents
(177Lu-DOTATATE, 177Lu-PSMA-617, 223RaCl2). Those that are
ongoing or have published results within the past 4 y are highlighted
in the following sections.

177Lu-DOTATATE (Lutathera) 1 ICI
177Lu-DOTATATE is the culmination of more than 20 y of so-

matostatin analog development for NET treatment, with wide clin-
ical adoption after the phase III NETTER-1 trial (NCT01578239)
(46). Somatostatin receptor expression has also been identified in
a minority of small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) (47). Because of its
aggressiveness (5-y overall survival rate , 10%), SCLC often
presents once disseminated and is ultimately refractory to chemo-
therapy (48). Because a subset of extensive-stage SCLC patients
display durable responses to nivolumab, Kim et al. conducted a
phase I trial (NCT03325816) combining 177Lu-DOTATATE and
nivolumab at 2 TRT dose levels in patients with relapsed or refrac-
tory SCLC, SCLC remaining stable after first-line chemotherapy,
or pulmonary NETs (48). Of the 7 patients with disease measur-
able by CT, one with extensive-stage SCLC showed partial
response and two others with atypical carcinoid displayed stable
disease. The SCLC patient who experienced partial response
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showed avid tumor uptake of 68Ga-DOTATATE. However, unlike
observations mainly from extrapulmonary NETs (46), the extent
of 68Ga-DOTATATE uptake may not predict TRT efficacy in lung
NETs/SCLC (47).

177Lu-PSMA-617 (Pluvicto) 1 ICI
Approximately one third of patients do not respond to 177Lu-

PSMA-617 despite extensive PSMA expression evident from PET
(49). In a recent phase II trial (NCT02787005), pembrolizumab

(anti–PD-1) demonstrated encouraging effi-
cacy in pretreated, bone-predominant mCRPC
(50). Prasad et al. observed a 40% PSA
decline in a 90-y-old patient with ad-
vanced mCRPC who initiated 177Lu-PSMA-
617 while receiving pembrolizumab for
locally advanced squamous cell carcinoma
(49). To interrogate potential synergy between
177Lu-PSMA-617 and pembrolizumab, the
phase Ib/II PRINCE trial (NCT03658447)
was initiated. Although the study is ongoing,
an interim report details a$ 50% PSA decline
rate of near 75% among 37 patients (51).
Seven of 9 patients with measurable disease
exhibited partial responses. Therapy with
225Ac-PSMA-617 has shown remarkable
efficacy (70% rate of PSA decline $ 50%,
29% complete response rate from 68Ga-
PSMA PET) in heavily pretreated, TRT-naïve
patients (40), but can be hampered by dose-
limiting xerostomia (PSMA is expressed
in the salivary glands) (52) which may be
only partially resolvable (39,40). TRT via a
PSMA-targeted antibody (J591) has circum-
vented this issue in patients (53), and a clinical
trial to assess 225Ac-J591 1 pembrolizumab
(NCT04946370) is now recruiting.

FIGURE 2. TRT sensitizes “cold” murine tumor models to ICI. Tumor volume and survival in 4T1 breast cancer (A–C) and NXS2 neuroblastoma (D–F) in
mice receiving 200 mg of CTLA-4 (C4, 3x) with or without 50 mCi (1.85 MBq) of 90Y-NM600 or saline control (vehicle only, VO) (n 5 5–6 each). (Adapted
with permission of (17).)

FIGURE 3. Dramatic improvement in a patient refractory to anti–PD-L1 (avelumab) receiving a sin-
gle off-label dose of 177Lu-DOTATATE for heavily metastatic MCC and resuming avelumab. (A) Pre-
treatment 68Ga-DOTATATE PET/CT scan. (B) 177Lu-DOTATATE SPECT/CT scan during TRT. (C)
68Ga-DOTATATE PET/CT scan 1 mo after treatment. (Reprinted with permission of (44).)
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223RaCl2 (Xofigo) 1 ICI
Xofigo is nonchelated 223Ra, an a-emitter with chemical similarity

to calcium selectively trafficked to areas of increased bone stroma
formation, as occurs within sclerotic or osteoblastic bone metastases
(54). Most (.90%) mCRPC patients display bone metastases radio-
graphically, and a substantial fraction of mCRPC deaths result
from these metastases and their complications. Because of the short
range of a-radiation, cytotoxicity is constrained to the target region,
limiting myelotoxicity. From a landmark phase III clinical trial
(NCT00699751), Xofigo was demonstrated to significantly extend
time to the first symptomatic skeletal event and overall survival (54).
To investigate whether 223Ra-mediated cell death potentiates pembro-
lizumab in intractable cancers, a phase II trial in mCRPC
(NCT03093428) and a phase I/II trial in metastatic non–small-cell
lung cancer (NCT03996473) patients with bone metastases are ongo-
ing. Preliminary results from the mCRPC trial have not shown thera-
peutic benefit for the combination (55). A phase Ib trial of Xofigo 1

atezolizumab (anti–PD-L1) in mCRPC (NCT02814669) demonstrated
increased toxicity without appreciable clinical benefit versus either
alone (56).

OUTLOOK

TRT has been shown to enhance ICI in preclinical models, gar-
nering increasing interest toward optimizing treatment strategies for
clinical translation. Future preclinical work will likely involve ele-
gant approaches to reduce off-target toxicity, such as pretargeting
for RIT (28), as well as triple combinations of TRT 1 ICI 1 other
immunotherapies for “cold”metastatic tumors resistant to ICI alone
or with TRT. Given the distinct immunologic effects of TRT and
EBRT, TRT 1 EBRT1 ICI may be increasingly explored (17). In
the clinic, a- and b-TRTmay be used in tandem to improve efficacy
due to complementary emission penetration or to mitigate toxicity
or resistance, as demonstrated for 177Lu/225Ac-PSMA-617 (57).
Therapeutic benefit could then be improved with ICI.
To safely optimize TRT tumor dose delivery, individualized

patient dosimetry will be required. Currently, TRT is given with a
fixed dosing regimen regardless of the individual patient’s tumor
burden or tumor uptake of the companion pretherapy PET tracer,
despite evidence that more tailored therapy may improve outcomes
(58). Current et al. recently reported that intrasubject variability in
lesion PSMA expression and the frequency of PSMA low, medium,
or high cells caused disparities in the therapeutic efficacy of PSMA-
directed TRT inmouse prostate cancer models (59). TRT could treat
low PSMA tumors but was most effective for extensive and homo-
geneous PSMA expression. As such, a fixed dosing strategy could
lead to undertreatment and the selection of TRT-resistant clones.
Individualized dosimetry could account for this. Patients with
homogeneously high target expression could safely receive in-
creased activity (60) and those with low or variable expression could
be evaluated to predict therapeutic effect and the fraction ofmetasta-
ses that could be treated effectively. Individualized Monte Carlo–
based dosimetry has demonstrated improved accuracy relative to
standardized phantom-based methods in small patient cohorts (61).
Further, this pretherapy dosimetry could reliably predict tumor or
at-risk organ doses for TRT (62).
Several outstanding mechanistic questions must be resolved,

requiring an increased understanding of TRT radiobiology. For
example, for a particular TRT use, it is often unknown whether a
threshold, mean, or maximum dose absorbed by the tumor is opti-
mal for antitumor efficacy, or even if this applies across tumor

volumes (13). Little to no study of TRT dose, dose rate, and schedul-
ing regarding radioresistance or immune checkpoint modulation has
been performed. Toward combination with ICI, concomitant admin-
istration has demonstrated improved efficacy compared with stag-
gered schedules (24,31). However, the mechanism remains elusive.
Taken together, it can be anticipated that as our understanding of
TRT radiobiology grows, more efficacious and patient-specific
combinatorial regimens will emerge.
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The expanding field of theranostics combines the use of both
diagnostic and therapeutic drugs that target shared molecular markers
of disease. The diagnostic component of a theranostic drug pair is
similar to a companion diagnostic in that it provides essential infor-
mation for the safe and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic
product (1). However, whereas companion diagnostics are regulated
as medical devices and typically consist of in vitro assays, the thera-
nostic paradigm relies on diagnostic drugs that act in vivo, usually for
purposes of medical imaging.
On March 23, 2022, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

approved the first pair of prostate cancer theranostic drugs: Plu-
victo (177Lu-vipivotide tetraxetan; Advanced Accelerator Applica-
tions) and Locametz (kit for the preparation of 68Ga-gozetotide
injection, also known as 68Ga-prostate-specific membrane antigen
[PSMA]-11; Advanced Accelerator Applications). These intrave-
nously administered drugs contain different chelated radioisotopes,
but both target PSMA, a transmembrane peptidase that is overex-
pressed by most prostate adenocarcinomas (2).
As the therapeutic component of the theranostic drug pair, Pluvicto

contains 177Lu, which emits b2 radiation to treat PSMA-positive
tumor lesions in which the drug localizes. Pluvicto is specifically
indicated for therapy of men with PSMA-positive metastatic castra-
tion-resistant prostate cancer who have been treated with androgen
receptor pathway inhibition and taxane-based chemotherapy (3).
Locametz, the diagnostic component of the theranostic drug pair, is
radiolabeled with 68Ga to enable its approved indication of patient
selection for Pluvicto therapy through assessment of PSMA positivity
on PET (4).
Evidence of effectiveness for the patient selection indication of

Locametz and the therapeutic indication of Pluvicto was derived
primarily from the multicenter VISION trial (NCT03511664), in
which patients who met 68Ga-gozetotide PET criteria as well as

clinical eligibility criteria were randomized 2:1 to either Pluvicto
plus best standard-of-care treatment (n 5 551) or best standard-of-
care treatment alone (n 5 280). 68Ga-gozetotide PET criteria for
Pluvicto eligibility in this trial consisted of the presence of at least
one tumor lesion with uptake greater than in normal liver and the
absence of bulky tumor lesions with uptake equal to or less than in
normal liver. Bulky tumor lesions were defined on anatomic imag-
ing as having short-axis measurements of at least 2.5 cm for lymph
nodes, at least 1 cm for organ lesions, and at least 1 cm for the
soft-tissue components of bone lesions.
Statistically significant improvement in the primary endpoints

of overall survival and radiographic progression-free survival was
demonstrated by adding Pluvicto to best standard-of-care treat-
ment in the VISION trial. Median overall survival was 15.3 mo
(95% CI, 14.2–16.9 mo) in the treatment arm receiving Pluvicto
plus the best standard of care and 11.3 mo (95% CI, 9.8–13.5 mo)
in the treatment arm receiving the best standard of care alone.
Safety evaluation supported a favorable benefit–risk balance for
both the therapeutic indication of Pluvicto and the patient selection
indication of Locametz.
In addition to the primary analyses of the VISION trial, the patient

selection indication of Locametz was further supported by imaging
substudies that leveraged data from the VISION trial (5). One
such VISION substudy demonstrated reasonable levels of agree-
ment among masked readers in assessment of the above-described
imaging criteria for Pluvicto eligibility on 68Ga-gozetotide PET.
The “Warnings and Precautions” section of the Locametz prescribing
information cites the risk of misinterpretation of 68Ga-gozetotide PET
for determining Pluvicto eligibility and proposes certain risk mitiga-
tion strategies (4).
Another imaging substudy from the VISION trial that supported

the patient selection indication of Locametz consisted of explor-
atory analyses of collected quantitative PET data (6). In patients
who received Pluvicto, higher quantitative measurements on pre-
treatment 68Ga-gozetotide PET, such as the mean SUVs of tumor
lesions throughout the body, were associated with greater overall
survival. A postmarketing commitment was agreed upon to con-
duct similar quantitative PET analyses on patients in the VISION
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trial who did not receive Pluvicto. The results of these analyses may
further clarify the potential utility of quantitative measurements on
pretreatment 68Ga-gozetotide PET for predicting Pluvicto treatment
effect and for providing general prognostic information on disease
severity (7). An additional agreed-upon postmarketing commitment
will evaluate the safety and efficacy of Pluvicto in patients with
advanced or metastatic prostate cancer who have at least one PSMA-
positive tumor lesion on 68Ga-gozetotide PET but do not meet the
criteria used in the VISION trial related to bulky PSMA-negative
lesions.
To reflect the use of 68Ga-gozetotide PET for patient selection

in the VISION trial, section 2 (“Dosage and Administration”) of
the prescribing information for Pluvicto contains instructions to
select patients for treatment using Locametz or another approved
PSMA-11 imaging agent (3). Additional supporting data might be
needed to extend patient selection instructions to drugs that are
approved for other prostate cancer imaging indications but are
molecularly distinct from gozetotide and might differ in biodistri-
bution, binding characteristics, and other properties.
In addition to the patient selection indication, Locametz was also

approved for the same disease detection indications as those of previ-
ously approved 68Ga-gozetotide PET drugs, namely PET of PSMA-
positive lesions in, first, men with prostate cancer with suspected
metastasis who are candidates for initial definitive therapy and, sec-
ond, men with prostate cancer with suspected recurrence based on
elevated serum prostate-specific antigen level (4). Through the
505(b)(2) new drug application (NDA) pathway, these Locametz
indications were supported by reliance on the FDA’s findings of
effectiveness for the listed drug product (68Ga-PSMA-11 injection
under NDAs 212642 and 212643). This regulatory approach required
establishment of a bridge between Locametz and the listed drug prod-
uct to demonstrate that such reliance was scientifically justified. Of
note, the novel patient selection indication and certain formulation
differences relative to previously approved 68Ga-gozetotide drugs pre-
cluded approval of Locametz as a generic drug through an abbrevi-
ated NDA under the 505(j) pathway.
Bridging between 68Ga-gozetotide prepared by Locametz and the

listed drug product focused on differences between their formula-
tions, including diastereomer composition, mass dose of gozetotide,
and other physiochemical properties. An adequate bridge was estab-
lished through comparison of biopharmaceutical data and meas-
urements of in vitro cell binding and internalization between
68Ga-gozetotide prepared by Locametz and the listed drug product,
as well as comparison of gozetotide mass doses between subsets of
patients who either met or did not meet PSMA positivity criteria

on Locametz PET in ongoing trials. The resultant approval of dis-
ease detection indications for Locametz provided additional support
for the patient selection indication.
The joint approval of Locametz and Pluvicto represents success-

ful codevelopment of a pair of theranostic drugs in parallel. In
addition to the success of a therapeutic trial with patients selected
by imaging, multiple imaging substudies that efficiently leveraged
the therapeutic trial data provided further support for a patient
selection indication (5). The same applicant sponsored a separate
NDA for each drug. During the development program, multiple
meetings were held between the FDA and the applicant to estab-
lish an effective plan for parallel theranostic codevelopment. Both
NDAs were concurrently approved under a priority time line after
their simultaneous submission.
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Multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) is validated for the diagnosis of clinically
significant prostate cancer (csPCa). 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT (68Ga-
PSMA PET/CT) combined with mpMRI has improved negative predic-
tive value over mpMRI alone for csPCa. The aim of this post hoc
analysis of the PRIMARY study was to evaluate the clinical signifi-
cance of patterns of intraprostatic PSMA activity, proposing a 5-point
PRIMARY score to optimize the accuracy of 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT for
csPCa in a low-prevalence population. Methods: The PRIMARY trial
was a prospective multicenter phase II imaging trial that enrolled men
with suspected PCa, no prior biopsy, and a recent mpMRI examina-
tion (6 mo) and for whom prostate biopsy was planned. In total, 291
men underwent mpMRI, 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT, and systematic biopsy
with or without targeted biopsy. The mpMRI was read separately
using the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System (PI-RADS)
(version 2). 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT (pelvis only) was acquired a minimum
of 60 min after injection. 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT was centrally read for
pattern (diffuse transition zone [TZ], symmetric central zone [CZ], focal
TZ, or focal peripheral zone [PZ]) and intensity (SUVmax). In this post
hoc analysis, a 5-level PRIMARY score was assigned on the basis of
analysis of the central read: no pattern (score of 1), diffuse TZ or CZ
(not focal) (score of 2), focal TZ (score of 3), focal PZ (score of 4), or an
SUVmax of at least 12 (score of 5). Two further readers independently
assigned a PRIMARY score to 118 scans to determine interrater
agreement. Associations between PRIMARY score and csPCa (Inter-
national Society of Urological Pathology grade group$ 2) were evalu-
ated. Results: Of the 291 men enrolled, 162 (56%) had csPCa. A
PRIMARY score of 1 was present in 16% (47); a score of 2, in 19%
(55); a score of 3, in 10% (29); a score of 4 in 40% (117); and a score
of 5, in 15% (43). The proportion of patients with csPCa and a PRI-
MARY score of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 was 8.5% (4/47), 27% (15/55), 38%
(11/29), 76% (89/117), and 100% (43/43), respectively. Sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value for
a PRIMARY score of 1 or 2 (low-risk patterns) versus a PRIMARY
score of 3–5 (high-risk patterns) were 88%, 64%, 76%, and 81%,

respectively, compared with 83%, 53%, 69%, and 72%, respectively,
for a PI-RADS score of 2 versus 3–5 on mpMRI. The Cohen k for a
PRIMARY score of 1 of 2 versus a PRIMARY score of 3–5 was 0.76
(95% CI, 0.64–0.88) for reader 1 and 0.64 (95% CI, 0.49–0.78) for
reader 2. Conclusion: A PRIMARY score incorporating intraprostatic
pattern and intensity on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT shows potential, with
high diagnostic accuracy for csPCa. Further validation is warranted
before implementation.

Key Words: PSMA; prostate-specific membrane antigen; PET; multi-
parametric MRI; prostate cancer; diagnosis
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Multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) is currently the standard of
care for the diagnosis of prostate cancer, with validated standardiza-
tion of reporting using the Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data Sys-
tem (PI-RADS), version 2 (1). However, 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT
(68Ga-PSMA PET/CT) has recently been reported to demonstrate
similar diagnostic accuracy to MRI for the diagnosis of prostate can-
cer, with significant improvement in negative predictive value if the
2 modalities are used in combination (2). The specificity of 68Ga-
PSMA PET/CT for clinically significant prostate cancer (csPCa) in
the PRIMARY trial was lower than previously published, as is likely
due to the lower prevalence of csPCa (3,4). In a screening setting,
PSMA activity in intraprostatic processes such as benign prostatic
hypertrophy, prostate intraepithelial neoplasia, and low-grade Inter-
national Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP) grade group 1
malignancy can be difficult to distinguish from csPCa on the basis of
PSMA intensity alone. Detection of tumor on intraprostatic 68Ga-
PSMA PET/CT currently depends on a higher level of uptake in the
tumor than in the background. By contrast, the PI-RADS system uti-
lizes intraprostatic anatomy, differentiating the peripheral zone (PZ)
and transition zone (TZ) to better categorize the likelihood of malig-
nancy. Because most prostate cancers arise within the PZ, incorpo-
rating anatomic differentiation helps improve diagnostic certainty.
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It is unknown whether the incorporation of anatomic localization
and pattern characterization can improve the diagnostic accuracy of
68Ga-PSMA PET/CT in a prebiopsy patient population. The aim of
this post hoc analysis of the PRIMARY study was to explore the
value of intraprostatic 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT patterns and intensity
scores, developing a 5-level score to improve diagnostic accuracy
for csPCa.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design
The PRIMARY trial was a prospective multicenter, phase II imag-

ing trial conducted across 3 academic institutions in Australia (5). The
study protocol was approved by the St. Vincent’s Hospital institu-
tional review board (HREC/18/SVH/239), and all patients provided
written informed consent. The study was registered with ANZCTR
(ANZCTRN12618001640291), and the protocol and initial results
were previously published (2,5). This was a post hoc analysis of the
PRIMARY trial to evaluate the diagnostic performance of a 5-point
scoring system to detect csPCa.

Screening
Men were considered eligible for the trial if there was clinical suspi-

cion of prostate cancer based on an abnormal prostate-specific antigen
level (,20 ng/mL) or abnormal results on digital rectal examination
after assessment by a study urologist. Men were excluded if they had
a prior diagnosis of prostate cancer, a prior prostate biopsy, or prior
prostate MRI. All men underwent mpMRI within 6 mo and consented
to transperineal systematic biopsy with or without targeted biopsy.
Men who had low-risk MRI findings (PI-RADS score of 1) were not
enrolled, nor were men who had a PI-RADs score of 2 with low-risk
clinical features and no planned biopsy.

MRI
mpMRI was performed and reported locally by the prostate-MRI

subspecialist radiologist preferred by the urology investigator, with the
findings reported per PI-RADS version 2. Whenever a lesion was
identified on mpMRI, images were provided to the treating investiga-
tor for MRI-targeted biopsy. The PI-RADS score and location were
documented for each lesion, in addition to overall prostate volume. A
PI-RADS score of 3–5 was defined as positive for analysis.

68Ga-PSMA PET Acquisition
Pelvis-only 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT was performed at a minimum of

60 min after administration of a 1.8–2.2 MBq/kg dose of 68Ga-PSMA,
using a low-dose unenhanced-CT protocol (3 min per bed position). This
limited protocol reduced the radiation dose to less than 4 mSv, appropri-
ate to the screening context. PET/CT cameras at all 3 participating

centers were harmonized via standardized phantom calibration through
the Australasian Radiopharmaceutical Trials Network. An initial local
PSMA read was done, and local readers provided key images to treating
urologists to allow PSMA targeting at biopsy. If pelvic lymph nodes and
metastatic disease were identified and documented, the sites performed
whole-body 68Ga-PSMA PET outside the protocol (6.2% of patients had
additional whole-body 68Ga-PSMA PET).

68Ga-PSMA PET Interpretation
All 68Ga-PSMA PET scans were centrally read by 2 experienced

nuclear medicine specialists masked to the previous MRI and clinical
outcomes. The PZ, central zone (CZ), and TZ were differentiated using
the PET/CT images and known anatomic definitions of zonal bound-
aries (Fig. 1). Readers interrogated the 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT scans for
specific patterns: diffuse TZ activity (pattern A), symmetric CZ activity
(pattern B), focal PZ activity (pattern C), or focal TZ activity (pattern D)
(Fig. 1). All patterns were documented, as was uptake (SUVmax) in each
prostate quadrant, with the single highest value used for analysis.

A region was defined as TZ if centrally placed within the prostate,
with no PSMA activity extending to the edge of the prostate margin
on the CT portion of the fused PET/CT images (Fig. 1, pattern A).
Symmetric CZ activity was localized to the CZ, with no PSMA activ-
ity extending to the prostate margin on the fused PET/CT images (Fig. 1,
pattern B). If symmetric CZ activity extended to the posterior margin of
the prostate on the fused PET/CT images, this activity was classified as
PZ as well as CZ. Focal activity within the TZ was defined visually as
more than twice the background TZ activity (Fig. 1, pattern C). All find-
ings within the prostatic apex were defined as PZ, as were all findings
that included the PZ margin of the prostate on the fused PET/CT images
(Fig. 1, pattern D). Any focal activity in the PZ was considered abnormal.
No SUV minimal threshold was used excepting those lesions that had
very high intensity (SUVmax . 12).

A PRIMARY score using a combination of pattern information and
SUVmax was assigned to each patient. Score 1 was no pattern and low-
grade activity. Score 2 was diffuse TZ or symmetric CZ activity with-
out focal uptake (this included diffuse TZ activity with irregular focal
uptake that was not well above background TZ activity). Score 3 was
focal TZ activity (focal TZ activity had to be visually greater than
twice the background TZ activity). Score 4 was focal PZ activity.
Score 5 was any pattern with an SUVmax of at least 12 (Table 1).

In some cases, multiple patterns were identified, and the PRIMARY
score represented the most clinically significant pattern (focal pattern
above diffuse or symmetric, PZ above TZ, and SUVmax . 12 above
any reported pattern). Differentiating CZ activity from PZ activity in
the posterior basal prostate (where the PZ may be thin) can be diffi-
cult, and if there was any doubt the readers were asked to classify this
as a PRIMARY score of 4 rather than 2.

A further 2 masked independent reads were
done for a random sample of 120 68Ga-PSMA
PET/CT scans by 2 experienced nuclear medi-
cine specialists after a training-set explanation
of the PRIMARY 5-point score definitions and
criteria. These additional reads were used to
determine the interrater variability of the
PRIMARY score. No a priori hypothesis for a
minimum acceptable concordance measure
was considered. Two patients’ images were
not immediately available for remote interro-
gation, leaving 118 pairs of evaluable concor-
dance reads.

Prostate Biopsy and Histopathology
Systematic transperineal prostate biopsies

with a recommended minimum 18 cores

FIGURE 1. Anatomic representation of CZ, TZ, and PZ and patterns of intraprostatic PSMA activ-
ity: diffuse TZ (A), symmetric CZ (B), focal TZ (C), and focal PZ (D). Simplification of prostate zones
was utilized for study, with PZ encompassing prostate PZ margin as defined on 68Ga-PSMA PET/
CT, as well as entire apex.
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(dependent on prostate volume) were mandated. Additional targeted
biopsies were obtained, when possible, with all urology investigators
provided with key images to demonstrate sites of both MRI and 68Ga-
PSMA PET abnormalities before biopsy. All biopsies were processed
and reported according to grade group protocols by subspecialist uropa-
thologists at each study center. For analysis, any overall ISUP grade
group of at least 2 on biopsy (systematic or targeted) was considered
csPCa.

Statistical Analysis
In addition to basic descriptive statistics, the areas under the curve

for the 5-level PRIMARY score and PI-RADS were compared using
the DeLong test, though there was no a priori hypothesis. Interrater
agreement was evaluated with the Cohen k, and associated 95% CIs
were provided by the kappaetc command in Stata, version 16.0MP
(StataCorp). The interaction between SUVmax and PSMA pattern type
(none, nonfocal, focal) was explored in a logistic regression model in

which both variables and an interaction term were simultaneously
entered. The estimated marginal probabilities of csPCa versus SUVmax

were plotted per pattern type. Stata was used for analysis.

RESULTS

In total, 291 men with a median age of 64 y (interquartile range,
59–70 y) underwent MRI, 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT, and biopsy. Of
these, 162 (56%) men had clinically significant malignancy (ISUP
grade group $ 2) on biopsy and 196 (67%) had a positive MRI
result (PI-RADS 3–5). Forty-seven patients (16%) had no pattern
identified on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT, 97 (33%) exhibited either dif-
fuse TZ or symmetric CZ activity, 53 (18%) had focal TZ activity,
and 155 (53%) had focal activity in the PZ (Table 1).

PRIMARY Score
The PRIMARY score distribution was as follows: score 1, 16%

(n 5 47); score 2, 19% (n 5 55); score 3, 10% (n 5 29); score 4,
40% (n 5 117); and score 5, 15% (n 5 43) (Table 2; Fig. 2). The
proportion of men with csPCa and a PRIMARY score of 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5 was 8.5% (4/47), 27% (15/55), 38% (11/29), 76% (89/
117), and 100% (43/43), respectively. The estimated area under
the curve of the 5-level PRIMARY score was 0.85 (95% CI,
0.81–0.89) and exceeded that of PI-RADS, which was 0.76 (95%
CI, 0.71–0.81) (P 5 0.003) (Fig. 3). Sensitivity, specificity, posi-
tive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 88%,
64%, 76%, and 81%, respectively, for a PRIMARY score of 3–5
(high-risk patterns) versus 83%, 53%, 69%, and 72%, respec-
tively, for a PRIMARY score of 1 or 2 (low-risk patterns), for PI-
RADS 3–5 versus 2 (Table 3; Supplemental Table 1; supplemental
materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org).

Interrater Agreement
Two further readers assessed 68Ga-PSMA PET in 118 patients

(51% had csPCa). The Cohen k for a PRIMARY score of 1 or 2
versus a PRIMARY score of 3–5 was 0.76 (95% CI, 0.64–0.88)
for reader 1 and 0.64 (95% CI, 0.49–0.78) for reader 2. The Cohen
k for the 5-point PRIMARY score was 0.73 (95% CI, 0.63–0.83)
for reader 1 and 0.56 (95% CI, 0.45–0.68) for reader 2. The diag-
nostic performance of the PRIMARY score as used by the readers
was broadly similar to that of the central read (Table 3).

PRIMARY Score and Overall Grade Group
Overall grade group on histopathology was associated with PRI-

MARY score (Fig. 4). All 4 patients with a PRIMARY score of 1
and csPCa had grade group 2 cancer. For a PRIMARY score of 2,
2 of 55 (4%) had cancer of at least grade group 3. Conversely, for
a PRIMARY score of 5, 27 of 43 (63%) had cancer that was at
least grade group 3. For PI-RADS 2 patients, 10 of 95 (11%) had
cancer that was at least grade group 3, whereas 5 of 53 (9.4%) of
PI-RADS 5 patients had no csPCa.

Pattern and Intensity
In exploring the effect of SUVmax on prediction of csPCa for

different pattern types (none, nonfocal, focal), we found that an
increasing SUVmax was associated with a higher likelihood of
malignancy only with focal patterns. Increasing SUVmax did not
raise the predicted probability of csPCa in patients without a pat-
tern or those with nonfocal patterns (diffuse TZ or symmetric CZ)
(Fig. 5).

TABLE 1
Patient Characteristics

Variable Data

Age at biopsy (y) 64 (59–70)

Latest prostate-specific antigen
result* (ng/mL)

5.6 (4.2–7.5)

Clinical T-stage

TX 18 (6.2)

T1c 197 (68)

T2a 60 (21)

T2b 14 (4.8)

T2c 2 (0.7)

PI-RADS (mpMRI)

2 95 (33)

3 53 (18)

4 90 (31)

5 53 (18)

Grade group (biopsy)

No cancer 77 (26)

1 52 (18)

2 102 (35)

3 39 (13)

4 7 (2.4)

5 14 (4.8)

PSMA pattern†

No pattern 47 (16)

Diffuse TZ/CZ 97 (33)

Focal TZ 53 (18)

Focal PZ 155 (53)

*Prostate-specific antigen data missing for one patient.
†Number exceeds sample size because patient may exhibit

more than one pattern simultaneously.
Qualitative data are number and percentage; continuous data

are median and interquartile range.
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DISCUSSION

mpMRI is the accepted standard of care for the diagnosis of pros-
tate cancer, with the PRECISION trial demonstrating improved
detection of significant malignancy and a safe reduction in the num-
ber of biopsies required relative to prostate biopsy alone (6). 68Ga-
PSMA PET/CT has high-level evidence for its use in the staging of
prostate cancer (7) and in biochemical recurrence after definitive pri-
mary therapy (8–10). However, there is little evidence for its value
in the diagnosis of primary tumors (11–13). The PRIMARY trial
recently showed that limited-field-of-view pelvic 68Ga-PSMA PET/
CT combined with mpMRI significantly improved both sensitivity

and negative predictive value compared with mpMRI alone in the
diagnosis of prostate cancer (2). This PRIMARY substudy has iden-
tified key patterns of intraprostatic PSMA activity, determining
those more likely to be benign and those more likely to demonstrate
malignancy. The initial PRIMARY study analysis utilized a mini-
mum PSMA SUVmax cutoff (4.0) with expert reader analysis, find-
ing a sensitivity of 90% with a specificity of 50% for csPCa.
However, this method is not valid across unharmonized PET cam-
eras and with variable PSMA ligands. Using key patterns within the
PRIMARY score in this substudy improved specificity without
compromising sensitivity for the diagnosis of csPCa. Further, use of
pattern and intensity within a 5-level score (PRIMARY) was repro-
ducible between readers, with an increased or equivalent diagnostic
accuracy for the detection of csPCa compared with mpMRI.
PI-RADS is a 5-point scale recommended for reporting of pros-

tate MRI findings by a European consensus meeting in 2011 (14).
The PI-RADS system reports by prostatic zone, separating the PZ
from the TZ and CZ while incorporating semiquantitative meas-
ures such as apparent diffusion coefficient maps and diffusion-
weighted imaging. The incidence of prostate malignancy varies
by zonal location within the prostate, a fact that is utilized by
PI-RADS to improve accuracy. Histopathologic analysis from

TABLE 2
PRIMARY Scores

Score Description n csPCa (%)

1 No dominant intraprostatic pattern; low-grade activity 47 8.5

2 Diffuse TZ activity or symmetric CZ activity that does not extend
to prostate margin on CT

55 27

3 Focal TZ activity visually twice background TZ activity 29 38

4 Focal PZ activity (no minimum intensity) 117 76

5 PSMA SUVmax . 12 43 100

PRIMARY score PET PET/CT

Score 1
No pattern.

Low grade activity only.

Score 2
Diffuse TZ (Pattern A).

It spares the prostate peripheral
margin on fused PET/CT (red
arrow). This pattern can have

moderate variation in TZ
intensity.

Score 2
CZ activity (Pattern B).

Frequently symmetrical. This
pattern is classified as a

PRIMARY score 4 if it extends to
the prostate peripheral margin on

fused PET/CT.

PRIMARY score PET PET/CT

Score 3
Focal TZ (Pattern C).

Focal activity well above the
background TZ activity (visually
at least twice background TZ).

Score 4
Focal PZ (Pattern D).

Any focal activity involving the
peripheral prostate margin on
fused PET/CT or apically (no

minimum intensity).

Score 5
Intense uptake
SUVmax >12

FIGURE 2. 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT examples of PRIMARY scores.
FIGURE 3. Receiver-operating-characteristic curves for 5-level PRI-
MARY score and PI-RADS. AUC5 area under curve.
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prostatectomy specimens has found that malignancy arises from
the PZ in 68% of cases, the TZ in 24%, and the CZ in 8% (15).
The anatomy of the prostate is well described and clearly delin-
eated on reporting aids. The PZ extends posterolaterally around
the gland, involving most of the apex. The TZ is centrally placed
and enlarges with benign prostatic hypertrophy. The CZ surrounds
the ejaculatory duct apparatus and makes up most of the central
prostatic base. Zonal anatomy is clearly visible on prostate MRI
compared with CT. However, use of the fused PSMA PET/CT
images allows basic differentiation between TZ and PZ activity.
TZ activity does not extend to the margin of the prostate on CT
(leaving a photopenic rim), whereas PZ activity extends fully to
the prostate edge. Although prostatic zones are less well demar-
cated on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT than on mpMRI, this study has
shown that this broad definition of patterns within zones is repro-
ducible and improves diagnostic accuracy for csPCa.
PSMA is a transmembrane glycoprotein highly expressed on the

surface of prostate cancer cells. However, the receptor is also
expressed in benign pathologies such as benign prostatic hypertrophy

and prostate intraepithelial neoplasia (16). Further, expression of
PSMA in prostate cancer is a spectrum, with higher-grade pathology
expressing higher levels of the receptor than low-grade ISUP grade
group 1 malignancy (4). Benign intraprostatic processes can have rel-
atively high PSMA expression, with significant overlap between the
PSMA intensity expressed in low-volume malignancy and benign
disease. However, the pattern of PSMA activity, in addition to
PSMA intensity, appeared effective at differentiating benign causes
from significant prostate malignancies in this study. The 2 key low-
risk patterns reported included diffuse TZ activity and symmetric CZ
activity, both occurring centrally in the prostate. Increased CZ
PSMA activity has previously been reported as a potential cause of
false-positives (17,18). The incidence of malignancy associated with
symmetric CZ activity, although low, is higher than if only low-
grade PSMA activity is present, probably because the increased
PSMA activity, although benign, may mask focal uptake within
small cancers directly adjacent. For this reason, if the CZ activity
extended to the posterior margin of the PET/CT images, the study
was classified as having a PRIMARY score of 4 (PZ). Although this

classification may have reduced the specific-
ity of the PRIMARY score, it ensured that
sensitivity for csPCa was maintained.
The proposed PRIMARY score uses a

combination of pattern (focal vs. diffuse),
zonal location, and high SUVmax to optimize
reporting accuracy. The score relies more on
pattern than intensity, using only a high
SUVmax ($12) as the top score (PRIMARY
score of 5) because of its 100% specificity
for the presence of significant malignancy.
This reduced reliance on PSMA SUVmax

makes the PRIMARY score more applicable
across a range of PET cameras and PSMA
ligands, with pattern unlikely to change sig-
nificantly for these reasons. As no minimum
intensity level is required in the PZ for a
PRIMARY score of 4, and a PRIMARY

TABLE 3
Diagnostic Performance for PRIMARY Score (1 or 2 vs. 3–5) and PI-RADS (2 vs. 3–5)

Parameter

PRIMARY score

PI-RADSCentral read Reader 1 Reader 2

All patients (n 5 291)

Sensitivity 88 (82–93) 83 (77–89)

Specificity 64 (55–73) 53 (44–62)

Positive predictive value 76 (69–82) 69 (62–75)

Negative predictive value 81 (72–88) 72 (61–80)

Multiple readers (n 5 118)

Sensitivity 88 (77–95) 83 (71–92) 92 (82–97) 82 (70–90)

Specificity 67 (54–79) 72 (59–83) 64 (50–76) 52 (38–65)

Positive predictive value 74 (62–83) 76 (64–85) 72 (61–82) 64 (52–74)

Negative predictive value 85 (71–94) 81 (67–90) 88 (74–96) 73 (57–85)

k PRIMARY score (1 or 2 vs. 3–5) 0.76 (0.64–0.88) 0.64 (0.49–0.78)

Data are percentages, with 95% CIs in parentheses.

FIGURE 4. Distribution of overall ISUP grade group by PRIMARY score and PI-RADS. Numbers
within bars are percentages. GG5 grade group.
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score of 3 is dependent on background TZ counts, a fixed SUVmax

scale should not be used by reporters for the PRIMARY score. Fur-
ther, a PRIMARY score of 5 (SUVmax $ 12) will need to be vali-
dated across different 68Ga-PSMA PET ligands but was felt to be an
important part of the score. The association between a very high
PSMA SUVmax and csPCa is strong and may be valuable as both a
diagnostic and a prognostic tool (19).
Interrater reproducibility for differentiating PRIMARY score low-

risk from high-risk patterns was substantial between independent
readers and equivalent to those that prospective trials previously
reported for 68Ga-PSMA PET in biochemical recurrence and in eval-
uation of lymph node involvement in the staging setting (9,20,21).
Interrater concordance was higher than previously reported with PI-
RADS version 2 for mpMRI (22). Further, diagnostic performance
remained high across all readers using the PRIMARY score.
This study had several limitations. The PRIMARY score was

developed and evaluated within the same prospective trial.
Although the PRIMARY score results had high interrater repro-
ducibility and accuracy in this population, the score must be vali-
dated in other prebiopsy datasets, with further evaluation of both
intrareader and interreader reproducibility before clinical imple-
mentation. Further, whereas the PRIMARY score relies predomi-
nately on intraprostatic patterns, a high SUVmax is included
because of its high specificity. Further work is required to validate
an optimal high-SUVmax cutoff across camera systems and differ-
ent PSMA ligands. The option of using liver or parotid activity is
not possible because of the use of a pelvis-only 68Ga-PSMA PET/
CT protocol to reduce radiation dose as appropriate for a screen-
ing setting.
The study was undertaken in a population of men who had

undergone mpMRI and for whom transperineal prostate biopsy
was planned. This means that men with a PI-RADS score of 1 or a
PI-RADS score of 2 with a low clinical risk were not included in
the population. This MRI triaging reduced the negative predictive
value for PI-RADS from that previously reported in low-preva-
lence populations (23). However, adding 68Ga-PSMA PET to a
low-risk-mpMRI population would not be clinically appropriate,
and the finding that 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT is independently accu-
rate for prostate cancer diagnosis in an mpMRI-triaged population
is important.

Any ISUP grade group 2 malignancy in the prostate was consid-
ered significant. A more detailed analysis of whole-mount histopa-
thology with overlaid PSMA may yield more accurate results.
However, this study did not have whole-mount histopathology
because many men did not proceed to treatment.

CONCLUSION

A 5-level PRIMARY score incorporating intraprostatic pattern and
intensity on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT shows potential for diagnosing
csPCa with high accuracy. Further validation of this scoring system in
a screening population is warranted before clinical implementation.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can a 5-point PRIMARY score based on patterns of
intraprostatic PSMA activity optimize the accuracy of 68Ga-PSMA
PET/CT for diagnosis of csPCa?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: The PRIMARY score was equivalent in
diagnostic accuracy to mpMRI alone for the detection of csPCa:
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative
predictive value for PRIMARY low-risk patterns (score of 3–5)
were 88%, 64%, 76%, and 81%, respectively, versus 83%, 53%,
69%, and 72%, respectively, for high-risk patterns (score of 1 or
2), for PI-RADS 3–5 vs. 2 on mpMRI.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: A 5-level PRIMARY score
incorporating intraprostatic patterns and intensity on 68Ga-PSMA
PET/CT shows potential as an accurate method for diagnosing
csPCa in screening populations and warrants further validation.

FIGURE 5. Predicted probability of csPCa vs. SUVmax by pattern of
uptake plotted for range of SUVmax for that pattern.
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Novel Framework for Treatment Response Evaluation
Using PSMA PET/CT in Patients with Metastatic
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Our objective was to develop version 1.0 of a novel framework for
response evaluation criteria in prostate-specific membrane antigen
(PSMA) PET/CT (RECIP) and a composite response classification that
combines responses by prostate-specific antigen (PSA) measure-
ments and by RECIP 1.0 (PSA1 RECIP).Methods: This was an inter-
national multicenter, retrospective study. One hundred twenty-four
men with metastatic castration-specific prostate cancer (mCRPC) who
underwent 177Lu-PSMA therapy and received PSMA PET/CT at base-
line and at an interim time point of 12 wk were included. Pairs of base-
line interim PET/CT scans were interpreted by consensus among 3
masked readers for appearance of new lesions. Tumor lesions were
segmented, and total PSMA-positive tumor volume (PSMA-VOL) was
obtained. Appearance of new lesions and changes in PSMA-VOLwere
combined to develop RECIP 1.0, which included classifications of
complete response (RECIP-CR: absence of any PSMA-ligand uptake
on interim PET/CT), partial response (RECIP-PR: decline $ 30% in
PSMA-VOL and no appearance of new lesions), progressive disease
(RECIP-PD: increase $ 20% in PSMA-VOL and appearance of new
lesions), and stable disease (RECIP-SD: any condition but RECIP-PR
or RECIP-PD). Changes in PSA levels at 12 wk by Prostate Cancer
Working Group Criteria 3 were recorded. PSA 1 RECIP results were
defined as response (PSA decline $ 50% or RECIP-PR/CR) or pro-
gression (PSA increase $ 25% or RECIP-PD). The study’s primary
outcome measure was the prognostic value of RECIP 1.0 for overall
survival (OS). The secondary outcome measure was the prognostic
accuracy (C-index) of PSA 1 RECIP versus PSA responses. Results:
Patients with RECIP-PD (n 5 39; 8.3 mo) had a shorter OS than
patients with stable disease (RECIP-SD) (n 5 47; 13.1 mo; P , 0.001)

or RECIP-PR (n 5 38; 21.7mo; P , 0.001). In identifying responders
and progressors, PSA 1 RECIP had C-indices superior to those of
PSA only: 0.65 versus 0.62 (P 5 0.028) and 0.66 versus 0.63 (P 5

0.044), respectively.Conclusion: PSMAPET/CT by RECIP 1.0 is prog-
nostic for OS and can be used as a response biomarker to monitor
early efficacy of 177Lu-PSMA in men with mCRPC. PSA1 RECIP may
be used as a novel composite endpoint in mCRPC clinical trial design.

Key Words: metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer; radionu-
clide treatment; PSMAPET; interim PET; 177Lu-PSMA
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In metastatic prostate cancer, treatment response is typically eval-
uated using conventional imaging (CT and bone scanning) according
to the Prostate Cancer Working Group Criteria 3 (PCWG3) guide-
lines. Prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)–targeted PET/CT
is a novel imaging technique that showed greater detection accuracy
than conventional imaging in patients with high-risk primary pros-
tate cancer (1). The U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved
[68Ga]Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT for different clinical settings in men
with prostate cancer (2). However, there is little evidence for the
prognostic value of PSMA PET/CT for response assessment in
men with advanced prostate cancer (3,4). In our clinical experience
using PSMA PET/CT for response evaluation of systemic metastatic
castration-specific prostate cancer (mCRPC) treatments, a decrease
in total disease burden can coincide with appearance of new lesions.
This scenario, referred to as heterogeneous response, often leaves
the treating physician in a clinical dilemma (5). Considering the
rapidly evolving era of targeted treatments for mCRPC, accurate
and early response assessment is urgently needed, but standardized
response evaluation criteria for PSMA PET imaging have not been
developed yet.
[177Lu]Lu-PSMA (177Lu-PSMA) is a small-molecule inhibitor

that binds with high affinity to PSMA and delivers b-radiation.
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The randomized TheraP trial demonstrated superior prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) responses and progression-free survival for
177Lu-PSMA-617 versus cabazitaxel (6). In the phase III VISION
trial, 177Lu-PSMA-617 prolonged overall survival (OS) and imag-
ing-based progression-free survival, when added to the standard of
care in patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer
(mCRPC) (7).
This study had 2 key objectives: first, to develop version 1.0 of a

standardized framework for response evaluation criteria in PSMA
PET/CT (RECIP) in men with mCRPC who undergo 177Lu-PSMA
and, second, to develop a composite response classification that com-
bines PSA measurements and PSMA PET/CT responses by RECIP
1.0 (PSA 1 RECIP).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Study Design
In this international multicenter study, men with mCRPC treated with

177Lu-PSMA-I&T or 177Lu-PSMA-617 between December 10, 2014,
and July 19, 2019, at the Technical University Munich, UCLA, and Uni-
versity Hospital Essen were retrospectively screened for inclusion. Eligi-
ble patients had received PSMA PET/CT at baseline (bPET) and after 2
cycles of treatment (interim PET/CT [iPET]), had received the same
PET radiotracer at bPET and iPET, and had survival data available.
177Lu-PSMA was administered by intravenous injection of 6.0–8.5 GBq
at 6- to 8-wk intervals. Treatment was continued up to a maximum of 4
or 6 cycles in the absence of progression and lack of severe toxicity
according to the treating physician. bPET was performed within 10 wk
before treatment. iPET was performed at 12 6 2 wk after treatment initi-
ation and 5 6 1 wk after the second treatment cycle. Treatment proto-
cols are detailed in the supplemental materials (available at http://jnm.
snmjournals.org) (8–13). Serum PSA measurements were also collected
at baseline and at 12 6 2 wk. Changes in PSA levels at 12 wk relative
to baseline were recorded and categorized according to PCWG3 criteria
as response ($50% decrease) or progression ($25% increase) (14).

The primary outcome measure was the prognostic value of RECIP
1.0 for OS. The secondary outcome measure was the prognostic ability
of PSA 1 RECIP versus PSA only (Fig. 1).

All patients gave written informed consent to undergo clinical PSMA
PET/CT. The retrospective analysis was approved by the Ethics Com-
mittees of each participating site (Technical University Munich, approval
115/18S; UCLA, approval 20-000954, University Hospital Essen,
approval 19-8570-BO), and the committees waived the necessity for
study-specific consent. Of note, the patient population in this study to
develop RECIP was used to compare different criteria for response
assessment in mCRPC (15).

Imaging Acquisition
Images were obtained after application of PSMA ligands that were

synthesized as described previously (16,17). Patients received an aver-
age (6SD) of 126 6 4 and 317 6 9 MBq of [68Ga]Ga-PSMA-11 and
[18F]rhPSMA-7/7.3, respectively, via intravenous bolus. Image acquisi-
tion began 71 6 6 min after tracer injection. Data from the CT scan
were used for attenuation correction. Images were acquired using
Siemens Biograph mCT (n 5 115) and Siemens Biograph 64 (n 5 9)
scanners. All images were obtained in accordance with the European
Association of Nuclear Medicine guidelines (E-PSMA) for treatment
monitoring in patients with mCRPC, ensuring harmonized quantifica-
tion (18). Standard vendor-provided image reconstructions were used.
The institutional applied reconstruction parameters are summarized in
Supplemental Table 1. Paired bPET and iPET were performed using
the same PET/CT scanner and following same image reconstruction
protocol.

Image Analysis
PET/CT datasets from each participating site were anonymized and

centralized.
Changes in Tumor Burden. The PSMA-positive tumor lesions on

bPET and iPET were annotated centrally by a nuclear medicine physi-
cian using the semiautomatic qPSMA software (Fig. 2). Segmentation
workflow, time required for segmentation, and interuser reliability
were described previously (19). The workflow for tumor segmentation
is described in Supplemental Figure 1. The total PSMA-positive tumor
volume (PSMA-VOL) was extracted. Percentage changes in PSMA-
VOL on iPET relative to bPET were calculated. Cut points for catego-
rization of partial response (PSMA-VOL_PR: 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%,
and 50% decrease) and progressive disease (PSMA-VOL_PD: 10%,
20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% increase) were evaluated. The cutoff (%)
with the highest prognostic accuracy for OS was further used to define
PSMA-VOL_PR and PSMA-VOL_PD.
New Lesions. Pairs of bPET and iPET scans were read indepen-

dently by 3 nuclear medicine physicians, who were masked to outcome
data and were not involved in study design. Each reader was provided
with full anonymized PET/CT datasets and was asked to assess the
scans for new lesions following predefined criteria (Table 1). Disagree-
ment among readers was solved in consensus sessions.

Development of RECIP 1.0
Responses in PSMA-VOL were tested in conjunction with appear-

ance of new lesions for associations with OS. We hypothesized, first,
that patients with PSMA-VOL_PR without new lesions have OS supe-
rior to that of patients with PSMA-VOL_PR and new lesions and, sec-
ond, that patients with PSMA-VOL_PD and new lesions have worse
OS than patients with PSMA-VOL_PD without new lesions. On the
basis of our hypothesis, RECIP 1.0 was developed and designed to
classify patients into 4 categories: complete response (RECIP-CR),

Baseline PSMA
PET/CT

LuPSMA
2 cycles

Interim PSMA
PET/CT

Reader 1 Reader 2 Reader 3

Consensus reading

Pairs of PET/CT

Tumor burden quantification
qPSMA

PSMA-VOL New lesions

+ =RECIPPSA PSA + RECIP

Overall survival

FIGURE 1. Study design. Patients who received bPET, were treated
with at least 2 cycles of LuPSMA, subsequently received iPET, and had
available survival data were included in this analysis. Tumor segmentation
on both scans was performed using qPSMA software, and changes in
total PSMA-VOL were calculated. Three independent readers interpreted
scans for appearance of new lesion, and disagreement was solved by
consensus reading. Changes in PSMA-VOL and consensus read results
for appearance of new lesions were combined to develop RECIP. Serum
PSA levels at bPET and at iPET were collected, and changes were
recorded. PSA and RECIP responses were combined to develop compos-
ite response classification (PSA 1 RECIP). Prognostic ability for OS of
PSA1 RECIP vs. PSA only was tested.
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partial response (RECIP-PR), progressive disease (RECIP-PD), and sta-
ble disease (RECIP-SD) (Table 1). Associations of RECIP responses on
iPET with OS were evaluated. Further, RECIP responses on iPET were
combined with PSA responses at 12 wk to develop a novel composite
response classification (PSA 1 RECIP). Definitions of all 3 response

classifications are given in Table 1. The prog-
nostic ability of PSA, RECIP, and PSA 1

RECIP responses for OS was evaluated.

Statistical Analysis
Values are reported as average and SD or

median and interquartile range (IQR) for con-
tinuous variables and as number and percent-
age for categoric variables. OS was estimated
using the Kaplan–Meier method. The associa-
tions between OS and appearance of new
lesions, changes in PSMA-VOL, and RECIP
were evaluated using univariate Cox regression
analyses. The hazard ratio (HR), its 95% CI,
and the corresponding P values were derived.
Appearance of new lesions and PSMA-VOL
were tested separately and in combination to
identify combined criteria with highest associa-
tions with OS. The prognostic ability of the
PSA, RECIP, and PSA 1 RECIP classification
systems was assessed using the Harrell concor-

dance index (C-index) (20). Comparisons (P values) of C-indices were
computed using the concordance function, which estimates the variance–
covariance matrix between the correlated (repeated measure) C-indices
(21). Agreement between readers in identifying new lesions on iPET was
evaluated by Fleiss k (KappaM package) (22). Analyses were performed
using R software, version 3.4. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

From October 1, 2019, to December 18, 2019, retrospective data
from 287 men with mCRPC were screened. Of these, 124 (43%)
met the eligibility criteria and were included (Consolidated Standard
of Reporting Trials diagram; Supplemental Fig. 2). One hundred fif-
teen (93%) of 124 patients were treated under compassionate-access
programs, whereas 9 (7%) were enrolled in a phase II clinical trial
(NCT03042312). Baseline characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
Overall, 453 cycles of 177Lu-PSMA were administered, with a
median of 4 cycles (IQR, 2–5). The median follow-up for survivors
was 26.6 mo (IQR, 23.0–36.3 mo), and 113 (91%) of 124 patients
were deceased at last follow-up. The cutoff for follow-up was August
19, 2020. The median OS was 13.5 mo (95% CI, 11.6–15.4 mo).
Eighty-nine (72%) patients received [68Ga]Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT,
whereas 35 (28%) received [18F]PSMA-rh7/7.3 PET/CT. The median
time between bPET and treatment initiation was 3.2 wk (IQR,
2.2–5.0 wk), whereas the median time between treatment initiation
and iPET was 11.5 wk (IQR, 10.5–13.3 wk).

Associations of Appearance of New Lesion with
Overall Survival
On the basis of the consensus reads, 72 (58%) patients had at

least 1 new lesion on iPET. Of these, 9 (13%) patients had new
lesions on both PET and CT images. No new lesion was noticed
on CT images only. Sixty-six (53%), 14 (11%), 24 (19%), and 12
(10%) of 124 patients had new bone, pelvic nodal, distant nodal,
and visceral metastases, respectively. Appearance of at least 1 new
lesion on iPET was associated with poor OS (HR, 2.32; 95% CI,
1.57–3.42; P , 0.001) (Fig. 3A). The results of independent reads
in assessing new lesions are provided in Supplemental Figure 3.
Substantial agreement among all 3 readers in identifying new
lesions was noticed in 95 (77%) of 124 patients (k 5 0.69).

FIGURE 2. Changes in tumor burden on semiautomatic quantitative assessment of 68Ga-PSMA-11
PET/CT imaging using qPSMA software. Tumor lesions on bPET and iPET 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT
scans were segmented. Manual adjustments were performed when necessarily. Whole-body PSMA-
VOL was extracted. DICOM images (A and C) are uploaded by user, and semiautomatic tumor seg-
mentation (B and D) of bone (red), lymph node (green), and visceral (orange) metastases is obtained.

TABLE 1
Definitions of Criteria

Criterion Definition

NL (new lesions) Appearance of at least 1 new
PSMA-positive lesion on iPET,
which was defined as any
new focal uptake of PSMA
ligand higher than surrounding
background, and each tumor
SUVmax . mean SUVmean

RECIP

RECIP-CR Absence of any PSMA uptake
on iPET

RECIP-PR PSMA-VOL_PR without
appearance of new lesions

RECIP-PD PSMA-VOL_PD with appearance
of new lesions

RECIP-SD Insufficient decline in PSMA-
VOL to qualify for PSMA-
VOL_PR or PSMA-VOL_PR
with appearance of new
lesions or insufficient increase
in PSMA-VOL to qualify for
PSMA-VOL_PD or PSMA-
VOL_PD without appearance
of new lesions

Response classifications

PSA Response: $50% decrease;
progression: $25% increase

RECIP Response: RECIP-PR;
progression: RECIP-PD

PSA 1 RECIP Response: PSA $ 50%
decrease or RECIP-PR/
RECIP-CR; progression: PSA
$ 25% increase or RECIP-PD
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Associations of Changes in Tumor Volume with
Overall Survival
The median change in PSMA-VOL on iPET relative to bPET

was 22.2% (IQR, 239.8 to 146.2). The C-indices for each cut

point for definition of response and progression are provided in
Supplemental Table 2. A cutoff of 120% had the highest prognos-
tic value for PSMA-VOL_PD with OS (C-index, 0.64). Cutoffs of
220% and 230% had the highest but similar prognostic value for
PSMA-VOL_PR with OS (C-index, 0.62), and the 230% cutoff

TABLE 2
Patient Characteristics (n 5 124)

Characteristic Data

Age (y) 73 (67–76)

Time since diagnosis of prostate cancer (y) 6 (4–11)

Gleason score at diagnosis*

,8 36 (32%)

$8 75 (68%)

M status at diagnosis

M0 75 (60%)

M1 49 (40%)

Primary treatment

Prostatectomy 6 lymphadenectomy 70 (56%)

Local radiotherapy 12 (10%)

Systemic treatment 42 (34%)

PSA (ng/mL) 139 (37–427)

Lactate dehydrogenase (U/L) 286 (223–408)

Total alkaline phosphatase (U/L) 125 (81–250)

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 9.9 (11.3–12.7)

ECOG performance status

0 31 (25%)

1 83 (67%)

2 10 (8%)

Previous mCRPC treatments

Docetaxel 98 (79%)

Cabazitaxel 20 (16%)

Previous chemotherapy 99 (80%)

Abiraterone 111 (90%)

Enzalutamide 78 (63%)

Androgen-signaling-targeted inhibitors 123 (99%)
223Ra 24 (19%)

Prior lines of mCRPC systemic treatment

1 9 (7%)

$2 115 (93%)

$3 71 (57%)

$4 33 (27%)

Sites of disease on PSMA PET

Bone 114 (92%)

Nodal 101 (81%)

Bone 1 nodal 92 (74%)

Visceral 32 (26%)

Bone 1 nodal 1 visceral 27 (22%)

*Data missing for 13 patients.
ECOG 5 Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.
Qualitative data are number and percentage; continuous data

are median and IQR.

FIGURE 3. (A and B) Kaplan–Meier plots showing associations between
appearance of new lesions (A) and response according to PSMA-VOL by
qPSMA (B) with OS. Curves were truncated after 50 mo of follow-up
because of low number of patients at risk. (C) Waterfall plot depicting rela-
tion between changes in PSMA-VOL and appearance of new lesions (NL)
on PSMA PET. Asterisks indicate increase. 100% in PSMA-VOL changes.
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was chosen to minimize the impact of measurement errors or bio-
logic variability. Stable disease (PSMA-VOL_SD) was defined as
either less than a 30% decrease or less than a 20% increase in
PSMA-VOL.
OS was significantly superior in men with PSMA-VOL_PR

(HR, 0.29; 95% CI, 0.19–0.45; P , 0.001) or PSMA-VOL_SD
(HR, 0.35; 95% CI, 0.20–0.58; P , 0.001) compared with men
with PSMA-VOL_PD (Fig. 3B). Sixteen (31%) of 52, 16 (59%)
of 27, and 40 (89%) of 45 patients with PSMA-VOL_PR, PSMA-
VOL_SD, and PSMA-VOL_PD, respectively, had appearance of
new lesions on iPET (Fig. 3C).

Establishment of RECIP and Associations with Overall Survival
RECIP-CR. Absence of any PSMA-ligand uptake on iPET was

not observed.
RECIP-PR. Men with PSMA-VOL_PR and no evidence of new

lesions had OS superior to that of men with PSMA-VOL_PR and
appearance of new lesions (HR, 0.50; 95% CI, 0.25–0.93; P 5
0.039). On this basis, the definition of RECIP-PR was maintained.
RECIP-PD. Men with PSMA-VOL_PD and appearance of new

lesions had OS inferior to that of men with PSMA-VOL_PD but
no evidence of new lesions (HR, 4.50; 95% CI, 1.36–14.90; P 5
0.014) (Supplemental Fig. 4). On this basis, the definition of

RECIP-PD was maintained. A case example of a patient with
RECIP-SD is presented in Supplemental Figure 5.
OS was superior in men with RECIP-PR (n 5 38; HR, 0.17; 95%

CI, 0.10–0.28; P , 0.001) or RECIP-SD (n 5 47; HR, 0.30;
95% CI, 0.18–0.48; P , 0.001) compared with men with RECIP-PD
(n 5 39). RECIP-PR was associated with OS superior to that of
RECIP-SD (HR, 0.56; 95% CI, 0.35–0.90; P 5 0.017) (Fig. 4A). A
waterfall plot displays the relationship between RECIP responses and
PSA changes (Fig. 4B). The RECIP 1.0 classification method is sum-
marized in Table 3.

Prognostic Ability of PSA, RECIP, and PSA 1 RECIP
Classifications for Overall Survival
Response. The C-index of response by PSA (0.63; 95% CI,

0.58–0.66) was similar to that by RECIP (0.63; 95% CI, 0.59–0.67;
P 5 0.830), and inferior to that by PSA 1 RECIP (0.66; 95% CI,
0.62–0.70; P 5 0.028). Of 76 patients without a PSA response at 12
wk, 10 (13%) had RECIP-PR on iPET and had an OS superior to
that without RECIP-PR (HR, 0.33; 95% CI, 0.15–0.73; P 5 0.006;
Fig. 5A).
Progression. The C-index of progression by PSA (0.62; 95%

CI, 0.57–0.67) was similar to that by RECIP (0.65; 95% CI,
0.60–0.69; P 5 0.210) and inferior to that by PSA 1 RECIP (0.65;
95% CI, 0.61–0.70; P 5 0.044). Of 84 patients without PSA pro-
gression at 12 wk, 12 (14%) had RECIP-PD on iPET and had an OS
inferior to that without RECIP-PD (HR, 3.33; 95% CI, 1.75–6.35;
P, 0.001; Fig. 5B).

DISCUSSION

Currently, the efficacy of 177Lu-PSMA and other systemic treat-
ments of mCRPC is evaluated using conventional imaging (bone
scanning 1 CT by PCWG3 criteria (14)), which may not accu-
rately assess responses, especially for bone metastases, which are
present in about 90% of mCRPC patients. PSMA PET/CT demon-
strated a higher detection rate than conventional imaging (1); how-
ever, its prognostic role for treatment monitoring has not been
established. Criteria for monitoring tumor response in PET imag-
ing were described previously for 18F-FDG PET (PERCIST (23)),
but PSMA PET and 18F-FDG PET image fundamentally different
properties of the tumor tissue (PSMA expression and glucose

FIGURE 4. (A) Kaplan–Meier plot showing associations of imaging
response according to RECIP with OS. Curves were truncated after 50 mo
of follow-up because of low number of patients at risk. (B) Waterfall plot
depicting relation between changes in PSA levels and imaging response
according to RECIP. Asterisks indicate increase. 100% in PSA changes.

TABLE 3
RECIP 1.0 Categories

Category Criteria

RECIP-CR Absence of any PSMA uptake on follow-
up PET scan

RECIP-PR .30% decrease in PSMA-VOL without
appearance of new lesions

RECIP-PD .20% increase in PSMA-VOL with
appearance of new lesions

RECIP-SD ,30% decrease in PSMA-VOL with/
without appearance of new lesions or
$30% decrease in PSMA-VOL with
appearance of new lesions or ,20%
increase in PSMA-VOL with/without
appearance of new lesions or $20%
increase in PSMA-VOL without
appearance of new lesions
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metabolism, respectively). Thus, PERCIST is not applicable to
PSMA PET imaging.
We developed RECIP 1.0 as the first—to our knowledge—

evidence-based framework for response evaluation in prostate can-
cer using PSMA PET imaging. Two criteria have previously been
proposed for the same purpose; however, these proposals included
clinical information and were not based on multicenter validation
(24,25). Compared with PERCIST, which uses measurements of indi-
vidual lesions, RECIP 1.0 quantifies changes in total tumor volume,
capturing the entire extent of disease. Binary PCWG3 classifies into
progressive disease versus nonprogressive disease but lacks the abil-
ity to capture response by subcategorizing nonprogressive disease
into complete response, partial response, or stable disease. Although
identification of progressors may suffice in clinical practice, the
objective response rate is commonly used in clinical trials as an end-
point to determining a drug’s efficacy (26). To enable assessment of
the objective response rate of tumors, RECIP 1.0 was designed to dis-
tinguish true responders from patients with stable disease. A heteroge-
neous response by individual metastatic lesions is quite common
during treatment of advanced mCRPC (5), as was confirmed in our

patient population; that is, 13% of the patients had new lesions despite
a response in tumor burden. These patients were classified by RECIP
1.0 as having stable disease and had a survival outcome different
from true responders, who have no sign of progression (i.e., appear-
ance of new lesions), and true progressors, who have both an increase
in tumor burden and appearance of new lesions (median OS, 13.1 vs.
21.7 vs. 8.3 mo, respectively).
PSA response ($50% decrease) is commonly used in phase II

clinical trials of mCRPC as a primary endpoint to estimate antitumor
activity. Our composite response classification system (PSA 1
RECIP) showed a prognostic accuracy for OS superior to that of
PSA measurements only, highlighting the potential benefit of com-
bining PSA and RECIP responses into a composite efficacy endpoint
for clinical trials of mCRPC. The advantages of using composite
endpoints include greater statistical precision and efficiency, that is,
smaller sample sizes (which enable less costly trials and lower rates
of treatment-related side effects) and a shorter follow-up (which ena-
bles faster availability of the results). Nevertheless, designing and
implementing such endpoints can be challenging and hence require
caution (27). In comparison to PSA measurements, PSMA PET/CT
offers additional information about metastatic site and pattern of
spread, as well as potential bone complications (e.g., spinal cord
compression or fractures). This consideration is highly relevant to
the clinical management of patients when adjuvant treatments
can be considered, such as emergency surgery, radiation, or other
metastasis-directed therapies.
Nomograms to predict outcome after 177Lu-PSMA using baseline

patient and tumor characteristics were developed previously (28).
The number of PSMA-positive metastases on pretherapeutic PSMA
PET/CT was used as a surrogate marker of tumor volume for easier
clinical implementation. Notably, the present analysis investigated
dynamic changes in tumor burden during treatment. In this setting,
changes in number of lesions are of limited use, and quantitative
measurements of tumor burden are essential for accurate response
evaluation.
Clinical use of PSMA PET/CT often lacks the ability to quantify

whole-body disease burden because of high disease burden in meta-
static settings. To enable quantitative assessment of total disease bur-
den during treatment, different vendors are currently developing
software tools. For this retrospective study, we used qPSMA for
semiautomatic extraction of total tumor volume (19). It is in-house–
developed and is freely available for widespread use. Other types of
dedicated segmentation software might also become available to
enable clinical implementation of PSMA PET/CT as a quantitative
imaging biomarker in practice and trials (29–31). The prognostic
value of iPET by RECIP is optimal (C-index, 0.65–0.70). The lim-
ited prognostic value of RECIP might be caused by an artificial
decrease in PSMA expression because of dedifferentiation and not
by a true decrease in tumor size.
The major limitations of this study were the lack of a prospec-

tive validation of RECIP criteria and an external validation of their
threshold definition. Repeatability thresholds for tumor SUV meas-
urements for 68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT were determined previously;
however, tumor volumes were not included in the analysis (32).
Another limitation of the study is that we could report only the
prognostic, not the predictive, value of RECIP since we did not
analyze data from a randomized trial powered for outcome. Future
randomized studies monitoring tumor response with PSMA PET/
CT are warranted to determine whether higher rates of PSMA
response to a drug translate into a better clinical outcome. Also,
this study could not compare the prognostic ability of RECIP

FIGURE 5. Kaplan–Meier plots showing associations with OS of
response vs. nonresponse in PSMA PET/CT according to RECIP (RECIP-
PR vs. no RECIP-PR) in patients without PSA response (A) and of progres-
sion vs. nonprogression in PSMA PET/CT according to RECIP (RECIP-PD
vs. no RECIP-PD) in patients without PSA progression (B).
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versus PCWG3 criteria, since bone scans were not included in the
clinical workup of 177Lu-PSMA radionuclide therapy at all institu-
tions. Another limitation is that different PSMA PET radiotracers
were used in this study, albeit consistent within patients. Further,
the fact that the iPET was performed at 4–6 wk after the second
cycle of treatment could impact both the ability to observe disease
regression and the opportunity for new lesions to develop. Last,
progression-free survival data were not included as a secondary
endpoint because clinical assessment was not performed uniformly
or at consistent time points across patients. Strengths of the study
include the multicentric setting, a large patient population, and
long-term follow-up survival data.
Our study has important clinical implications. First, it demon-

strates the prognostic role of iPET as a response biomarker to
monitor the efficacy of 177Lu-PSMA and possibly other mCRPC
systemic therapies. After the positive outcome of the VISION reg-
istration trial (7), approval of 177Lu-PSMA is imminent. Early and
accurate treatment response assessment by PSMA PET/CT may
identify nonresponders early in the course of treatment and conse-
quently decrease overtreatment and guide these patients to more
effective therapies. Our interim time point of 12 wk for early
response evaluation is in line with PCWG2 recommendations for
mCRPC and with European Association of Nuclear Medicine pro-
cedure guidelines for 177Lu-PSMA therapy (13,33). End-treatment
response evaluation using PSMA PET may also provide useful
information on whether patients who complete the maximum num-
ber of 177Lu-PSMA cycles are candidates for a treatment rechal-
lenge (34). However, only a subgroup of patients responds well
and completes all cycles (i.e., 39/124 [31%] of our patients), and
therefore, such analysis is limited by sample size. Further, there is
currently no consensus among specialists on the maximum number
of 177Lu-PSMA cycles. Second, RECIP 1.0 was developed as a
potential powerful tool to determine imaging responses and to bet-
ter assess heterogeneous response, and third, our findings suggest
the value of adding PSMA PET/CT imaging to PSA measure-
ments in evaluating treatment efficacy, which may result in higher
precision and patient outcome of mCRPC trials.

CONCLUSION

RECIP 1.0 was developed as an evidence-based novel framework
to assess tumor response early in the course of treatment in mCRPC
using PSMA PET/CT. PSA 1 RECIP is proposed as a novel com-
posite-efficacy endpoint for clinical trials of mCRPC. PSMA PET/
CT can be used as a response biomarker for early monitoring of the
efficacy of 177Lu-PSMA and potentially other mCRPC treatments.
Validation of the findings in a prospective setting is warranted.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can a framework to evaluate the efficacy of
177Lu-PSMA using PSMA PET/CT imaging be developed?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: The RECIP 1.0 classification method has
been developed and found to have prognostic value for OS.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: RECIP 1.0 can assess
tumor response in mCRPC patients using PSMA PET/CT.
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the safety and feasibility
of 99mTc-based prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) robot-
assisted–radioguided surgery to aid or improve the intraoperative
detection of lymph node metastases during primary robot-assisted
radical prostatectomy (RARP) for prostate cancer (PCa). Methods:
Men with primary high-risk PCa ($ cT3a, International Society of Uro-
logical Pathology (ISUP) grade group $ 3 or prostate-specific antigen
of $ 15 ng/mL) with potential lymph node metastasis (Briganti nomo-
gram risk . 10% or on preoperative imaging) were enrolled in the
study. Patients underwent staging 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT scanning. Pre-
operatively, a 99mTc-labeled PSMA ligand (99mTc PSMA I&S; 500 MBq)
was administered followed by SPECT/CT. A RARP including extended
pelvic lymph node dissection was performed, with intraoperative trac-
ing of PSMA-avid tissues using a prototype DROP-IN g-probe.
Resected specimens were also measured ex vivo. Histopathologic
concordance with probe findings was evaluated. A radiotracer count of
$ 1.5 times the background reference (in vivo), and $ 10 (absolute
count) in the ex vivo setting, was considered positive. Results: Twelve
patients were included (median age, 68 y, and prostate-specific anti-
gen, 9.15 ng/mL). Most of the patients harbored ISUP 5 PCa (75%)
and had avid lymph nodes on preoperative PSMA PET (64%). The
DROP-IN probe aided resection of PSMA-avid (out-of-template) lymph
nodes and residual disease at the prostate bed. Eleven metastatic
lymph nodes were identified by the probe that were not observed on
preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT. Of the 74 extraprostatic tissue
specimens that were resected, 22 (29.7%) contained PCa. The sensi-
tivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value
of inpatient use of the g-probe were 76% (95% CI, 53%–92%), 69%
(95% CI, 55%–81%), 50%, and 88%, respectively. Ex vivo, the diag-
nostic accuracy was superior: 76% (95% CI, 53%–92%), 96% (95%
CI, 87%–99%), 89%, and 91%, respectively, for sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value, and negative predictive value. Of the missed
lymph nodes in vivo (n5 5) and ex vivo (n5 5), 90% were micrometa-
stasis (#3 mm). No complications greater than Clavien–Dindo Grade I
occurred. Conclusion: Robot-assisted 99mTc-based PSMA-radio-
guided surgery is feasible and safe in the primary setting, optimizing
the detection of nodal metastases at the time of RARP and extended

pelvic lymph node dissection. Further improvement of the detector
technology may optimize the capabilities of robot-assisted 99mTc-
based PSMA-radioguided surgery.

Key Words: image-guided surgery; prostate-specific membrane anti-
gen; prostate cancer; robot-assisted surgery; extended pelvic lymph
node dissection
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The ability to accurately determine the location and extent of
lymph node involvement in prostate cancer (PCa) has significant
implications on decision-making regarding treatment modality and
planning. In men with higher risk PCa, bilateral extended pelvic lymph
node dissection (ePLND) during robot-assisted radical prostatectomy
(RARP) remains an important staging procedure (1). Additionally,
ePLND has been observed to provide a chance of cure in patients with
limited nodal metastases (2,3). Despite these valuable considerations,
ePLND has several shortcomings. Importantly, ePLND is associated
with increased patient morbidity (4). The extent of dissection has an
impact on the detection and removal of any nodal disease (5). Even
with an extended template dissection, 35% of lymph nodes (potentially
containing PCa) will not be removed at the time of surgery, either
being out of the surgical template or being missed within it (6).
The emergence of prostate-specific membrane antigen PET/CT

(PSMA PET) has greatly improved the detection of small lymph node
metastases when compared with conventional imaging. Although
PSMA PET imaging has demonstrated excellence for the detection of
lymph node metastases in the setting of both primary staging and bio-
chemical recurrence (BCR), it is intrinsically limited by its spatial
resolution of 2–4 mm given radioisotope decay and detector distance
from the tumor (7,8). Several studies correlating preoperative PSMA
PET findings to histopathologic findings from a subsequent ePLND
have demonstrated poor sensitivity in the detection of nodal metastases
, 4 mm (9–11). Other studies showed that patients with nodal meta-
static disease on PSMA PET/CT have an increased risk of developing
BCR after RARP (12). It may be the subset of patients with limited
nodal micrometastases (1–2 nodes) who are most likely to benefit
from an (optimized) ePLND (3).
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PSMA-targeted radioguided surgery has been suggested as an aux-
iliary technique to improve the intraoperative detection and clearance
of lymph nodes harboring (limited) metastatic disease. Recently,
Maurer et al. described the use of 99mTc-based PSMA-radioguided
surgery in the setting of an open salvage ePLND following BCR after
surgery with promising results, detecting metastatic deposits as small
as 3 mm (13). It has been possible to translate radioguided surgery to
the robotic setting using a new DROP-IN g-detector (Eurorad S.A.,
Eckbolsheim, France) technology (14,15), raising the question whether
99mTc-based PSMA-radioguided surgery in the primary treatment set-
ting could improve treatment outcomes by optimizing metastatic
lymph node detection and clearance. Furthermore, no data exist on the
ability to perioperatively detect significant positive surgical margins.
To date, there are no results of prospective trials evaluating the

radioguided identification of lymph node metastases at the time of
RARP and ePLND in the primary treatment setting. The DETECT
trial is a single-site, prospective pilot study that aimed to describe the
technique and feasibility of robot-assisted radioguided surgery using
the molecular targeting of PSMA to aid intraoperative localization of
nodal metastases at the time of RARP and ePLND in a primary treat-
ment setting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population
Twelve men with histologically proven PCa and potential lymph node

metastasis were included in this prospective clinical trial between July
2019 and May 2021. Men 18 y or older with high-risk PCa ($ cT3a or
International Society of Urological Pathology [ISUP] grade group $ 3 or
preoperative prostate-specific antigen [PSA]$ 15 ng/mL), with a Briganti
nomogram risk of $10%, were included in the trial. Exclusion criteria
were prior PCa treatment and evidence of distant (lymph node) metastatic
disease. The institutional review board approved this study (HREC/16/
SVH/157), and written informed consent was obtained from all men. The
trial is registered at ANZCTR (ACTRN12621001728820), and funding
was obtained from the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia.

Preoperative Radiotracer Administration and Imaging
Patients underwent 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT scanning as part of preo-

perative staging (,3 mo before surgery). These scans were centrally
reviewed by 2 experienced nuclear physicians who were masked to
pathology. In the case of conflicting results, a second consensus read was
performed. Patients underwent intravenous administration of 500 MBq
of an 99mTc-labeled PSMA-targeted ligand (99mTc PSMA I&S) approxi-
mately 18 h before surgery (16). On the morning of their surgery,
SPECT/CT imaging was performed to cross-validate the findings of the
preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT scan and to serve as a quality control
for radiotracer injection and distribution. The results of the 99mTc-PSMA
SPECT/CT were not used to guide surgery. In patients suspected of har-
boring metastatic disease in out-of-template mesorectal lymph node
regions, a percutaneous CT-guided hookwire was inserted at the time of
99mTc-PSMA SPECT/CT to assist localization at time of dissection.

Surgical Procedure
Patients underwent a RARP and ePLND via a standard 6-port, trans-

peritoneal approach with a 4-arm da Vinci XI system (Intuitive Surgical
Inc., USA). A prototype DROP-IN g-probe connected to the Europrobe
3.2 console (Eurorad, S.A.) (Fig. 1A) was inserted through a 12-mm
assistant port via the Alexis laparoscopic system (Applied Medical
Corp., USA) placed above the left iliac crest (Fig. 1B) (15,17). Once
inserted, the DROP-IN g-probe (Figs. 1C and 1D) was articulated with
da Vinci ProGrasp forceps to take measurements. Real-time feedback
was provided both acoustically and numerically via a read-out console
placed in the surgical theater. Before resection, g-probe measurements

were systemically taken at the anterior abdominal wall muscle as a back-
ground reference measurement, at each template lymph node site (exter-
nal iliac, internal iliac, and obturator pelvic lymph nodes) bilaterally, the
prostate, the prostate bed after resection, and other out-of-template sites
clinically suspected of harboring disease (based on preoperative imag-
ing). To exclude the influence of in vivo background interference, ex
vivo g-probe measurements were taken of each resected tissue specimen
using the same DROP-IN probe.

Histopathologic Correlation with 99mTc-PSMA g-Probe
Measurements

Histopathologic evaluation was performed by a specialist uropathol-
ogist masked to preoperative imaging and g-probe findings. Regions
with g-probe measurements were correlated with final tissue histopath-
ologic findings on a per-region basis. Several radiotracer cutoffs were
evaluated on their diagnostic performance as no literature existed on
the radiotracer activity count in the primary treatment setting. Probe
findings were rated positive when tissue specimens had a radiotracer
activity count of $1.5 times the background reference value in the
in vivo setting and $10 (absolute count) in the ex vivo setting.

Follow-up
Patients were first followed-up at 6 wk postoperatively. Subsequent inter-

val PSA measurements or adjuvant therapy was determined by the treating
urologist on the basis of the patient’s biochemical response and final pathol-
ogy. A BCR after surgery was defined as PSA. 0.1 ng/mL after initial bio-
chemical control. In the case of persistent PSA after surgery (PSA . 0.1
ng/mL) or BCR, adjuvant pelvic radiotherapy with androgen deprivation
therapy (ADT) was discussed. Postoperative complications were catego-
rized by Clavien–Dindo classification. Any subsequent PSA measurements
or adjuvant therapy was monitored during the course of this study.

Statistical Analysis
Preoperative imaging and DROP-IN g-probe results were compared

with corresponding final pathology. Sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were
derived from 2 3 2 contingency tables. Quantitative data are reported

FIGURE 1. (A) Europrobe 3.2 console (Eurorad, S.A.) providing visual
and acoustic count feedback. (B) Insertion of DROP-IN g-probe and
12-mm assistant laparoscopic port through the Alexis system. (C and D)
Intraoperative use of the DROP-IN g-probe to obtain counts from left
obturator lymph node template region (C) and prostate bed (D).
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as the median value and interquartile ranges (IQRs). Categoric data
are reported as absolute and relative frequencies. Differences in radio-
tracer counts between malignant and benign tissue were compared
with a x2 test. All statistical analyses were conducted with the SPSS
statistical software package (version 26.0; IBM).

RESULTS

Preoperative Patient Characteristics
Preoperative patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

The median age was 68 y (IQR, 57–69 y), and preoperative PSA
was 9.15 ng/mL (IQR, 6.0–21.2 ng/mL). Nine patients had ISUP 5,
and 3 patients had ISUP 4 PCa. Seven patients demonstrated evi-
dence of pelvic nodal disease on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT across 11
anatomic regions. Four of those lesions were within the standard
ePLND template whereas the other 7 lesions were outside the stan-
dard surgical template (mesorectal, presacral, below the aortic
bifurcation). Figure 2 shows an example of a mesorectal node.
Because of the known limitations (sensitivity and resolution) of
99mTc-PSMA SPECT/CT, only 4 lesions were observed on 99mTc-
PSMA SPECT/CT (13). These corresponded with large lymph
nodes (.9 mm) on 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT and were all histologi-
cally confirmed as cancer.

Safety Outcomes
No postoperative complications greater than Clavien–Dindo

grade 1 were observed in the follow-up period. Only 1 patient suf-
fered from a surgical postoperative complication (lymphoedema)
that was conservatively managed. No complications relating to the
administration of 99mTc-PSMA radiotracer or the use of the proto-
type DROP-IN g-probe were seen.

99mTc-PSMA g-Probe Guidance During Surgery and
Concordance with Preoperative Imaging
A total of 11 preoperative lesions were visible on 68Ga-PSMA PET/

CT, and 8 demonstrated metastatic disease on final histopathology.

Of the remaining 3 lesions, 2 lesions (both in patient 11) demonstrated
no disease (however, the patient had persistent PSA after surgery,
therefore the lesions may not have been surgically removed), and the
other lesion (patient 10, left mesorectal node) was irresectable. In con-
trast, 11 metastatic lymph nodes were identified by in vivo and ex
vivo use of the probe that were not observed on preoperative 68Ga-
PSMA PET/CT, with 1 lymph node harboring 15 mm of PCa.
The DROP-IN g-probe was utilized in vivo in patient 2 to cor-

rectly identify 6-mm residual PCa at the right apical margin of the
prostate bed that would have otherwise remained undiscovered
(Fig. 1D). For 2 patients, the probe was successfully used in con-
junction with percutaneously placed hookwires to localize meta-
static out-of-template mesorectal lymph nodes.

99mTc-PSMA g-Probe Concordance with ePLND
Histopathology
Detailed g-probe findings with histopathologic correlation in the

in vivo and ex vivo setting are included in Supplemental Tables 1
and 2, respectively (supplemental materials are available at http://
jnm.snmjournals.org). A total of 74 extraprostatic (nodal packages
and periprostatic tissue) specimens were resected (median, 6 per
patient; IQR, 5–7), which included 213 lymph nodes (median, 17
per patient; IQR, 12–22).
Twenty-two of the 74 resected specimens (29.7%) demonstrated

evidence of PCa on histopathology. Histopathology-positive speci-
mens had a median in vivo and ex vivo count of 35 (IQR, 20–63)
and 19 (IQR, 8–29), whereas negative specimens showed a median
in vivo and ex vivo count of 17 (IQR, 10–34) and 4 (IQR, 1–6),
respectively. The count difference between malignant and benign
lymph nodes was not statistically significantly different in vivo
(P 5 0.32) while being significantly different ex vivo (P 5 0.001).
The signal-to-background ratio (SBR) was 2.1 during surgery
(in vivo) and 4.8 ex vivo.
In vivo, the DROP-IN probe readings were rated positive in 32

locations. Of these positive locations, 16 contained PCa whereas

TABLE 1
Preoperative Patient Characteristics

Patient Age (y)
PSA

(ng/mL)
Gleason
score

Clinical
stage

68Ga-PSMA PET/CT avid–lymph
node region (SUVmax)

99mTc-PSMA SPECT/
CT–avid regions

1 68 7.3 4 1 5 5 9 T2bN0M0 Nil Nil

2 64 58 4 1 5 5 9 T2bN0M0 Nil Nil

3 73 15 4 1 5 5 9 T2bN1M0 Nil Nil

4 55 10 4 1 4 5 8 T2bN1M0 R external iliac (3.7) Nil

5 68 8.3 5 1 4 5 9 T3bN1M0 L mesorectal (5.1) L mesorectal

6 56 11 4 1 5 5 9 T1cN0M0 Nil Nil

7 63 6.7 4 1 4 5 8 T2aN1M0 R mesorectal node (4.4) Nil

8 69 46 4 1 5 5 9 T3bN1M0 Nil Nil

9 69 3.9 4 1 5 5 9 T3bN1M0 R obturator (6.4) R obturator

10 69 6 4 1 4 5 8 T1cN1M0 L mesorectal (3.8) Nil

11 55 23.3 4 1 5 5 9 T3aN1M0 L obturator (3.4)
Presacral (8.3, 3.4, 3.5)*
L mesorectal (3.3, 4.0)*
R internal iliac (4.0, 10)*
Aortic bifurcation (53)

Presacral Oartic
bifurcation

12 71 5.1 4 1 5 5 9 T2aN1M0 L Presacral (49) Nil

*Multiple lymph nodes within this anatomic region were suspected for lymph node metastasis.
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16 contained no cancer. The DROP-IN probe readings were rated
negative in 41 locations, of which 36 contained no cancer and 5
harbored PCa, resulting in an in vivo sensitivity, specificity, PPV,
and NPV of 76% (95% CI, 53%–92%), 69% (95% CI,
55%–81%), 50%, and 88%, respectively. The locations of false-
positive results varied between patients (Supplemental Table 1).
Ex vivo, with no background signal from the body, a superior

accuracy was observed using the same probe. DROP-IN probe

readings were rated positive in 18 resected specimens. Of these posi-
tive specimens, 16 contained PCa whereas only 2 contained no PCa.
The DROP-IN probe readings were rated negative in 55 specimens,
of which 50 contained no PCa and 5 harbored PCa, resulting in an
ex vivo sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of 76% (95% CI,
53%–92%), 96% (95% CI, 87%–99%), 89%, and 91%, respectively.
The median size of metastatic foci that were correctly identified

by the DROP-IN probe was 9 mm (IQR, 6.5–11.2 mm) for both
in vivo and ex vivo use. The smallest nodes detected in vivo and
ex vivo were 0.4 and 0.1 mm, respectively. In the 5 specimens
with metastatic disease that the probe did not detect in vivo, none
was avid on either 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT or 99mTc-PSMA SPECT/
CT, indicating low tracer uptake. Although the tracer uptake in
4 of these instances could be related to size (patients 1, 2, and 8:
,1 mm; patient 2: 3 mm), the other 6-mm metastatic lesion could
be due to low PSMA expression (patient 8). In the 5 specimens
with metastatic disease that were unsuccessfully detected by the
probe ex vivo, none was avid on either 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT or
99mTc-PSMA SPECT/CT, probably due to size (,3 mm).

Follow-up and Oncologic Outcomes
Median follow-up was 13mo (4–21) after surgery. At 6 wk

after surgery, 5 of the 12 patients had an undetectable PSA
(,0.03 ng/mL), 2 patients had an equivocal PSA persistence
(,0.1 and $0.03 ng/mL), and 5 patients had a persistent PSA
(.0.1 ng/mL). All 5 patients who had a complete metabolic response
had no BCR during follow-up and required no adjuvant therapy. Final
pathology in those 5 patients showed limited lymph node metastasis
in 80% (patients 1, 6, 8, 9, and 12, Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).
The 2 patients with equivocal PSA persistence after surgery

both experienced a BCR. Of the 7 patients with detectable PSA
(BCR, n 5 2; persistent PSA, n 5 5), 6 patients received ADT in
combination with adjuvant radiotherapy as part of multimodal
therapy whereas the remaining patient was ineligible to receive
adjuvant radiotherapy. Of these 7 patients, 3 had a complete meta-
bolic response (after withdrawal from hormonal treatment . 12 mo),
and at the time of this article the remaining 4 patients were still on
ADT as part of their adjuvant therapy and therefore cannot be bio-
chemically assessed. At present none of the included patients have
metastatic disease; PCa-specific and overall mortality is 0%.

DISCUSSION

To our knowledge, this is the first prospective series on robot-
assisted PSMA-targeted surgery and ePLND in the primary treatment
setting. Prior PSMA-targeted surgery studies were performed in the
salvage pelvic lymph node and local recurrence dissection setting
(13,18,19). The technical setup used in our study is a combination of
Meershoek et al. (robotic use of DROP-IN g-probe) and Maurer et al.
(PSMA-radioguided surgery during open surgery) (13,17). A small
g-probe head is “dropped in” to the abdominopelvic cavity through
an Alexis working port and manipulated using the da Vinci ProGrasp
forceps. Using this technique, we were able to identify the far major-
ity of the PSMA PET–avid foci (.3 mm), indicating that the
DROP-IN technology can bridge pre- and intraoperative findings.
Interestingly, the probe helped identify 11 foci that were not seen on
PSMA PET/CT or SPECT. Nevertheless, not all foci could be identi-
fied but particularly micrometastasis (foci, 3 mm) were missed.
The propensity for the PSMA-targeted approach to miss small

PSMA PET–negative foci suggests this approach cannot substitute
final histopathologic analysis. Consequently, PSMA-radioguided
surgery may not safely omit probe-negative template regions from

FIGURE 2. Abdominal CT scan (top), PSMA PET/CT scan (middle), and
SPECT/CT scan (bottom). Suspicion for left mesorectal lymph node involve-
ment on preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT in patient 12 (SUVmax, 49). Probe
successfully identified node (in vivo node count of 183) and final pathology
showed 8-mm malignant lymph node. Red circles indicate a lymph node
metastasis suspected on preoperative imaging, that was subsequently cor-
rectly identified by the probe and histologically confirmed to be malignant.
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standard ePLND. From our results to date, we still advise that the
complete ePLND template should be surgically removed and be
indicated by preoperative nomograms (e.g., Briganti). However,
the aim of the DROP-IN probe development was to aid resection
of preoperative identified lesions on PSMA PET/CT and poten-
tially improve the sensitivity to detect pelvic lymph node metasta-
sis during surgery.
A significantly poorer specificity of the probe was observed

in vivo when compared with the very high specificity seen ex vivo.
Only 1 false-positive probe measurement was observed ex vivo.
Consistent with prior literature findings, the false-positive result is
most likely due to the pharmacokinetics of 99mTc-PSMA I&T,
which results in in vivo background radiotracer activity (1). Probe
measurements were extremely sensitive to any angulation toward
secondary sources of radiotracer activity, particularly, the prostate
(basal PSMA expression; median count, 95), bladder, and ureters
(99mTc-PSMA I&S is renally excreted). Prostate background could
be neutralized by first performing a RARP, but this then comes
with urine contaminations. Altogether, this suggests that in vivo
performance can be improved, by either refining the detector or
using a tracer with less background uptake.
Compared with radioguided sentinel node identification studies,

including those using the same prototype DROP-IN g-probe, this
study indicates not only that the effect of background signals is
more explicit for PSMA-directed resections, but also that the abso-
lute count rates are up to 10-fold lower (15). The combination of
these features complicated identification of foci. From Supplemen-
tal Tables 1 and 2, it can be concluded that no single radiotracer
cutoff would include all true-positive and -negative results. The
radiotracer activity count cutoff at SBR . 1.5 as applied in this
study was aimed to identify most regions containing lymph node
metastasis. As the tracer pharmacokinetics are defined, and may
be subject to individual variation, further refinement of the detec-
tor technology could help resolve these issues. Another consider-
ation is the use of alternative PSMA-targeting tracers that do not
suffer from deeper lying background signals (20). In a recent
series, potential mitigation of such interference was explored
(ex vivo) using 68Ga-PSMA-11 as a radiotracer, with a novel
DROP-IN b-probe using the limited tissue penetration exhibited
by b-particle emission (21). These findings demonstrated high
b-radiation attenuation when more than 1.5 mm of normal tissue
separated the probe from the tumor. Further work is required to
evaluate whether this remains feasible in aiding the in vivo detec-
tion of PCa. Future development of 18F-based PSMA-targeting
radiotracers detectable by such a b-probe could serve to abate
background urinary activity (21). A downside of this approach is
that the surgical staff is exposed to 511-keV radiation doses. As
fluorescence is also attenuated by tissue, tracers that contain a
99mTc and fluorescent signature may help improve the accuracy in
the future (22).
With consideration of the high ex vivo specificity, we conclude

that one of the most promising uses of this technology is ex vivo
probe confirmation of removal of suspicious metastatic nodes iden-
tified on preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET at the time of ePLND.
Negative ex vivo probe measurements should prompt further in vivo
assessment and consideration of regional reresection. Furthermore,
the in vivo utility of the probe in detecting out-of-template lymph
nodes in surgically challenging regions was valuable. In 2 patients,
the probe was crucial in the detection of deep mesorectal lymph
nodes avid on preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT and deemed

unlikely to be achievable by the preinserted hookwire alone. With
the emergence of PSMA PET/CT imaging, PCa metastases to mes-
orectal lymph nodes have been demonstrated to be more prevalent
than previously thought and may occasionally be included in lymph
node dissections (23).
Last, we found that examination of the prostate bed after prosta-

tectomy was a useful maneuver to evaluate surgical margins. A
small focus of tissue at the right apical prostate demonstrated high
counts on inspection with the DROP-IN probe and was found to
harbor residual cancerous tissue in patient 2. Caution needs to be
taken given potential urinary contamination of the 99mTc-PSMA
radiotracer.
The limitations of our study include limited cohort size and

short-term follow-up. This especially affects the oncologic results.
Additionally, given the novelty of this study, many technical aspects
remain relatively experimental, including the time interval from radio-
tracer administration to surgery, positive threshold count values, and
learning curve associated with intraoperative probe manipulation.
Despite these limitations, the use of this technique has been observed
to be safe and feasible throughout the study period, with promising
short-term oncologic results. Whether an improved oncologic resection
by PSMA-guided radiosurgery results in superior long-term oncologic
outcomes, especially in the era of PSMA PET–directed whole-pelvis
radiotherapy, can be derived only from a prospective randomized trial.
This need for a prospective randomized trial also comprises the query
that potential (mesorectal) dose reduction in adjuvant radiotherapy
results in less patient morbidity.
On the basis of the preliminary results, we have decided to rede-

sign the study toward patients suspected of lymph node metastasis
on preoperative imaging or those with locally advanced disease
in which the probe may detect residual PCa after removal of
the prostate. Further technologic advancement of the DROP-IN
probe and radiotracers convinced us to prematurely close this
study and evaluate these developments in the aforementioned
patient population.

CONCLUSION

99mTc-based PSMA radioguided surgery is both feasible and
safe in aiding the detection of nodal metastases at the time of pri-
mary RARP and ePLND for higher risk PCa. Preliminary experi-
ence of this technology in the primary setting has found it
valuable for intraoperative detection of suspected (out-of-template)
lymph nodes and particularly in ex vivo confirmation of successful
resection of malignant nodes. Furthermore, it was also able to
detect residual cancerous tissue in the prostate bed after prostatec-
tomy. PSMA-radioguided surgery holds promise for improving
the intraoperative identification and removal of PCa tissue.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is it safe and feasible to aid or improve the
intraoperative detection of lymph node metastases during primary
RARP with 99mTc-based PSMA-radioguided surgery?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: 99mTc-based PSMA robot-assisted
radioguided surgery was safe and aided resection of PSMA-avid
(out-of-template) lymph nodes and residual disease at the
prostate bed.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Additional metastatic
lymph nodes were identified by the probe that were not observed
on preoperative 68Ga-PSMA PET/CT, whereas predominantly
micrometastasis were missed.
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A Pipeline for Automated Voxel Dosimetry: Application in
Patients with Multi-SPECT/CT Imaging After 177Lu-Peptide
Receptor Radionuclide Therapy
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Patient-specific dosimetry in radiopharmaceutical therapy (RPT) is
impeded by the lack of tools that are accurate and practical for the
clinic. Our aims were to construct and test an integrated voxel-level
pipeline that automates key components (organ segmentation, regis-
tration, dose-rate estimation, and curve fitting) of the RPT dosimetry
process and then to use it to report patient-specific dosimetry in
177Lu-DOTATATE therapy. Methods: An integrated workflow that
automates the entire dosimetry process, except tumor segmentation,
was constructed. First, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are
used to automatically segment organs on the CT portion of one post-
therapy SPECT/CT scan. Second, local contour intensity–based
SPECT–SPECT alignment results in volume-of-interest propagation
to other time points. Third, dose rate is estimated by explicit Monte
Carlo (MC) radiation transport using the fast, Dose Planning Method
code. Fourth, the optimal function for dose-rate fitting is automati-
cally selected for each voxel. When reporting mean dose, we apply
partial-volume correction, and uncertainty is estimated by an em-
piric approach of perturbing segmentations. Results: The workflow
was used with 4-time-point 177Lu SPECT/CT imaging data from 20
patients with 77 neuroendocrine tumors, segmented by a radiolo-
gist. CNN-defined kidneys resulted in high Dice values (0.91–0.94)
and only small differences (2%–5%) in mean dose when compared
with manual segmentation. Contour intensity–based registration led
to visually enhanced alignment, and the voxel-level fitting had high
R2 values. Across patients, dosimetry results were highly variable;
for example, the average of the mean absorbed dose (Gy/GBq)
was 3.2 (range, 0.2–10.4) for lesions, 0.49 (range, 0.24–1.02) for left
kidney, 0.54 (range, 0.31–1.07) for right kidney, and 0.51 (range,
0.27–1.04) for healthy liver. Patient results further demonstrated the
high variability in the number of cycles needed to deliver hypotheti-
cal threshold absorbed doses of 23 Gy to kidney and 100 Gy to
tumor. The uncertainty in mean dose, attributable to variability in
segmentation, averaged 6% (range, 3%–17%) for organs and 10%
(range, 3%–37%) for lesions. For a typical patient, the time for the
entire process was about 25 min ($2 min manual time) on a desktop
computer, including time for CNN organ segmentation, coregistra-
tion, MC dosimetry, and voxel curve fitting. Conclusion: A pipeline
integrating novel tools that are fast and automated provides the
capacity for clinical translation of dosimetry-guided RPT.

Key Words: radionuclide therapy; theranostics; SPECT/CT; 177Lu;
dosimetry; Monte Carlo
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Radiopharmaceutical therapy (RPT) is well suited to the thera-
nostic treatment approach because imaging after one cycle could be
used to predict absorbed doses per unit activity that would be deliv-
ered from subsequent cycles. Thus, the injected activity or number
of cycles can be modulated on an individualized basis to potentially
enhance therapeutic efficacy while keeping organ toxicities at an
acceptable level (1–3). Despite this potential, fixed-activity proto-
cols continue to be used in RPTs such as 177Lu-DOTATATE pep-
tide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT), for which the standard
practice is to deliver 4 cycles at 7.4 GBq/cycle (1).
In RPT dosimetry, 3-dimensional patient images coupled with

voxel-level dose estimation using methods such as Monte Carlo
(MC) radiation transport can account for spatial and temporal activity
nonuniformity, as well as tissue heterogeneity, down to the resolution
limit of the imaging system. This method contrasts with traditional
methods that approximate the anatomy by a reference phantom
model and provide only the average absorbed dose to structures that
may not provide sufficient information to predict potential biologic
effects (4). However, voxel dosimetry can be logistically difficult to
implement because of the need for repeated SPECT imaging with
relatively long acquisitions, typically 20–30 min (5); coregistration
of sequential images and voxel-level curve fitting; and the computa-
tional cost of accurate dose-rate estimation using direct MC radiation
transport. The potential for reducing the imaging burden associated
with dosimetry has recently been reported (6). However, there is
much room to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the other steps
above, as well as volume-of-interest (VOI) segmentation, which is
needed to report dose metrics to lesions or organs.
Recent advances in automated medical image segmentation

using deep learning methods focus mostly on external-beam radio-
therapy applications (7). Despite the potential for substantially
reducing the variability and labor associated with segmentation,
well-validated deep learning tools are not yet routinely available
with RPT dosimetry software. Although segmentation in RPT
dosimetry is often performed on emission images, segmentation on
coregistered morphologic images (CT, MRI) exploits their superior
spatial resolution. The non–contrast-enhanced low-dose CT compo-
nent of integrated SPECT/CT and PET/CT systems is suitable for
segmenting some organs and well-defined lesions.
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Among voxel dosimetry methods, MC is the consensus reference
standard that is superior to simpler methods such as dose voxel (or
point) kernel convolution (DVK) in the presence of tissue heteroge-
neity. However, RPT dosimetry using general-purpose MC codes
(e.g., GEANT4 and MCNP) involve long simulation times, typi-
cally hours, to achieve reasonable statistics (8). The Dose Planning
Method (DPM) MC code, optimized specifically for dose computa-
tions in voxelated geometries derived from CT scans, was originally
developed, benchmarked, and experimentally validated for fast dose
estimation in external-beam radiotherapy (9). We previously adapted
DPM for application in 131I radioimmunotherapy by sampling decay
locations internally within the voxelated geometry and benchmarked
it (10). Recently, we performed measurements with radiochromic
film to directly validate DPM for 177Lu and 131I (11). As detailed in
Sempau et al. (9), DPM achieves its computational efficiency while
maintaining accuracy using simplified cross-sectional models that
are accurate at energies relevant to radiation therapy and by using
the delta scattering technique for photon transport and the random
hinge transport mechanics model for electron transport, which per-
mits long transport steps across voxel boundaries.
Our aim was to construct and test a voxel-dosimetry pipeline that

integrates deep learning–based segmentation, fast MC dose estima-
tion, and other automated processes and to use it to report highly
patient-specific dosimetry using multi-SPECT/CT imaging after
177Lu-PRRT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dosimetry Pipeline
The dosimetry pipeline (Fig. 1) combining automated tools was imple-

mented as a workflow within a commercial software platform (MIM
Software Inc.). The only parts of the process that are not integrated are
lesion segmentation and partial-volume correction (PVC), which is
applied as a postprocessing step when reporting mean absorbed dose
only. The workflow is currently in a beta testing stage. Following regula-
tory review and licensing agreements between the University of Michi-
gan and MIM Software, an MC-based dosimetry workflow as described
in this work will be made available for clinical use via MIM.
Segmentation. Organ segmentation was performed on the CT por-

tion of the SPECT/CT scan at the reference time point, which is the
time point at which the CT was performed at a higher x-ray tube cur-
rent and exposure (mAs) than at the other time points. For kidney and
liver, we constructed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) based
on RefineNet (12), which is based on the U-Net architecture with
3-dimensional convolution blocks to better leverage contextual infor-
mation from all directions. The CNNs for kidney and liver were

trained with 65 and 108 manually contoured datasets, respectively,
with 5-fold cross validation. The previously evaluated Dice scores
from these tests averaged 0.93 6 0.04 and 0.97 6 0.05 for the kidneys
(13) and liver (14), respectively. In the current study, we tested the
CNN for liver by visual assessment and for kidney by calculating geomet-
ric similarity measures (Dice and mean distance to agreement [MDA])
and comparing dose estimates relative to manual segmentations performed
by an experienced technologist and checked by a radiologist. Dice is a
spatial overlap index, and MDA is a spatial distance–based metric; both
are widely used to assess the reliability of segmentations.

Automatic segmentation of lesions such as neuroendocrine tumor
(NET) is not yet sufficiently developed and validated. Therefore,
lesions (#5) were manually segmented by a radiologist on the patient’s
diagnostic-quality baseline CT or MRI scan and then transferred to the
reference SPECT/CT scan after coregistration. If misregistration was evi-
dent, the location was manually adjusted on the basis of SPECT uptake.
Lesions clearly visible on the CT portion of the reference SPECT/CT
scan were directly defined there. Only lesions that were well defined and
more than 2 cm3 in volume were segmented, to avoid large uncertainties.
The healthy liver was defined as the liver minus any segmented lesions
and therefore included any unsegmented lesions.
Local Contour Intensity–Guided Registration. To coregister

sequential images, contour intensity–based SPECT–SPECT alignment
was used. SPECT images are first rigidly registered to the reference
SPECT images as a gross alignment. The SPECT intensity information
on voxels within each selected VOI plus a surrounding 7-cm expansion
zone is then used to perform multiple local rigid registrations between
the images. These locally focused alignments are rigidly spliced together
to generate a composite image aligned and interpolated to the grid of the
reference SPECT images. In this process, VOIs are automatically propa-
gated from the reference to other time points. We tested this automated
method previously in a subset of patients by comparing time-integrated
activity values relative to rigidly transferred VOIs with visual fine tuning
and reported good agreement: 0.3% (95% CI, 28.0% to 8.7%) for kid-
neys and 1.9% (95% CI, 217.8% to 21.7%) for tumors (15).
Voxel Dose-Rate Estimation. Details on the MC transport mechan-

ics and physics data based on PENELOPE can be found in the original
paper on DPM development (9) and our subsequent paper (10) on
extension to RPT. For the current work, the 177Lu decay and spectral
information came from NuDat 3.0 (16) and BetaShape 2.2 (17). The
cutoffs for photon and electron transport were set to 4 keV and
59 keV, respectively, below which energy was locally deposited in the
voxel. These cutoffs are reasonable, considering that the range of a
59-keV electron in tissue ($0.07 mm) and the mean free path of a
4-keV photon in tissue ($0.1 mm) are much smaller than the voxel
size of the dose-rate map. For a typical case (patient 12), we tested
this assumption by running DPM with lower cutoffs (photons, 2 keV;

FIGURE 1. Overview of automated dosimetry workflow. At reference time point, CT of SPECT/CT was performed at higher mAs value than at other
time points. HU5 Hounsfield units.
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electrons, 20 keV), which results in a 20% increase in run time, but
the average difference in voxel dose rate in a VOI was only 0.5%.

Dose-rate estimation by DPM MC and DVK convolution with soft-
tissue kernels precalculated using DPM were integrated as options
within the dosimetry workflow to enable comparison. Exploiting the
high speed of Fast Fourier Transform convolution, we chose to work
with a large kernel (267 3 267 3 267 [3 mm 3 3 mm 3 3 mm]) to
ensure capturing of photon dose contribution from decays anywhere
within the SPECT field of view. The mass density map for MC trans-
port or for density scaling of the DVK results is generated via a CT-
to-density calibration curve, which we determined specifically for our
system. The coregistered quantitative SPECT image and the reference
time-point density map are the inputs to the dose-rate calculation,
which is repeated at each time point. Images are resampled to 167 3

167 3 131 (3 mm 3 3 mm 3 3 mm) for DVK and to 128 3 128 3

100 (3.91 mm 3 3.91 mm 3 3.91 mm) for MC. After testing statistical
uncertainty, 108 histories were selected for the MC simulations.
Voxel-Level Curve Fitting to Generate Dose Maps. At each voxel,

dose-rate _D as a function of time is fit by a monoexponential and a 3-
parameter (C1, l1, l2) biexponential of the form _DðtÞ ¼ C1ðe2l1t2e2l2 tÞ
using standard least-squares optimization. Next, the best fit function is
automatically selected independently for each voxel on the basis of the
Akaike information criterion as proposed by Sarrut et al. (18). Other
options such as trapezoidal approximation as well as a 4-parameter biexpo-
nential, suitable when more time points are available, were implemented
but not used in the current study. Dose-rate functions are integrated analyti-
cally to generate the dose map.
Mean Absorbed Dose and Dose–Volume Histogram (DVH)

Metrics. The segmented contours are applied to the absorbed dose map
to generate the mean absorbed dose and other DVH metrics. Absorbed
dose estimates derived from SPECT images are degraded by partial-
volume errors associated with limited spatial resolution. For mean value
PVC, we determined recovery coefficients (RCs), defined as the ratio of
SPECT-measured activity to true activity (19) within CT-defined sphere
VOIs of a multisphere phantom with sphere-to-background ratio of 6.2:1
and sphere sizes of 2–113 mL. The same SPECT/CT system and imag-
ing and reconstruction parameters as used in the patient studies were
used for this phantom experiment. The fit to our RC-versus-volume data
was as follows: RC 5 1 2 1/[1 1 (v/3.673)0.948], where v is the volume
in milliliters. This function was used to determine volume-dependent
RCs for lesions or organs and were applied (scaling by 1/RC) when
reporting mean absorbed doses only.

Patient Characteristics and SPECT/CT Imaging
Patient Studies. Data correspond to 20 patients (Supplemental

Table 1; supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.
org) with NETs who completed 4-time-point SPECT/CT imaging after
cycle 1 of standard 177Lu-DOTATATE PRRT at the University of
Michigan Medical Center between August 2018 and July 2021. The
research imaging was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and
all patients provided written informed consent.
Quantitative SPECT/CT. The SPECT/CT system was a Siemens

Intevo Bold equipped with a medium-energy collimator and a 15-mm
crystal. The 4 SPECT acquisitions (25 s/view) were performed on
days 0 (directly after completion of amino acid infusion), 1, 4–5, and
5–8. Manufacturer-recommended settings of a 20% acquisition win-
dow at 208 keV with adjacent 10% scatter windows, a 256 3 256
matrix, and 120 views were used. Siemens xSPECT Quant software
was used to directly generate reconstructed images in Bq/mL units.
This system requires that a National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology–traceable 75Se calibration source with a 3% uncertainty be
used to perform a monthly site-specific check of the system sensitivity
and associated fine tuning (19). The SPECT reconstruction parameters
were 48 iterations (1 subset) of ordered-subset conjugate gradient with

resolution recovery, a 256 3 256 3 199 matrix (1.953 mm3), and no
postfiltering (19). The non–contrast-enhanced, free-breathing CT was per-
formed at 120 kVp and 80 mAs at the reference time point and at
15 mAs at other time points. The CT reconstruction matrix was 512 3

5123 130 (0.97 mm3 0.97 mm3 3 mm).

Uncertainty Analysis
In RPT dosimetry, the traditional approach of propagating uncertain-

ties associated with each step has identified VOI delineation as the largest
source of variability (20). The analytic approach proposed for estimating
this variability is not well suited when anatomic imaging is used for seg-
mentation because factors other than spatial resolution (e.g., impact of
contrast agents or misalignment with SPECT) can dominate. In addition,
the spatial distribution of absorbed dose impacts the uncertainty estimate.
Hence, we take an empiric approach of introducing realistic variabilities
to the segmented VOIs and determining the corresponding variability in
the mean absorbed dose when the perturbed contours are applied to the
dose map and the perturbed volumes used to determine RCs. We intro-
duced volume expansions and contractions (organs, 65% and 610%;
lesions,610% and620%) and 26 translations of 4 mm ($SPECT voxel
size) for each perturbation. These levels were selected on the basis of an
ongoing interoperator variability study on lesion segmentation at our
institution and on the kidney volume differences for CNN versus manual
segmentation in the current study. For each VOI, the relative standard
deviation (coefficient of variation [COV]) in mean absorbed dose from
all perturbations is reported as the uncertainty.

RESULTS

The results correspond to imaging data after cycle 1, with 18 of
20 patients treated with the 7.4-GBq administration and 2 treated
with a reduced level of about 3.2 GBq (Supplemental Table 1).
All images associated with patient 6 are shared at University of
Michigan Deep Blue data repository: https://doi.org/10.7302/0n8e-
rz46 and https://doi.org/10.7302/vhrh-qg23.

Segmentation
Example segmentations are shown in Figure 2. The median

lesion volume was 22 (range, 22 1,039) mL, and 64 of 77 were in
the liver (Supplemental Table 1). In most cases, the CNN organ
segmentation was accepted by the radiologist. When manual
adjustment was needed, it took only 0.5–3 min per organ. The fine
tuning related mostly to inclusion of bowel loops with liver and
cysts with kidney (Fig. 2B). Comparing manual versus CNN-
defined kidney, Dice scores averaged 0.91 (range, 0.77–0.94)
without manual adjustment and 0.93 (range, 0.91–0.94) with man-
ual adjustment, and differences in mean absorbed doses were 3%
(range, 0%–21%) without adjustment and 2% (range, 0%–4%)
with adjustment (Supplemental Table 2).

Contour Intensity–Based SPECT–SPECT Alignment
Visual inspection showed well-aligned images (Fig. 3) across all

time points, with only 3 of 164 VOIs needing manual adjustment.
These 3 cases were 2 small lymph node lesions in the pelvis and a
lesion in the mesentery when there was substantial movement between
scans.

Voxel-Level Curve Fitting
For a typical patient, a map of the coefficient of determination

(R2) that measures the goodness of the fit at each voxel and exam-
ple dose-rate curve fits are shown in Figure 4. The R2 values across
all voxels in all patients are summarized in Figure 4B. Summary
statistics for the effective half-life (Teff) values of the main compo-
nent of the exponential are presented in Supplemental Table 3.
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Dosimetry
Example MC dose maps and DVHs are presented in Figure 5A.

Individual mean absorbed dose values after PVC are presented
in Figure 6 and Supplemental Figure 1, and summary statistics
averaged across all patients are presented in Supplemental Table 3.
The median RCs applied were 0.85 (range, 0.37–1.00) for lesions,
0.97 (range, 0.95–0.98) for kidney, and 1.00 (range, 1.00–1.00) for
healthy liver. There was a weak correlation between tumor volume
and mean absorbed dose (R2 5 0.052; P 5 0.046). DVH metrics
are presented in Supplemental Figure 2.

Uncertainty in Mean Absorbed Dose Estimates
With 108 MC histories, the contribution of statistical uncer-

tainty is negligible. For example, the COV in VOI dose rates
(available from the DPM uncertainty maps) was less than 0.2%
for the case shown in Figure 5A. The uncertainty associated with
SPECT–SPECT misalignment can be approximated empirically
by intentionally misaligning the 4 dose-rate maps and repeating the
voxel-level automatic fitting process. This process is not practical

to perform because of the various combinations of shifts, and we
therefore limit this process to 1 illustrative example. This case was
chosen because the right kidney is very near a tumor (Fig. 5B),
and therefore, the impact of misalignment can be expected to be
higher than typical, whereas the other structures are representative
of typical patients. With shifts of 64 mm in all directions, the esti-
mated COV in mean absorbed dose due to misregistration was
1.8%–2.6% for tumor, 1.6% for left kidney, 9.8% for right kidney,
and 1.4% for healthy liver. In general, the 4-mm misalignment has
a relatively low impact because of the poor resolution of SPECT.
The uncertainty that we report formean absorbed doses is that asso-

ciated with segmentation, which also impacts the volume-dependent
RCs. The COV, represented as error bars in Supplemental Figure 1,
averaged 5% (range, 4%–6%) for left kidney, 7% (range, 3%–17%)
for right kidney, 5% (range, 4%–9%) for spleen, 8% (range,
3%–15%) for tumors larger than 10 cm3, and 16% (range, 8%–37%)
for tumors smaller than 10 cm3. For organs and large tumors, the
major contributor to this uncertainty was the contour variability itself,
whereas for small tumors it was the sensitivity of RCs to tumor

A B

FIGURE 2. Example segmentations for patients 12 (A) and 4 (B). In A, CNN-defined kidney and liver were accepted by radiologist, whereas in B, the
CNN-defined kidney (yellow contour) was manually adjusted (purple contour) to avoid a cyst.

FIGURE 3. Two stages of automatic SPECT–SPECT registration demonstrated for day 0 and day 1 images of patient 12. Comparison of magnified
inserts shows subtle improvement in alignment with contour intensity–based refinement.
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volume uncertainty. For example, for tumor volumes smaller than 10
cm3, the COV in reported absorbed doses increased by a factor of 2
on average when applying RCs, whereas for tumors larger than
100 cm3 this factor was only 1.1 on average.

Comparison of MC, DVK, and OLINDA
Mean absorbed doses from MC, DVK, and OLINDA 1.0 are

compared in Figures 6D and 6E and demonstrate good agreement.
For the OLINDA calculation, the organ-level time-integrated activ-
ity values from the workflow were used. The difference between
DVH metrics from MC and DVK are presented in Supplemental
Figure 2.

Computational Cost
All processing was performed on a multicore Mac Pro (3.2 GHz)

desktop computer. For a typical patient (128 3 128 3 100 matrix),
the total run time starting with 4 SPECT/CT images is about 25 min
for the MC option and about 12 min for DVK, of which only about
2 min is manual time. This includes CNN organ segmentation
($2min), contour-based SPECT alignment (3 min), MC dose-rate
estimation (4 min per time point), and voxel-level dose-rate fitting

and integration (3 min). DPM currently runs on a single processor
but can be accelerated with parallelization.

DISCUSSION

A highly automated pipeline for all steps of RPT voxel dosime-
try that needs minimal user interaction was constructed and tested
for the 177Lu PRRT application. The automated tools are suitable
for other radionuclides and therapies with appropriate testing.
Although activity quantification was not evaluated in the current

study, accuracy within 1.2% for large objects has been reported (19)
with xSPECT Quant software using the same standardized calibra-
tion process and reconstruction parameters as used in the current
study. Furthermore, the sphere phantom–based RCs reported in that
study and in our study are in good agreement. This simplistic PVC
has limitations because RCs depend on factors other than the vol-
ume of the object, such as shape and activity distribution. For a
2-compartment kidney model with uniform activity in the renal cor-
tex, it has been shown that the RC for the cortex is substantially
lower than that for a sphere of equal volume (21). Generating geom-
etry- or distribution-specific RCs is beyond the scope of the current
study and may not be practical because of wide patient-to-patient

A B

FIGURE 5. (A) Coronal slice of MC dose map and dose–volume histograms for patient 12. (B) Examples of contour perturbations applied to dose
maps of patients 12 and 26 for estimating uncertainty. COV in right kidney absorbed dose was 4% for patient 12 but 17% for patient 26 because of
proximity to tumor and liver.

A B

FIGURE 4. (A) Example dose-rate curve fittings for all voxels in right kidney and tumor 1 of patient 12, color-coded by R2 value of fit. Mono- and biex-
ponential functions are selected for different voxels. Organ-level curve fitting is shown in black. Coronal slice of R2 map is shown in insert. (B) Percentage
of voxels achieving R2 . 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 for fits across all patients.
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variations. Despite the limitations, the sphere-based RCs used in our
study are widely applied as a mean value correction to mitigate reso-
lution effects in SPECT and PET quantification, including in dosim-
etry applications (22,23).
Ideally, when 3-dimensional dose distributions are being evaluated,

PVC should be applied at the voxel level, but this is a challenging and

yet-unresolved problem (24). Another chal-
lenge with voxel dosimetry is that iterative
reconstruction with resolution modeling leads
to edge artifacts that, depending on the size of
the object, can manifest as a visible dip or an
overshoot at the center (25). This effect and
partial-volume effects lead to differences
between DVHs derived from SPECT images
and those corresponding to the true activity
distribution within an object (26). Despite the
challenges, capturing nonuniformities in the
underlying dose distribution to the extent pos-
sible is desired when considering biologic
effect. There are alternative efforts using deep
learning, including by our group (27), to miti-
gate the impact of poor spatial resolution and
reconstruction artifacts on voxel dosimetry.
There was close agreement between dose

estimates corresponding to manual versus
CNN-defined kidney, as is consistent with the
findings for a 177Lu-PSMA therapy cohort
(28). We achieved further improvement with
quick manual adjustment of the CNN seg-
mentations. The Dice similarity metrics we
achieved are comparable to what is reported
for inter- and intraoperator variability in man-
ual organ segmentation (29). A possible re-
finement is to train the CNN to use both CT
and SPECT information, which may be bene-
ficial to identify cysts included in kidney con-
tours (Fig. 2B) and to reduce the effects
of misregistration between CT and SPECT
images (30). Visually, the local contour
intensity–based SPECT–SPECT registration
led to improved alignments compared with
global rigid registration (Fig. 3). The main
advantage of SPECT intensity–based registra-

tion over using CT-based registration to align serial SPECT images is
that the former does not depend on SPECT/CT alignment, which is
inconsistent because of respiratory motion and patient movement. The
automated approach to selecting the optimal fit function led to high R2

values and is especially beneficial for voxel-level fitting when selec-
tion by visual inspection is not feasible. The smooth voxel dose-rate–

versus–time data, high R2 values, and good
agreement in Teff when comparing average
values from voxel-level versus organ-level fit-
ting give us confidence in the ability to per-
form accurate voxel-level fitting.
It is notable that the difference between

the mean absorbed dose from the OLINDA
sphere model and MC was less than 10%
for 73 of 77 lesions (Fig. 6E). This differ-
ence can, however, be larger for radionu-
clides with more significant photon yields
than 177Lu. The main advantage of MC over
conventional DVK methods is in regions of
heterogeneous tissue and at steep activity gra-
dients, which are not fully resolved by simple
density scaling. Recently, more sophisticated
approaches that use multiple kernels to cover
media of varying density have been proposed

FIGURE 6. Violin plots of dosimetry results across all patients. (A) Teff. (B) Mean absorbed dose
with voxel-level MC calculation. (C) Difference in MC dose estimates with voxel-level vs. organ-level
dose-rate fitting. (D) Difference between MC and DVK (with density scaling). (E) Difference between
MC and OLINDA (with mass scaling). Difference 5 100 3 (MC 2 XX)/MC, where XX indicates the
other method. Circles indicate individual points, “x” indicates the average across patients, and
dashed lines indicate 25th and 75th percentiles.

FIGURE 7. Variation in number of 7.4-GBq cycles needed to deliver 23 Gy to kidney and 100 Gy
to tumor.
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to mitigate the limitations of using a single kernel (31). In the current
study, lesions in heterogeneous tissue such as bone metastases were
not considered because of their small size or the difficulty in defining
them. Accurate dosimetry of bone lesions andmarrow requires model-
ing the fine structure of the spongiosa that can be coupled with MC
transport (32).
RPT dosimetry is typically reported without uncertainty estimates

because of the complexity and limitations of traditional error propaga-
tion. Although we did not attempt to assess all components of the uncer-
tainty, we captured the main components: the variability associated
with contour delineation and the volume-based RCs (20). Facilitated by
voxel dose maps, our empiric approach of introducing perturbations is
both practical to implement and sensitive to each patient’s underlying
dose distribution, which is not the case with analytic approaches.
For example, in patient 26 the relative uncertainty for the right kidney
was higher than for the left because of proximity to a lesion in the liver
(Fig. 5B); this issue may also explain the higher values reported overall
for right versus left in our study and by others (1,3).
Across patients, the median Teff that we observed for left (51.7 h)

and right (50.3 h) kidney agree closely with previous reports (1,6)
for similar cohorts. The median absorbed dose to the left (0.41 Gy/
GBq) and right (0.43 Gy/GBq) kidneys can be compared with past
reported values of 0.61 (1), 0.54 (2), 0.47 (33), and 0.38 (average)
(34) Gy/GBq for the kidneys. Differences can be attributed to differ-
ences in patient cohorts, quantification or dosimetry methods, and
renoprotective amino acid preparation. The median value of the
mean absorbed dose to tumor in our study (17.7 Gy or 2.7 Gy/GBq)
is lower than the per-cycle median values of 50 Gy (23) and 4.4 Gy/
GBq (2) reported for 2 other studies. This difference is not surprising
because instead of the anatomic lesion segmentation used in our
study, SPECT thresholding was used in the first study whereas the
second used VOIs placed over the area of maximum uptake.
Although we do not report biologic effective dose, it can be calcu-

lated using the dose-rate maps and fit parameters available from the
workflow coupled with published values for the radiobiologic
parameters as outlined by Baechler et al. (35). Furthermore, since
most patients in our study had not yet finished their 4-cycle treat-
ment, no attempt was made to evaluate dose–outcome relationships.
PRRT clinical trials in which dosimetry is used solely to avoid toxic-
ity to critical organs have been reported (1–3). Performing both
tumor and organ dosimetry enables consideration of both efficacy
and toxicity when planning subsequent cycles. As a hypothetical
example, using the cycle 1 mean dose estimates from our study, we
determined the number of cycles each patient would need to receive
100 Gy to tumor and 23 Gy to kidney assuming the same number of
grays per cycle. These thresholds, though somewhat arbitrary, were
selected here on the basis of a dose–response finding for NETs (23)
and the generally accepted 23-Gy limit for nephrotoxicity in exter-
nal-beam radiotherapy, although this limit is likely too low for
PRRT. Most patients could receive more than the standard 4 cycles
without exceeding 23 Gy to kidney, and most lesions need more
than 4 cycles to achieve 100 Gy to tumor (Fig. 7). Access to this
type of information in real time via efficient dosimetry calculations
will enable clinicians to make well-informed treatment decisions.
Furthermore, highly patient-specific dosimetry results are needed to
establish the validity of simplified protocols.

CONCLUSION

Multiple steps of the dosimetry chain, organ segmentation, core-
gistration, dose-rate estimation by MC, and curve fitting were

automated and integrated to construct an efficient pipeline for
voxel dosimetry that was tested using imaging data from 177Lu-
PRRT patients. Facilitated by this efficient workflow, highly
patient-specific dosimetry results, including uncertainty estimates,
were reported. The speed, automation, and accuracy that were
achieved will facilitate implementation of real-time dosimetry-
guided RPT in the clinical setting.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can accurate and highly patient-specific dosimetry
be performed in a clinical setting to guide RPT?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: An automated pipeline that includes
CNNs for organ segmentation and a fast MC code for dose
estimation was constructed, tested, and applied to report
dosimetry in patients undergoing 177Lu-PRRT. Excluding the time
for lesion segmentation, voxel-level MC dose estimates were
achieved in about 25 min.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Patient-specific real-time
dosimetry, such as performed in the current study after cycle 1,
can be used to tailor subsequent cycles on the basis of efficacy
and toxicity considerations.
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Temporary Reactive Response of Axillary Lymph Nodes to
COVID-19 Vaccination on 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 PET/CT in
Patients with Prostate Cancer
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Vaccine-associated lymphadenopathy (VAL) is a common finding
on 18F-FDG PET/CT examinations after coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) vaccination. However, data regarding VAL on 18F-
rhPSMA-7.3-ligand PET are currently lacking. This study assesses the
prevalence, temporal response to vaccination, and characteristics of
VAL. Methods: Two hundred thirty-three consecutive vaccinated and
41 unvaccinated patients with confirmed prostate cancer who under-
went 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 PET/CTwere retrospectively analyzed. Size and
uptake of the axillary lymph nodes were measured. Ratios of SUVmax

of ipsilateral to contralateral axillary lymph node (SUVratio) were deter-
mined. The characteristics of SUVratio in respect to the duration of
PSMA avidity in the axillary lymph node after COVID-19 vaccination
was analyzed. Results: The prevalence of VAL on 18F-rhPSMA-7.3
PET was 45%. Up to a period of 8 wk after the last COVID-19 vaccina-
tion, SUVratiowas positive (2.0560.17). Thereafter, SUVratio dropped
significantly (1.356 0.09) and approached the value of unvaccinated
group (1.160.2). SUVratio ofmetastatic axillary lymph nodeswas very
high (.11) and can be easily detected visually or semiquantitatively. In
3 patients, we observed suspected development and consecutively
confirmed involving metastasis of axillary lymph node with SUVratio
between 4.0 to 6.6. Correlation between SUVratio and lymph node size
(r50.93, P, 0.0001) and lymph node size and duration after vaccine
(r520.88, P,0.0008) was found. Conclusion: Increased uptake of
the PSMA ligand 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 by axillary lymph nodes is common
after COVID-19 vaccination and can persist for 8 wk. This finding
should be considered in the interpretation of 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 PET/CT
examinations.

KeyWords:COVID-19 vaccine; PSMA-ligand PET/CT; axillary lymph-
adenopathy; rhPSMA

J Nucl Med 2022; 63:1673–1676
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In these times of the global pandemic of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19) infections and a rapidly increasing vaccinated
population, vaccine-associated lymphadenopathy (VAL) in axil-
lary or supraclavicular lymph nodes ipsilateral to the vaccination
site on 18F-FDG examinations was increasingly observed (1–6).

Ipsilateral axillary lymphadenopathy after intramuscular vaccine
has been observed with seasonal and H1N1 influenza and human
papilloma virus vaccines (7–10). These findings can impede inter-
pretation of PET imaging, which poses an additional challenge for
the workflow in nuclear medicine departments during the pandemic
(11,12). The recognition of false-positive results is crucial to avoid
unnecessary surgical reexploration or medical therapies. This has
also been recognized by multidisciplinary recommendations of the
scientific expert panel (13). However, to our best knowledge, there
are only very limited data to which extent COVID-19 vaccinations
induced increased uptake of prostate-specific membrane antigen
(PSMA) ligands by regional lymph nodes (5,14). Given the recent
approval of 2 PSMA imaging agents and the high incidence and
prevalence of prostate cancer, the most common malignancy in
men, it is very likely that many men will undergo PSMA PET imag-
ing after a recent COVID-19 vaccination.

This study aimed to retrospectively assess the rate of VAL in
PSMA ligand PET/CT and to investigate the characteristics and
compare it with those of unvaccinated patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Population
Between June and July 2021, 265 consecutive patients with histolog-

ically confirmed intermediate- to high-risk prostate cancer who under-
went 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 PET/CT, for staging, restaging, or planning of
PSMA-targeted radionuclide therapy, were included in this retrospec-
tive study. In addition, the examinations of 9 additional advanced pros-
tate cancer patients with known axillary lymph node metastases were
analyzed to compare the features of axillary lymph node metastases
with vaccination-related changes. In 3 of the 265 patients, clinical fol-
low-up provided evidence for axillary lymph node metastases. These
patients were subsequently excluded and were assigned and added to
the group with known axillary lymph node metastases. All examina-
tions were performed for clinical purposes as described by national and
European guidelines (11,15).

In all patients, the date and the side of COVID-19 vaccination were
recorded in the clinical notes. Informed written consent was obtained
from all patients. The retrospective study was approved by the institu-
tional review board (approval 719/21 S-NP).

Synthesis of 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 and Administered Activity
18F-rhPSMA-7.3 was synthesized as described previously (16) under

a license by the local authorities (Regierung von Oberbayern). Body
weight–adapted activity with a median of 249 MBq of 18F-rhPSMA-7.3
(mean, 2586 46; range, 174–400 MBq) was administered as an intra-
venous bolus with a median of 75 min (mean, 746 11 min; range,
60–118 min) before examination.
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PET/CT Acquisition
All PET/CT examinations were performed on either a Biograph-

Vision 600 or Biograph mCT scanner (Siemens Healthineers). All
patients received diluted oral contrast (300 mg of ioxitalamate [Tele-
brix; Guerbet]) and 20 mg of furosemide. Diagnostic CT imaging was
performed in the portal venous phase 80 s after intravenous injection of
contrast agent (Imeron 300; Bracco Imaging) (1.5mL/kg body weight;
maximum, 120mL) followed by the PET imaging in flow-mode. All
PET examinations were acquired in 3-dimensional mode with an acqui-
sition time of 1.1 mm/s. Emission data were corrected for randoms, dead
time, scatter, and attenuation and were reconstructed iteratively by an
ordered-subsets expectation maximization algorithm (4 iterations, 8 sub-
sets) including time-of-flight information and point spread function cor-
rection followed by a postreconstruction smoothing gaussian filter
(5mm in full width at half maximum). PET/CT images were reviewed
(reviewers were dual–board-certified in radiology and nuclear medicine).

Image Analysis
Axillary lymph node radiotracer SUVmax, normalized for body

weight, was measured by placing a region of interest at the axillary
lymph node in the ipsilateral and contralateral side of the axillae. The
corresponding CT images serve as orientation for the exact localization
of the region of interest. Maximal diameter of the lymph node on CT
was measured. The evaluating physician was masked for the site and
time of the vaccination.

Because SUVmax depends on variable technical aspects, such as the
use of different scanner, variable starting acquisition time after tracer
injection, and patients’ conditions, such as clinical and oncologic status,
the ratio between the SUVmax of the lymph node in the ipsilateral and
contralateral reference sites (SUVratio) was calculated. Axillary lymph
node uptake was defined as positive in the case of the ratio $ 1.5, as
described previously by Thomassen et al. (10) for 18F-FDG and Eifer
et al. (5). For unvaccinated patients, the SUVratio was calculated as a
ratio between SUVmax of left to that of the right axillary lymph node.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were analyzed by descriptive statistics includ-

ing arithmetic mean, SD, median, and range, whereas categoric varia-
bles were investigated by frequencies. Data of SUVratio were grouped
according to the duration of the final vaccination in weeks and were
plotted as a diagram. The Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare
SUVratio among patient groups with different time intervals between
vaccine and PET examination. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used
to compare SUVratio between patient groups with and without vac-
cine, as well as the pairwise comparison between patient groups in 2

different time intervals between vaccine and PET examination. The
correlation between SUVratio and lymph node size as well as between
lymph node size and elapsed time since the latest vaccination was ana-
lyzed by Spearman rank correlation. For all statistical analyses, statis-
tical software SPSS (version, 25; IBM) was used. Significance level a
was set at 0.05 with p,a.

RESULTS

Two hundred thirty-three of 274 patients (85%) were vaccinated
against COVID-19, either with mRNA or attenuated viral vectors–
based approved vaccines, and 41 patients (15%) were not vacci-
nated. Two hundred sixty-two of 274 patients revealed no axillary
lymph node metastasis, and the remaining 12 patients revealed axil-
lary lymph node metastasis as confirmed by clinical data, lymph
node exploration, or follow-up investigation.

FIGURE 1. Temporal response of SUVratio after COVID-19 vaccination
on PSMA PET/CT. Error bars indicate SD. vac 5 vaccinated; 0-vac 5

unvaccinated; n.s5 statistically not significant.

TABLE 1
Temporal Changes of Average Mean SUVratio and

Average Mean Size of Axillary Lymph Nodes of Patients
Without Axillary Lymph Node Metastasis and of

Nonvaccinated Patients

Characteristic

Group

A B C

Time of
vaccination

Between
week 1 and

week 8

Between
week 8 and
week 28

No
vaccination

SUVratio

Average mean 2.05 1.35 1.10

SD 60.17 60.09 60.20

P value comparison of SUVratio between
A and B ! P , 0.02

Size (mm)

Average mean 23 19 11

SD 610 611 66

P value comparison of lymph node size between
A and B ! P , 0.01

Patients initially grouped in weeks 1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 were
regrouped in A. Patients initially grouped in weeks 12, 16, 20, 24,
and 28 were regrouped in B.

FIGURE 2. Relation between SUVratio and lymph node size on PSMA
PET/CT. Error bars indicate SD. vac5 vaccinated.
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Of the 233 vaccinated patients, 105 (45%) were noted to have
increased PSMA ligand uptake in ipsilateral axillary lymph node
compared with the contralateral site with positive SUVratio of$ 1.5.
The time course of PSMA ligand uptake in axillary lymph nodes

after COVID-19 vaccination is shown in Figure 1. The temporal
changes in lymph node SUVratio and size are listed in Table 1.
Patients initially grouped in week 1–8 were regrouped in group A,
respectively; patients initially grouped in week 12–28 were re-
grouped in group B. The comparison of SUVratio among the group
in A and in B revealed no significant differences, whereas between
A and B a significant decrease of SUVratio in B was registered
(P, 0.02) and approached almost the level of unvaccinated
patients. After 8 wk, the average lymph node size also dropped sig-
nificantly (P, 0.01). The SUVratio and lymph node size in unvac-
cinated patients was 1.16 0.2 (range, 0.6–1.5) and 116 6 mm
(range, 6–18 mm), respectively.
SUVratio and lymph node size were significantly correlated

(r5 0.93 P, 0.0001, Fig. 2), and in the group of vaccinated patients
there was a significant trend for the size of axillary lymph node to
decrease over time after vaccination (r520.88 P, 0.0008, Fig. 3).
Confirmed axillary lymph node metastases had a higher PSMA

SUVratio of 14.926 5.52 and were larger, with average size of
346 12 mm, than nonmetastatic nodes (P, 0.001 and 0.001,
respectively). In patients without axillary lymph node metastasis,
the SUVratio and lymph node size after COVID-19 vaccination
was 1.746 0.87 (range, 0.3–4.7) and 226 9 mm (range, 8–33mm).
Figure 4 represents an example of images of VAL in a patient

without axillary lymph node metastasis and in another patient with
axillary lymph node metastasis.
The subsequently confirmed metastatic axillary lymph nodes

(n5 3) exhibited focal PSMA ligand uptake within groups of lymph
nodes of variable size (8–33 mm). The SUVratio was 5.16 1.35
(range, 4.0–6.6). These patients also had additional PSMA-express-
ing lesions in ribs and thoracic vertebrae.

DISCUSSION

Increased ipsilateral axillary uptake of PSMA ligand is common
and occurred in 45% of prostate cancer imaged at varying time
intervals after COVID vaccination. This should be considered a
source of false-positive findings in PSMA PET/CT. The increased
PSMA ligand bindings appears to resolve 8 wk after vaccination. A
recently published study in which VAL was assessed in a small sub-
group of 31 patients with prostate cancer and PSMA ligand PET/
CT showed similar findings of PSMA-avid lymph nodes after vac-
cination (14). The prevalence of VAL in our population was lower
than in the previous study, presumably because we included a larger
population with patients with a considerably longer period of time
since vaccination. Eight weeks after the vaccination, axillary lymph
node uptake was no longer significantly different from that in unvac-
cinated patients. The frequency of positive axillary lymph nodes on
PSMA ligand PET/CT examinations in our series is comparable to
recently published data for 18F-FDG PET/CT examinations after
COVID-19 vaccinations (1–5,13,17). It is well established that acti-
vated lymphatic cells show increased metabolic activity and conse-
quently accumulate more 18F-FDG. In contrast, the reasons for the
increased uptake of the 18F-rhPSMA-7.3 are less clear. Contrary to
its name, PSMA expression is not specific to prostate and PSMA is
expressed in many other organs, including lymph nodes (18,19). We
believe that in addition to the physiologic PSMA expression,
COVID-19 vaccination–induced cellular and humoral immune
responses in lymph nodes could augment the preexisting PSMA
expression and thus enhance the avidity of PSMA ligands in nonme-
tastatic lymph nodes in patients with prostate cancer. Future research
is necessary to determine whether uptake of small-molecule PSMA
ligands by inflammatory lesions is due to off-target binding (e.g., to
peptidases different from PSMA) or due to PSMA expression that
has so far remained undetected by immunohistochemistry.
Furthermore, our results may impact clinical practice in the sense

of precautions in scheduling, preparation, and interpretation of
PSMA PET examination. There was significant overlap between
PSMA ligand uptake in benign versus malignant axillary lymph
nodes. Thus, intensity of tracer uptake cannot reliably distinguish
between metastatic and inflammatory nodes after COVID-19 vacci-
nation. Nevertheless, axillary lymph node uptake after COVID-19

vaccination alone should not be used as a
criterion for tumor progression. Precautions
similar to those recently published for 18F-
FDG PET/CT examinations are probably
reasonable for the interpretations of PSMA
ligand PET/CT examinations after COVID-19
vaccinations (13).
The negative correlation between lymph

node size and duration after vaccination indi-
cates that statistically the average lymph
node size tends to be smaller with increasing
duration after vaccination. Our data are
in concordance with the results reported

FIGURE 3. Relation between lymph node size and duration after vacci-
nation. Error bars indicate SD. vac5 vaccinated.

FIGURE 4. Representative PSMA PET/CT images of a patient with VAL (A) and of another patient
with axillary lymph node metastasis (B).
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previously on the basis of axillary-ultrasound imaging (20). The pos-
itive correlation between SUVratio and lymph node size indicates
that statistically SUVratio tends to increase with increasing size of
lymph nodes.
Our study had some limitations. Only patients vaccinated with

FDA- (Food and Drug Administration) and EMA- (European Medi-
cines Agency) approved COVID-19 vaccines (BioNTech-Pfizer,
Moderna, Astra Zeneca, Johnson & Johnson) were included. Despite
known differences in the immunologic response of the vaccines, sep-
arate analysis among those vaccines was not performed because this
information had not been consistently reported in the clinical notes.
Since local clinical symptoms vary between different COVID-19

vaccines, future research is required to determine whether there are
also differences between the vaccines with respect to PSMA ligand
uptake.
We studied only patients imaged with 18F-rhPSMA-7.3, which

is currently in late-stage clinical trials for prostate cancer imaging.
The impact of COVID-19 vaccination on other PSMA ligands
remains to be studied.

CONCLUSION

PSMA-avid lymphadenopathy is common after COVID-19 vac-
cination. The time required after COVID-19 vaccination to allow
for resolution of PSMA uptake of reactive axillary lymph node
was 8 wk. During this period, care must be taken to avoid false-
positive findings on PSMA ligand PET/CT examinations.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What is the prevalence of VAL in PSMA PET? How
long does VAL persist in PSMA PET?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: The prevalence of VAL is 45% (in 105
of 233 vaccinated patients) and thus common. Temporary
occurrence of VAL persists until 8 wk after last vaccination.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: During 8 wk after
COVID-19 vaccination care must be taken to avoid false-positive
findings on PSMA PET/CT examinations.
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In light of increasing health-care costs, higher medical expenses should
be justified socioeconomically. Therefore, we calculated the effective-
ness and cost effectiveness of PET using the radiolabeled amino acid
O-(2-18F-fluoroethyl)-L-tyrosine (18F-FET) compared with conventional
MRI for early identification of responders to adjuvant temozolomide
chemotherapy. A recently published study in isocitrate dehydrogenase
wild-type glioma patients suggested that 18F-FET PET parameter
changes predicted a significantly longer survival already after 2 cycles
whereasMRI changes were not significant.Methods: To determine the
effectiveness and cost effectiveness of serial 18F-FET PET imaging, we
analyzed published clinical data and calculated the associated costs
from the perspective of the German Statutory Health Insurance system.
Based on a decision-tree model, the effectiveness of 18F-FET PET and
MRI was calculated—that is, the probability to correctly identify a
responder as defined by an overall survival of at least 15 mo. To deter-
mine the cost effectiveness, the incremental cost effectiveness ratio
(ICER) was calculated—that is, the cost for each additionally identified
responder by 18F-FET PET who would have remained undetected by
MRI. The robustness of the results was tested by deterministic and
probabilistic Monte Carlo sensitivity analyses. Results: Compared with
MRI, 18F-FET PET increased the rate of correctly identified responders
to chemotherapy by 26%; thus, 4 patients needed to be examined by
18F-FET PET to identify 1 additional responder. Considering the respec-
tive costs for serial 18F-FET PET and MRI, the ICER resulted in
e4,396.83 for each additional correctly identified responder by 18F-FET
PET. Sensitivity analyses confirmed the robustness of the results.
Conclusion: In contrast to conventional MRI, the model suggests
that 18F-FET PET is cost-effective in terms of ICER values. Consider-
ing the high cost of temozolomide, the integration of 18F-FET PET
has the potential to avoid premature chemotherapy discontinuation
at reasonable cost.

Key Words: economic evaluation; treatment monitoring; treatment-
related changes; tumor-to-brain ratio; amino acid PET
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Glioblastomas represent a pheno- and genotypically defined
group of brain tumors characterized by a rapid and infiltrative growth
resulting in a dismal prognosis for affected patients (1). The standard
of care consists of resection, followed by radiotherapy with concomi-
tant and adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy, according to the
EORTC-NCIC 22981/26981 trial (2). To evaluate treatment effects,
contrast-enhanced anatomic MRI is the most widely used tool to
assess response to chemoradiation and adjuvant chemotherapy. How-
ever, the diagnostic performance of standard contrast-enhanced MRI
is insufficient to identify treatment-related changes such as pseudo-
progression (3–8), with an accuracy of approximately 50% (3). For
example, MRI signal changes (e.g., an increase in the extent of con-
trast enhancement, newly diagnosed contrast-enhancing lesions, or an
increase in signal alterations on fluid-attenuated inversion recovery
sequences) may be related to infection or neuroinflammation, ische-
mia, demyelination, or treatment-related effects related to radiother-
apy or chemoradiation with alkylating agents. All these changes may
be difficult to distinguish from actual tumor progression and may
impact patient care.
Several studies have indicated that assessment of metabolic tumor

activity by PET using the radiolabeled amino acid O-(2-18F-fluo-
roethyl)-L-tyrosine (18F-FET) is both helpful and superior to conven-
tional MRI for the detection of treatment-related changes after
chemoradiation with temozolomide in glioma patients (3,9,10). In
addition, a recent study by Ceccon et al. (11) investigated the value
of serial 18F-FET PET in glioma patients for early assessment of
treatment response to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolo-
mide. In that study, 41 newly diagnosed glioma patients after
resection or biopsy and chemoradiation with temozolomide underwent
18F-FET PET imaging before initiation (baseline) of adjuvant chemo-
therapy with temozolomide and after the second cycle (follow-up).
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The authors concluded that, in contrast to MRI, a metabolic decrease
in static 18F-FET PET parameters from baseline to follow-up signifi-
cantly predicted both a prolonged progression-free survival (PFS) and
overall survival (OS), thus allowing identification of responders to
adjuvant temozolomide early after treatment initiation.
Nevertheless, the integration of 18F-FET PET in the care of gli-

oma patients is associated with additional costs that have to be
weighed against relevant clinical benefits for affected patients. In
recent years, only a few studies have addressed the topic of the
cost effectiveness of 18F-FET PET in the care of glioma patients,
which contrasts with the considerable evidence confirming its use-
fulness. In detail, 18F-FET PET has already been proven to be
cost-effective for surgical target selection (12,13) and for assessing
the response to radiotherapy with concomitant temozolomide (14)
or bevacizumab (15) in glioma patients.
Considering the diagnostic improvements and additional costs

of 18F-FET PET compared with conventional MRI, the already
published data of Ceccon et al. (11) were evaluated regarding
the effectiveness of serial 18F-FET PET scans to identify res-
ponders to adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy and cost effec-
tiveness. This analysis was performed from the perspective of
the statutory health insurance system in Germany. To the best of
our knowledge, this was the first study investigating the effec-
tiveness and cost effectiveness of serial 18F-FET PET imaging
in the care of glioma patients after adjuvant chemotherapy with
temozolomide.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Input Data
The clinical value of 18F-FET PET compared with conventional

MRI for identifying responders to adjuvant temozolomide chemother-
apy was published by Ceccon et al. (11). In that study, 41 adult patients
(mean age, 52 6 13 y) with newly diagnosed and histomolecularly
characterized glioma (glioblastoma, 90%) were included. The institu-
tional review board approved the current study, and all subjects gave
written informed consent to their participation in the study and evalua-
tion of their data for scientific purposes. After resection or stereotactic
biopsy, all patients completed radiotherapy
(60 Gy) with concomitant and adjuvant temo-
zolomide chemotherapy over 6 cycles accord-
ing to the EORTC/NCIC 22981/26981 trial
(2). After chemoradiation, all patients under-
went both 18F-FET PET and MRI within 7 d
before adjuvant temozolomide initiation and
after the second cycle of adjuvant temozolo-
mide. MRI changes at the first follow-up com-
pared with baseline were assigned according to
the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology
(RANO) criteria (16). For the evaluation of
imaging data, static 18F-FET PET parameters
such as tumor-to-brain ratios and metabolic
tumor volumes were calculated (17). We con-
cluded that MRI changes (according to RANO
criteria) did not have any predictive value for
PFS and OS. In contrast, a change in static
18F-FET PET biomarkers such as maximum
tumor-to-brain ratio and metabolic tumor
volume from baseline to follow-up predicted
a significantly longer PFS and OS, thus en-
abling early identification of responders
and nonresponders to adjuvant temozolo-
mide chemotherapy.

Decision-Tree Model for Comparison of Effectiveness
A decision-tree model was developed to compare the effectiveness

of 18F-FET PET and MRI, that is, the probability of correctly identify-
ing a responder. As described previously (12–14,18), this model was
constructed: patients were divided into responders and nonresponders
depending on individual neuroimaging findings on 18F-FET PET and
MRI (Fig. 1). Chance node 1 indicated the probability of a patient’s
being a responder or a nonresponder according to maximum tumor-to-
brain ratio changes. Chance node 2 indicated this probability concern-
ing MRI changes according to RANO criteria. The subsequent chance
nodes 3–6 assigned each of the 4 groups of PET and MRI responders
and nonresponders to the patients’ outcomes. In the study by Ceccon
et al. (11), the response was associated with a PFS of at least 9 mo
and an OS of at least 15 mo. We defined the probability of correct
identification of a responder to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolo-
mide as the primary outcome of our model.

Cost Calculation
The costs were calculated from the perspective of the German statu-

tory health insurance system. As this insurance usually does not cover
18F-FET PET costs in the care of glioma patients, the costs for both
18F-FET PET and conventional MRI were calculated on the basis of
the medical fee schedule for care outside the statutory health insurance
scheme (http://www.e-bis.de/goae/defaultFrame.htm) to provide an
equal and consistent comparison of the cost.

The costs taken into consideration for 18F-FET PET were as follows
(procedure’s index number in parenthesis; e1.00 5 $$1.02 at time of
manuscript preparation): patient consultation, e10.72 (1); report on
diagnostic findings, e17.43 (75); intravenous injection, e9.38 (253);
scintigraphy of the brain, e125.91 (5430); PET with quantitative anal-
ysis, e786.89 (5489); and tracer production costs, e616.

For MRI, the costs were as follows: patient consultation, e10.72 (1);
physical examination, e10.72 (5); report on diagnostic findings, e17.43
(75); high-pressure intravenous injection, e40.23 (346); surcharge for
perfusion imaging, e75.19 (3051); MRI with 3-dimensional and apparent
diffusion coefficient reconstruction requiring substantial technical effort,
e641.16 (5700); additional MRI series with 3-dimensional and apparent
diffusion coefficient reconstruction requiring substantial technical effort,
e145.72 (5731); and surcharge for computer analysis, e46.63 (5733).

FIGURE 1. Decision-tree model for assessing effectiveness of 18F-FET PET and MRI to identify
responders to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide based on PFS $ 9 mo and OS $ 15 mo.
Thirty-eight patients underwent serial 18F-FET PET, and 40 patients underwent serial MRI. Chance
nodes 1 and 2 divide into responders or nonresponders according to PET and MRI criteria (i.e., max-
imum tumor-to-brain ratio # or . 0%, and stable disease or progressive disease according to
RANO criteria, respectively). Chance nodes 3–6 further divide into true and false responders and true
and false nonresponders. # 5 corresponding likelihood (1 2 P); N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, and N6 5

chance nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, respectively; TMZ5 temozolomide.
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Thus, the neuroimaging cost was estimated at e1,566.33 for 1 18F-
FET PET scan and e987.80 for 1 MRI scan. As the assessment of
response comprised 2 scans, the total costs for each patient resulted in
e3,132.66 for 18F-FET PET and e1,975.60 for MRI.

The overall cost of concomitant radiochemotherapy followed by 6
cycles of temozolomide was approximately e30,000 (19,20).

Cost Effectiveness
The difference in cost between 2 serial 18F-FET PET and MRI

scans divided by the incremental effectiveness (IE) to correctly detect
a responder to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide resulted in
the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER):

ICER ¼ cost ð18F-FET PETÞ 2 cost ðMRIÞ
effectiveness ð18F-FET PETÞ 2 effectiveness ðMRIÞ :

Sensitivity Analyses
Deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were performed

to test the robustness of the calculated effectiveness.
In particular, the deterministic sensitivity analysis evaluated the

impact of each independent variable (chance nodes 1–6) on the result-
ing ICER. For this, we used CIs already applied in previous studies,
which evaluated the cost effectiveness of 18F-FET PET in glioma
patients undergoing chemoradiation with concomitant temozolomide
(14) or antiangiogenic therapy using bevacizumab (Table 1) (15).

For probabilistic sensitivity analysis, a Monte Carlo simulation was
performed using 10,000 sets of random values for the independent var-
iables (chance nodes 1–6). The distribution of these random values
was defined by the mean of our decision tree and the SD, which was
set according to the respective CI of the deterministic sensitivity anal-
ysis, similar to Baguet et al. (Table 2) (14).

For each set of random values, we determined the IE and ICER. More-
over, 18F-FET PET and MRI costs were modeled by a g-distribution

with the mean of the difference in cost between serial 18F-FET PET and
MRI scans and an SD of 50%. Results from the probabilistic sensitivity
analysis for effectiveness values were displayed by mean, median, SD,
95% CI, minimum, and maximum values and the 2.5th, 10th, 90th, and
97.5th percentiles. All calculations, figures, and simulations were per-
formed using R software (https://www.r-project.org/).

RESULTS

Effectiveness
The decision-tree model for OS and PFS revealed that serial

18F-FET PET increased the number of correctly identified respond-
ers to adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy compared with MRI

TABLE 1
Chance Node Intervals and Corresponding IE and ICER in 1-Way Deterministic Sensitivity Analysis for Decision-Tree

Regarding OS and PFS

Chance node Parameter

Decision-tree OS Decision-tree PFS

Lower interval Upper interval Lower interval Upper interval

1 Value (%) 40.3 70.3 40.3 70.3

Resulting IE (%) 12.1 38.5 11.0 37.5

Resulting ICER (e) 9,586.87 3,008.80 10,477.87 3,083.00

2 Value (%) 27.5 57.5 27.5 57.5

Resulting IE (%) 41.2 11.3 40.4 10.3

Resulting ICER (e) 2,805.52 10,224.32 2,864.73 11,205.90

3 Value (%) 54.4 69.4 63.9 78.9

Resulting IE (%) 23.5 28.7 22.9 27.5

Resulting ICER (e) 4,931.75 4,026.92 5,059.04 4,215.10

4 Value (%) 57.2 72.2 51.3 66.3

Resulting IE (%) 22.0 31.2 21.6 29.5

Resulting ICER (e) 5,256.23 3,704.08 5,359.32 3,919.68

5 Value (%) 39.6 54.6 45.4 60.4

Resulting IE (%) 30.5 22.7 29.0 22.1

Resulting ICER (e) 3,796.09 5,102.79 3,987.34 5,246.52

6 Value (%) 44.7 59.7 40.3 55.3

Resulting IE (%) 29.8 22.1 28.6 21.5

Resulting ICER (e) 3,880.10 5,232.88 4,048.80 5,384.38

TABLE 2
Input Variables Used in Monte Carlo Analysis

Chance node

Calculated value

SDOS PFS

1 55.3 55.3 7.5

2 42.5 42.5 7.5

3 61.9 71.4 3.75

4 64.7 58.8 3.75

5 47.1 52.9 3.75

6 52.2 47.8 3.75

Data are percentages. Calculated values for chance nodes were
taken from decision tree for OS and PFS. SDs were set according to
CIs of deterministic sensitivity analysis, similar to Baguet et al. (14).
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alone. With regard to OS, the proportion of responders additionally
identified by 18F-FET PET was 26% higher than the proportion
identified by MRI (18F-FET PET responders, 68%; MRI respond-
ers based on RANO criteria, 42%). For PFS, the IE of 25% was
similar (18F-FET PET responders, 68%; MRI responders based on
RANO criteria, 43%). Thus, to identify 1 responder by 18F-FET
PET, 4 patients had to be examined (number needed to examine,
3.8 for OS; 3.9 for PFS).

Cost Calculation
The ICER resulted in e4,396.83 for OS and e4,568.90 for PFS

for each responder identified by 18F-FET PET but not by MRI.

Sensitivity Analyses
The resulting ICER for the chance node intervals of the determin-

istic sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the
corresponding Tornado diagrams. The range of ICER values was
e2,805.52–e10,224.32 for OS and e2,864.73–e11,205.90 for PFS.
Chance nodes 1 and 2 showed by far the most significant impact
regarding the minimum and maximum ICER values, as a direct
result of their wider variability.
The results of the probabilistic sensitivity analysis showed both a

narrow distribution around the mean and a close relation to the calcu-
lated IE and ICER values of the decision tree for OS (mean IE, 26%
[CI, 24%–27%]; mean ICER, e4,437.41 [CI e4,337.24–e4,919.98])
and PFS (mean IE, 25% [CI 23%–26%]; mean ICER, e4,610.24 [CI
e4,470.05–e5,119.95]) (Table 3; Fig. 3). This close relation con-
firmed the robustness and reliability of the calculated values of the
decision tree.

DISCUSSION

The main finding of the present study is that 18F-FET PET is
effective and cost-effective for early identification of responders to
adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide compared with stan-
dard MRI in patients with malignant glioma. Our results are based
on the responsiveness to chemotherapy as a surrogate since this
responsiveness considerably influences further treatment planning
in these patients. This particularly applies to clinically equivocal
situations in which treatment-related changes such as pseudoprog-
ression on MRI after chemoradiation with temozolomide might
lead to a discontinuation of a benefitting chemotherapy. Thus, a
premature and more aggressive treatment regimen based on the
false assumption of nonresponsiveness to temozolomide, with the
risk of severe side effects, reduced survival, and a decrease in
health-related quality of life, can potentially be avoided.

FIGURE 2. Tornado diagram of ICER of 18F-FET PET for identification of
responders to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide based on OS
and PFS. ICERs were calculated by applying upper and lower interval val-
ues, as shown in Table 1, onto chance nodes 1–6.

TABLE 3
Statistics Resulting from Monte Carlo Analysis (10,000 Samples) for Effectiveness of 18F-FET PET and MRI for

Identification of Responder to Adjuvant Chemotherapy with Temozolomide

Parameter

OS PFS
Cost difference,
PET 2 MRI (e)MRI (%) PET (%) IE (%) MRI (%) PET (%) IE (%)

Mean 42.1 68.2 26.1 42.9 68.0 25.1 1,138.87

SD 7.9 7.1 7.8 7.0 570.98

Minimum 13.6 35.2 21.6 14.1 34.6 20.5 65.74

2.5% 26.7 53.4 26.7 27.5 53.4 25.9 328.05

10% 32.0 58.7 26.7 32.8 58.6 25.8 502.97

Median 42.1 68.5 26.4 42.9 68.3 25.4 1,037.76

90% 52.3 77.0 24.7 53.0 76.6 23.7 1,908.62

97.5% 57.7 81.2 23.5 58.2 80.8 22.6 2,507.42

Maximum 71.4 89.0 17.6 71.7 88.6 16.9 4,813.26

MRI and PET columns indicate probability of correctly detecting responder to adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy concerning OS
and PFS by MRI or PET. Column IE indicates their difference and thus IE in using 18F-FET PET to identify responder. Cost-difference
column indicates g-distributed difference in cost between serial 18F-FET PET and MRI scans.
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Considering the overall cost of concomitant radiochemotherapy
followed by 6 cycles of temozolomide ($e30,000) (19,20), the
expense for 18F-FET PET for treatment assessment seems to be
cost-effective. This particularly applies when considering the total
costs for patient care and a potential cost reduction if an unneces-
sary, more aggressive treatment can be avoided. Thus, a neuroim-
aging approach combining both conventional MRI and 18F-FET
PET has the potential to improve the respective strengths of each
imaging modality at acceptable cost.
To the best of our knowledge, this was the first study evaluating

the cost effectiveness of serial 18F-FET PET for assessing response
to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide. Recently, a study
from Baguet et al. investigated the cost effectiveness of 18F-FET
PET for assessment of treatment response in glioma patients after
radiotherapy with concomitant temozolomide (14). Similar to our
results, the authors found almost equal IE values for PFS and OS
and concluded that 18F-FET PET might be cost-effective for that
purpose. Nevertheless, there are several differences from the pre-
sent study. In particular, the authors investigated the cost effective-
ness of 18F-FET PET for identifying nonresponders to radiotherapy
with concomitant temozolomide chemotherapy. Thus, an earlier
phase of treatment was analyzed, and the respective decision trees
were based on the clinical assumption of nonresponsiveness. Fur-
thermore, the authors investigated 18F-FET PET from the perspec-
tive of the Belgian health-care system, resulting in different costs
for 18F-FET PET. Another difference is the size of the patient sam-
ples, which was larger in our study (41 vs. 25 patients).
Other studies evaluated the cost effectiveness of additional 18F-

FET PET compared with MRI alone for biopsy site selection for gli-
oma diagnosis (12) and bevacizumab response assessment in patients
with progressive malignant glioma (15). In analogy to our study, both
studies concluded that 18F-FET PET is cost-effective concerning the

analyzed clinical scenarios. Compared with
our results, the respective ICERs were
higher, that is, e9,114 for 1 additional cor-
rect glioma diagnosis after 18F-FET PET–
guided biopsy (12) and e8,145 to identify 1
additional responder to bevacizumab (15).
This difference is due to a decreased IE for
18F-FET PET as compared with MRI with
regard to Heinzel et al. (12). Moreover,
whereas the ICER in the mentioned studies
(12,15) reflected the cost of adding 18F-FET
PET in the diagnostic workup, the ICER in
the present study reflects the result of com-
paring both imaging strategies (18F-FET and
MRI) with their respective cost effectiveness
ratios. This limits the meaningfulness of
comparing the ICERs of the mentioned
studies with the present results. In patients
with brain metastases, a further study in-
vestigated the cost effectiveness of 18F-
FET PET for the differentiation of brain
metastasis relapse from radiotherapy-induced
changes (18). The ICER of that study was
similar to our results. Taken together, our
results confirm previous studies suggesting
that 18F-FET PET is cost-effective in the
care of patients with brain malignancies.
One limitation of the present study is

that the decision trees for PFS and OS were based on merely 1
study relying on longitudinal within-group comparisons. Though
these groups comprised a large number of prospectively followed
patients, additional studies with prospective designs are warranted,
particularly given the paucity of research regarding this crucial
medical–economic topic.

CONCLUSION

This study suggested that 18F-FET PET is cost-effective for
early treatment response assessment in glioma patients after che-
motherapy with temozolomide and helps to improve patient care
at acceptable costs.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is 18F-FET PET cost-effective for early identification
of responders to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide in
glioma patients?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: On the basis of published data, 18F-FET
PET increased the rate of correctly identified responders by 26%
as compared with MRI, resulting in a cost of e4,396.83 for each
additionally identified responder. This appears to be cost-effective,
particularly considering the high cost of temozolomide
chemotherapy.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: The integration of 18F-FET
PET may improve patient care at reasonable cost.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of results from Monte Carlo analysis (dots) about IE of 18F-FET PET for iden-
tification of 1 responder to adjuvant chemotherapy with temozolomide compared with MRI based on
OS $ 15 mo and PFS $ 9 mo. x-axis depicts increase in likelihood of correct identification of
responder as outcome (IE). y-axis depicts g-modulated difference in cost between serial 18F-FET
PET and MRI scans. Values with IE, 0 and. 0.6 are not shown (1% of values).
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Dual-Tracer PET/CT Protocol with [18F]-FDG and
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Imaging studies with PET tracers acting as fibroblast activation protein
inhibitors (FAPIs) show promising results that could usefully comple-
ment [18F]-FDG in cancer imaging. Methods: All patients received
[18F]-FDG PET/CT and dual-tracer PET/CT after an additional injection
of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 after the [18F]-FDG PET/CT. Two readers visually
compared detection rate and analyzed target-to-background ratios
for tumor and metastatic tissue in single- and dual-tracer PET/CT.
Results: Detection rate in dual-tracer PET/CT was visually as good as
that in single-tracer PET/CT in 4 patients and superior in 2 patients,
whereas target-to-background ratios were significantly higher in dual-
tracer PET/CT. Conclusion: Dual-tracer [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
PET/CT within a single session is feasible and has potential. The dual-
tracer approach may have superior sensitivity to [18F]-FDG PET/CT
alone without compromising individual assessment of either scan.
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Fibroblast activation protein (FAP) is a transmembrane glycopro-
tein expressed in tissue with activated stroma during wound healing
and in chronically inflamed tissue (1–3). In vivo and histologic studies
have shown that FAP is also expressed in the tumor microenvironment
of human epithelial malignancies (4,5). Recent studies with quinolone-
based PET radiotracers acting as FAP inhibitors (FAPIs) showed
promising results for [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT in cancer imaging
(5–7). Previously suggested advantages of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT
over [18F]-FDG PET/CT include fast tumor uptake (8) with a higher
target-to-background ratio (TBR) (9). Low background uptake in most
organs, including brain and liver, allows good detection of malignant
lesions in these organs by [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT (10,11).
Because our knowledge of the clinical impact of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46

is still incomplete, many therapy strategy decisions for various cancers
are currently based on staging with [18F]-FDG PET/CT, representing
the gold standard. Because of tumor heterogeneity, [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
PET/CT may not always represent the superior alternative; instead,
the 2 tracers may provide complementary diagnostic information.
[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT would therefore often need to be run as a

supplement to [18F]-FDG PET/CT to obtain comprehensive diagnostic
information. The aim of the present study was to analyze the feasibility
and impact of a single-session, dual-tracer PET/CT protocol for cancer
staging in patients with head-and-neck tumors and esophageal cancer
before radiotherapy.

TABLE 1
Patient Characteristics, Scan Data, and Lesion Detection

with Single- vs. Dual-Tracer PET/CT

Characteristic Mean

No. of patients

Single
tracer

Dual
tracer

Age (y) 72.56 12.3

Detected malignant findings
on PET/CT

Tumors (n 5 7)

Oropharyngeal cancer 2 2

Cancer of mouth floor 1 1

Esophageal cancer 4 4

Metastasis (n 5 12)

Lymph node metastasis

Cervical 4 4

Mediastinal 1 2*

Mesenterial 1 1

Retroperitoneal 1 1

Parailiac 1 1

Pleural metastasis 1 1

Liver metastasis 1 1*

Adrenal gland metastasis 1 1

PET/CT

Time between [68Ga]Ga-
FAPI-46 injection and
scan (min)

18.26 20.1

Time between
[18F]-FDG and
[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
scan (min)

81.36 38.1

*More metastases were detected in drainage area of
mediastinal lymph nodes and liver on dual-tracer PET/CT than on
single-tracer PET/CT.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dual-Tracer Protocol

We developed a dual-tracer protocol consisting of an [18F]-FDG PET/
CT scan (injected activity, 272 6 27.8 MBq; acquisition time, 81.3 6

38.1 min) and a subsequent repeat scan after
injection of 177 6 35.7 MBq of [68Ga]Ga-
FAPI-46 after 18.2 6 20.1 min (Table 1). All
patients received first the [18F]-FDG PET/CT
scan and then the dual-tracer PET/CT scan after
an additional injection of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
immediately after the [18F]-FDG PET/CT scan.

Patient Cohort
Images and data of 6 male patients who

underwent both [18F]-FDG PET/CT and dual-
tracer PET/CT with [18F]-FDG and [68Ga]Ga-
FAPI-46 between March and June 2021 were
retrospectively analyzed. Their average age was
72.5 6 12.3 y. All patients underwent imaging
before radio-, chemo-, or immunotherapy. One
patient had inoperable oropharyngeal carci-
noma; 1 patient with oropharyngeal carcinoma
had an additional floor-of-mouth cancer. Four
patients had esophageal cancer (Table 1).

PET/CT Imaging and Interpretation
Two independent reviewers visually identi-

fied all pathologic findings on both single-
tracer and dual-tracer PET/CT. The number
of lesions and localizations were recorded
and compared. CT scans were used for corre-
lation and to exclude unspecific findings.

TBRs were obtained from both [18F]-FDG
PET/CT and combined [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-
FAPI-46 PET/CT scans by determining ratios
of count rates (CRs) between suggestive lesions
and reference tissue. Maximum and peak CRs

were obtained within tumor and metastatic lesions by drawing a spheric
volume of interest around the lesion. Mean CRs within reference tissues
were measured within a spheric volume of interest of 2-cm diameter in
the right liver lobe and within a spheric volume of interest of 1-cm diame-
ter in the cerebellum and mediastinal blood pool.

FIGURE 1. (A) Axial single-tracer [18F]-FDG PET/CT scan showing primary tumor at gastroesopha-
geal junction and metastases in left adrenal gland and liver. (B) Maximum-intensity projection of sin-
gle-tracer PET images displaying high uptake in brain tissue, tracer accumulation around injection site
at right elbow, lymph node (LN) metastasis in left upper mediastinum, multiple abdominal LN metasta-
ses, and liver metastases. Additional benign accumulation of [18F]-FDG is visible, caused by right-
sided thoracolumbar osteoarthritis. (C) Transverse section of dual-tracer [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
PET/CT scan of same patient as in A and B with mediastinal LN metastasis. (D) As all images were
visually normalized to uptake in liver, maximum-intensity projection of dual-tracer PET/CT in same
patient shows less pronounced tracer accumulation in brain tissue than does single-tracer PET/CT. In
addition to lesions detected with single-tracer PET/CT, further abdominal LN metastasis and liver
metastases are visualized via [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT. Focal tracer accumulation in right
vein angle is due to intravenous tracer accumulation from former tracer depot at right elbow.

TABLE 2
TBRs of CRs Measured in Tumors, Metastasis, and Background on [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT

and [18F]-FDG PET/CT

TBR Dual tracer Single tracer Wilcoxon signed-rank test

CR tumor-to-background

CR peak tumor/CR mean cerebellum 3.7 6 1.7 1.8 6 1.0 z 5 22.37, P 5 0.008; r 5 0.89

CR peak tumor/CR mean liver 8.0 6 4.1 4.7 6 2.3 z 5 22.20, P 5 0.016; r 5 0.83

CR peak tumor/CR mean mediastinal blood pool 8.2 6 3.7 6.1 6 2.8 z 5 22.20, P 5 0.016; r 5 0.83

CR maximum tumor/CR mean cerebellum 4.3 6 1.8 2.1 61.1 z 5 22.37, P 5 0.008; r 5 0.89

CR maximum tumor/CR mean liver 9.3 6 4.2 5.7 6 2.6 z 5 22.20, P 5 0.016; r 5 0.83

CR maximum tumor/CR mean mediastinal blood pool 9.5 6 3.7 7.3 6 3.2 z 5 22.03, P 5 0.023; r 5 0.76

CR metastasis-to-background

CR peak metastasis/CR mean cerebellum 2.2 6 1.2 0.8 6 0.5 z 5 23.06, P # 0.001; r 5 0.88

CR peak metastasis/CR mean liver 2.9 6 1.0 1.9 6 1.0 z 5 23.06, P # 0.001; r 5 0.88

CR peak metastasis/CR mean mediastinal blood pool 3.9 6 1.9 3.1 6 1.8 z 5 22.51, P 5 0.005; r 5 0.72

CR maximum metastasis/CR mean cerebellum 2.9 6 1.6 1.1 6 0.6 z 5 23.06, P # 0.001; r 5 0.88

CR maximum metastasis/CR mean liver 3.9 6 1.4 2.5 6 1.2 z 5 22.82, P # 0.001; r 5 0.81

CR maximum metastasis/CR mean mediastinal blood pool 5.2 6 2.4 4.0 6 2.2 z 5 22.35, P 5 0.008; r 5 0.68

Data are mean 6 SD.
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All procedures were performed according to the regulations of the
local authorities (District Administration of Cologne, Germany) and
after the local institutional review board (University of Cologne)
approved the retrospective analysis. This retrospective study was per-
formed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, with the writ-
ten consent of all patients to PET/CT imaging and inclusion of their
data for scientific analysis.

Statistics
Descriptive statistics were used to present patient characteristics

and results. A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test was per-
formed to check for significant differences between continuous varia-
bles. A P value of less than 0.05 was regarded as statistically
significant. The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to measure

the strength of the correlation. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS Statis-
tics, version 27 (IBM).

RESULTS

Single-Tracer Versus Dual-Tracer
Protocol
Both single- and dual-tracer PET/CT was

tolerated well by all patients, without any
recorded adverse reactions or side effects.
All primary tumors could be clearly detected
on [18F]-FDG PET/CT and [18F]-FDG/
[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT.
In 4 patients, cervical lymph node metasta-

ses were detected to an equal extent on single-
and dual-tracer PET/CT (Table 1). In 1
patient, [18F]-FDG PET/CT revealed meta-
stasis in only 1 mediastinal lymph node,
whereas [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/
CT showed tracer accumulation in 2 addi-
tional lymph nodes of the same drainage
region. One mediastinal lymph node of a dif-
ferent patient displayed a discrete nonsugges-
tive tracer accumulation on [18F]-FDG PET/
CT but a suspiciously high accumulation
on [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT.
[18F]-FDG PET/CT and [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]
Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT showed an equal extent
of pleural metastasis in one patient and a
metastasis in the adrenal gland of another
patient. [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/
CT displayed a higher number of liver metas-
tases than did [18F]-FDG PET/CT (n 5 3–5)
in the patient with a metastasis in the adrenal
gland (Fig. 1).
Whereas [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46

PET/CT imaging allowed detection of sev-
eral additional suggestive lesions, no lesions
detected on [18F]-FDG PET/CT were missed
in the dual-tracer approach.

Higher Mean TBRs in Tumors and More
Metastasis Shown on Dual- Than
Single-Tracer PET/CT
As expected, TBRs between tumors and

background tissue were consistently higher
on combined [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46

PET/CT than on [18F]-FDG PET/CT alone (Table 2; Fig. 2). The
TBRs measured by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test were significantly
higher on [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT than on [18F]-FDG
PET/CT (z , 22; P 5 0.023–0.008), with a strong correlation
(r$ 0.76) (Table 2).
TBRs measured between metastases and background tissues

were lower in general (Table 2) because of the lower CR of meta-
static tissue. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test results were statisti-
cally significant (z 5 22.35 to 23.06; P # 0.008), with a strong
correlation (r 5 0.68–0.88) (Table 2).

Unspecific Tracer Accumulation on Dual-Tracer PET/CT
Unspecific tracer accumulation was detected on dual-tracer PET/

CT around the hip joint and intramuscularly in the flexors of the hip

FIGURE 2. Box plot of TBRs calculated from peak and maximum CR of tumors (CRpeakT and
CRmaxT, respectively) (A) and peak and maximum CR of metastasis (CRpeakM and CRmaxM,
respectively) (B) vs. mean CR of background cerebellum (CRmeanC), liver (CRmeanL), and mediasti-
nal blood pool (CRmeanBP). Plots clearly display tendency of median TBRs to be higher on dual-
tracer [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT than on single-tracer [18F]-FDG PET/CT. These results
were most obvious in TBRs of malignant tissue with cerebellum or liver as background.
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in 1 patient, evaluated as bursitis or tendinopathy. A pleural tracer
accumulation was detected in a different patient, most probably
caused by scar tissue. An unspecific tracer accumulation was seen
in the right femoral head and in subcapsular regions of the left liver,
most likely correlating with reactive processes. In 1 patient, unspe-
cific tracer accumulation was seen in the vein angle (Fig. 1).

DISCUSSION

The present study compared dual [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
PET/CT with single [18F]-FDG PET/CT and demonstrated the fea-
sibility and tolerability of dual-tracer PET/CT, as well as its poten-
tially higher sensitivity in lesion detection.
Superior diagnostic performance of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT

compared with [18F]-FDG PET/CT has been described recently and
was attributed mainly to higher TBRs (9). We observed an equiva-
lent performance in 4 patients and diagnostic superiority of [18F]-
FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT over [18F]-FDG PET/CT in two.
By means of TBR, we showed that tracer accumulation was sig-

nificantly higher on [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT than on
[18F]-FDG PET/CT in patients with head-and-neck tumors and
esophageal cancer. Since the diagnostic performance of [68Ga]Ga-
FAPI-46 PET/CT has been shown to be best shortly after administra-
tion (12) and [18F]-FDG PET/CT is currently the gold standard, we
recommend the injection of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 as a second tracer
after the [18F]-FDG PET/CT scan.
The main aim of developing this dual-tracer protocol is better

lesion detection with [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 in less [18F]-FDG–avid
malignancies and a higher TBR due to accumulation of both tracers
in the malignant lesions. Limitations of this approach could be the
failure to define exclusively [18F]-FDG–positive lesions, diminished
high sensitivity of [68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46–positive lesions in liver and
brain hampered by [18F]-FDG background, and loss of the ability to
evaluate metabolic response since SUVs are not measurable.
Because it has recently been shown that FAP can also be targeted
with radioligand therapy in the animal model (13), the dual-tracer
protocol would not allow safe detection of FAP expression as a
theranostic approach.
In summary, the combined approach using 2 tracers for PET/CT

imaging enables patients to undergo 2 PET/CT scans with consec-
utively higher sensitivity within the same medical appointment.

CONCLUSION

As demonstrated by visual and semiquantitative assessment, a sin-
gle-session, dual-tracer protocol combining the strengths of 2 tracers
is practicable, with no loss of diagnostic information relevant to can-
cer staging. We favor a protocol whereby standard [18F]-FDG PET/
CT is performed before the combined [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46
PET/CT within 1 appointment. Future studies may consider simulta-
neous injection of both tracers and acquisition of just a single scan, to
further simplify the procedure.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is combined assessment of single-tracer [18F]-FDG
PET/CT and dual-tracer [18F]-FDG/[68Ga]Ga-FAPI-46 PET/CT within
1 appointment practical and feasible and have diagnostic sensitivity
comparable to that of [18F]-FDG PET/CT alone?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Single- and dual-tracer PET/CT showed
equal results in 4 patients, and lesion detection with dual-tracer
PET/CT was superior in 2 patients. Semiquantitative analyses of
TBRs were significantly higher in dual-tracer than single-tracer
PET/CT scans.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Proving the practicability of a
single-session, dual-tracer protocol allows combining the strengths of
2 complementary tracers, with equal and in some cases superior
diagnostic sensitivity for cancer staging.
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In recent years, molecular imaging addressing the C-X-C motif chemo-
kine receptor 4 (CXCR4) has increasingly been used in various clinical
settings. Here, we aimed to assess radiopharmaceutical uptake and
image contrast to determine the most relevant clinical applications for
CXCR4-directed imaging. We also investigated the impact of specific
activity on scan contrast.Methods: Patients (n5 690) with a variety of
neoplasms underwent a total of 777 PET/CT scans with 68Ga-Pentixa-
for, serving as the CXCR4-specific radioligand. A semiquantitative
target lesion analysis was conducted (providing SUVmax and target-
to-blood pool ratio [TBR], defined as SUVmax [from target lesion]
divided by SUVmean [from blood pool]). The applied specific activity (in
MBq/mg) was compared with semiquantitative assessments. Results:
Of the 777 scans, 242 did not show discernible uptake in disease sites,
leaving 535 PET scans (68.9%) for further analysis. Very high tracer
uptake (SUVmax . 12) was found in multiple myeloma (n 5 113), fol-
lowed by adrenocortical carcinoma (n 5 30), mantle cell lymphoma (n
5 20), adrenocortical adenoma (n5 6), and small cell lung cancer (n5

12). Providing information on image contrast, comparable results for
TBR were recorded, with TBR (.8) in multiple myeloma, mantle cell
lymphoma, and acute lymphoblastoid leukemia (n5 6). When compar-
ing specific activity with semiquantitative parameters, no significant
correlation was found for SUVmax or TBR (P $ 0.612). Conclusion: In
this large cohort, 68Ga-Pentixafor demonstrated high image contrast in
a variety of neoplasms, particularly for hematologic malignancies, small
cell lung cancer, and adrenocortical neoplasms. The present analysis
may provide a roadmap for detecting patients who may benefit from
CXCR4-targeted therapies.

Key Words: CXCR4; C-X-C motif chemokine receptor 4; 68Ga-
Pentixafor; PET
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Because of its pivotal role in cancer progression, the C-X-C motif
chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) orchestrates organ-specific tumor
spread through several mechanisms. These include promotion of
angiogenesis, growth of malignant cells, or inhibition of antitumor
immune response (1). Numerous CXCR4-directed molecular imaging
agents have been developed recently to define precisely the utility of
CXCR4 as an anticancer target (2–5). Among them, the 68Ga-labeled
radiotracer Pentixafor (cyclo(D-Tyr1-D-[NMe]Orn2(AMBS-68Ga-
DOTA)-Arg3-Nal4-Gly5) demonstrated high selectivity for CXCR4
along with rapid renal excretion (6,7). Accordingly, 68Ga-Pentixafor
has been used in a wide variety of clinical scenarios in oncology.
These include in patients with multiple myeloma (MM), marginal
zone lymphoma or solid tumor entities, such as small-cell lung cancer
(SCLC) and non–small cell lung cancer, neuroendocrine neoplasms,
and adrenocortical carcinoma (8–13). Of note, head-to-head compari-
son with established imaging modalities or other reference radio-
tracers revealed improved lesion detection rates by 68Ga-Pentixafor
PET (8,14,15). This may promote wider adoption of this imaging
agent in patients for whom existing modalities are lacking. Furth-
ermore, 177Lu/90Y-Pentixather, a therapeutic counterpart to target
CXCR4, has been applied for targeted radionuclide therapies in hema-
tologic malignancies, such as MM or diffuse large B cell lymphoma
(16,17). Such theranostic approaches have demonstrated not only a
favorable outcome (16,17), but also tolerable adverse effects, although
stem cell support is mandatory (18).
The beneficial use of 68Ga-Pentixafor PET/CT, along with its poten-

tial to identify patients eligible for treatment with b-particle emitters,
favors wider clinical use. However, before widespread adoption or
clinical development programs leading to market authorization, com-
prehensive characterization of its performance should be undertaken,
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including assessment of radiopharmaceutical uptake and image con-
trast among a broad spectrum of neoplasms. In our bicentric study,
which, to our knowledge, enrolled the largest cohort of patients
imaged with 68Ga-Pentixafor PET/CT or PET/MR to date, we aimed
to assess radiopharmaceutical accumulation and image contrast in sev-
eral cancers to determine the most relevant clinical applications. In
addition, lower specific activity characterized by higher amounts of
cold mass could hamper image interpretation (19), for example, by an
increasing occupation of the (sub)cellular target by nonradiolabeled
components. Thus, we also investigated the impact of specific activity
on quantification.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Population
Patients from 2 study sites were included (University of W€urzburg and

Medical University of Vienna). Parts of this cohort have been described
before to determine the diagnostic usefulness of 68Ga-Pentixafor PET/CT
(7–9,11–14,20–26), without evaluation of image contrast (including
impact of specific activity) or comparing uptake among all included diag-
noses. Patients signed written informed consent forms before the examina-
tion. Given the retrospective character of this study, the local ethics
committee waived the need for further approval (no. 20210726 02).

Radiotracer Synthesis
Following good manufacturing practice, 68Ga-Pentixafor was pro-

vided using a synthesis module (Scintomics) and disposable single-use
cassette kits (ABX, Radeberg, Germany), as described previously
(27). Peptide mass (in mg), activity (in MBq), and specific activity (in
MBq/mg) of injected 68Ga-Pentixafor were recorded for each patient.

Imaging
68Ga-Pentixafor PET was performed either on a Siemens Biograph

mCT (64 and 128, Siemens Medical Solutions) or on a Siemens Biograph
mMR (Siemens Healthcare GmbH). Whole-body scans (covering the ver-
tex of the skull to the proximal thighs) were conducted 60 min after injec-
tion of 68Ga-Pentixafor. We also performed low-dose CT scanning for
attenuation correction and anatomic coregistration (120 keV, 512 3 512
matrix, 5-mm slices, increment: 30 mm/s, pitch index: 0.8, and rotation
time: 0.5 s). PET images were reconstructed including corrections for CT-
based attenuation, random events, and scatter. For MRI, we applied an
integrated radiofrequency coil including a multistation protocol (slice
thickness, 2 mm), as previously described (12,28).

Image Interpretation
All scans were obtained for clinical or research purposes. As part of

this study, all images were reanalyzed by readers who were masked to
respective clinical information. At W€urzburg, image interpretation
was performed as a single-reader analysis, verified by an expert reader.
At Vienna, an expert reader performed the assessment.
Semiquantitative Assessment. A target lesion (TL) assessment

was performed by investigating the visually most intense TL on PET.
Three-dimensional volumes of interest applying an isocontour thresh-
old of 40% were placed on the TL, providing SUVmax, SUVmean, and
SUVpeak. A target–to–blood-pool ratio (TBR) was derived by placing
a volume of interest over the aortic arch. TBR was then provided by
dividing SUVmax (of the TL) by SUVmean (of the blood pool) (12).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism (version

9.2.0, GraphPad Prism Software). Descriptive results are displayed as
mean 6 SD. Nonparametric Spearman correlation coefficients were
calculated to investigate associations between semiquantitative param-
eters with specific activity (including an outlier correction using the

ROUT-Method). A P value of less than 0.05 was considered statisti-
cally significant.

RESULTS

Highest Uptake in Hematologic Malignancies, SCLC, and
Adrenocortical Neoplasms
No adverse events were recorded after injection of 68Ga-Pentix-

afor. Two hundred forty-two of 777 (31.1%) of the scans did not
show discernible uptake, leaving 535 of 777 (68.9%) cases for fur-
ther analysis (Table 1). As such, an overall number of 535 TLs
were investigated. Among all TLs, SUVmax was 13.01 6 10.01
and the corresponding TBR was 8.59 6 15.98. The highest aver-
age SUVmax (.12) was found in MM (n 5 113), followed by
adrenocortical carcinoma (n 5 30), mantle cell lymphoma (MCL;
n 5 20), adrenocortical adenoma (n 5 6), and SCLC (n 5 12;
Figs. 1 and 2). The lowest average SUVmax (,6) was recorded in
osteosarcoma (n 5 1), followed by bladder cancer (n 5 1),

TABLE 1
Overview of Positive 68Ga-Pentixafor PET Scans and

Individual Diagnoses of Patients Included

Diagnosis No. of scans

Marginal zone lymphoma 187 (35)

Multiple myeloma 113 (21.1)

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia 50 (9.3)

Adrenocortical carcinoma 30 (5.6)

Neuroendocrine neoplasm 30 (5.6)

Mantle cell lymphoma 20 (3.7)

Desmoplastic small round cell tumor 14 (2.6)

Myeloid disorders 13 (2.4)

Small cell lung carcinoma 12 (2.2)

B-cell lymphoma 10 (1.9)

Acute myeloid leukemia 9 (1.7)

Pancreas carcinoma 8 (1.5)

Non–small cell lung carcinoma 7 (1.3)

Adrenocortical adenoma 6 (1.1)

Acute lymphoblastoid leukemia 6 (1.1)

Liver carcinoma 4 (0.7)

T-cell lymphoma 3 (0.6)

Cholangiocarcinoma 3 (0.6)

Head and neck cancer 2 (0.4)

Colorectal cancer 1 (0.2)

Pleural mesothelioma 1 (0.2)

Renal cell carcinoma 1 (0.2)

Ovarian cancer 1 (0.2)

Ewing sarcoma 1 (0.2)

Osteosarcoma 1 (0.2)

Mediastinal tumor* 1 (0.2)

Bladder cancer 1 (0.2)

*Not otherwise specified.
Data in parentheses are percentages.
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mediastinal tumor (not otherwise specified, n 5 1), head and neck
cancer (n 5 2), and Ewing sarcoma (n 5 1; Fig. 3). For SUVpeak,
comparable results were achieved (Supplemental Fig. 1). More-
over, high average TBR (.8) was recorded in MM, MCL, and

acute lymphoblastoid leukemia (n 5 6). Low average TBR (,4)
was observed in head and neck cancer, colorectal cancer (n 5 1),
osteosarcoma, Ewing sarcoma, bladder cancer, renal cell carci-
noma (n 5 1), and mediastinal tumor (Fig. 4).

A B

FIGURE 1. Maximum-intensity projections of patients with hematologic malignancies imaged with CXCR4-directed 68Ga-Pentixafor. Target lesion is
also displayed on transaxial PET, CT, and PET/CT. Patient diagnosed with MM (A; SUVmax in target lesion, 74.3) and MCL (B; SUVmax in target lesion,
17.2). Substantially low background activity allowed for precise determination of disease sites.

A B

FIGURE 2. Maximum-intensity projections of patients with solid tumor entities imaged with CXCR4-directed 68Ga-Pentixafor. Target lesion is also dis-
played on transaxial PET, CT, and PET/CT. Patient diagnosed with adrenocortical carcinoma (A; SUVmax in target lesion, 13.2) and small cell lung carci-
noma (B; SUVmax in target lesion, 19.4). Background activity was substantially low, providing a precise read-out of disease sites.
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No Relevant Impact of Specific Activity on Visual or
Semiquantitative Assessment
Median injected peptide mass was 8.5 mg (range, 2.56–35.61 mg),

injected activity was 143 MBq (range, 38–239 MBq), and specific
activity was 15.39 MBq/mg (range, 2.19–43.70 MBq/mg). Comparing

specific activity with semiquantitative param-
eters, only SUVmean (r 5 20.138, P 5

0.002), but none of the other correlative indi-
ces, reached significance (SUVmax: r 5 0.01,
P 5 0.832; TBR: r 5 0.023, P 5 0.612;
SUVpeak: r 5 20.087, P5 0.053; Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In the present bicentric study investigating
a large cohort imaged with 68Ga-Pentixafor,
discernible uptake in putative sites of disease
was noted in more than 68% of the scans.
Among neoplasms studied, we determined
MM had the highest uptake (SUV), with
adrenocortical carcinoma and MCL closely
after. Comparable results were recorded for
image contrast (TBR). Specific activity had
no impact on a semiquantitative level, sup-
porting the notion that an excellent read-out
can be achieved, even after administration at
low specific activities.
A growing body of evidence supports the

clinical utility of CXCR4-targeted 68Ga-
Pentixafor PET/CT in a variety of disease
entities, including hematologic malignancies
(7,22) and solid tumors (29). Some of these
studies also revealed that 68Ga-Pentixafor
provided an increased detection rate at sites

of disease when compared with conventional imaging or other PET
agents such as 18F-FDG or somatostatin receptor–directed radiophar-
maceuticals, thereby indicating that this agent can image malignan-
cies that lack a more suitable modality (15,23,26). Here we aimed to
provide a precise cohort of neoplasms that exhibit high tracer avidity

and excellent TBR. By investigating 690
patients with 35 different types of cancer,
we demonstrated that 68Ga-Pentixafor PET
exhibits the most intense uptake in hemato-
logic malignancies, such as MM, MCL, or
acute lymphoblastoid leukemia. 68Ga-Pentix-
afor PET did not perform as well in solid
tumors. Nevertheless, a TBR of more than 4
was still achieved in certain cases, for exam-
ple, adrenal, SCLC, liver, ovarian, neuro-
endocrine neoplasms, or pancreatic cancer
(Fig. 4). We also checked whether low spe-
cific activity may have hampered image con-
trast (19), for example, by an increasing
occupancy of the target by carrier. However,
we ruled out a relevant impact on a semi-
quantitative level (Fig. 5). This is also in line
with previous affinity studies, demonstrating
that 68Ga-Pentixafor completely interacts with
the binding pocket of CXCR4 (30). Nonethe-
less, novel second-generation radiotracers
based on iodoCPCR4 analogs with altered
linker structure may further increase tumor
retention (31).
Increased CXCR4 expression on the

tumor cells has been tightly linked to poor
outcome in hematologic malignancies and

FIGURE 3. Bar chart displaying average SUVmax. Mean 6 SD is indicated. Black dotted lines show
SUVmax cutoffs of 6 and 12, respectively. BP5blood pool (red dotted line); AML5 acute myeloid leu-
kemia; CCC5 cholangiocarcinoma; NSCLC5 non–small cell lung carcinoma; NEN5neuroendocrine
neoplasm; DSRCT5desmoplastic small round cell tumor; ALL5 acute lymphoblastoid leukemia;
CLL5 chronic lymphocytic leukemia; MZL5marginal zone lymphoma; SCLC5 small cell lung carci-
noma; MM5multiple myeloma. In individual lesions, a markedly increased SUVmax of up to 85.8 was
observed. Number of investigated patients (n) per diagnosis group is given in parentheses.

FIGURE 4. Bar chart displaying average TBR. Mean 6 SD is indicated. Black dotted lines show
TBR cutoffs of 4 and 8, respectively. NSCLC5 non–small cell lung carcinoma; NEN5 neuroendo-
crine neoplasm; AML5 acute myeloid leukemia; CCC5 cholangiocarcinoma; CLL5 chronic lym-
phocytic leukemia; MZL5marginal zone lymphoma; DSRCT5desmoplastic small round cell tumor;
SCLC5 small cell lung carcinoma; ALL5 acute lymphoblastoid leukemia; MM5multiple myeloma.
Number of investigated patients (n) per diagnosis group is given in parentheses.
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solid tumors (32,33), suggesting it as a viable therapeutic target.
For example, the stromal cell–derived factor 1 neutralizing agent
Olaptesed pegol (NOX-A12) or the CXCR4 antagonist Plerixafor
have each been used in patients with refractory MM. In clinical
phase I/II studies, such drugs achieved an overall response rate in
almost half of the patients (Plerixafor) or partial response in 68%
(NOX-A12) (34,35). Theranostic approaches based on 68Ga-
Pentixafor scan results have also been conducted using the ther-
apeutic analogs 177Lu/90Y-Pentixather (16,18). Although there
is no study reporting an association between PET-based SUVmax

and absorbed doses in lesions on CXCR4-directed imaging and
radionuclide therapies to date, the markedly increased SUVmax

observed in certain cases suggests that a substantial fraction of
patients may also be eligible for CXCR4-directed radioligand thera-
pies. However, CXCR4-targeted endoradiotherapy causes bone
marrow ablation and, thus, subsequent stem cell support is needed
(18), further emphasizing the importance of well-established algo-
rithms for adequate patient selection.
Future studies should also evaluate the ability of CXCR4-

directed molecular imaging to assess the retention capacities of
nonradiolabeled CXCR4 neutralizing agents in vivo, preferably
before treatment onset. For instance, a phase I study evaluating the
CXCR4 inhibitor LY2510924 in patients with advanced solid can-
cers revealed favorable antitumor activity (36). Of note, a substan-
tial patient fraction treated with this “cold” CXCR4 inhibitor
had clinical diagnoses identical to those in the present study,
for example, ovarian, lung, or pancreatic cancer (all demonstrating
SUVmax . 6). As such, a baseline 68Ga-Pentixafor PET/CT reveal-
ing increased CXCR4 expression at disease sites may allow identifi-
cation of patients who would most likely be suitable for
nonradiolabeled CXCR4-directed drugs, including LY2510924
(36). This would then further expand the theranostic concept be-
yond identifying patients for treatment with b-emitters, but also to
selecting individuals for nonradiolabeled CXCR4-targeted thera-
peutic options.
Our study has several limitations. We included both CT- and

MR-based hybrid imaging, which may provide an additional vari-
able that could be controlled better in future studies. Despite inves-
tigating the largest cohort to date, prospective trials should also be
undertaken. In addition, the numbers of investigated patients per
tumor entity substantially varied. Thus, resulting low numbers of
cases and inter- and intrapatient heterogeneity of in vivo CXCR4
expression may have biased the results presented herein. Future
studies should therefore consider more balanced subgroups enroll-
ing comparable numbers of patients diagnosed with the identical
tumor entity.

CONCLUSION

We found high uptake and image contrast
for a variety of neoplasms imaged with
68Ga-Pentixafor PET, such as MM and
MCL, but also for adrenal neoplasms and
SCLC. These results suggest clinical scenar-
ios in which 68Ga-Pentixafor PET may
prove beneficial for directing CXCR4-tar-
geted therapies.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What is the tracer avidity of malignant lesions,
and what are the most avid tumors for CXCR4-targeted
68Ga-Pentixafor PET?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: We observed high uptake and image
contrast of the radiopharmaceutical, in particular for hematologic
malignancies as well as adrenal neoplasms and small cell lung
cancer. Specific activity had no effect on 68Ga-Pentixafor uptake.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Among a broad spectrum
of neoplasms, the present bicentric study suggests entities eligible
for CXCR4-directed molecular imaging and therapy.
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Factors for Differential Outcome Across Cancers in Clinical
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Clinical imaging performance using a fluorescent antibody was com-
pared across 3 cancers to elucidate physical and biologic factors contrib-
uting to differential translation of epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) expression to macroscopic fluorescence in tumors. Methods:
Thirty-one patients with high-grade glioma (HGG, n5 5), head-and-neck
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC, n 5 23), or lung adenocarcinoma
(LAC, n 5 3) were systemically infused with 50 mg of panitumumab-
IRDye800 1–3 d before surgery. Intraoperative open-field fluorescent
images of the surgical field were acquired, with imaging device settings
and operating room lighting conditions being tested on tissue-mimicking
phantoms. Fluorescence contrast and margin size were measured on
resected specimen surfaces. Antibody distribution and EGFR immunore-
activity were characterized in macroscopic and microscopic histologic
structures. The integrity of the blood–brain barrier was examined via tight
junction protein (Claudin-5) expression with immunohistochemistry.
Stepwise multivariate linear regression of biologic variables was per-
formed to identify independent predictors of panitumumab-IRDye800
concentration in tissue. Results: Optimally acquired at the lowest gain
for tumor detection with ambient light, intraoperative fluorescence imag-
ing enhanced tissue-size dependent tumor contrast by 5.2-fold, 3.4-fold,
and 1.4-fold in HGG, HNSCC, and LAC, respectively. Tissue surface
fluorescence target-to-background ratio correlated with margin size and
identified 78%–97% of at-risk resection margins ex vivo. In 4-mm-thick
tissue sections, fluorescence detected tumor with 0.85–0.89 areas under
the receiver-operating-characteristic curves. Preferential breakdown of
blood–brain barrier in HGG improved tumor specificity of intratumoral
antibody distribution relative to that of EGFR (96% vs. 80%) despite its
reduced concentration (3.9 ng/mg of tissue) compared with HNSCC
(8.1 ng/mg) and LAC (6.3 ng/mg). Cellular EGFR expression, tumor cell
density, plasma antibody concentration, and delivery barrier were inde-
pendently associated with local intratumoral panitumumab-IRDye800

concentration, with 0.62 goodness of fit of prediction. Conclusion: In
multicancer clinical imaging of a receptor-ligand–basedmolecular probe,
plasma antibody concentration, delivery barrier, and intratumoral EGFR
expression driven by cellular biomarker expression and tumor cell density
led to heterogeneous intratumoral antibody accumulation and spatial dis-
tribution whereas tumor size, resection margin, and intraoperative imag-
ing settings substantially influencedmacroscopic tumor contrast.

Key Words: clinical fluorescence imaging; epidermal growth factor
receptor; multicancer surgical imaging; physical and biologic factors;
panitumumab-IRDye800

J Nucl Med 2022; 63:1693–1700
DOI: 10.2967/jnumed.121.263674

Intraoperative surgical imaging with tumor-specific fluorescent
tracers offers additional tumor contrast for surgeons, who rely heavily
on visual cues for resection decisions. In recent years, receptor-
ligand–based imaging probes have achieved early successes in detect-
ing cancers of the head and neck, brain, ovary, pancreas, kidney,
prostate, and colon (1–7). Yet how biomarker expression translates
to fluorescence and clinical imaging outcome remains unexamined.
As more molecular imaging probes enter late-phase clinical trials, we
compared the performance of a fluorescently labeled epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) antibody, panitumumab-IRDye800, in
different tumor types to elucidate intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
that influence tumor imaging and inform clinical decisions.
Our primary objective was to examine, in multiple cancers, physi-

cal and biologic factors that contributed to differential fluorescence
imaging outcome in terms of intraoperative tumor contrast, pathologic
margin assessment, and fluorescent antibody distribution. Various
combinations of biomarker targets, molecular probes, imaging devices
and analysis methods among imaging studies make collective inter-
pretation of their findings challenging. For trials with dose escalation
design, results between cohorts can be naturally reported within the
same analysis framework as illustrated in breast cancer (8). However,
no consensus exists yet to evaluate a molecular probe among multiple
cancers. We therefore acquired and processed fluorescence images
across malignancies with the same imaging and analysis pipeline to
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identify attributes that bridge the gap between molecular characteris-
tics and imaging outcome in fluorescence-guided surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The open-label phase I/II clinical trials NCT03510208, NCT02415881,

and NCT03582124 were conducted in adult patients undergoing surgical
resection at Stanford Hospital for high-grade glioma (HGG, n 5 5), head-
and-neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC, n5 25), and lung adenocar-
cinoma (LAC, n5 3), respectively. Between August 2017 and November
2019, 33 enrolled patients received a single dose of 50 mg of panitumu-
mab-IRDye800 (produced following current good manufacturing practices
by the Frederick National Laboratory) regardless of weight or sex 1–3 d
before surgery. Adverse events were collected up to 30 d after infusion.
Two HNSCC patients were excluded from final analysis as no cancer was
found in their resected tissue. The maximum dimension of tumor size was
determined by presurgical MRI or CT. Areas of viable tumor and of nor-
mal tissue were outlined by board-certified pathologists on representative
histology staining of tissue sections. The Institutional Review Board
approved this study, and all subjects gave written informed consent.

Fluorescence Imaging
As illustrated in the tissue processing and imaging workflow (Fig. 1),

a laparoscope or a handheld camera attached to the SPY fluorescence
imaging platform (Novadaq) detected intraoperative near-infrared (NIR)
fluorescence of the tumor and wound bed. Intraoperative blood samples
were collected to measure plasma panitumumab-IRDye800 concentra-
tion. Solid tumors were resected en bloc, whereas diffuse HGGs were
removed in pieces. Ex vivo fresh tissue was imaged in the Pearl Trilogy
Imaging System (LI-COR Biosciences) without ambient light. Solid

tumors were fixed and sectioned into 5-mm-thick serial cross sections
and paraffin-embedded in tissue blocks. Histologic and immunohisto-
chemical stainings were performed on 4-mm-thick tissue sections. Fluo-
rescence images of both tissue blocks and sections were acquired in an
Odyssey CLx scanner (LI-COR). The distance from the tissue resection
surface to the solid tumor margin was measured on histology sections.

Fluorescence Quantification
Tumor contrast was measured by the ratio of average pixel intensities

(ImageJ, version 1.53c (9)) from 5 circular regions of interest (diameter,
20 pixels, with x- and y-coordinates determined from randomly gener-
ated integer pairs) inside tumor and surrounding normal areas in intrao-
perative white-light and fluorescence images. Fluorescence histograms
were plotted for the entire tumor and peritumoral normal areas. High-
intensity peaks in the fluorescence map of resected tissue were isolated
as previously described (10). Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) was
measured in Image Studio (LI-COR) as total fluorescence signal divided
by the pixel number within regions of interest. MFI in normal tissue was
measured in muscle or brain tissue with less than 20% tumor cells.
Tumor-to-background ratio on fresh resected tissue surface denoted the
ratio of MFIs in circular regions of interest (diameter, 2 mm) over tumor
versus those over normal tissue. Tumor-to-background ratio of tissue
sections was the ratio of MFI within outlined tumor versus uninvolved
tissue. Fluorescence heterogeneity denoted the SD of fluorescence signal
normalized by MFI. MFIs of anatomic structures (circular regions of
interest; diameter, 200 mm) on tissue sections were measured.

Tissue-Mimicking Phantoms
Serial dilutions of panitumumab-IRDye800 (0–10.0 g/mL) were

respectively dissolved in 1% agarose (Life Technologies) and 1%

FIGURE 1. Tissue processing and imaging workflow. H&E5 hematoxylin and eosin; IHC5 immunohistochemistry.
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intralipid (Sigma-Aldrich) at 45"C and poured into 200-mL cylindric
molds. Solidified phantoms were imaged (SPY platform, gain: 2, 4,
and 8) in the operating room under 3 lighting conditions (ambient
lights: TL-D, 36 W, Philips; room lights: A19, 100 W, Osram; over-
head lights: F528, 140 W, Stryker). The ratio of MFIs between panitu-
mumab-IRDye800 and saline-containing phantoms measured imaging
contrast. Phantom MFIs measured in Pearl and Odyssey were corre-
lated. Panitumumab-IRDye800 concentrations and MFIs of 4-mm
phantom sections were fitted by polynomial regression.

Immunohistochemistry
EGFR (RM-2111-RQ [Thermo Fisher Scientific]; secondary, SM805

[Agilent Technologies]) immunohistochemistry and hematoxylin coun-
terstaining were performed after heat-mediated antigen retrieval with
Dako Autostainer (Agilent) along positive and negative controls. Dou-
ble immunohistochemical staining of Claudin-5 (1:500, 34–1,600;
Thermo Fisher) and ETS-related gene (1:1,000, EPR3864; Abcam)
was performed on HGG tissue to assess blood–brain barrier (BBB)
integrity (2). Immunoreactivity was visualized with diaminobenzidine
(for EGFR and Claudin-5) and magenta (for ETS-related gene) chromo-
gens (Dako) and scanned in NanoZoomer 2.0-HT (Hamamatsu Photonics).
The percentage of pixels with moderate to strong staining was quantified
with ImageScope (Aperio Technologies) as previously described (11).
EGFR-positive tumor cells within tumor outlines were counted with a
MATLAB (MathWorks) algorithm.

Statistical Analysis
Group statistics were expressed as mean 6 SE unless specified other-

wise. Patient characteristics were compared between cancer types using
ANOVA and Pearson x2 tests as appropriate. Paired t tests (2-tailed)
were performed for group comparisons between tumor and normal tis-
sues in each cancer type. One-way ANOVA was performed for group
comparisons among trials. Whiskers and outliers of box plots were deter-
mined by the Tukey method. Receiver-operating-characteristic curves
were plotted for distinguishing histologic tumor versus normal tissue
using MFI and EGFR. Sensitivity, specificity, area under the receiver-
operating-characteristic curve, and negative and positive predictive val-
ues were subsequently calculated using these definitions. MFI and
EGFR cutoffs that resulted in the maximal sensitivity and specificity

combined were reported. Biologic variables were included in a stepwise
multivariate linear regression model to identify independent predictors of
local panitumumab-IRDye800 concentration. To exclude the possibility
of false-positive associations, multicollinearity of predictors was assessed
using the variance inflation factor, and predictors with a variance infla-
tion factor of more than 5 were removed from the final model. Signifi-
cance was defined at P values of less than 0.05, 0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001.

RESULTS

Clinical Data
No significant difference was found between trials in demographic

features, weight-adjusted tracer dose, plasma panitumumab-IRDye800
concentration, and imaging window (Table 1). Although tumor size
was similar among trials (P5 0.35), resected tissue size varied signif-
icantly between diffuse HGGs removed in pieces and solid tumors
resected en bloc (16% 6 4% vs. 184% 6 20% of the tumor size,
P 5 0.0002) (Supplemental Fig. 1; supplemental materials are avail-
able at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). No infusion reactions or dose-
limiting toxicity events occurred (Supplemental Table 1).

Intraoperative Tumor Visualization
Intraoperative fluorescence was diffuse in LAC compared with

the strong signal in HGG and HNSCC that allowed distinct separa-
tion of disease tissue from normal areas based on histologic confir-
mation, with notable heterogeneity in HGG (Fig. 2A). Minimal
fluorescence remained in the wound beds of HNSCC and LAC,
whereas fluorescent residual HGG involving eloquent cortex
located beyond contrast-enhancing margin was not removed in the
resection cavity (Supplemental Fig. 2). NIR imaging enhanced
tumor contrast relative to white-light illumination by 5.2-fold (P 5

0.0006), 3.4-fold (P , 0.0001), and 1.4-fold (P 5 0.03) for HGG,
HNSCC, and LAC, respectively, and fluorescence contrast dropped
below 1.0 in the wound beds (Supplemental Fig. 3). Ex vivo tissue
fluorescence contrast correlated with resected tumor size (P 5

0.007) (Supplemental Fig. 4).
The open-field fluorescence imaging had limited sensitivity

and dynamic range over tissue-mimicking phantoms containing

TABLE 1
Patient Characteristics

Characteristic HGG (n 5 5) HNSCC (n 5 23) LAC (n 5 3) Total (n 5 31) P

Age (y) 62 (42–72) 67 (44–82) 71 (67–71) 67 (42–82) 0.41*

Sex, male 2 (40%) 10 (43%) 1 (33%) 13 (42%) 0.94†

Race 0.31†

Asian 1 (20%) 2 (9%) 1 (33%) 4 (13%)

White 4 (80%) 20 (87%) 2 (67%) 26 (84%)

Unknown/not reported 0 (0%) 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 1 (3%)

Tumor size (cm) 5.0 (3.5–6.1) 2.8 (1.0–9.0) 2.3 (1.9–3.5) 3.7 (1.0–9.0) 0.35*

Pan800 dose (mg/kg) 0.8 6 0.3 0.8 6 0.2 0.6 6 0.3 0.7 6 0.2 0.84*

Pan800 DOS plasma concentration (mg/L) 6.9 6 3.5 5.5 6 4.2 3.9 6 3.7 5.5 6 4.0 0.58*

Imaging window (d) 1.8 (0.6–2.9) 1.8 (0.8–3.8) 1.7 (0.9–1.8) 1.8 (0.6–3.8) 0.95*

*One-way AVOVA.
†Pearson x2 test.
Pan800 5 panitumumab-IRDye800; DOS 5 day of surgery.
Qualitative data are number and percentage; continuous data are median and range or mean 6 SD.
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panitumumab-IRDye800, which were readily distinguished from
each other without ambient light (Fig. 2B). Per workflow require-
ments, ambient lighting was always present in the operating room.
Detection sensitivity was improved with higher gain (blue vs. yel-
low circles), at the cost of reduced saturation threshold (pink vs.
red circles). Operating room lights gave false-positive signals, and
images of control phantoms were saturated with overhead lights,
indicating NIR interference from these light sources.

Margin Assessment
Fluorescence intensity peaks on fluorescence images of resected

tumor specimens identified at-risk margin (Fig. 3A). The HGG cell
density decreased beyond the infiltrating edge, and distances from
tissue surface to tumor margin were inversely correlated with fluores-
cence contrast on the specimen surface (Fig. 3B). Positive and close
margins can be captured above the target-to-background value at
5 mm on fitted regression curves with 97% and 78% detection rates
for HNSCC and LAC, respectively, whereas 93% HGG infiltrative
edges with at least 50% tumor cell density were detected.

Intratumoral Fluorescent Antibody Distribution
Microscopic NIR images of tissue blocks and sections exposing

tumor interior confirmed intratumoral distribution and cellular deliv-
ery of panitumumab-IRDye800 (Fig. 4A). Fluorescence heterogeneity
was more pronounced in HGG than in LAC (P 5 0.02), with similar
tumoral fluorescence contrast across cancers (Supplemental Fig. 5).

FIGURE 2. Intraoperative NIR fluorescence imaging enhanced tumor
contrast in vivo. (A) Representative annotated (dashed lines) white-light
photographs and fluorescence images of exposed tumors (dotted out-
lines) and wound beds (solid outlines) in surgical field. Arrows 5 positive
NIR fluorescence signal; arrowhead 5 residual tumor; histogram (of NIR
grayscale images) x-axis 5 pixel fluorescence intensity (range, 0–255);
y-axis 5 pixel count (range, 0–5,000); scale bars 5 1 cm. (B) NIR fluores-
cence images of tissue-mimicking phantoms containing serial dilutions of
panitumumab-IRDye800 (0–10 mg/mL) acquired in either open-field
imager under 3 lighting conditions with various gain settings or closed-
field device. Scale bars5 1 cm.

FIGURE 3. Macroscopic closed-field NIR imaging identified at-risk mar-
gins in resected tissue. (A) Representative intraoperative photographs and
fluorescence images of resected tissue specimens. 1–4 5 fluorescence
intensity peaks; scale bar 5 2 cm; dashed lines and asterisks (red and
blue) 5 orientation in which histology (hematoxylin and eosin) slides with
infiltrative (dotted outlines) and solid (solid outlines) tumors were sec-
tioned; scale bar 5 1 cm. (B) Fluorescence target-to-background ratio
(TBR) correlated with tumor cell percentage (HGG) and margin size
(HNSCC and LAC). FN 5 false-negative; FP 5 false-positive; T 5 tumors;
TN5 true-negative; TP5 true-positive.
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Fluorescence in tissue sections can effectively distinguish tumor from
normal tissue (area under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve:
HNSCC . LAC . HGG 5 0.85; Supplemental Fig. 6). Differences
in tumor fluorescence converged from 244-fold to 21-fold (Supple-
mental Fig. 7) as variance in tissue thickness reduced from centi-
meters in fresh tissue to less than 1 mm in tissue sections, whereas
their fluorescence intensity measurements by 2 closed-field devices
were correlated (Supplemental Fig. 8).
Panitumumab-IRDye800 concentrations (inferred from fluores-

cence; Supplemental Fig. 9) were higher inside tumoral outlines
than in healthy adjacent tissue of HGG (3.9 vs. 1.6 ng/mg, P ,
0.0001), HNSCC (8.1 vs. 3.9 ng/mg, P , 0.0001), and LAC (6.3
vs. 4.5 ng/mg, P 5 0.0006) (Fig. 4B). Further delineation into
finer histologic structures revealed greater probe distribution in
microscopic LAC tumor nodules relative to macroscopic tumoral
area, indicating substantial presence of stroma with low antibody
delivery inside LAC. Likely because of its EGFR expression,
head-and-neck mucus exhibited distinctly high probe uptake
among nontumoral areas, including normal tissue (muscle, lung,
and brain), lymph node, stroma, fat, and necrosis.

Biomarker Expression and Tumor Cell Density
EGFR expression was heterogeneous (Fig. 5A), with greater

fidelity for tumor presence in HNSCC and HGG than LAC (areas
under the receiver-operating-characteristic curve, 0.96 and 0.94 vs.
0.82) (Supplemental Fig. 10). Nonspecific delivery to peritumoral

EGFR-negative regions, however, was ob-
served in head-and-neck as well as lung tis-
sue (Figs. 4A and 5A). Higher total tumoral
EGFR expression translated to greater pani-
tumumab-IRDye800 concentration in tumors,
with the notable exception of HGG (Figs. 4B
and 5A), indicating a delivery barrier as con-
firmed by immunohistochemistry assessment
of BBB integrity via the tight junction
protein Claudin-5 (Supplemental Fig. 11).
EGFR-positive HGG cells were diffuse,
whereas focal clusters of HNSCC and LAC
were dispersed among EGFR-negative stroma
and fibroblast tissue (Fig. 5B).
The interplay of cellular expression, tumor

cell density, and distribution pattern led to
the scale-dependent nature of EGFR expres-
sion. Cellular EGFR level was particularly
high in HGG (80% vs. 64% in HNSCC and
60% in LAC, P5 0.0005 and 0.001, respec-
tively) but similar between HNSCC and
LAC (P 5 0.8). EGFR-positive tumor cells
(Fig. 5C) were dense in HGG (3,000 6
450 cells/mm2) and HNSCC (2,100 6 180
cells/mm2) but sporadic in LAC (1,300 6
100 cells/mm2), with fewer than 10 cells
occupying over 50% of tumor areas (Supple-
mental Fig. 12). EGFR immunoreactivity
thus varied with magnification powers and
specific intratumoral locations examined
(Supplemental Fig. 13).

Multivariate Analysis
In stepwise multiple linear regression

analysis (insignificant independent variables
removed one by one) controlled for other

significant covariates such as tissue thickness, 4 biologic factors
(Table 2, including tumor cell density (P 5 0.015), cellular EGFR
expression (P 5 0.002), panitumumab-IRDye800 plasma concentra-
tion (P , 0.0001), and absence of delivery barrier (P , 0.0001),
were independently associated (variance inflation factor 5 1.08,
1.15, 1.16, and 1.08, respectively) with local intratumoral panitumu-
mab-IRDye800 concentration (goodness of fit, 0.62; Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

In a receptor-ligand–based fluorescence imaging framework
encompassing 3 cancers, we identified various factors that contributed
to how biomarker expression translated to clinically relevant tumor
imaging outcomes in terms of tumor contrast enhancement, at-risk
margin detection, and fluorescent antibody distribution. Although cel-
lular EGFR expression, tumor cell density, plasma antibody concen-
tration, and delivery barrier may predict fluorescent antibody
distribution in tissue, operating room lighting, imaging device settings,
and tumor size and depth can substantially alter the intraoperative
fluorescent tumor contrast at specific locations on the tissue surface of
each particular patient. The interplay of these intrinsic and extrinsic
attributes determined the differential translation of cellular biomarker
expression to antibody uptake in tissue and ultimately the disparity in
macroscopic fluorescent tumor contrast, with respective implications
for projecting therapeutic antibody delivery and implementing surgi-
cal fluorescence imaging.

FIGURE 4. Intratumoral distribution and cellular delivery of fluorescent antibody. (A) Bright-field
photographs (scale bars 5 5 mm; dotted outlines 5 tumor) and fluorescence images (scale bars 5

50 mm) of fixed tissue blocks and sections. (B) Macroscopic and microscopic distribution of panitu-
mumab-IRDye800 in histologic tissue types. Ab5 antibody. ***P, 0.001. ****P, 0.0001.
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Physical imaging conditions and biologic tissue properties were
isolated through the imaging-and-analysis pipeline. In particular, ex
vivo closed-field fluorescence imaging eliminated ambient light and
standardized acquisition settings that affected intraoperative open-
field images. Similarly, in 4-mm-thick tumor cross sections, overly-
ing normal tissue of resected whole-tissue specimens was removed
and variable thickness of tumor tissue along the imaging path was
equalized. In these optically transparent thin tissue sections, differ-
ence in light-scattering properties among tumor types was negligi-
ble to allow accurate quantification of fluorescence-based antibody

distribution and antigen expression at micro-
scopic resolution, revealing delivery barrier
and tumor cell density as molecular and cel-
lular underpinnings of their corresponding
macroscopic characteristics.
To accommodate the wide range of inter-

patient fluorescence signal, minimal ambient
light and the lowest imaging gain allowing
tumor detection via fluorescence are recom-
mended to maximize tumor-specific visual
contrast in open-field intraoperative imaging,
extending findings from previous phantom
studies (12,13). Although only a few fluores-
cence peaks were sampled for pathologic
assessment of head-and-neck cancer in
previous studies (10,14), tissue surface fluo-
rescent contrast was comprehensively char-
acterized against margin distance in our
study to identify tumor-to-background ratio
cutoffs for detecting positive and close re-
section margins across 3 malignancies. In
addition, rather than quantifying drug con-
centrations from tissue homogenate (15),
we mapped antibody distribution to micro-
scopic anatomic structures with high reso-
lution (21 mm) and ultra sensitivity (2 pg of
tissue) via fluorescence from intact tumor
sections, preserving tissue integrity for down-
stream immunohistochemistry assays.
Our EGFR immunohistochemistry results

revealed the scale-dependent and multifacto-
rial nature of biomarker expression, reflect-
ing its intrinsic intratumoral and interpatient
heterogeneity across cancers. The Human
Protein Atlas comparing EGFR expression
among 20 cancer types reported moderate

to strong immunoreactivity in 75% of patients with malignant gli-
oma or head-and-neck cancer, followed by 64% of lung cancer
patients (16). In the current study, total tumoral EGFR expression
correlated with intratumoral antibody concentration, fluorescence,
and tumor contrast, except for HGG, which had the highest total
EGFR expression (89%, followed by HNSCC at 62% and LAC at
41%) yet received less than half the panitumumab-IRDye800 deliv-
ery observed in HNSCC (3.9 vs. 8.1 ng/mg), suggesting a delivery
barrier, which was confirmed by immunohistochemical staining of
tight junction protein.

FIGURE 5. Heterogeneous EGFR expression in tumor. Tumor areas (scale bar 5 5 mm; dotted
outlines) on tissue sections of histologic (hematoxylin and eosin) and EGFR immunohistochemical
stainings with total (A) and cellular (B) EGFR expression (scale bar 5 50 mm; solid outlines). (C)
EGFR-positive tumor cells (black 5 HGG; red 5 HNSCC; blue 5 LAC; scale bars 5 200 mm) within
tumor areas. Insets show distribution of EGFR-positive tumor cells on whole-tissue sections. Scale
bar 5 2 mm for HGG and 2 cm for HNSCC and LAC; arrowheads 5 location of high-magnification
microscopic views. **P, 0.01. ***P, 0.001. ****P, 0.0001.

TABLE 2
Results of Multivariate Linear Regression Analysis

Variable b P

Tumor cell density 0.001447 (0.0002783, 0.002616) 0.0154

Cellular EGFR expression (%) 0.02561 (0.009501, 0.04171) 0.0019

Pan800 plasma concentration 4.498 (4.01, 4.986) ,0.0001

Delivery barrier (no) 2.119 (1.376, 2.861) ,0.0001

b 5 regression coefficient; Pan800 5 panitumumab-IRDye800.
Data in parentheses are 95% CIs.
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The preferential intratumoral BBB breakdown by HGG promoted
the tumor specificity of antibody distribution beyond that of the
molecular target itself, despite introducing greater heterogeneity in
fluorescence. Reduced tight junction protein expression around blood
vessels indicated compromised BBB integrity in viable glioma tissue.
Accordingly, specific cellular fluorescence confirmed panitumumab-
IRDye800 delivery across leaky blood–tumor barrier, whereas intact
BBB in normal brain tissue ensured minimal antibody delivery
despite substantial EGFR expression, resulting in improved fluores-
cent tumor contrast consistent with prior preclinical (17) and clinical
(2,18,19) evidence that even modest EGFR expression was sufficient
for HGG detection with panitumumab-IRDye800.
In these early-phase clinical studies designed for safety and feasi-

bility assessment, representation of certain populations was lacking
and fluorescence was not used for intraoperative decision making per
institutional review board protocols, whereas its tumor specificity
warrants further efficacy studies in later-stage trials. Intraoperative
wound bed imaging was more valuable for piecewise glioma resec-
tion (2,20) than solid tumor removed en bloc with a negative margin.
Because of the dose-dependent nature of the panitumumab-IRDye800
half-life (14.5–24.8 h in the dose range of 0.06–1.5 mg/kg (21)),
body weight and imaging window can influence the antibody plasma
concentration and contribute to the variance in fluorescence. There-
fore, antibody concentration in individual tissue types was normalized
by corresponding day-of-surgery plasma concentration. Moreover,
fluorescence signal was normalized by autofluorescence to mitigate
variability in tissue section thickness (,2% (22)) and corrected for
overestimation of antibody concentration (12.9%) due to shrinkage
from tissue processing (11.4% (23)). Variable dye-to-protein ratios
across production batches, photo bleaching, and metabolic rates can
introduce noise and bias in methods using fluorescence as a surrogate
for antibody presence. Thus, our fluorescence-based results are yet
to be validated and calibrated by direct antibody quantification

techniques such as mass spectrometry. Additional tissue properties,
including collagen, stromal markers, and immune markers in the
tumor microenvironment may also account for differential fluores-
cence intensity, which can be investigated in future studies.

CONCLUSION

Cellular EGFR expression, tumor cell density, plasma antibody
concentration, and delivery barrier determined the fluorescent anti-
body distribution in tissue, which differentially translated to macro-
scopic tumor contrast depending on tumor size, tumor depth, and
intraoperative imaging conditions in HGG, HNSCC, and LAC
patients infused with an NIR-labeled EGFR antibody. Potential clin-
ical uses of molecule-targeted fluorescence imaging include intrao-
perative real-time tumor visualization, pathologic margin detection,
and antibody distribution projection, with implications for oncologi-
cally sound resections, informed decision making on therapy, and
regulatory approval of new imaging probes that have the potential
to transform standard-of-care practice and patient care.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What physical imaging conditions and biologic tissue
properties contributed to the differential translation of biomarker
expression to clinical imaging outcomes in fluorescence-guided
surgery?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: In brain, head-and-neck, and lung
cancer patients, cellular EGFR expression, tumor cell density,
plasma antibody concentration, and delivery barrier predicted
the heterogeneous intratumoral antibody distribution, whereas
open-field imaging device settings, lighting conditions, and
tumor size and depth substantially influenced the macroscopic
fluorescence contrast.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: By bridging the gap
between molecular characteristics and imaging outcome,
appropriate qualities of tumor biology and acquisition settings for
optimal clinical implementation of targeted fluorescence imaging
may facilitate assessment and adoption of emerging theranostic
imaging probes.
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Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) is a deadly neuroendocrine tumor for
which there are no screening methods sensitive enough to facilitate
early, effective intervention. We propose targeting the neuroendocrine
tumor neoantigen CD133 via antibody-based early detection and PET
(immunoPET) to facilitate earlier and more accurate detection of
SCLC. Methods: RNA sequencing datasets, immunohistochemistry,
flow cytometry, and Western blots were used to quantify CD133
expression in healthy and SCLC patients. CD133 was imaged in vivo
using near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) immunoimaging, and 89Zr
immunoPET. Anti(a)-CD133 autoantibody levels were measured in
SCLC patient plasma using antibody microarrays. Results: Across 6
publicly available datasets, CD133 messenger RNA was found to be
higher in SCLC tumors than in other tissues, including healthy or nor-
mal adjacent lung and non-SCLC samples. Critically, the upregulation
of CD133 messenger RNA in SCLC was associated with a significant
increase (hazard ratio, 2.62) in death. CD133 protein was expressed in
primary human SCLC, in SCLC patient-derived xenografts, and in
both SCLC cell lines tested (H82 and H69). Using an H82 xenograft
mouse model, we first imaged CD133 expression with NIRF. Both
in vivo and ex vivo NIRF clearly showed that a fluorophore-tagged
aCD133 homed to lung tumors. Next, we validated the noninvasive
visualization of subcutaneous and orthotopic H82 xenografts via
immunoPET. An aCD133 antibody labeled with the positron-emitting
radiometal 89Zr demonstrated significant accumulation in tumor tissue
while producing minimal uptake in healthy organs. Finally, plasma
aCD133 autoantibodies were found in subjects from cohort studies
up to 1 year before SCLC diagnosis. Conclusion: In light of these
findings, we conclude that the presence of aCD133 autoantibodies in
a blood sample followed by CD133-targeted 89Zr-immunoPET could
be an effective early detection screening strategy for SCLC.

KeyWords: SCLC; CD133; immunoPET; autoantibody
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Most small cell lung cancer (SCLC) diagnoses are made at the
extensive stage of the disease after metastases are widely distributed.
Despite an initial response to etoposide and cisplatin, the median sur-
vival for extensive-stage SCLC is only 8–12 months. Although
SCLC has a dismal 5-year survival rate of less than 3% for the exten-
sive stage, this improves to nearly 50% if diagnosed at the limited
stage, when treatments can be curative (1,2). Unfortunately, the
annual low-dose CT recommended for heavy smokers (who comprise
90% of SCLC cases) is unreliable for detecting limited-stage SCLC
(1,3). Other modalities, such as 18F-FDG PET, are also ineffective
for identifying limited-stage disease (4). More advanced imaging
methods—such as antibody-based PET (immunoPET)—offer higher
specificity than 18F-FDG PET and increased spatial resolution com-
pared with low-dose CT and could thus detect and locate even small
SCLC lesions, allowing for effective therapeutic interventions (5).
CD133 is a glycoprotein expressed in many tumor types (includ-

ing SCLC) that is often used as a marker for cancer stem cells (6,7).
These cells, which have been imaged using an anti-CD133 monoclo-
nal antibody–conjugated immunomagnetic nanosensor (8), are thou-
ght to drive tumor initiation, suggesting that CD133 upregulation
occurs early in tumorigenesis and may thus be useful for early
screening. CD133 is also associated with chemo- and radiotherapy
resistance in SCLC cell lines and patient samples, indicating the fun-
ctional relevance of its expression (9,10). Although CD133-positive
tumors as small as 2 mm have been successfully imaged via immuno-
PET in preclinical models of cancers with poor prognoses (e.g.,
aggressive variant prostate cancer, colon cancer, and glioma), the util-
ity of screening for SCLC by CD133-targeted immunoPET has yet to
be explored (6,11–13).
Given the acute and unmet need for early detection of SCLC, this

investigation focused on the creation of a novel diagnostic platform
for the disease predicated on targeting CD133. To this end, we illus-
trated the feasibility of SCLC-specific imaging by comparing the
expression of CD133 in healthy tissue versus SCLC and other lung
tumors, performed near-infrared fluorescence (NIRF) and immuno-
PET imaging of CD133 in murine models of SCLC as a proof of
concept for in vivo detection, and demonstrated that autoantibodies
against CD133 are elevated a year before primary SCLC diagnosis
but are not present in patients with colon cancer, pancreatic cancer,
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or non-SCLC. Ultimately, we propose that CD133 could form the
basis of a noninvasive autoantibody-to-immunoPET paradigm that
could be added to current lung cancer screening programs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

CD133 Expression
Surface expression of CD133 was determined by flow cytometry: the

human SCLC cell lines NCI-H82 and NCI-H69, purchased from ATCC,
were incubated with a live/dead stain and then with anti-CD133 antibody
(HB 7; Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) followed by anti-IgG-
AF647 (A31571) and analyzed using a FACSCanto II (BD Bioscience).

Human tissue microarrays of healthy organs (FDA999-1, 33 organs
per person from 3 persons; US Biolab) or SCLC cores (RLN681A, 62
unique cases [60 were of sufficient quality for evaluation] and 6 unique
normal adjacent lung) were stained for CD133 (CST 64326) using the
automated Bond RX system (Leica). Mouse lungs were formalin-fixed,
paraffin-embedded, and sectioned onto glass slides. Adjacent sections
were hematoxylin- and eosin-stained or imaged stain-free on an Odyssey
CLx for aCD133-CF770.

SCLC RNA sequencing data were procured from the Gene Expres-
sion Omnibus and outlined in Supplemental Tables 1 and 2 (supplemen-
tal materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). Expression
data and somatic mutations were also analyzed from the Cancer Cell
Line Encyclopedia using the DepMap Public 21Q3 dataset or the
SCLC patient sample as described in Supplemental Table 3 by George
et al. (14).

Small-Animal Imaging
All work was approved by local Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committees and performed after anesthetization with a 2% isoflurane/
oxygen mixture. Six-to-eight-week-old female athymic mice (JAX
007850 or 002019) were injected with 3–5 3 106 H82 cells for flank
xenografts. For orthotopic xenografts, 2–5 3 106 H82 or H82-luc cells
were percutaneously injected into the parenchyma of the left lung. The
tumors reached an acceptable size for imaging and biodistribution
studies ($50–100 mm3) after 2–4 wk.

MRI was performed on a 1.0-T ICON system (Bruker BioSpin) run-
ning ParaVision (version 6.0.1) with image reconstruction in Osirix
Lite (version 11.03). For NIRF imaging, mice bearing H82 tumors
were injected retroorbitally with aCD133 monoclonal antibody (HB 7)
conjugated to the near-infrared fluorophore CF770 (92222; Biotium)—
aCD133-CF770 (50 mg)—3–4 wk after cell inoculation. NIRF imaging
was performed up to 4 d after aCD133-CF770 injection, using an IVIS
Spectrum with Living Image, version 4.7.2 (Perkin Elmer). Lungs were
excised after terminal in vivo imaging and reimaged ex vivo.

PET images of the mice bearing subcutaneous xenografts were
acquired using a microPET Focus 120 (Siemens Medical Solutions)
(15). The mice underwent static scanning between 24 and 144 h after
the intravenous tail vein administration of either [89Zr]Zr-desferriox-
amine (DFO)-aCD133 (3.72 3.9 MBq, 10–10.5 mg) or [89Zr]Zr-DFO-
hIgG1 (3.3–3.5 MBq, 36–38 mg), for a total scan time of 10–30 min,
with images analyzed using ASIPro VM (Concorde Microsystems).
After terminal PET and euthanasia, the activity concentrations in 15 rel-
evant organs were quantified using an 89Zr-calibrated Wizard2 g-counter
(PerkinElmer).

Autoantibody Microarrays
Autoantibody–antigen complexes were analyzed in SCLC patient

plasma from the Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS; ancillary study 132)
and the prostate, lung, colorectal, and ovarian (study 170) screening trial
(16–18). We included 11 cases and 17 controls from CHS, and 20 SCLC

cases with 38 controls from the prostate, lung, colorectal, and ovarian
trial (Supplemental Table 3). Briefly, antibody microarrays were printed
in-house, incubated with plasma, probed with antihuman IgG-SeTau647
or IgM-DyLight550 antibody, and imaged on a GenePix 4200A scanner
with GenePix Pro, version 6.0 (Molecular Devices).

Statistics
Figures and statistics were prepared using RStudio (version 1.4.1717).

When appropriate, t tests or ANOVA with post hoc analyses were per-
formed. Additional details can be found in the supplemental methods.

FIGURE 1. Expression of CD133 in normal tissue and SCLC. (A) RNA
sequencing data for CD133 in healthy organs (n 5 42), SAEC (n 5 1),
SCLC cell lines (n 5 2), and SCLC patient tumors (n 5 23). PBL 5 periph-
eral blood leukocytes; SAEC 5 small airway epithelial cell. Dashed line
represents average expression across all healthy tissue/organs (exclusive
of H209, DMS53, and SCLC). Inset shows CD133 protein immunohisto-
chemistry staining (brown) at320 in tissue microarrays from selected nor-
mal tissues (red stars in A; scale, 100 mm). (B) Representative expression
levels of CD133 messenger RNA, from publicly available cohorts, in adja-
cent healthy or tumor tissue from SCLC patients and between SCLC,
adenocarcinoma (AC), and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) tumors.
*P , 0.05 by t test or 1-way ANOVA with Tukey adjustment. ***P , 0.001
by t test or 1-way ANOVA with Tukey adjustment.
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RESULTS

CD133 Is Overexpressed in Limited-Stage SCLC Compared
with Normal Tissues and Other Lung Tumors
Since the upregulation of CD133 has previously been reported in

several tumor types but has not been uniquely examined in SCLC
(6,7,19), we explored this relationship by analyzing publicly available
RNA sequencing datasets. In a cohort of Japanese SCLC patients, the
mean expression of CD133 was 5-fold higher than the mean expres-
sion across 43 organ samples (Fig. 1A and Supplemental Fig. 1B).
CD133 expression was also elevated in H209 (4.7-fold) and DMS53
(20.2-fold) SCLC cell lines relative to other healthy tissues. Our
immunohistochemical CD133 staining of a healthy-organ microarray
showed high concordance between messenger RNA transcript levels
and protein expression (Fig. 1A). Most normal tissues were negative
for both CD133 messenger RNA and protein expression and thus are
not expected to interfere with the imaging of lung tumors.
In a publicly available, commercially procured patient cohort

(Supplemental Table 1), CD133 transcript levels were 2.64-fold
greater in SCLC tumors than in normal lung tissue (Fig. 1B). On the
basis of our analysis, CD133 was transcribed regardless of SCLC

staging (Supplemental Figs. 1A and 2) and
was higher in SCLC than in adenocarcinoma
(3.34-fold) or squamous cell carcinoma (5.35-
fold) (Fig. 1B). In 2 additional cohorts, we
found CD133 to be 3.7 to 5.0-fold higher in
SCLC tissue than in adjacent healthy tissue
(Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 1C). We also
found that high CD133 transcript levels (6.34
mean log2 expression cut-point) were signifi-
cantly associated with a 2.62-fold (95% CI,
1.03–6.69) increased risk of death in a co-
hort of Chinese SCLC patients (Supplemental
Fig. 1D).
Flow cytometry confirmed that both SCLC

cell lines expressed CD133 on the cell sur-
face (Fig. 2A). Additionally, 2 of the 4 SCLC
patient-derived xenografts displayed apprecia-
ble CD133 expression by immunoblotting

(data not shown). In a tissue microarray containing cores from 60
SCLC cases and 6 normal adjacent lung tissues, CD133 was specifi-
cally expressed in 58% of the SCLC cores but not in any normal adja-
cent lung tissue, suggesting that in vivo imaging of CD133 focused on
the lungs will have little background signal in normal lung tissue (rep-
resentative stains in Fig. 2B). Finally, the expression of CD133 does
not appear to be dependent on diagnostic stage, underscoring its poten-
tial for identifying limited-stage SCLC (Supplemental Fig. 2).

CD133 Is Associated with ASCL1 and POU2F3 Subtypes
Although SCLC is historically categorized as a neuroendocrine

tumor (ASCL1 or NEUROD1 expression), more recent classifica-
tion approaches have also identified nonneuroendocrine (YAP1 or
POU2F3 expression) lineages in a fraction (,20%) of SCLC tum-
ors (20). A heat map comparing expression of CD133 and these 4
canonic SCLC molecular subtype markers was generated from
publicly available data (Fig. 3). CD133 expression was localized
primarily in the ASCL1-positive cluster (SCLC-A)—the largest
cluster identified (61/149)—and ASCL1 was the primary driver
of CD133 expression (Supplemental Figs. 3 and 4). The other

neuroendocrine cluster, NEUROD1-posi-
tive (SCLC-N, 28/149), did not have high
levels of CD133 expression. Interestingly,
a CD133- and POU2F3-positive cluster
(SCLC-P, 36/149) suggested that CD133
may also be useful for identifying a non-
neuroendocrine subtype of SCLC. YAP-
1–positive SCLC (SCLC-Y, 24/149) did
not have high levels of CD133 expression.
Taken together, these data underscore the
utility of using CD133 to identify most
cases of SCLC, including both neuroendo-
crine and nonneuroendocrine subtypes.

A Fluorophore-Tagged aCD133 Antibody
Can Identify Both Subcutaneous and
Orthotopic SCLC Tumors In Vivo
Using NIRF imaging, we demonstrated

that an aCD133 antibody labeled with a
near-infrared fluorophore—aCD133-CF770—
effectively delineated subcutaneous H82

FIGURE 2. Characterization of expression of CD133 protein in SCLC. (A) Flow-cytometric detec-
tion of CD133 expression in H82 and H69 SCLC cell lines (4 experimental replicates per cell line). (B)
Representative images of high, low, or absent CD133 expression (top; brown staining) or isotype
control (bottom) from SCLC tissue microarray (scale, 100 mm).

FIGURE 3. Clustering of CD133 expression and subtype markers in SCLC. RNA sequencing data
from SCLC Gene Expression Omnibus data were used to construct heat map of CD133 and SCLC
subtype marker expression using ComplexHeatmap R package with clustering using Ward.D2
method. z score of expression was calculated using scale function in R. Clusters are labeled by
their characteristics (neuroendocrine [NE] or nonneuroendocrine [non-NE]) and by subtype (SCLC-
A/N/P/Y). RNAseq5 RNA sequencing.
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flank xenografts in female Fox1nu nude and NSG mice (Supplemental
Figs. 5A–5C).NSGmicewere also inoculatedwithH82 cells in the left
lobeof the lung to formorthotopic tumors (SupplementalFigs. 5D–5F).
After 2–4 wk, these orthotopic tumors were imaged via aCD133-
CF770NIRF imaging, producing visible signal emanating from the left
lung (Fig. 4A;Supplemental Fig. 5G).At the end of the experiment, the
lungswere harvested and ex vivoNIRF imaging confirmed that the sig-
nalwas derived from theorthotopic, left-lobe tumor (Fig. 4B).After the
histologicprocessingof the lung,exvivoNIRF imagingofadjacent sec-
tions (Fig. 4C) confirmed tumor growth in the left lobe that colocalized
with hematoxylin and eosin staining (Fig. 4D), confirming that the in
vivoNIRFsignalwasfromtheorthotopictumor.

SCLC Tumors Can Be Delineated via ImmunoPET Using
89Zr-Labeled aCD133
Having illustrated the feasibility of visualizing CD133 expression

in vivo using immunoNIRF, we next turned to the creation of a more

clinically relevant immunoPET probe. To this end, the same

aCD133 monoclonal antibody was modified with the chelator DFO

via the stochastic ligation of p-SCN-Bn-DFO to the lysines of the

immunoglobulin (Supplemental Fig. 6). Matrix-assisted laser desorp-

tion/ionization time-of-flight spectrometry revealed that the resulting

immunoconjugate—DFO-aCD133—boasted a degree of labeling of
2.2 6 0.4 DFO/monoclonal antibody (Supplemental Fig. 7). DFO-
aCD133 was then radiolabeled with the positron-emitting radiometal
89Zr (half-life, 3.3 d) to create a radioimmunoconjugate, [89Zr]Zr-
DFO-aCD133, in more than 99% radiochemical purity that remained
more than 95% intact in human serum over 5 d at 37"C (Supple-
mental Fig. 8). An immunoreactivity assay with CD133-expressing
H82 human SCLC cells revealed that the radioimmunoconjugate
boasted an immunoreactive fraction of more than 0.75. In contrast,

a complementary immunoreactivity assay
with CD133-negative K562 cells clearly
demonstrated that the radioimmunoconju-
gate did not bind cells in the absence of its
target antigen (Supplemental Fig. 9) (21).
With these radioimmunoconjugates in

hand, we next evaluated their in vivo be-
havior in a xenograft mouse model of SCLC.
To this end, female athymic nude mice
bearing subcutaneous flank H82 tumors
were administered [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133
(3.72 3.9MBq, 10–10.5mg) or [89Zr] Zr-
DFO-hIgG1 (3.3–3.5MBq, 36–38mg) via
intravenous tail-vein injection. The in vivo
behavior of these radioimmunoconjugates
was then assessed via the acquisition of static
PET images 24, 72, 120, and 144 h after
intravenous administration. The images
clearly showed the accumulation of radioac-
tivity signal in the tumor tissue over time,
with the tumoral activity concentrations
reaching more than 40 percentage injected
dose (%ID)/g (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. 10;
Supplemental Table 4). A concomitant decr-
ease in signal was observed in all healthy
organs over the course of the experiments,
ultimately leading to images with very high
tumor-to-background contrast.

A terminal biodistribution analysis was performed after the final
imaging time point to quantify the uptake of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133
and compare it with that of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-hIgG1 (Fig. 5B; Supple-
mental Table 5). These data largely mirrored the PET data. A stark
difference in the tumoral activity concentrations of the 2 radioimmu-
noconjugates was observed: 50.8 6 7.7 %ID/g for [89Zr]Zr-DFO-
aCD133 and 5.8 6 4.0 %ID/g for [89Zr]Zr-DFO-hIgG1, reinforcing
the specificity of the former. Most healthy tissues displayed less
than 5 %ID/g of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133, with only the blood (10.16
1.9 %ID/g) presenting a value above this level at 144 h after injection.
Both the imaging and the biodistribution data demonstrated very low
accretion in the tissues normally associated with metabolism and
clearance of 89Zr-labeled radioimmunoconjugates: the liver, spleen,
and bone. Finally, PET imaging experiments on mice bearing ortho-
topic H82-luc SCLC xenografts in the parenchyma of the left lung
yielded promising results as well (Fig. 5C; Supplemental Fig. 11).
The radioimmunoconjugate clearly visualized the tumor tissue and
provided images with high tumor-to-background (and especially
tumor–to–healthy-lung) contrast. Autoradiography of the left (tumor-
bearing) and right (healthy) lungs underscored the dramatic difference
in radioactivity in each tissue (Fig. 5D).

aCD133 Autoantibodies Are Upregulated in Plasma up to
1 Year Before Diagnosis of SCLC
Though we have clearly demonstrated the utility of CD133 as a

target for SCLC imaging, several factors (including cost, equipment
availability, and radiation exposure) limit the feasibility of diagnostic
PET scans for all patients at risk of developing SCLC. Therefore, we
posited that a blood-based assay to screen high-risk individuals for
CD133 would be necessary for the realistic clinical implementation
of CD133-targeted immunoPET in SCLC patients. Antitumor auto-
antibodies—such as those resulting in paraneoplastic syndromes
(22)—can be elevated during the very early stages of cancer,

FIGURE 4. NIRF imaging of CD133 in SCLC. (A) Representative in vivo NIRF imaging of orthotopic
H82 lung tumor in female NSGmouse after administration of aCD133-CF770. (B) Ex vivo NIRF imag-
ing of excised lungs from mouse in A. (C and D) NIRF (C) and hematoxylin and eosin (D) imaging of
adjacent histologic sections from same lung shown in A and B.
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sometimes even preceding clinical diagnoses by many months or
years (23). We therefore determined the presence of aCD133 auto-
antibody–antigen complexes in the plasma of patients later diagnosed
with SCLC within 1 year of a blood draw as well as controls
matched by age, sex, and smoking status (i.e., case-control design)
from the CHS and prostate, lung, colorectal, and ovarian cohorts. In
both cohorts, those later diagnosed with SCLC were significantly
more likely than controls to have circulating autoantibodies bound to
CD133 (Fig. 6). Given that subject samples were drawn at different
times before SCLC diagnosis, we measured both early-response IgM
and later-produced IgG isotypes. Using a standardized log2 odds
ratio cutoff (0.73) that maximized sensitivity and specificity, we
found that 5 SCLC cases had both IgG and IgM autoantibodies,
8 had only IgM, 7 had only IgG, and 11 (35%) had no aCD133
autoantibodies (data not shown), yielding an overall sensitivity of
65% at 71% specificity. Importantly, aCD133 autoantibodies were
elevated in SCLC but not in the other tumors we have tested (e.g.,
colon, pancreas, and non-SCLC) (Supplemental Fig. 12).

DISCUSSION

Although heavy smokers already fall within the lung cancer screen-
ing guidelines, a retrospective analysis of the National Lung Screening
Trial showed that only 34% of SCLC cases were detected by a sch-
eduled screen. Moreover, stage I/II cancers—for which therapies
are most effective—were only discovered with very small nodules
(3–7 mm), which unfortunately comprised only 15% of all those
detected by the screening ($85% were at more advanced stages). In

contrast, all nodules measuring at least 7 mm
had already progressed to stage III/IV (5). A
search of the literature uncovered only 4
imaging agents for SCLC currently in devel-
opment, with none being leveraged as screen-
ing tools (24–28). Yet the identification of
highest-risk populations within those already
attending annual lung cancer screens as can-
didates for noninvasive molecular imaging
could help detect smaller, treatable tumors.
In this study, we have identified CD133 as
a novel antigen that is upregulated even in
limited-stage SCLC and have developed a
CD133-targeted 89Zr-immunoPET probe that
can delineate tumor tissue with high contrast
in murine models of SCLC.
We found that CD133 consistently corre-

lated with ASCL1 and POU2F3 but not with
YAP1 or NEUROD1 molecular subtypes of
lung cancer. This finding aligns with a prior
report that ASCL1 can transcriptionally regu-
late CD133 expression and increase tumorige-
nicity in SCLC cells and mouse xenograft
models (29). However, to our knowledge, this
is the first report of an association between
CD133 and POU2F3 in SCLC. Because
POU2F3 is a master regulator of tuft cells
(30) and ASCL1 drives neuroendocrine cells,
CD133 may be useful for the detection of
both neuroendocrine and nonneuroendocrine
SCLC. Overall, we found CD133 expression
at the transcript and protein levels in app-
roximately 60% of SCLC cases examined.

Interestingly, our aCD133 autoantibody biomarkers mirror this preva-
lence with a sensitivity of 65%. Current research is ongoing to identify
additional autoantibodies or markers needed to capture all SCLC cases.
Although CD133 is expressed in other types of cancer, we do

not believe that this would interfere with CD133-targeted SCLC
imaging because (i) immunoPET would be triggered only after
aCD133 autoantibodies were detected by blood assay, indicating
SCLC is present, and (ii) aCD133 autoantibodies are not elevated
in major cancers (Supplemental Fig. 12). The case for CD133-
targeted immunoPET in SCLC is strengthened by the low levels
of CD133 expression in healthy thoracic organs (e.g., the lungs,
heart, and thymus), suggesting that PET focused on the lungs and
mediastinal region should allow for the effective spatial resolution
of early intrathoracic tumors for which therapeutic interventions
are possible. Importantly, in vivo blocking of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-
aCD133 by endogenous autoantibodies is unlikely, as we did not
detect human IgG in a tissue microarray containing 45 SCLC
tumors (Supplemental Fig. 13) but did see extensive staining of
SCLC tissue with the aCD133 antibody (Fig. 2). Finally, the
shedding of CD133 is unlikely to impede its viability as an imag-
ing target, as 89Zr-immunoPET probes against several shed anti-
gens—most notably VEGF-A and CA19.9—have been
effectively deployed in the clinic (31,32).
Although the goal of this study was to assess CD133 as a target

for early SCLC detection via immunoimaging, CD133 may also
serve as a therapeutic target. Indeed, the presence of autoantibodies
in prediagnostic cohorts of SCLC argues that CD133 may be a good
target for early intervention with immunotherapy. In fact, aCD133

FIGURE 5. In vivo validation of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133. (A) Representative coronal slice (left) and
maximum-intensity-projection (right) PET images acquired 24, 72, 120, and 144 h after intravenous
administration of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133 (3.723.9 MBq, 10–10.5 mg) to athymic nude mice (n 5 4)
bearing subcutaneous H82 xenografts (150–200 mm3 at time of injection). For maximum-intensity-
projection images, minimum is 0% and maximum is 100%. (B) Biodistribution data acquired 144
h after intravenous administration of [89Zr]Zr-DFO-aCD133 (3.7–3.9 MBq, 10.0–10.5 mg) or [89Zr]Zr-
DFO-hIgG1 (3.3–3.5 MBq, 36–38 mg) to athymic nude mice (n5 4 per cohort) bearing subcutaneous
H82 xenografts. *P , 0.05 using 2-way ANOVA and Bonferroni adjustment. ***P , 0.0001 using 2-
way ANOVA and Bonferroni adjustment. (C) Representative maximum-intensity-projection PET/CT
(left) and bioluminescence images (right) acquired 144 h after intravenous administration of [89Zr]Zr-
DFO-aCD133 (3.72 3.9 MBq, 5–5.5 mg) to athymic nude mice (n 5 4) bearing orthotopic H82-luc
xenografts in parenchyma of left lung. (D) White-light images and autoradiographs of left and right
lungs of mouse shown in C; dotted lines in autoradiographs represent outline of lung.
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immunotherapies and antibody–drug conjugates have shown prom-
ise for increasing survival in preclinical models of glioma and mye-
loid leukemia as well as colorectal, hepatocellular, and gastric
cancers (33–38). Phase I/II human trials of aCD133 chimeric anti-
gen receptor T cells have also shown improvements in remission or
stable disease for an array of malignancies (39–41).

CONCLUSION

We have clearly demonstrated the increased transcription of
CD133 messenger RNA in SCLC tumors and the overexpression
of CD133 protein in SCLC cell lines, patient-derived xenografts,
and primary tumor samples. In addition, we have shown that
CD133-targeted molecular imaging probes can delineate SCLC
xenografts via both NIRF and immunoPET. Finally, we discov-
ered that elevated levels of IgM and IgG autoantibodies against
CD133 are present in the blood of SCLC patients up to a year
before diagnosis. Supported by these data, we envision the crea-
tion of a novel 2-tiered aCD133 autoantibody-to-immunoPET
early detection paradigm in which a plasma-based biomarker
could serve as a companion diagnostic to select patients for nonin-
vasive molecular imaging of SCLC.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is CD133 a promising biomarker for the early
detection and diagnostic immunoPET of SCLC?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: CD133 messenger RNA and protein
levels are elevated in SCLC tumors, and autoantibodies against
CD133 are present in SCLC patients up to a year before
diagnosis. ImmunoPET with a 89Zr-labeled CD133-targeted
radioimmunoconjugate effectively delineates SCLC tissue in
murine models of the disease.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: The development of a
CD133-targeted early detection and imaging strategy for SCLC
will help identify high-risk patients with limited-stage disease and
thus facilitate early therapeutic interventions.
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Despite the advance of immunotherapy, only a small subset of
patients gains long-term survival benefit. This fact represents a com-
pelling rationale to develop immuno-PET imaging that can predict
tumor response to immunotherapy. An increasing number of studies
have shown that tumor-specific major histocompatibility complex II
(tsMHC-II) is associated with improved responses to targeted immu-
notherapy. The aim of this study was to investigate the potential of
tsMHC-II protein expression and its dynamic change on treatment
with interferon g (IFNg) as a new target for immuno-PET to predict
response to immunotherapy. Methods: Major histocompatibility
complex II (MHC-II) antibody was radiolabeled with DOTA-chelated
64Cu to derive anMHC-II immuno-PET tracer. Twomelanomamodels
(B16SIY, B16F10) that are respondent and nonrespondent, respec-
tively, to PD1/PD-L1 checkpoint inhibitor were used. Both tumor
models were treated with anti-PD1 and IFNg, enabling observation of
dynamic changes in tsMHC-II. Small-animal PET imaging, biodistri-
bution, and histologic studies were performed to validate the correla-
tion of tsMHC-II with the tumor response to the immunotherapy.
Results: Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of the 2 tumors
supported the consensual recognition of tsMHC-II correlated with the
tumor response to the immunotherapy. The in vivo PET imaging
revealed higher basal levels of tsMHC-II in the responder, B16SIY,
than in the nonresponder, B16F10. When treated with anti-PD1 anti-
body in animals, B16SIY tumors displayed a sensitive increase in
tsMHC-II compared with B16F10 tumors. In IFNg stimulation groups,
the greater magnitude of tsMHC-II was further amplified when the
IFNg signaling was activated in the B16SIY tumors, as IFNg signaling
positively upregulates tsMHC-II in the tumor immunity. Subsequent
histopathologic analysis supported the correlative characteristics of
tsMHC-II with tumor immunity and response to cancer immunother-
apy. Conclusion: Collectively, the predictive value of tsMHC-II
immuno-PET was validated for stratifying tumor immunotherapy res-
ponders versus nonresponders. Monitoring sensitivity of tsMHC-II to
IFNg stimulation may provide an effective strategy to predict the
tumor response to immunotherapy.

Key Words: immuno-PET; MHC-II; anti-PD1 immunotherapy; mela-
noma;molecular imaging
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The discovery of immune checkpoint molecules used by cancer
cells to evade the patient’s immune system has spurred development
of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) to disrupt inhibitory ligan-
d–receptor interactions (1). The primary ICI molecules, cytotoxic
T-lymphocyte antigen 4, programmed cell death 1 (PD1), and pro-
grammed cell death ligand 1 (PD-L1), facilitate a blockade strategy
that unleashes antitumor T cells to recognize and eradicate tumor
cells across multiple types of cancer. ICI-modulated immunother-
apy, which is now Food and Drug Administration–approved for the
treatment of a broad range of tumor types, has revolutionized the
cancer treatment landscape. Unfortunately, only a small subset of
patients gains long-term survival benefit from the ICI therapy,
whereas a sizable number of patients do not experience a durable
clinical response (2,3). The variable success of ICI-modulated ther-
apy provides a compelling rationale for the development of predic-
tive tools to identify ICI-responder versus ICI-nonresponder patients
to optimize resource use, improve clinical outcomes, and avoid
unnecessary toxicity.
A predictive biomarker for ICI therapy is PD-L1 expression; cur-

rent clinical practice relies on excisional biopsies to sample patient
tumors and test for PD-L1 (4). Since the assay requires invasive
sampling of tumor tissue and is compromised by sampling errors
and tumor heterogeneity, it is not ideal. In addition, immune check-
point molecule expression is dynamic and can be upregulated by
host immune response and inflammatory cytokines. Given the
recently emerged reports that patients without PD-L1 expression
also respond to PD1/PD-L1 axis targeted ICI therapy (5), new bio-
markers that accurately predict ICI therapy outcome are needed.
PET imaging, which permits noninvasive whole-body visualiza-

tion of tumor and immune cell characteristics, provides unique
insights into the mechanisms of action, and failure, of ICI immuno-
therapy (6). For instance, 18F-FDG PET/CT can potentially predict
patient response to ICI therapy (7–9). Routinely used in oncology for
staging and monitoring cancer patients, 18F-FDG PET has proven
useful. However, a major challenge in delineating immunotherapy
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response with 18F-FDG PET is that the uptake of 18F-FDG can be
complicated by glucose metabolism modulators, which are not spe-
cific to immunotherapy. Another approach is to use immuno-PET
that combines PET radioisotopes with targeting antibodies to image
immune checkpoint biomarkers. This approach enables noninvasive
assessment of immune checkpoint biomarker expression levels in
both primary tumors and metastatic lesions (6,10). The expression of
immune checkpoint molecules may correlate with therapeutic
response, thereby improving patient selection for ICI therapy. The
availability of ICI molecules, including targeting antibodies, engi-
neered fragments, or binders for the PD1/PD-L1 immune checkpoint
axis, has fueled development of ICI-targeted PET tracers (4,11–13).
As an additional advantage, imaging of tumor-associated immune
components with immuno-PET may offer useful information about
the patient’s tumor microenvironment (14,15).
Tumor-specific major histocompatibility complex II (tsMHC-II)

expression has been reported to associate with the prognosis of PD1/
PD-L1 immunotherapy, and major histocompatibility complex II
(MHC-II) molecules are required for tumor antigen presentation. The
downregulation of MHC-II in numerous malignancies implicates
immune system control of cancer progression and evolution (16,17).
The expression of tsMHC-II is a critical biomarker for tumor antigen
presentation in melanoma and may predict anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy
response (18). The promising role of MHC-II neoantigens in tumor
immunity provided a compelling rationale for us to develop an
MHC-II immuno-PET tracer that detects tsMHC-II and to investigate
its predictive value for tumor response to immunotherapy. PET imag-
ing was attempted to image MHC-II expressed on myeloid cells, as
myeloid cells are associated with the tumor microenvironment for
immune response prediction (19). We geared the effort to develop
PET imaging for noninvasive assessment of tsMHC-II expression
and validate its predicative value to immune responses (14,20,21).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DOTA Conjugation and Radiolabeling
MHC-II antibody (0.2 mL; 7 mg/mL) was added to 200 mL of

DOTA-N-hydroxysuccinimide-ester phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
solution (0.15 mg; 0.75 mg/mL). NaOH (10 mL; 0.1 M) was added to
adjust to a pH of approximately 8–9. The reaction mixture was stirred in
the dark at 0"C for 6 h. The crude product was purified by PD-10 chro-
matography. The DOTA-MHCII fraction was collected and used for
radiolabeling. Conjugation of DOTA on MHC-II antibody was con-
firmed by mass spectrometry.

For radiolabeling of 64Cu-acetate, 64CuCl2 (185 MBq in 0.1 M HCl)
was combined with 300 mL of 0.1 M ammonium acetate (pH 5.6),
stirred in a vortex mixer, and incubated for 15 min at room temperature.
DOTA-MHCII (50 mL) in PBS (200 mL) was mixed with 64Cu-acetate
(37–74 MBq) and incubated at 30"C for 60 min. 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII
was purified by PD-10 chromatography, with a radiochemical yield
of approximately 55%–70%. The calculated specific activity was
92.5–118.4 MBq/mg.

Murine B16 Melanoma Models
Murine B16F10 melanoma cells (American Type Culture Collection)

and B16SIY cells engineered from B16F10 to express SIYRYYGL
(SIY) antigen were treated similarly, that is, with Dulbecco modified
Eagle medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. The cells
were cultured in 5% CO2 at 37"C and used at 75% confluence.

All animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of the Houston Methodist Research Institute. To
generate the murine melanoma models, 1 3 106 cells were harvested
and suspended in 100 mL of Matrigel (Corning) diluted 1:1 with PBS

and subcutaneously injected into the left flank of mice. Each melanoma
model, B16F10 or B16SIY, was challenged with vehicle, anti-PD1, or
interferon g (IFNg). Briefly, the anti-PD1 group received 3 consecutive
intraperitoneal injections of antimouse PD1 antibody (120 mg/mouse)
every other day, after which the tumor was about 100–200 mm3. Anti-
PD1 mice (bearing tumors of $600 mm3) were used for PET imaging
and the subsequent biodistribution study. For IFNg stimulation, mice
with tumors of approximately 600 mm3 were each given a single intra-
peritoneal injection of 10 mg of recombinant mouse IFNg at 24 h before
PET imaging. Basal level tsMHC-II expression in mice was based on
PET images when tumors reached approximately 600 mm3.

Small-Animal PET/CT Imaging and Biodistribution Study
Small-animal PET/CT was performed and the scans analyzed using

a Siemens Inveon PET/CT imaging system. Approximately 3.7 MBq
of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII (33 mg of antibody) were intravenously
injected into tumor-bearing mice (n 5 6) via the tail vein. In-line PET
and CT scans were acquired at 24 and 48 h after injection, and images
were obtained using the manufacturer’s 2-dimensional ordered-subsets
expectation maximum algorithm. Two control PET imaging studies
were performed to validate the specificity of the radiotracer with the
following blocking agents: nonradiolabeled MHC-II antibody and
nonradiolabeled rat IgG2b isotype control. Details on the blocking
study and PET/CT image processing are given in the supplemental
materials (available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org). After the scans
were obtained at 48 h after injection, the mice were killed to evaluate
radiotracer biodistribution between major organs. The radioactivity
that had accumulated in each tissue was measured using a 2470
Wizard2 automatic g-counter (Perkin Elmer) and was calculated as
radioactivity divided by tissue weight and decay-corrected injected
dose to be expressed as percentage injected dose (%ID)/g.

Histopathologic, Western Blotting, and Flow
Cytometry Assays

Tumor tissues were collected after terminal PET/CT scans and fixed
overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by processing, paraffin
embedding, and sectioning into 4- to 5-mm tissue sections. The sec-
tions were deparaffinized in xylene and a series of ethanol solutions
and then were treated with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 20 min, fol-
lowed by incubation in 5% horse serum block for 10 min before the
addition of MHC-II primary antibody. Detection was performed with
a horseradish peroxidase–conjugated respective secondary system fol-
lowed by diaminobenzidine and counterstaining with hematoxylin
solution. For immunofluorescence staining, the sections were immuno-
fluorescence-stained with Texas red antirat IgG. Images were captured
using an inverted fluorescence microscope.

Tumor tissues from a separate cohort (n 5 6) were collected for
Western blotting of tsMHC-II expression. Briefly, fresh tumor samples
were collected, homogenized, and lysed in 0.1 Triton X-100 buffer.
The lysed samples were electrophoresed in sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide electrophoresis gels (Bio-Rad) after protein quantifica-
tion by a bicinchoninic acid protein assay according to the manufac-
turer’s protocol, with equivalent protein amounts loaded for each
group. Proteins were blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride mem-
branes by wet transfer. The membranes were probed with MHC-II
antibody and secondary antibody and were developed using enhanced
chemiluminescence reagent; images were acquired using the Chemi-
Doc (Bio-Rad Laboratories) gel documentation system.

Another cohort (n 5 6) was used to analyze tumors by flow cytom-
etry. The tumor tissues were freshly harvested and ground into small
bits in 2% fetal bovine serum–supplemented RPMI1640 medium. The
cell suspension was filtered through a 40-mm cell strainer, washed
with 1% bovine serum albumin–supplemented PBS, and centrifuged
at 500g for 5 min. The cell pellet was collected and resuspended for
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subsequent antibody staining. A 100 mL/tube volume of 106 cells sus-
pended in 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS was incubated with fluores-
cent monoclonal antibodies specific to antimouse MHC-II (fluorescein
isothiocyanate antimouse MHC-II, catalog no. 107606; BioLegend),
PD-L1 (phycoerythrin antimouse PD-L1, catalog no. 124308; BioLe-
gend), and CD-45 (allophycocyanin antimouse CD45, catalog no.
103112; BioLegend) at room temperature for 30 min. The tubes were
washed twice with 1 mL of 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS and centri-
fuged at 500g for 5 min. The stained cell data were acquired and ana-
lyzed using a BD LSRFortessa flow cytometer.

Statistics
Quantitative data were expressed as mean 6 SD. Means were com-

pared using the Student t test. The 95% confidence level was chosen
to determine the significance between groups, and a P value of less
than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

We first sought to validate the correlation of tsMHC-II with its
immune response in melanomas. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
analysis revealed the basal level and dynamic change in tsMHC-II
expression in 2 distinct murine melanomas, B16F10 and B16SIY,
low and high responders, respectively (14,20,21). The leukocyte-
associated biomarker, CD45, was used to segregate tumor cells
(CD45-negative) from other immune cells (CD45-positive). The
CD45-negative/MHC-II–positive population was considered the
tsMHC-II population. The fluorescence-activated cell sorting result
showed a mildly higher (P 5 0.0382) basal level of tsMHC-II in
immune-responder B16SIY (46.8% 6 5.1%) than in immune-
nonresponder B16F10 (33.3% 6 3.6%) (Fig. 1). Importantly, the
tsMHC-II in B16SIY increased (81.6% 6 9.8%) after stimulation
by the immunity activator, IFNg, which also increased tsMHC-II in
B16F10 (51.0% 6 5.8%); however, the increase was less than in
B16SIY. In contrast, treatment of tumors with anti-PD1 antibody
increased tsMHC-II over basal levels in B16F10 (48.1% 6 5.4%)
and B16SIY (60.9% 6 6.8%). Meanwhile, tsMHC-II expression
levels in anti-PD1–treated mice remained higher in B16SIY than in
B16F10. Of note, the increase in tsMHC-II was more profound after
IFNg stimulation than after anti-PD1 treatment in the immunity-
responding B16SIY tumor, whereas the difference between IFNg
stimulation and anti-PD1 treatment in the non–immunity-responding
B16F10 tumor was absent. These data confirmed the positive corre-
lation of tsMHC-II with tumor immune response. More importantly,
compared with immunity nonresponders, upregulation of tsMHC-II
in immunity-responder tumors was more sensitive to immunity per-
turbation, particularly IFNg stimulation.
In addition, PD-L1 expression in tumors was analyzed in the same

cohort. Both basal expression and change in PD-L1 were similar
between B16F10 and B16SIY in several ways: first, baseline expres-
sion of PD-L1 was 24.3% 6 4.2% in B16F10 and 29.4% 6 5.6% in
B16SIY; second, the PD-L1 expression was similarly increased to
38.8% 6 5.6% and 40.8% 6 6.2% for B16F10 and B16SIY tumors,
respectively; and third, notably, when stimulated with IFNg, increased
PD-L1 expression in B16F10 and B16SIY correlated similarly with
tsMHC-II expression, at 69.7% 6 9.8% and 74.7% 6 10.1%, respec-
tively. However, between B16F10 tumors and B16SIY tumors, there
was no distinctive change in PD-L1 expression in either the baseline
(P 5 0.34) or the anti-PD1/INFg–stimulated groups. Comparison of
tsMHC and PD-L1 in B16F10 and B16SIY (Fig. 1B) revealed that
tsMHC-II manifests as a sensitive correlation with tumor response to
the immunotherapy, whereas a similar correlation was not found in the

assessment of PD-L1 expression in tumor. Therefore, we reasoned that
tsMHC-II and its preferential induction by IFNg immune perturbation
have better predictive value for therapeutic inhibition of the PD1/PD-
L1 axis.
To noninvasively image the tsMHC-II, murine MHC-II antibody

was chemically modified with DOTA chelator. After conjugation, the
reaction was quenched and analyzed using mass spectrometry to con-
firm that chelator conjugated on MHC-II antibody, following the
literature procedure (22). Immunofluorescence staining and Western
blot assays revealed no significant change in the immunoreactivity
of the antibody toward the MHC-II target on chemical conjugation
(Supplemental Figs. 1–3). Afterward, the DOTA-conjugated MHC-II
antibody was radiolabeled with 64Cu isotope to obtain a MHC-II
immuno-PET tracer (64Cu-DOTA-MHCII) for noninvasive in vivo
imaging of tsMHC-II in murine B16F10 and B16SIY tumor models.
Higher baseline 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII uptake was observed in
B16SIY than in B16F10 tumors (Fig. 2). After IFNg stimulation,
64Cu-DOTA-MHCII uptake increased more in immune-responder
B16SIY than in nonresponder B16F10 tumors, whereas anti-PD1
treatment increased tumor uptake, with a magnitude that was less
prominent than that of IFNg.

FIGURE 1. (A) Fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis of tsMHC-II and
PD-L1 population in B16F10 and B16SIY tumors and population changes
when treated with anti-PD1 and IFNg immunity stimulants. (B) Summary of
fluorescence-activated cell sorting assay (n 5 6 for each cohort). Statistical
analysis for MHC-II: B16F10 control vs. B16SIY control (P5 0.0382), B16F10
PD1 vs. B16SIY PD1 (P 5 0.0158), B16F10 IFNg vs. B16SIY IFNg (P 5

0.0112), B16F10 control vs. B16F10 IFNg (P 5 0.0026), and B16SIY control
vs. B16SIY IFNg (P 5 0.0001). Statistical analysis for PD-L1: B16F10 control
vs. B16F10 IFNg (P 5 0.0001) and B16SIY control vs. B16SIY IFNg (P 5

0.0001). *P, 0.05. ##P, 0.01. ###P, 0.001. Ctrl5 control.
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Region-of-interest analysis of tumor uptake (Fig. 3A) confirmed
the distinctive tsMHC-II expression pattern in the 2 tumor models:
first, 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII uptake was 2.75-fold higher (P 5

0.0082) in B16SIY tumors (1.1 6 0.2 %ID/g) than in B16F10
tumors (0.4 6 0.1 %ID/g) in control groups; second, likewise,
B16SIY exhibited higher uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII in tumor
(1.86 0.3 %ID/g) than did B16F10 (0.76 0.2 %ID/g) when treated
with anti-PD1 antibody (P 5 0.0035); and third, IFNg stimulation
further amplified 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII uptake in B16SIY tumor
(3.2 6 0.4 %ID/g). This uptake was 2.9-fold higher than that in
B16F10 (1.1 6 0.2 %ID/g) (P 5 0.0002). By comparing the tumor
uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII tracer in control groups with IFNg-
stimulated groups, the dynamic change in tsMHC-II expression was
derived. We saw that the change in tsMHC-II induced by IFNg in
B16SIY (P5 0.0003) was greater than that in B16F10 (P5 0.034).
A similar change by anti-PD1 treatment in real time was also ana-
lyzed. However, no significant change was observed in B16F10
(P 5 0.0862), and a less potent difference was observed in B16SIY
(P5 0.0092).
Biodistribution analysis further confirmed distinctive tumor

uptake of the 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII tracer in B16F10 and B16SIY at
baseline, as well as under the anti-PD1– and IFNg-treated condi-
tions (Fig. 3B). IFNg stimulation and anti-PD1 treatment upregu-
lated systemic MHC-II in both tumor models (Figs. 3C and 3D).
The distinctive imaging pattern of tumor uptake of the 64Cu-DOTA-
MHCII tracer in B16F10 and B16SIY confirmed that noninvasive

imaging of tsMHC-II at baseline and an
IFNg-induced dynamic change may be used
to distinguish immune-responder from non-
responder tumors.
The specificity of the tracer was thoroughly

tested using additional controls (Supplemental
Figs. 4–6). A blocking study using excessive
nonradiolabeled MHC-II antibody showed an
obvious reduction in tumor-uptake signal, a
finding that supported the specific binding of
64Cu-DOTA-MHCII tracer in the PET imag-
ing. In addition, a blocking study with exces-
sive nonradiolabeled IgG was performed and
showed no dramatic effect on tumor uptake. It
ruled out significant nonspecific uptake of
the radiotracer resulting from Fc receptor.
When we closely examined the biodistribu-
tion change in the radiotracer in blocking
studies, excessive blocking with nonradiola-
beled MHC-II antibody seemed to diminish
the accumulation of radiotracer in liver and
spleen. But the changes were not deemed
significant within the current dataset. As for
blocking using IgG isotype, no significant
change was observed in biodistribution of
the radiotracer.
Western blot assay showed a higher

tsMHC-II expression at baseline in B16SIY
than in B16F10 tumors in the control samples
(Figs. 4A and 4B). Anti-PD1–treated and
IFNg-stimulated B16SIY versus B16F10
tumors expressed more tsMHC-II. Notably,
the tsMHC-II expression was increased when
induced by anti-PD1 treatment and IFNg stim-

ulation, and the dynamic change was prominently higher in B16SIY
tumor than in B16F10 tumor. A similar tsMHC-II expression pat-
ternwas also observed in the immunohistochemistry assay (Fig. 4C).
We further performed immunofluorescence staining to examine

the origin of the MHC-II–positive cells. Most MHC-II–positive cells
are CD45-negative (Fig. 5A), supporting the conclusion that differ-
ent MHC-II expression patterns were due to tumor cells. When the
quantified MHC-II fluorescence was normalized by the CD45-nega-
tive cell numbers, a positive correlation of tsMHC-II with the
response of tumor to immunotherapy was derived, as was consistent
with the results obtained in the in vivo PET imaging and in the fluo-
rescence-activated cell sorting analyses (Fig. 5B). By noninvasive
imaging, the histopathologic study supported that immune-respon-
sive tumors exhibit a high level of tsMHC-II expression even at
baseline, that expression is sensitive to immune perturbation and can
be preferentially elevated by IFNg stimulation, and that tsMHC-II
immuno-PET noninvasively assesses the basal tsMHC-II and its
dynamic change on immunity stimulation—which provided a prom-
ising predictive value for distinguishing tumor responders to immu-
notherapy from nonresponders.

DISCUSSION

Recent clinical studies have revealed that the specific haplotype
of MHC-II, HLA-DR, expressed on tumors represents a tumor-
autonomous phenotype and is associated with its response to the
targeted immunotherapy (18,23,24). Currently, no in vivo PET

FIGURE 2. Three-dimensionally rendered maximum-intensity projection of PET/CT images of
control, anti-PD1–treated, and IFNg-stimulated B16F10 and B16SIY tumor-bearing mice 48 h after
injection of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII. Circled areas are tumor site. Ctrl5 control.
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imaging targeting the HLA-DR has been reported to further vali-
date the idea. Here, we selected 2 murine melanoma tumors with
distinctive responses to immunotherapy to investigate the predic-
tive value of tsMHC-II immuno-PET imaging (14,20,21). A

commercially available antimouse MHC-II antibody was used to
target the tsMHC-II, and its specificity was validated in binding
assays before in vivo PET imaging. Worth noting is that a specific
HLA-DR immuno-PET tracer can be developed to further transla-
tion to human studies.
Our fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis showed a result con-

sistent with the report that tsMHC-II positively correlates with tumor
response to cancer immunotherapy (18,23). Furthermore, in vivo
tsMHC-II immuno-PET imaging clearly distinguished B16SIY from
B16F10 tumors by noninvasively assessing tsMHC-II. This observa-
tion was further corroborated by ex vivo histopathologic studies and
a biochemical assay of the tumor tissue collected from the same cohort
as used in the in vivo studies. Collectively, these data support the
hypothesis that tsMHC-II expression is associated with tumor response
to immunotherapy and that noninvasive imaging of tsMHC-II using
immuno-PET delineates the characteristic tsMHC-II expression.
Cells and molecules that regulate the immune system are dynami-

cally changed on immune stimulation. PD-L1 is involved in anti-PD1/
PD-L1 axis blockade immunotherapy and is thereby rationalized as a
biomarker to distinguish responding tumors from nonresponders
(4,13,24,25). However, some tumors were identified with negligible
PD-L1 expression at the basal level but preferentially induced a
dynamic increase in PD-L1 expression in tumor by immune response
and, thereby, may still benefit from the immunotherapy. Therefore, the
sensitivity of tsMHC-II to a dynamic change in tumor immunity—
specifically, as raised by therapeutic anti-PD1 blockade that targets the

FIGURE 3. (A) Region-of-interest quantification of tumor-accumulated
64Cu-DOTA-MHCII in PET images (n5 6 per group). Unpaired Student t test
was performed to compare B16F10 control vs. B16SIY control (P5 0.0082),
B16F10 PD1 vs. B16SIY PD1 (P 5 0.0035), B16F10 IFNg vs. B16SIY IFNg
(P5 0.0002), B16F10 control vs. B16F10 IFNg (P5 0.034), and B16SIY con-
trol vs. B16SIY IFNg (P5 0.0003). (B) Tumor uptake of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII in
biodistribution study at 48 h after injection. Unpaired Student t test was per-
formed to compare B16F10 control vs. B16SIY control (P5 0.0002), B16F10
PD1 vs. B16SIY PD1 (P 5 0.0003), B16F10 IFNg vs. B16SIY IFNg (P 5

0.0002), B16F10 control vs. B16F10 IFNg (P 5 0.0044), and B16SIY control
vs. B16SIY IFNg (P5 0.0001). (C) Biodistribution study of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII
in B16F10 tumor model. (D) Biodistribution study of 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII in
B16SIY tumor model (n5 6). *P, 0.05. **P, 0.01. ***P, 0.001. #P, 0.05.
##P, 0.01. ###P, 0.001. GI5 gastrointestinal.

FIGURE 4. Western blot of tsMHC-II expression (A) and dot density
quantified by ImageJ (B) in control, anti-PD1–treated, and IFNg-treated
B16F10 and B16SIY tumors. Expression level was normalized by GAPDH
across various groups. (C) Immunohistochemistry staining of MHC-II in
tumors. Ctrl5 control.
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PD1/PD-L1 immunotherapy axis—was also examined in this study.
Whereas the B16SIY tumor still had a higher level of MHC-II positiv-
ity and 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII PET signal than that of B16F10 tumor,
the dynamic changes stimulated by anti-PD1 treatmentwere not as sig-
nificant when compared with the basal levels. Tumor immunity and
inflammation often involve IFNg signaling, and IFNg preferentially
induces upregulation of MHC-II expression on tumor cells to promote
tumor immunity (26–29). PET imaging is a useful tool for monitoring
response to tumor immunotherapy (11). So, we additionally examined
the dynamic change in tsMHC-II on IFNg stimulation. This compari-
son found that the IFNg-induced increase in MHC-II expression on
tumor cells was greater in the B16SIY tumor, with the better immunity
response, than in the B16F10 tumor, with a lower immunity response.
These findings suggest that tsMHC-II immuno-PET imaging might be
used to monitor tsMHC-II at the basal level and IFNg-stimulated
dynamic changes, raising the possibility that the combined high mani-
festations might be used as a reliable prospective indicator of good
response to cancer immunotherapy.

CONCLUSION

We uncovered a correlation between tsMHC-II and tumor immu-
nity with response to checkpoint inhibitor immunotherapy in murine

melanoma by PET. The newly developed 64Cu-DOTA-MHCII PET
tracer captured the characteristic tsMHC-II in melanoma and provided
noninvasive imaging of dynamic tsMHC-II expression. The distin-
ctive tsMHC-II immuno-PET images from immune-responder and
immune-nonresponder tumors revealed that tsMHC-II is a promising
predictive biomarker for tumor response to cancer immunotherapy.
Monitoring of tsMHC-II at baseline and IFNg-stimulated dynamic
changes might be used to effectively identify immune-responder
patients from nonresponders before immunotherapy to avoid unneces-
sary side effects.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What is the potential for a new immuno-PET tracer
developed to predict tumor response to immunotherapy?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: TsMHC-II and its dynamic modulation
were validated to correlate with tumor response to immunotherapy.
MHC-II antibody–derived immuno-PET imaging showed in vivo
assessment of tsMHC-II and thereby provided predictive value
regarding tumor response to the immunotherapy.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Monitoring of tsMHC-II
at baseline and IFNg-stimulated dynamic changes might be
used to effectively identify immune-responder patients from
nonresponders before immunotherapy to avoid unnecessary
side effects.
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89Zr-3,2-HOPO-Mesothelin Antibody PET Imaging Reflects
Tumor Uptake of Mesothelin-Targeted 227Th-Conjugate
Therapy in Mice
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The mesothelin (MSLN)-targeted 227Th conjugate is a novel a-therapy
developed to treat MSLN-overexpressing cancers. We radiolabeled the
same antibody–chelator conjugate with 89Zr to evaluate whether PET
imaging with 89Zr-MSLNmatches 227Th-MSLN tumor uptake, biodistri-
bution, and antitumor activity. Methods: Serial PET imaging with pro-
tein doses of 4, 20, or 40 mg of 89Zr-MSLN and 89Zr-control was
performed up to 168 h after tracer injection in human tumor–bearing
nude mice with high (HT29-MSLN) and low (BxPc3) MSLN expression.
89Zr-MSLN and 227Th-MSLN ex vivo tumor uptake and biodistribution
were compared at 6 time points in HT29-MSLN and in medium–MSLN-
expressing (OVCAR-3) tumor–bearing mice. 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging
was performed before 227Th-MSLN treatment in HT29-MSLN and
BxPc3 tumor–bearing mice. Results: 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging showed
an SUVmean of 2.2 6 0.5 in HT29-MSLN tumors. Ex vivo tumor uptake
was 10.6%6 2.4% injected dose per gram at 168 h. 89Zr-MSLN tumor
uptake was higher than uptake of 89Zr-control (P5 0.0043). 89Zr-MSLN
and 227Th-MSLN showed comparable tumor uptake and biodistribution
in OVCAR-3 and HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing mice. Pretreatment
SUVmean was 2.2 6 0.2 in HT29-MSLN tumors, which decreased
in volume on 227Th-MSLN treatment. BxPc3 tumors showed
an SUVmean of 1.2 6 0.3 and remained similar in size after 227Th-
MSLN treatment. Conclusion: 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging reflected
MSLN expression and matched 227Th-MSLN tumor uptake and
biodistribution. Our data support the clinical exploration of 89Zr-
MSLN PET imaging together with 227Th-MSLN therapy, both using
the same antibody–chelator conjugate.

KeyWords: PET imaging; 89Zr; targeted 227Th therapy; antibody con-
jugate;mesothelin
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Despite anticancer therapy advancements, several unmet med-
ical needs remain. For instance, patients with mesothelioma and

high-grade serous ovarian cancer would benefit from novel treat-
ment options (1,2).
Recently, targeted a-therapy has emerged as a potential cancer

treatment option. a-particle–emitting radionuclides targeted to the
tumor enable potent antitumor activity while limiting toxicity to
healthy tissues because of their high linear energy transfer and short
range in tissue (3,4). Currently, 223Ra-dichloride for metastatic cas-
tration-resistant prostate cancer is the only approved targeted a-ther-
apy (5,6). Unlike 223Ra, its progenitor 227Th forms a stable complex
with an N-methyl-3-hydroxypyridine-2-one (3,2-HOPO) chelator
conjugated to tumor-associated antigen–targeting antibodies (7–9).
Targeted 227Th conjugates showed efficacy in mice, including those
targeting mesothelin (MSLN), prostate-specific membrane antigen,
CD33, and CD70 (10–14). Tumor-associated antigen binding of tar-
geted 227Th conjugates enables local tumor cell killing via double-
strand DNA breaks caused by 227Th decay (9).
MSLN is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol cell membrane–anch-

ored protein involved in cell–cell adhesion and metastatic spread
(15–17). MSLN expression by healthy tissues is limited to the
peritoneum, pleura, and pericardium. However, it is overexpressed
by several human cancers, such as mesothelioma and ovarian can-
cer (18). Therefore, MSLN is attractive for targeted cancer ther-
apy, such as antibody–drug conjugates, chimeric antigen receptor
T-cells, and targeted radionuclide therapy, currently tested in pre-
clinical and clinical studies (19–22).
The MSLN-targeted 227Th conjugate comprises 3,2-HOPO cova-

lently attached to fully human anti-MSLN monoclonal antibody ane-
tumab and stably complexed with the a-particle emitter 227Th (13).
The conjugate is reactive only to human MSLN. Understanding
227Th-MSLN tumor uptake and biodistribution may be valuable to
guide clinical development. PET can noninvasively visualize the bio-
distribution of monoclonal antibodies, also targeting MSLN (23–25).
We developed a PET tracer complexing the 3,2-HOPO–MSLN
conjugate with 89Zr. By using the same antibody–chelator conju-
gate, we aim to avoid chelator-driven differences in pharmacoki-
netic properties. In mice bearing human MSLN–overexpressing
tumors, we evaluated whether 89Zr-MSLN PET was able to specifi-
cally visualize MSLN, whether this imaging could predict 227Th-
MSLN tumor uptake and biodistribution, and whether 89Zr-MSLN
tumor uptake matches 227Th-MSLN antitumor activity.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Radiolabeling and Quality Control of 227Th-MSLN, 89Zr-MSLN,
and 89Zr-Control

The radionuclides 227Th and 89Zr were coupled to fully human IgG1
anti-MSLN monoclonal antibody and an IgG1-isotype control with 3,2-
HOPO. This chelator is an octadentate with 4 bidentate 3,2-HOPO
metal-complexation units and a carboxylic arm for monoclonal antibody
conjugation, via amide coupling (8). Bayer AG provided conjugates 3,2-
HOPO–MSLN and 3,2-HOPO–control with chelator-to-antibody ratios
of 0.5. 227Th radiolabeling of 3,2-HOPO–MSLN, resulting in 227Th-
MSLN, and quality control were performed as described previously
(13). For PET studies, 3,2-HOPO–MSLN and 3,2-HOPO–control were
radiolabeled with 89Zr-oxalate (PerkinElmer) in 0.5 M 2-[4-(2-hydrox-
yethyl)piperazin-1-yl]ethanesulfonic acid, pH 6.7, for 1–2 h at 37"C.
89Zr-MSLN tended to form radioactive dimers. For the 4-mg dose, the
radioactive dimer formation was 10% at a 0.1mg/mL antibody concen-
tration, with protein desalting purification in 10mM histidine and
130mM glycine at pH 7.4 in water. The 20- and 40-mg dose prepara-
tion required higher antibody concentrations of 0.2 and 0.4mg/mL dur-
ing radiolabeling, resulting in 30% and 60% radioactive dimers,
respectively. The effect of 60% and 10% radioactive dimer content on
89Zr-MSLN biodistribution was compared at the 4-mg dose. To induce
60% dimers at this dose, an additional radiolabeling was performed at
a 0.4mg/mL concentration of antibody with purification via Vivaspin
(Sartorius Stedim Biotech) centrifugation in 0.9% NaCl. For 89Zr-
MSLN quality control, size-exclusion ultra-performance liquid chroma-
tography was used with a TSK-Gel SW column G3000SWXL (5 mm,
7.8mm; Joint Analytic Systems), elution buffer phosphate-buffered
saline (140.0mM NaCl, 9.0mM Na2HPO4, 1.3mM NaH2PO4), and a
0.7 mL/min flow rate (absorbance detection, 280 nm; radioactivity
detection). Radiochemical purity was assessed by trichloroacetic acid
precipitation assay (26). To determine the immunoreactive fraction, a
10-fold molar excess of recombinant MSLN extracellular domain (cat-
alog no. 3265-MS-050; R&D Systems) was added to 89Zr-MSLN and
assessed by radioactivity chromatogram overlay peak intersection of
bound 89Zr-MSLN versus unbound 89Zr-MSLN.

Cell Lines
BxPc3 human pancreatic and OVCAR3

human ovarian cancer cells were obtained
from American Type Culture Collection, and
HT29-MSLN transfected human colon cancer
cells were obtained from Bayer AG, generated
at Natural and Medical Sciences Institute (res-
pectively, 4,200, 37,877, and 242,413 MSLN
molecules per cell) (13). All cell lines were
Mycoplasma-negative. The genetic origin of
the cell lines was authenticated by BaseClear
using short-tandem-repeat profiling. BxPc3 and
OVCAR-3 cells were cultured in Dulbecco
modified Eagle medium/Ham F12, and HT29-
MSLN cells were cultured in RPMI 1640
medium and hygromycin B, 600 mg/mL. All
cells were cultured in 10% fetal calf serum
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin and were
incubated at 37"C, with 5% CO2 in a humid-
ified incubator.

Animal Studies
Animal experiments conformed with animal

welfare laws in The Netherlands and Norway.
Female nude mice, 4–10wk old and weighing
25–35g, received 200mg of irrelevant IgG2A
(Sigma-Aldrich) within 24 h before 89Zr-MSLN,

89Zr-control, or 227Th-MSLN injection to limit unspecific uptake in liver
and spleen (27). A 20-mg dose was used as the standard dose, in line with
published data (13). To investigate 89Zr-MSLN dose effect, 4 and 20 mg
of 89Zr-MSLN were applied, equaling 0.14mg/kg and 0.75mg/kg in a
previous publication (13) with an additional dose of 40mg. Only a 20-mg
nonspecific 89Zr-control was used, as we were not expecting a dose
effect. Tumor volumes were measured with calipers and calculated with
the formula [long side 3 short side2]/2, expressed as cubic millimeters.
Mice with similar tumor sizes were balanced between groups. Ex vivo
tissue uptake between 89Zr-MSLN and 227Th-MSLN was compared in
female BALB/c nude-Foxn1nu mice (Janvier Labs). In this experiment,
inclusion of 25–30mm3 tumor sizes was accepted given the challenging
tumor growth of the OVCAR-3 model. For PET experiments, Female
NMRI-Foxn1numice (Taconic Biosciences) were used, enabling direct com-
parisonwith published data (13). To reliably quantify PETdata, the inclusion
criterion for the imaging studies was a tumor size of more than 150mm3.
Therefore, the OVCAR-3 tumormodelwas excluded for PET imaging.

To investigate 89Zr-MSLN tumor and healthy tissue uptake, dose
effect, and radioactive dimers, NMRI-Foxn1nu mice were inoculated
with 1.0 3 106 HT29-MSLN cells 14 d or 2.5 3 106 BxPc3 cells 21 d
before the start of PET studies. HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing mice
received 20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN or 89Zr-control (3–4 MBq, n 5 6).
BxPc3 tumor–bearing mice received 4, 20, or 40 mg of 89Zr-MSLN or
20mg of 89Zr-control (1–5 MBq, n 5 6). Given radioactive dimer for-
mation, we did not exceed 40 mg. Only 20- and 40-mg dose groups
could undergo PET imaging 24, 72, and 168 h after injection. Ex vivo
biodistribution was performed for all groups at 168 h after injection.
The effect of radioactive dimers on tissue uptake was tested at 4mg
of 89Zr-MSLN with 10% versus 60% radioactive dimers in BxPc3
tumor–bearing mice. Female BALB/c nude-Foxn1nu mice were inocu-
lated with 1.0 3 106 HT29-MSLN cells 5 d or 5.0 3 106 OVCAR-3
cells 28 d before comparison of ex vivo tissue uptake of 89Zr-MSLN
versus 227Th-MSLN. Mice received 20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN (0.20 MBq)
or 20 mg of 227Th-MSLN (0.015 MBq) and were killed 0.5, 2, 6, 24,
72, and 168 h after injection (n 5 4–5). To study whether 89Zr-MSLN
PET tumor uptake coincided with 227Th-MSLN antitumor activity, BxPc3

FIGURE 1. In vivo tumor uptake and biodistribution in 89Zr-MSLN HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing
mice (6 per group). (A) Representative coronal PET images at 24, 72, and 168 h after injection of
20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN and 20 mg of 89Zr-control (3–4 MBq). Uptake is presented as SUV. (B) PET
quantification of 89Zr-MSLN and 89Zr-control uptake in tumor and blood at 24, 72, and 168 h after
injection. 89Zr-MSLN and 89Zr-control uptake is shown as SUVmean 6 SD. Tumor-to-blood ratio is
indicated at 168 h. B5 bone; C5 circulation; T5 tumor; TBR5 tumor-to-blood ratio.
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and HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing NMRI-Foxn1nu mice underwent 89Zr-
MSLN PET imaging 168 h after injection (4 MBq, 20 mg) and received a
0.75mg/kg (500 kBq/kg) dose of 227Th-MSLN 5 d after imaging (n 5

7–8, no treatment: n5 2). In this time frame, no changes in MSLN tumor
expression were to be expected. Tumor sizes were measured until 21 d
after treatment.

The mice were imaged with a Focus 220
PET scanner (CTI Siemens). PET data were
reconstructed and corrected for decay, random
coincidences, scatter, and attenuation. Tumor
and heart uptake was quantified with PMOD
software, version 4.004, as SUVmean. Ex vivo
blood and tissues were weighed and radioactiv-
ity measured in a Wizard g-counter (Perkin-
Elmer) or a germanium detector (Ortec). Ex
vivo uptake was expressed as percentage
injected dose per gram (%ID/g).

Ex Vivo Analysis of Plasma and Tumor
Tracer integrity of 89Zr-MSLN in the plasma

of mice killed at 168 h after injection was stud-
ied by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. Mini-Protean TGX precast
protein gels, 4%–15% (BioRad), were loaded
with 80 mg of plasma protein. A control sample
including intact tracer and free 89Zr was gener-
ated by storing 89Zr-MSLN at room temperature
for a week. Gels ran for 30–45 min at 100 V.
Formalin-fixed tumor tissues were paraffin-
embedded and sliced into 4-mm sections. Gels
and tumor sections were exposed overnight to a
multipurpose phosphor plate (PerkinElmer) at
220"C and captured with Cyclone phosphor
imager (PerkinElmer).

MSLN immunohistochemistry was executed
on the autoradiography tumor sections, as de-
scribed earlier (28). A Ventana Discovery auto-
mated stainer was used. After washing, the

primary anti-MSLN antibody (clone SP74;
Spring Biosciences) at 0.25 mg/mL was detected
with horseradish peroxidase–labeled antimouse
polymer (Dako) and 3,39-diaminobenzidine solu-
tion. Sections were fixed at 4"C for 5 min, air-
dried, and washed with double-distilled H2O
before incubation with Dako blocking solution
(10 min, room temperature). After washing, pri-
mary antibody was detected with horseradish
peroxidase–labeled antimouse polymer (Dako)
and 3,39-diaminobenzidine solution. Hematoxy-
lin–eosin staining was performed on adjacent
tumor sections. Digital scans were acquired by a
Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-HT multislide
scanner and analyzed with NanoZoomer Digital
Pathology viewer software.

Statistical Analysis
Similarity between 2 groups was analyzed

using a Mann–Whitney U test. When there were
multiple groups or time points, a Bonferroni
multiple-comparison correction was applied. All
data are presented with SD. All statistical tests
were performed in GraphPad Prism 8, and P val-
ues of less than 0.05were considered significant.

RESULTS

Quality Control 89Zr-MSLN
89Zr-MSLN was produced with a radiolabeling efficiency of

64% 6 10%, a radiochemical purity of 98% 6 1%, and 4% 6 1%

FIGURE 2. Ex vivo tumor uptake and biodistribution of 89Zr-MSLN HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing
mice (6 per group). Shown is ex vivo tumor and healthy tissue uptake of 20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN and
20mg of 89Zr-control at 168 h after injection. Data are %ID/g, as mean 6 SD; 89Zr-MSLN and
89Zr-control batches each contained 30% radioactive dimers. *P, 0.05. **P, 0.01.

FIGURE 3. Intratumoral 89Zr-MSLN distribution. Shown is MSLN immunohistochemistry, autoradi-
ography, and hematoxylin and eosin staining of HT29-MSLN and formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded
tumor sections that received 89Zr-MSLN (A) or 89Zr-control (B). MSLN immunohistochemistry and
autoradiography were performed on same tumor section, and hematoxylin and eosin staining were
performed on adjacent tumor section. Radioactivity in A and B is simultaneously scaled, shown from
high to low 89Zr signal intensity. Representative data are shown (n 5 3–5; rest are shown in Supple-
mental Fig. 2). H&E5 hematoxylin and eosin.
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antibody dimers and 15% 6 2% radiola-
beled dimers (n 5 6) (Supplemental Fig.
1A; supplemental materials are available at
http://jnm.snmjournals.org). The immuno-
reactive fraction was 0.8 (Supplemental
Fig. 1B). We observed by radioactive detec-
tion that 89Zr-MSLN tended to dimerize, not
observed at 280nm. Favorable and unfavor-
able conditions are shown in Supplemental
Table 1. The radiolabeling conditions and
quality control results of the experiments are
shown in Supplemental Figures 1C and 1D
and Supplemental Table 2.

Tumor Uptake and Biodistribution of
89Zr-MSLN
PET evaluation of 89Zr-MSLN in HT29-

MSLN tumor–bearing mice showed 1.8-fold
higher tumor uptake and tumor-to-blood
ratio for 89Zr-MSLN than for 89Zr-control
(SUVmean, 2.26 0.5 vs. 1.26 0.2 168 h after
injection, P 5 0.0043; Figs. 1A and 1B). Ex
vivo biodistribution confirmed the PET data,
showing 2.5-fold higher tumor uptake of
89Zr-MSLN than of 89Zr-control at 168h
(10.6% 6 2.4% vs. 4.2% 6 0.7 %ID/g, P5

0.0043), whereas uptake in all other tissues was
similar (Fig. 2). No low-molecular-weight

species of 89Zr-MSLN or free 89Zr were
present in blood 168 h after injection (Sup-
plemental Fig. 1E). Autoradiography showed
MSLN-specific 89Zr-MSLN tumor uptake
compared with 89Zr-control (Fig. 3; Supple-
mental Figs. 2A and 2B).

Dose Effect of 89Zr-MSLN on Tumor
Uptake and Biodistribution
In vivo, uptake and tumor-to-blood ratios

were lower in 89Zr-MSLN BxPc3 tumors
than in HT29-MSLN tumors. 89Zr-MSLN
BxPc3 tumor uptake and tumor-to-blood
ratios were similar between 20 mg and 40 mg
(SUVmean, 1.6 6 0.2 vs. 1.9 6 0.3) and
higher than in 20-mg 89Zr-control (SUVmean,
1.1 6 0.2; Figs. 4A and 4B). Ex vivo, 89Zr-
MSLN tumor and liver uptake were higher at
40 mg than at 4 mg 168 h after injection. In
addition, mice that received 4 mg of 89Zr-
MSLN with 60% radioactive dimers showed
higher tumor (10.0% 6 2.2% vs. 6.1% 6
1.7 %ID/g) and liver (8.8% 6 1.4% vs.
4.9% 6 1.2 %ID/g) uptake compared
with mice that received 4 mg of 89Zr-MSLN
with 10% radioactive dimers. The excretion
rate was not affected by radioactive dimers.
Bone uptake was mainly in cortical bone
and not in bone marrow (Supplemental
Figs. 3A–3D).

FIGURE 4. Dose effect of 89Zr-MSLN on tumor uptake and biodistribution in BxPc3 tumor–bearing
mice (5–6 per group). (A) Representative coronal PET images of 40 mg and 20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN and
20 mg of 89Zr-control at 24, 72, and 168 h after injection. Uptake is presented as SUV. (B) Quantifica-
tion of tumor and blood at 24, 72, and 168 h after injection, shown as SUVmean 6 SD. Tumor-to-
blood ratio is indicated at 168 h. B5 bone; C5 circulation; T5 tumor; TBR5 tumor-to-blood ratio.

FIGURE 5. Tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSLN compared with 227Th-MSLN. (A and B) HT29-MSLN tumor
uptake and OVCAR3 tumor uptake (A) and respective tumor-to-blood ratios (B) of 20 mg of 89Zr-
MSLN (0.20 MBq) vs. 20 mg of 227Th-MSLN (0.015 MBq) total antibody dose at 0.5, 2, 6, 24, 72, and
168 h. Data are median %ID/g and interquartile range, including single data points. *P , 0.05 with
Bonferroni adjustment.
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89Zr-MSLN Versus 227Th-MSLN Tumor Uptake and
Biodistribution
Ex vivo OVCAR3 and HT29-MSLN tumor uptake of 89Zr-MSLN

and 227Th-MSLN was comparable except at 168 h after injection,
when 89Zr-MSLN HT29-MSLN tumor uptake was lower (33.1% 6
9.0% vs. 89.8%6 26.3%ID/g,P5 0.016; Fig. 5A). Tumor-to-blood
ratios were similar for 89Zr-MSLN and 227Th-MSLN in both models
(Fig. 5B). 89Zr-MSLN liver uptake was higher than 227Th-MSLN
uptake up to 24 h in HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing mice but not at 72
and 168 h, the clinically relevant time points. 89Zr-MSLN femur
uptake was higher than 227Th-MSLN uptake from 24 to 168 h in both
models—for example, 12.3%6 1.3%ID/g versus 4.9%6 0.6%ID/g
168 h after injection in the HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing mice, result-
ing in lower blood and kidney levels at 72 h and 168 h (Supplemental
Figs. 4A and 4B).

89Zr-MSLN PET Before 227Th-MSLN Treatment
89Zr-MSLN PET imaging before 227Th-MSLN treatment revealed

1.8-fold higher tumor SUVmean in HT29-MSLN than in BxPc3
tumors (2.2 6 0.2 vs. 1.2 6 0.3, P 5 0.0003; Figs. 6A and 6B).
Because of the 18.7-d half-life of 227Th, treatment effect is not
observed in the first 9 d. From day 9 until day 21 after 227Th-MSLN
administration, HT29-MSLN tumors decreased 0.7 6 0.1-fold in
volume (from 432.4 6 131.2mm3 to 317.4 6 130.1mm3). Tumors
of untreated mice grew individually 1.3-fold and 1.7-fold. In the

same time frame, BxPc3 tumors did not grow after 227Th-MSLN
administration (1.0 6 0.3-fold, 310.2 6 166.5mm3 at day 9 and
288.3 6 112.3mm3 at day 21) whereas tumors of untreated animals
individually grew 1.4-fold (Figs. 7A and 7B). Absolute tumor growth
is shown in Supplemental Figure 5. BxPc3 tumors of untreated- versus
227Th-MSLN–treated animals were slightly larger at day 0. Therefore,
tumor sizes were normalized to the size at day 0 (29). 227Th-MSLN
treatment increased DNA double-strand breaks compared with tumors
of untreated mice, confirming the molecular mode of action of 227Th-
MSLN (Supplemental Figs. 6A and 6B).

DISCUSSION

This study showed that 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging reflects 227Th-
MSLN tumor uptake and biodistribution in mice bearing tumors
overexpressing human MSLN. We showed the dual use of an anti-
body–chelator conjugate, 3,2-HOPO–MSLN, radiolabeled with 89Zr
for PET imaging and with 227Th for targeted a-therapy as a thera-
nostic. Even though some studies have shown direct molecular
imaging of 227Th, this remains a challenge due to the low abundance
of measurable photons in the decay chain of 227Th (30). Studies on
patients and mice showed the theranostic potential of 89Zr PET for
b-particle–emitting therapeutic radionuclides, such as 177Lu and 90Y
(31,32). Therefore, we hypothesized that 89Zr might serve as a PET
surrogate radioisotope for the a-particle emitter 227Th as well. Esti-
mating 227Th-MSLN whole-body distribution with 89Zr-MSLN PET
before treatment may be of value to guide clinical development. In
addition, this study encourages 89Zr-MSLN PET exploration to
select patients and predict 227Th-MSLN efficacy. Moreover, PET
imaging with 89Zr may be amenable to other targeted a-therapies.

89Zr-MSLN tumor uptake might correlate with response to
227Th-MSLN. However, we did not use the isogenic cell systems
required to exclude differences in sensitivity to 227Th-MSLN. We
did not perform tumor biopsies to assess whether changes in
MSLN expression occurred in the 5-d time frame between PET
scan and start of treatment. A change is unlikely, as tumor growth
was relatively consistent. We observed a trend in antitumor activ-
ity of 227Th-MSLN comparable to the earlier in vivo study (13). A
firm conclusion on predicting 227Th-MSLN antitumor activity is
precluded given the low number of animals in the control groups.
Variability in 89Zr-MSLN and 227Th-MSLN tumor uptake may

have been a result of small tumors in the ex vivo biodistribution
comparison. Higher 89Zr-MSLN bone uptake might be explained by

dissociated 89Zr from 3,2-HOPO, tending to
accumulate in the growing bone in young
mice, not seen in humans (33,34). Ex vivo
blood samples at 168 h showed intact 89Zr-
MSLN, indicating that the tracer available
in the circulation for tissue uptake is intact.
This finding suggests that free 89Zr clears
from the blood immediately into cortical
bone. Although desferrioxamine-based che-
lators are commonly used for complexa-
tion with 89Zr, HOPO-based chelators are
a proven alternative (35,36). To avoid
chelator-driven discrepancies in pharma-
cokinetics between 89Zr-MSLN and 227Th-
MSLN (37,38), we developed the PET tracer
using the same 3,2-HOPO–MSLN conjugate
with the additional advantage of having the
intermediate product clinical grade right at

FIGURE 6. 89Zr-MSLN PET before 227Th-MSLN treatment. (A) Represen-
tative coronal PET images of HT29-MSLN and BxPc3 tumor–bearing mice
168 h after 20 mg of 89Zr-MSLN. Tumor uptake is presented as SUV. (B)
Quantification of 89Zr-MSLN in HT29-MSLN andBxPc3 tumors at 168 h after
injection (n 5 7–8 per group). 89Zr-MSLN uptake is shown as SUVmean 6

SD, including single data points. ***P, 0.001. B5 bone; T5 tumor.

FIGURE 7. Tumor growth after 227Th-MSLN treatment. (A and B) Tumor growth after 227Th-MSLN
treatment (0.75 mg/kg, 500 kBq/kg) in HT29-MSLN tumor–bearing mice (n 5 8) (A) and in BxPc3
tumor–bearing mice (n 5 7) and per model untreated mice (n 5 2), normalized to day 0. Absolute
tumor sizes are shown in Supplemental Figure 5.
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hand. We showed in mice that 89Zr-MSLN uptake can predict tumor
targeting of 227Th-MSLN. In patients, 89Zr-MSLNPET imagingmight
detect MSLN-positive lesions in mesothelioma, ovarian cancer, and
pancreatic cancer and clarify whether the antibody can reach these
lesions. Yet, calculating an exact 227Th radiation dose per organ is lim-
ited by the observed 89Zr-MSLN bone uptake. For potential dosimetry
purposes, we should aim to improve the in vivo stability of HOPO-
based 89Zr chelators.
Higher liver uptake of 89Zr-MSLN with a high radioactive dimer

content indicates faster clearance of dimers and aggregates than of
monomers (39). Higher tumor uptake could be explained by
increased retention at the target-binding site due to an avidity effect
(40) combined with an enhanced permeability and retention effect
(41). Higher tumor uptake at 40 mg than at 4 mg of total antibody
dose may, therefore, most likely be a dimer effect instead of a dose
effect. Dimerization appears specific for 89Zr-3,2-HOPO because the
control antibody revealed similar radioactive dimer content, not
observed in combination with 227Th to the same extent (13). In a clin-
ical setting, the specification should be set at less than 15%. This is
feasible with the optimized radiolabeling procedure that we describe.

CONCLUSION

Our study revealed the potential of 89Zr-MSLN PET to predict
227Th-MSLN tumor uptake and biodistribution. Furthermore, it
addressed the potential of 89Zr-MSLN PET as a tool to estimate 227Th-
MSLN antitumor activity. Our data support clinical investigation of
89Zr-MSLN PET imaging in combination with 227Th-MSLN therapy.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging predict 227Th-MSLN
behavior?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging shows tumor
uptake and biodistribution similar to that of 227Th-MSLN in
MSLN-expressing tumor–bearing nude mice.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: These data support the
theranostic potential of 89Zr-MSLN PET imaging to guide
227Th-MSLN therapy in patients.
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This information statement from the Society of Nuclear Medicine and
Molecular Imaging, American Society of Nuclear Cardiology, and
European Association of Nuclear Medicine describes the perfor-
mance, interpretation, and reporting of hot spot imaging in nuclear car-
diology. The field of nuclear cardiology has historically focused on cold
spot imaging for the interpretation of myocardial ischemia and infarc-
tion. Hot spot imaging has been an important part of nuclearmedicine,
particularly for oncology or infection indications, and the use of hot
spot imaging in nuclear cardiology continues to expand. This docu-
ment focuses on image acquisition and processing, methods of quan-
tification, indications, protocols, and reporting of hot spot imaging.
Indications discussed include myocardial viability, myocardial in-
flammation, device or valve infection, large vessel vasculitis, valve cal-
cification and vulnerable plaques, and cardiac amyloidosis. This
document contextualizes the foundations of image quantification and
highlights reporting in each indication for the cardiac nuclear imager.

KeyWords:Basic science; diseases/processes; modalities

J Nucl Med 2022; 63:1722–1740
DOI: 10.2967/jnumed.122.264311

PREAMBLE/BACKGROUND

Since the inception of stress myocardial perfusion imaging
(MPI) in 1973 (1), the field of nuclear cardiology has focused on
cold spot imaging for the interpretation of myocardial ischemia
and infarction. In cold spot imaging, areas of decreased radiotracer
uptake are identified relative to areas of presumed normal

myocardial radionuclide uptake. Images are scaled to the peak
myocardial counts, and the relative degree of decreased radiotracer
intensity is described as abnormal segments of myocardium. Semi-
quantitative visual descriptors have been defined, and quantitative
software products have been introduced to characterize the loca-
tion, extent, and severity of abnormalities. The nuclear physician
has become facile with cold spot MPI with respect to recommen-
dations, performance, interpretation, and reporting results.
Hot spot imaging has been an important part of nuclear medicine,

particularly for oncology or infection imaging, where the images
are interpreted based on the areas of maximum intensity (‘hot
spot’). For example Fluorine-18 (18F) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
positron emission tomography (PET) is indicated in the guidelines
of diagnosis, treatment, and response to therapy for lymphoma (2).
Hot spot imaging is increasingly used in nuclear cardiology to iden-
tify myocardial and vascular inflammation, cardiac native and pros-
thetic valve infection, implanted device infection using PET, and
identification of cardiac amyloidosis using both PET and single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). Herein, we pro-
vide an information statement on cardiovascular hot spot imaging
from the Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging, the
American Society of Nuclear Cardiology, and the European Associ-
ation of Nuclear Medicine. The purpose of this document is to assist
nuclear medicine and nuclear cardiology practitioners in recom-
mending, performing, interpreting, and reporting the results of car-
diovascular hot spot imaging (Table 1).

DEFINITION OF STANDARD UPTAKE VALUE AND REGION
OF INTEREST

Hot spot imaging techniques rely on providing metrics depicting
the intensity of radiotracer uptake in a lesion or area that are not de-
pendent on image scaling. Many different metrics have been de-
scribed. The most commonly used clinical parameter for quantifying
radiotracer activity within a tissue or lesion using PET (and increas-
ingly with SPECT) is the standard uptake value (SUV). SUV is
a semi-quantitative parameter measured on attenuation-corrected
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images which is defined as the tracer activity normalized to the
injected activity (inMBq/kg) and the volume of distribution [typically
the patient’s body weight (in kg)], adjusted for radiation decay (3):

SUV5
Tissue activity ðMBq=mLÞ

Injected activity ðMBqÞ=body weight ðkgÞ
Lean body mass (SUV-lean, SUL) can be used instead of body

weight to account for the lower uptake of FDG by adipose tissue,
and may minimize differences seen between males and females
(4). SUV can be measured in grams per mL of tissue, though 1 g
is frequently assumed to be equivalent to 1mL and SUV is most
commonly described as unitless (3).
Maximum SUV (SUVmax) represents the SUV of the voxel with

the highest activity within a region of interest (ROI), and SUVmean

is the averaged SUV of all voxels within a ROI (Fig. 1, Table 2).
SUVmax is more commonly used for the evaluation of tumors, car-
diac sarcoidosis, and infection on 18F-FDG PET/CT scans due to the
thought that it is less dependent on the placement and drawing of the
region of interest. Particularly in an area of heterogeneous tissue or
tracer distribution, SUVmax may be affected by noise and may

not accurately represent the real tissue activity. Indeed, a study of
reproducibility of these measures found that test-retest variability is
actually lower with SUVmean measurements when compared with
SUVmax (5). SUVpeak is also available in some software packages,
which is defined as the average SUV in a small region of interest
around the high-uptake part of a lesion. SUVpeak has a larger volume
with more voxels than SUVmax, thus is less affected by image noise.
Software packages define the size, shape, and location of the ROI
used to calculate SUVpeak differently, making comparison across soft-
ware vendors difficult. For example, SUVpeak may be centered around
SUVmax or around the region which yields the highest SUVpeak value.
In order to account for differences in radiotracer uptake in vari-

ous tissues, target to background ratio (TBR) can be used instead
of individual SUV as a hot spot imaging parameter. TBR is typi-
cally defined as the ratio of the target SUV to the background SUV
(e.g., blood pool or liver). In 18F-FDG PET/CT, blood pool SUV
demonstrates less variability than liver SUV and may be a more
accurate reference (6,7). TBR can be applied to any application,
but it is commonly used for the measurement of the uptake in the
coronary arteries, valves, and aorta. An advantage of using a ratio
of two measurements on the same PET acquisition is that it partly
corrects for variability from the use of different imaging systems
and image reconstruction protocols and from errors in measure-
ment of estimated radiotracer activity.
Cardiac metabolic volume (CMV, measured in cm3), defined as

the volume of tissue in a lesion that is above a certain SUV thresh-
old, is also used in cardiovascular applications to describe the overall
lesion burden. Several commercially available software packages are
able to automatically calculate lesion SUV measurements as well as
metabolic volume. Cardiac metabolic activity (CMA, measured in
grams) includes both the amount and volume of activity and is calcu-
lated as the CMV multiplied by the mean SUV of voxels above the
pre-defined SUV threshold. The potential advantage of this measure
is that it combines both the intensity and the volume of involvement.
Some studies suggest that metabolic volumes and activity may be
more prognostic in tumor imaging (8) and more diagnostic of car-
diac sarcoidosis (9,10) than the simple SUVmax calculation. A con-
cept similar to the CMA can be also extended to other applications.
In vascular inflammation, a measurement of coronary 18F-sodium
fluoride (NaF) burden along the whole-vessel, termed coronary
microcalcification activity, can be quantified and represents the vol-
ume and activity of coronary artery inflammation and microcalcifica-
tion above background (11).

0

10
SUV

Lesion
ROI

SUVmax

SUVpeak

Highest-uptake
Region

FIGURE 1. Schematic of hot spot quantification. Visual representation of
hot spot measurements including SUV and ROI. Note that the location of
SUVpeak varies among software, and may be centered on SUVmax or on
the region yielding the highest SUVpeak (as pictured here).

TABLE 2
Definition of Quantitative Measurements

Measurement Definition

SUVmax Maximum SUV voxel in region of interest (9)

SUVmean Average SUV of all voxels in region of interest (108)

SUVpeak Average SUV of a small region of interest (usually 1 cm3) around SUVmax (7)

Target-to-background ratio Ratio of SUVmax in the target organ (i.e., myocardium) to SUVmean or SUVmax in the
blood pool (i.e., atrium, ventricle, or aorta) (92)

Metabolic volume Volume within an ROI with intensity above certain SUV threshold (9,87)

Metabolic activity SUVmean within an ROI multiplied by metabolic volume (9,11,62,87)

Coefficient of variation Ratio of standard deviation of SUV to average SUV of entire myocardium (106,107)

ROI 5 region of interest; SUV 5 standard uptake value.
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Lesion size is frequently considered to include the halfway points
between the maximum lesion activity and the surrounding back-
ground activity (12). Appropriate ROI determination is important in
hot spot imaging, particularly when SUVmean or metabolic volume
or activity is calculated. For example, cardiac sarcoidosis stems from
granulomatous inflammation of the myocardium that does not gener-
ally follow or correspond to territories supplied by specific coronary
arteries. Therefore, the ROI is the entire myocardium, and automated
cardiac-specific software can identify this ROI and calculate SUV,
CMV, and CMA within this region.

IMAGING AND IMAGE PROCESSING

Acquisition, reconstruction, and processing of hot spot images
using either PET or SPECT are the basis for being able to provide
clear interpretation and clinical recommendations. Understanding
the technical aspects of imaging and image processing is essential,
and detailed reviews of imaging systems and parameters of differ-
ent types of PET and SPECT cameras have been published
(13,14). Below, image acquisition and reconstruction, sources of
error, and definitions of the ROI and SUV are described in detail.

Image Acquisition
Patients are typically imaged in the supine position, and prefera-

bly with the arms up. For PET, the field of view (FOV) may vary
depending on the imaging protocol and clinical question, and may
include cardiac only, chest, skull base to mid-thighs, skull vertex to
mid thighs, or skull vertex to feet. In this sense some institutions
may opt for a combination of a dedicated cardiac scan followed by
a whole-body PET/CT acquisition. After an initial scout to delineate
the FOV, a low-dose non-contrast CT scan is acquired for attenua-
tion correction (AC) of the subsequent PET emission scan. PET
acquisition consists of static or dynamic imaging in three-dimen-
sional mode. Additionally, a diagnostic CT with intravenous and/or
oral contrast may be acquired if clinically indicated, which should
be performed according to corresponding CT procedural protocols.
For rapid multi-bed protocols, acquisition time can range between 1
and 4 minutes per bed position depending on the scanner type (15).
Nowadays, nearly all PET scanners are hybrid systems with CT.

Modern day PET scanners also incorporate time-of-flight (TOF)
technology, which takes into account the difference in photon
arrival time along the line-of-response, leading to higher contrast-
to-noise ratios (16). Moreover, digital PET/CT systems utilize sili-
con photomultiplier tubes and promise an even higher sensitivity
with spatial resolutions under 4 mm because of a longer axial FOV
and improved coincidence timing resolution (17).

Image Reconstruction
Most PET and SPECT images are reconstructed with iterative

methods, primarily maximum likelihood expectation maximization
(18) (ML-EM) and ordered subsets (19) expectation maximization
(OS-EM) methods and their variants. The goal of these algorithms
is to find the most likely image given the acquired raw dataset pre-
sented. An image set is constructed, forward-projected, compared
with acquired data, back-projected, and updated. The process is iter-
ated upon until the image with the maximum probability is produced
based upon the Poisson mathematical equation. Iterative reconstruc-
tions naturally take photon counting statistics into consideration,
leading to much lower image noise compared with the older filtered
back projection reconstruction method. More importantly, iterative
reconstruction allows the incorporation of physical factors (such as
attenuation, scatter, and resolution loss) into the forward and back-

projection process in order to correct for those factors. In particular,
the corrections of attenuation and scatter are the prerequisites for
absolute tracer quantification of PET and SPECT imaging.

Although iterative reconstruction can achieve satisfactory quanti-
fication, several cautions are needed. First, as the iteration number
increases, resolution and image contrast improve, but image noise
also increases. This is particularly important for most hot spot quan-
tification, where SUVmax is typically measured from a single voxel
inside a ROI with the highest SUV. Increased image noise may arti-
factually increase SUVmax due to the increased likelihood that a sin-
gle voxel value can be overestimated. This effect is more prominent
for larger lesions with more voxels inside the ROI, where the
chance of an overestimated voxel increases. On the other hand, a
smaller number of iterations in the reconstruction leads to lower
noise, but this potentially introduces blurring of small objects.
Therefore, SUVmax may be underestimated as the reconstruction is
at risk of under converging with low resolution and contrast. Conse-
quently, there is an intrinsic trade-off between SUV overestimation
due to noise and SUV underestimation due to under-convergence in
iterative reconstruction. Alternative iterative reconstruction frame-
works, such as Bayesian penalized likelihood (PL) reconstruction,
have been investigated to improve convergence for lesion activity.
One such algorithm utilizes voxel-wise regulation of the iterative
steps with a user-defined penalization factor (20). That is to say, the
algorithm attempts to balance the increased convergence at higher
iterations while penalizing the equation for increased noise in an
attempt to balance convergence and noise.
Another caution is the widely used resolution recovery in iterative

reconstruction through the incorporation of point spread function
(PSF). With PSF, the convergence of iterative reconstruction is gen-
erally slower as compared to that without PSF, but PSF reconstruc-
tion eventually leads to high contrast and resolution that cannot be
achieved without PSF (21). Though the image looks smoother with
PSF reconstruction, which more effectively incorporates neighbor-
ing voxels, there is no significant difference for background variabil-
ity and reproducibility (22). In the context of hot spot quantification,
PSF reconstruction generally gives higher SUV and SUVmax. How-
ever, it has been shown that PSF leads to edge artifacts in large
organs. For small ROIs, such edge artifacts could merge and form a
‘‘peak’’, resulting in overestimation of SUVmax (21).
Phantom scans, such as using NEMA IQ phantom with multiple

hot spot sizes, are recommended to be performed prior to human
imaging. With known hot spot concentration in phantom hot spots,
the quantitative accuracy can be determined for each scanner’s
reconstruction parameter setting.
In summary, the widely used iterative reconstruction methods

with physics data corrections lead to improved quantitative accu-
racy, though careful parameter optimization is needed for the task
of hot spot quantification.

Calibration
A prerequisite for performing quantitative PET and SPECT stud-

ies is the accurate calibration of the scanner to ensure the validity
of the quantitative results and comparability of SUV across differ-
ent scanners. Calibration of a PET or SPECT scanner is the process
of establishing the relationship between the true radiotracer activity
concentration (23) and the count rate per volume as measured by
the scanner, such that the results may be expressed quantitatively
in terms of kBq/ml. This is achieved by comparing the results in
terms of image voxel values reconstructed by the scanner with
phantoms of known activity concentrations at a frequency guided by
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the manufacturer’s recommendation. In addition, a scanner should be
cross-calibrated against a peripheral device, i.e., an activity (dose) cal-
ibrator; that is, the activity measured by the scanner should be
directly compared with the injected activity as measured by the activ-
ity calibrator being used clinically (24). For example, an investigation
of 23 PET/CT scanners demonstrated that all scanners were suitable
for visual data analysis, but five were not validated for quantitative
studies because concentration measurements differed from those of
the activity calibrator by more than 10% (23), resulting in systematic
error in SUV. For the purpose of SUV quantification on a single
study, accurate cross-calibration between the PET/CT scanner and
the activity calibrator is more important than the accuracy of each
individual device, because if cross-calibration is accurate, errors will
cancel each other out during the process of calculation of SUV (3).
Although this process was primarily described for PET, the same pro-
cess applies to SPECT to quantitative calibration.

Sources of Error and Quality Assurance
Errors in patient and camera position and bolus injection can lead

to variability in SUV measurements and errors in interpretation
(Table 3). Time from injection to imaging should remain constant,
as tumor SUV tends to increase over time from injection to 90
minutes on 18F-FDG PET/CT (25), while blood pool activity clears
over time. The most common cause of test-retest variability is dif-
ferences in time between injection and imaging (3). Radiotracers
with shorter half lives like 68Ga-DOTA-peptides are thought to
have more variability in SUV measurements when the time from
injection to imaging is not consistent. Besides the timing, the net
amount of the administered bolus dose is directly used in the SUV
calculation. An uncorrected lower net administered dose gives rise
to a lower SUV. Therefore, the exact administered dose must be
corrected for any residual activity in the syringe or administration
system. Extravasation of radiotracer may lead to an incomplete
dose administration, resulting in erroneous SUV calculations. In the
event of dose extravasation, the lesion-to-background ratio may be
used to generate relative SUV counts (24).
The other element to ensure correct SUV assessment is to compen-

sate for radioactive decay during the time interval between activity
calibration time and CT acquisition time. PET/CT system software is
capable of automatic decay correction, provided the clocks in the

PET/CT system are synchronized with those in the activity calibrators
(26). Documenting an accurate patient weight during each test is par-
ticularly important when assessing changes in SUV over time.
Patient motion as well as respiratory motion can result in SUV

calculation errors especially near the diaphragm due to motion
blurring and mismatched attenuation correction. Blurring of the
focus of hyper-metabolism due to motion may result in errone-
ously low SUVmax values (27).
Metal object artifact causes erroneous SUV measurements. As

SUV is calculated on the attenuation-corrected images, bright
band artifact from high-density metal can cause an overestimation
of tracer uptake and thus SUV. In these cases (such as identifica-
tion of infection around implantable cardiovascular devices),
SUV calculation may not be accurate. Metal artifact reduction
algorithms have been shown in non-cardiac imaging to improve
confidence in image interpretation and SUV calculation (28).
Review of uncorrected images is needed to visually identify the
true radiotracer activity around these metal objects. Similarly,
the use of intravenous contrast during the transmission scan
should be employed with care if essential for the exam, since it
may result in overestimation of attenuation correction resulting
in a falsely high SUV.

18F-FDG uptake in brown fat which occurs more frequently in
children and younger adults can interfere with image interpretation.
Many strategies exist including avoiding cold by maintaining a warm
temperature (minimum 24"C or 75"F) of the injection/uptake room
during uptake phase and providing a warm blanket (29). Premedica-
tion such as oral propranolol, oral diazepam, or intravenous fentanyl
have also been used to aid in reducing brown fat uptake (30,31).

An accurate region of interest should be based upon a three-
dimensional review of the image set and does not include adjacent
hypermetabolic structures or lesions such as a hypermetabolic
lymph node or loop of bowel. Partial volume effect may result in
underestimated SUVmax calculation, particularly in lesions smaller
than 2 cm, due to limited spatial resolution. The use of a recovery
coefficient corrected for lesion size has been shown to have a higher
sensitivity and specificity for detection of malignant lesions (12). In
addition, the techniques which measure the total activity over larger
region such as activity above threshold are potentially less affected
by partial volume effects.

TABLE 3
Sources of Error in SUV Measurement

Quality control considerations and sources of error

Lab related Patient related

Correct dose measurement
Accurate clock synchronization
Calibration between activity calibrator and PET/CT camera
Weight scale calibration
Quality of bolus injection
Radiotracer extravasation
Patient and camera position
Iterative reconstruction method
Attenuation correction
Processing errors
Accurate region of interest
Variations in time between injection and imaging (serial studies)

Serum glucose level
Soft tissue attenuation (i.e., body weight and breast)
Medications affecting 18F-FDG uptake (i.e., insulin)
Renal dysfunction
Changes in weight
Motion

FDG5 fluorodeoxyglucose; SUV5 standard uptake value.
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Patient factors such as glucose level and medications may also
affect SUV measurements. Optimal dietary preparation prior to
18F-FDG PET is paramount for study accuracy. In inflammation
and infection imaging, proper suppression of physiologic myocar-
dial glucose uptake should be ensured and will be discussed in the
coming sections. For myocardial viability studies, glucose manipu-
lation protocols should be used to drive glucose into myocardial
cells to assess for maximum viability.

Standardization
Wide variations in PET/CT scanners and their scan acquisition

parameters, with newer machines promising better performance
using enhanced hardware and software, lead to SUV variability
between scanners particularly if no proper standardization is
undertaken. A study comparing 5 different scanners found a varia-
tion in SUV of up to 47%; however, using standardized protocols
reduced this variation to within 22.6% (32). Large variability of
SUV is particularly undesirable with respect to threshold values
used for diagnosis, serial scanning, and multicenter clinical trials.
PET acquisition parameters, such as acquisition mode, scan dura-

tion per bed position, and amount of overlap in bed positions, are
settings based on the performance of the scanner, involving many
moving parts with trade-offs among signal-to-noise ratio, radiation
safety, logistics, and patient comfort. Ultimately, PET acquisition
parameters affect PET image quality, and poorer image quality may
result in an upward bias of SUVmeasurements up to 15% (24).
Increasing the sensitivity of the PET scanner by using 3-D acqui-

sition (instead of 2-D acquisition using lead or tungsten septa
between crystal rings), lengthening scan duration, and enlarging
bed overlap improve signal-to-noise ratio (33). Another factor that
affects signal-to-noise ratio is spatial resolution, which is deter-
mined by scanner features (e.g., crystal size and arrangement and
2D vs 3D acquisition mode) as well as reconstruction parameters.
Lower spatial resolution implies a large amount of spread of the sig-
nal around its actual location, the hot spot appears less bright, and
the SUV is lower (34). Scan acquisition parameters also determine
the amount of noise present in the image. Noise usually provides an
overestimate of the true maximum pixel value and SUV but can
occasionally underestimate them (34).
In comparison, the CT component of PET/CT acquisition for

attenuation correction and anatomical correlation is less complex
and several studies show that CT parameters such as the tube current
(mA), voltage (kV), and slice thickness have minimal or no effect on
SUV quantification, assuming the CT parameters are strong enough
to ensure adequate tissue penetration and/or image truncation in
obese patients (35,36). Regardless, various guidelines have outlined
the appropriate CT acquisition parameters within the framework of
18F-FDG PET/CT studies which should be followed (24,37,38).
Despite the inherent differences in scanner performance, adopting

standardization of acquisition parameters across multiple centers are
effective in limiting variability of SUV to less than 10% (39,40).
This highlights the importance of adherence to guidelines and
accreditation of PET/CT scanners to ensure the accuracy and compa-
rability of SUV measured by individual scanner.

Variability in Measurement
The calculation of SUV depends on several factors that may con-

tribute to bias and variability. For serial scans measuring response
to therapy, studies have found that the bias in SUV measurement
varied over time and among different vendor scanners (41). Utiliz-
ing repeated measurements of the same test object, it is reported that

the test-retest single site variability for oncologic studies is 3%–5%,
and similar among all three major vendor scanners (42). However,
in a 68Ge/68Ga phantom study across 10 centers with various scan-
ner vendors, reconstruction methods, and attenuation map genera-
tion approaches, SUV variability was in the range of 10% to 25%
(43). In addition to physics-related variability, an additional 3% to
4% variability can be expected due to activity-correction factors
over time, when there are no other operator errors (44). Moreover,
differences among software packages in calculating SUV from
stored DICOM images may be substantial and affect the interpreta-
tion of SUV across sites (45). In a busy clinical practice, it is impor-
tant to note that the largest effect on SUVmax variance may be
inconsistent time periods between injection time and scan time (46).
For imaging of cardiac inflammation, test-retest variability may

be significantly higher due to differences in patient preparation
and myocardial glucose utilization. One study found complete dis-
cordance in myocardial FDG uptake in 4 out of 15 patients who
underwent repeated studies to evaluate for sarcoidosis (25).
One approach to reduce such multi-center variability is stan-

dardized radiotracer dosing and uptake delay.
Additionally, joint corrections for cardiac, respiratory, and gross

patient motion in combination with utilization of target-to-back-
ground ratios can reduce variability (47). Finally, harmonizing the
reconstruction and post-filtering parameters facilitated by phantom
studies is needed to enforce consistent SUV measurement across
scanners (48).

SUV Thresholds and Meaningful Change
Thresholds to consider a lesion metabolically active or abnormal

are different based upon the tissue in question and the radioisotope
used. For example, in 18F-FDG PET, absolute SUV values or an SUV
target-to-background ratio using a background area with constant glu-
cose utilization like the blood pool or liver may be used. Specifics will
be discussed later in the sections on disease-specific imaging. A mean-
ingful change in SUVmean in tumor imaging may be as low as 0.5, or
14% change from baseline. This, in part, is based on a study of 26
patients imaged on two separate occasions a few days apart which
found a mean difference in SUVmean values of 0.01 6 0.27 SUV and
SUVmax of –0.05 6 1.14 SUV (5). A 0.5 decrease in SUVmean was
also shown to predict improved survival after chemotherapy (49).
Meanwhile, the same study suggested that a meaningful change in
SUVmax was around 2.2, or around 22% change from baseline. PER-
CIST guidelines have identified a threshold of at least a 30% change
in SUVpeak with an absolute change of at least 0.8 to define partial
metabolic response if SUVpeak is decreased or progressive metabolic
disease if increased (50). However, no data are currently available on
a meaningful change in the assessment of cardiovascular infection or
inflammation. Similarly, no data are available on a clinically meaning-
ful change in SPECT-generated SUV. Underlying all of these princi-
ples is that SUV is directly related to body weight, so large changes in
weight can cause changes in SUV independent of the actual activity
in the hot spot. SUL, incorporating lean body mass instead of weight,
does not suffer from this potential issue.
In summary, in oncologic literature, a meaningful change of

SUVmean is about 15% and SUVmax or SUVpeak is between 20% and
30%. Though, these values are based on small studies. A meaningful
change in PET quantitative measurements in cardiovascular imaging
is not clear and requires further investigation.

SPECT Quantification
Although our discussions on hot spot imaging and quantification

have been primarily focused on PET due to a larger body of
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literature, similar imaging approaches can also be applied in SPECT
imaging using tracers like technetium-99m (99mTc)-pyrophosphate
(PYP).
Although acquisition geometries are different, current PET and

SPECT systems both use OS-EM and ML-EM iterative recon-
struction methods, with similar approaches to incorporate correc-
tions of attenuation, scatter, and resolution loss through forward
and back-projection. For CT-based attenuation map generation,
although the conversion factors from Hounsfield Units to photon-
energy-dependent attenuation coefficients are different between
SPECT (e.g., 140 keV for 99mTc) and PET (e.g., 511 keV), the
underlying conversion approach of bilinear interpolation is the same
(51). Regarding scatter estimation, PET scanners typically use
model-based methods, while various SPECT scanners might have
energy-based or/and model-based methods available (52). While
resolution recovery implementations are similar between PET and
SPECT, the resolution kernels used in image reconstruction are typi-
cally wider for SPECT as its spatial resolution is generally inferior
to that of PET. Similar to PET, a calibration process is needed to
convert SPECT image voxel values to units of MBq/kg, so that SUV
can be calculated and subsequent ROI measurements similar to PET
can be performed. The calibration process can be achieved either
through fillable phantom or long half-life traceable source (53).
Both conventional dual-head sodium iodine (NaI) cameras

(54–58) and newer systems with cadmium zinc telluride (CZT)
detectors (59,60) can be used for quantitation and SUV calculation
using SPECT/CT technology. Solid state CZT cameras have the
advantage of higher energy resolution and lower effective radia-
tion doses, and these cameras contain either fixed or mobile detec-
tor heads. Additionally, small FOV cameras in hot spot imaging
can be problematic in negative studies without an identifiable car-
diac reference to center the FOV. In amyloid imaging for example,
small doses of thallium-201 have been given to identify the heart
and center the camera FOV prior to 99mTc-PYP infusion (61).
In addition to SUV quantification with 99mTc-PYP and other

bone-seeking tracers, cardiac pyrophosphate activity can be calcu-
lated which mimics cardiac metabolic activity used in myocardial
inflammation imaging. This measures activity and volume of the
99mTc radiotracer uptake in the heart above thresholds obtained
from the left ventricular blood pool, and was demonstrated to have
high diagnostic accuracy for ATTR cardiac amyloidosis (62).

Key Points in Imaging and Image Processing:

! State-of-the-art hybrid 3D PET/CT systems with TOF and lon-
ger axial FOV are best equipped to acquire and perform hot
spot imaging.

! Iterative reconstruction methods should be fine-tuned to balance
convergence and noise, preferably with phantom studies.

! Calibration of the scanner with an activity calibrator and phan-
toms of known activity is essential and should be done at a fre-
quency guided by the manufacturer.

! Quality assurance and sources error should be investigated at
the lab and patient level.

! PET acquisition parameters can affect image quality and SUV
measurement.

! CT acquisition parameters typically have minimal effect on
SUV quantification.

! Standardization of imaging techniques can limit variability of
SUV measurements to less than 10% across centers.

! The largest effect on SUV values in serial studies is variations
in time between radiotracer injection and imaging.

! Patient preparation is also a major driver of variability in
measurements.

! Target-to-background ratios are often used to correct for vari-
ability across studies.

! Many lessons on image acquisition, reconstruction, calibration,
sources of error, and standardization in PET imaging apply to
SPECT.

INDICATIONS, PROTOCOLS, AND INTERPRETATION OF
CARDIOVASCULAR HOT SPOT IMAGING

Indications, radiotracers and administered activity, and imaging
protocol considerations for both PET and SPECT modalities are
located in the Table 1.

Myocardial Viability
Indications. Viability imaging is indicated for the assessment of

patients with left ventricular dysfunction, where information regarding
viability would influence the decision to pursue revascularization
(63–66). Viability imaging with 18F-FDG PET is able to differentiate
viable myocardium (reduced resting perfusion with preserved or upre-
gulated 18F-FDG uptake) which may benefit from revascularization
from infarcted myocardium (reduced resting perfusion with reduced
18F-FDG uptake) which would not be expected to regain contractile
function (67). This information can help physicians weigh the
expected benefits from revascularization against the anticipated proce-
dural risks (68,69). In the surgical treatment for ischemic heart failure
(STICH) trial, which included patients with ischemic heart failure
(LVEF# 35%) who were randomly assigned to receive medical ther-
apy alone or medical therapy plus CABG, the 10-year follow-up data
showed that the rates of all cause mortality, death from cardiovascular
causes, and the composite of death from any cause or hospitalization
for cardiovascular causes were significantly lower in the CABG group
when compared to the medical therapy alone group (70). As to the
STICH viability sub-study, unfortunately there were several limita-
tions that lessen its applicability in clinical practice, which included
the post hoc nature of the study, lack of randomization of viability
imaging, and lack of 18F-FDGPET and/or cardiacmagnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) for viability assessment (71,72). Since the clinicians
were not blinded to the results of viability imaging, they were faced
with the potential ethical dilemma of enrolling CAD and LV dysfunc-
tion patients with viability into a randomized trial where revasculari-
zation was not guaranteed. This becomes particularly more difficult
when the standard clinical practice and American College of Cardiol-
ogy/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) practice guidelines
(Class IIA, Level of Evidence B) suggest significant symptomatic
and/or survival benefit among heart failure patients with significant
myocardial viability that undergo revascularization (73). The PET and
Recovery Following Revascularization (PARR)-2 trial assessed
whether 18F-FDG PET-guided revascularization improved outcomes
in patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy and LVEF # 35%, in
whom the decision to pursue revascularization was not already made
(74). While the primary outcome was not significantly reduced in the
PET arm (HR 0.78, P5 0.15), it was significantly reduced in patients
managed according to PET recommendations (HR 0.62, P 5 0.019)
(74) and in patients managed with PET guidance at experienced cen-
ters with ready access to 18F-FDG PET (75). Therefore, assessment of
viability may have clinical utility in this selected population.
Protocol. Ensuring appropriate patient preparation is critical to

the accuracy of hot spot imaging techniques. This is particularly true
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for 18F-FDG PET imaging protocols since different manipulations of
myocardial substrate utilization are required. For 18F-FDG PET via-
bility imaging, the goal is to maximize myocardial glucose uptake
(64,76). This can typically be accomplished with a fasting period of
at least 6 hours followed by a glucose load and insulin supplementa-
tion, with different preparations previously described (64). Diabetic
myocardium may be less likely to respond to insulin, though proto-
colized intravenous glucose and insulin utilization may improve
image quality. Aside from the euglycemic-hyperinsulinemic clamp
(64), acipimox and trimetazidine (neither medication approved for
use in the U.S.) may also be given to reduce serum free fatty acid lev-
els and promote myocardial 18F-FDG uptake (77). After radiotracer
injection, incubation time is typically 45 to 60 minutes until image
acquisition and can be up to 90minutes in diabetics.
Image Interpretation. Quantification of myocardial viability is

commonly assessed using visual methods, with ‘‘normal’’ 18F-FDG
uptake being scaled to areas with ‘‘normal’’ perfusion. Myocardial
viability is typically interpreted in reference to myocardial perfusion
as measured by SPECT (such as using 99mTc-sestamibi) or PET (such
as using nitrogen-13 (13N)-ammonia or rubidium-82 (82Rb)). When
FDG uptake is greater than perfusion in a given segment, that segment
is felt to be viable (perfusion-metabolism mismatch). One definition
states that 18F-FDG uptake in a myocardial segment of$ 50% of the
maximal uptake in a region with normal perfusion and wall motion
should be considered viable (78). In contrast, segments demonstrating
matched decrements in perfusion and metabolism are considered non-
viable (64). Automated quantification of these mismatched (viable)
and matched (scar) scores can reduce inter- and intra-observer variabil-
ity and are associated with prognosis (79). Absolute quantification of
myocardial glucose metabolism is not thought to be helpful to increase
accuracy due to patient-to-patient variability in glucose manipulation
prior to imaging (64), though this is an area for future research.

Myocardial Inflammation
Indications. 18F-FDG PET for inflammation or infection imag-

ing is based on the high expression levels of glucose transporters
and hexokinase in activated neutrophils and macrophages in an
affected lesion. However, inflammation or infection is not an
approved indication of 18F-FDG in the United States, which is
only indicated for PET imaging of cancer, cardiac metabolism
(viability), and epileptic seizures (80).
Cardiac sarcoidosis is the most frequently assessed etiology of

myocardial inflammation with 18F-FDG PET. This is a disease char-
acterized by non-caseating granuloma formation, and cardiac in-
volvement is reported to involve only 2% to 5% of patients with
systemic sarcoidosis (81,82), even though autopsy studies indicate a
considerably greater prevalence of 27% (83). There is also evidence
indicating that sarcoidosis can be clinically isolated to the heart (84).
Cardiac involvement may range from silent myocardial granulomas
to symptomatic conduction disturbances, ventricular arrhythmias,
progressive heart failure, and sudden death, and accounts for 13% to
25% of disease-related deaths (83). 18F-FDG PET aids in the diagno-
sis, prognosis, management, and assessment of treatment response in
cardiac sarcoidosis, and is recommended for clinical use (85,86).
Treatment is typically with immunosuppression which has been
shown to decrease quantitative SUV measurements (87,88), and
reduction in 18F-FDG uptake is associated with improved LVEF (89).
Whole-body 18F-FDG PET imaging also allows for identification of
involved non-cardiac tissue which may be easier to access for biopsy.
Myocarditis can also be identified using 18F-FDG PET imaging,

and there is good agreement between 18F-FDG PET and cardiac

MRI findings (90). 18F-FDG PET may be complementary and incre-
mental to MRI by improving the sensitivity of MRI in mild or bor-
derline myocarditis and increasing specificity in chronic myocarditis.
Protocol. Resting perfusion or scar imaging using SPECT, PET,

or cardiac MRI is coupled with metabolism 18F-FDG PET. Assess-
ment of inflammation or infection employs a strategy of suppression
of myocardial glucose utilization (91). Prolonged fasting (92), high-
fat and low-carbohydrate diets (93–95), and heparin administration
(96,97), have been proposed as methods to shift the myocardium to
predominantly free fatty acid metabolism. Recent guidelines have
suggested a combined approach, including some or all of these com-
ponents (64). Patient preparation with combined high-fat low-carbo-
hydrate diets followed by period of fasting have demonstrated an
84% to 100% success rate (98–101). Ensuring patient compliance to
preparation with a combination of written instructions, phone call
reminder prior to preparation, food diary, and glucose monitoring is
recommended in addition to assessment of myocardial uptake pattern.
In addition, strenuous exercise should be avoided for at least 12 hours
prior to the exam. In diabetics, blood glucose would ideally be close
to normal level (i.e., , 11 mmol/L or , 180 mg/dL), as high serum
glucose levels may interfere with the detection of inflammatory and
infectious sites due to competitive inhibition between 18F-FDG uptake
and circulating D-glucose (102). 18F-FDG should be injected no
sooner than 4 hours after subcutaneous injection of rapid-acting insulin
or 6 hours after subcutaneous injection of short-acting insulin, and is
not recommended on the same day after injection of intermediate act-
ing and/or long-acting insulin (37). In hospitalized patients, it is impor-
tant to review all medications for sources of carbohydrate exposure
and heparin which may influence image quality. Additionally, some
protocols include the use of intravenous heparin of 50 IU/kg approxi-
mately 15 min prior to 18F-FDG injection; however, its net clinical
impact in suppressing myocardial glucose utilization remains unclear.
After radiotracer injection, patients should rest quietly until imag-

ing commences 60 to 90 minutes later. The time interval between
18F-FDG injection and image acquisition is critical if quantification
using SUV is intended, but less important for visual reading only.
Administered activity or scan time per bed position can be reduced
in modern, high-sensitivity scanners with time-of-flight capabilities.
Conversely, for patients weighing more than 90 kg, it is recom-
mended to increase the scan time per bed position, instead of further
increasing the administered activity. Low-dose CT attenuation cor-
rection is typically used with 18F-FDG, but a respiration-averaged
low-dose CT can be considered, as this will likely give better align-
ment between PET and CT over the heart (37).
Whole-body 18F-FDG PET imaging is particularly useful to iden-

tify systemic sarcoidosis or septic embolism, mycotic aneurysms,
and the portal of entry in infection imaging. For cardiac sarcoidosis,
it is highly recommended to complement inflammation imaging
with perfusion (nuclear) or scar imaging (MRI) in order to assess the
presence of both active inflammation and scar (85). Adding gated
cardiac PET is optional. This may improve image quality, particular
in coronary atherosclerosis assessment and infective endocarditis
(103), but additional supporting literature for 18F-FDG is scarce.
Image Interpretation. Interpreting 18F-FDG PET for cardiac

inflammation requires systematic review and integration of perfu-
sion imaging (if performed), 18F-FDG imaging, and hybrid FDG/
CT fused imaging (Figures 2, 3). A commonly employed method
involves a four-step process:

(1) Perfusion image interpretation for defects and cardiac size/
function (including resting blood flow if performed)
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(2) Review of relative intensity (normalized) FDG images in the
conventional cardiac display along with hybrid 18F-FDG PET/
CT fusion images in an SUV scale

(3) Integration of perfusion and 18F-FDG PET/CT data
(4) Review of ‘extra-cardiac’ 18F-FDG PET/CT (thoracic and/or

limited whole-body) for assessment of ‘extra-cardiac’ sarcoid-
osis activity

Integration of 18F-FDG and myocardial perfusion interpretation
can be described by the following general patterns: both normal
perfusion and metabolism, abnormal perfusion or metabolism, or
abnormal perfusion and metabolism. These findings can be then
classified into additional categories: (1) Normal: normal perfusion
and lack of 18F-FDG myocardial uptake, (2) Early disease: no per-
fusion defect with focal 18F-FDG uptake, (3) Mismatch pattern:
perfusion defect with increased corresponding 18F-FDG uptake, (4)
Fibrosis/scar: perfusion defect with no 18F-FDG uptake. Two other
patterns which involve increased myocardial 18F-FDG uptake can
be noted: one with normal perfusion and the other with abnormal

perfusion in a segment separate from the 18F-FDG uptake (104).
The accuracy of these final two patterns to diagnose active cardiac
sarcoidosis is lower and should be interpreted with caution, as
many of these patients will not have the disease (105). A review of
the axial fused 18F-FDG/CT images using an 0 to 7 g/mL SUV scale
allows for identification of the presence, location, and intensity of
cardiac 18F-FDG uptake. SUV-scaled interpretation can be helpful
in low-intensity 18F-FDG images that would be artifactually inten-
sified using normalized cardiac displays. Readers should be cau-
tioned to avoid interpretation solely from standard nuclear
cardiology software systems that only display normalized, non-
SUV scaled 18F-FDG images as there is difficulty in assessing the
total degree of cardiac and extracardiac disease activity and normal-
ization artifacts in the intensity of the 18F-FDG signal.
The optimal SUV-based metric for 18F-FDG PET/CT for car-

diac sarcoid interpretation is not known.
There are several quantitative metrics for assessment of cardiac

SUVs (Table 2) (9,89,106–108). Though data supports their use,

FIGURE 2. Example of a patient with cardiac sarcoidosis. Panel A Rubidium-82 and 18F-FDG PET images in a patient with systemic sarcoidosis dem-
onstrating a mismatched defect in the left ventricular septum, mid to distal inferior wall, and basal to mid anterior wall Right ventricular uptake is also
noted. Panel B–D 18F-FDG PET images showing FDG avid hilar lymphadenopathy (B) and cardiac uptake (C, D). Myocardial SUVmax, SUVmean, SUVpeak,
CMV, and CMA are calculated.
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there is no single method or SUV threshold that is perfectly capable
to distinguish active CS from normal myocardium or nonspecific
uptakes. A simple approach is to measure SUVmax in the myocar-
dium or TBR and use it to follow studies serially to assess for pro-
gression or regression. However, this does not take into account the
extent of myocardial inflammation. A second approach is to mea-
sure the extent and severity of 18F-FDG uptake by segment (107).
A third approach automated in several cardiac software packages is
to measure the CMV and/or CMA above an SUV thresh-old (9,87).
Finally, a coefficient of variation can be measured (ratio of standard
deviation of myocardial SUV to average SUV) which examines the
heterogeneity of FDG uptake. Some measure of quantification is
particularly important for serial studies (Fig. 2C, D), though no data
currently exists regarding a meaningful change in SUV or meta-
bolic volume in patients with cardiac sarcoidosis.
The location of metabolic activity is also important to review, as

the presence of 18F-FDG signal in the septum is associated with
heart block and in the right ventricle with a higher incidence of ven-
tricular tachycardia and worse outcomes (99,109). Review of the
extracardiac field of view can be important to provide valuable
evidence of active inflammation in the right ventricle, atria, and

extra-cardiac structures. Importantly, 18F-
FDG uptake in the lymph nodes of the lung
or other extra-cardiac sites increases the
likelihood that abnormal 18F-FDG myocar-
dial uptake is due to sarcoidosis and may
identify a site for higher-yield biopsy to
detect non-caseating granulomas. In addi-
tion, readers should describe pathological
18F-FDG uptake which may be unrelated
to cardiac sarcoidosis or myocardial in-
flammation such as lung nodules, breast tis-
sue, and hepatic lesions.

Cardiac or Device Infection
Indications.

A. Left ventricular assist device (LVAD):
the body of the LVAD pump is con-
nected to the left ventricular apex
through the titanium inflow cannula and
to the ascending aorta through a Dacron
polyester outflow graft which is some-
times covered in polytetrafluoroethylene.
The LVAD is powered by external bat-
teries which are connected to the pump
by a driveline (covered in polyester
velour) which is tunneled from the pump
body, through the abdominal soft tissue,
and exits out a site in the abdominal skin.
18F-FDG PET is suggested for confirm-
ing and localizing an infectious site and
may be valuable for predicting clinical
outcome and guiding therapy (110,111).

B. Cardiovascular implantable electronic
devices (CIED): 18F-FDG PET is help-
ful for differentiating superficial CIED
pocket infection from deep pocket infec-
tion which usually requires invasive
management. Oftentimes, cardiac pro-
viders are concerned about infection
involving intra-cardiac CIED leads,

though 18F-FDG PET is relatively less sensitive for evaluation of
these infections given the generally small size of a lead tip vege-
tation, cardiac motion, and blood pool 18F-FDG activity (112).

C. Valves: 18F-FDG PET can increase the sensitivity of Duke
Criteria for the diagnosis of prosthetic valve endocarditis with-
out compromising its specificity (113). Evidence for 18F-FDG
PET in native valve endocarditis is less strong. Whole-body
18F-FDG PET may also identify an extra-cardiac infectious
source or embolic event (114).

D. Response to therapy: 18F-FDG PET can be used for the evalu-
ation of treatment response in infections with LVAD, CIED,
and prosthetic valve. As a functional imaging modality, it is
expected to show much earlier response to therapy than mor-
phological changes as seen on CT or echocardiogram, and can
aid in guiding patient management (115,116).

E. Leukocyte (white blood cell) imaging: Leukocyte imaging is
approved for imaging infection including cardiac device infec-
tion. Overall, its sensitivity is lower than 18F-FDG PET/CT,
but relatively more specific. Thus, it is helpful for excluding
cardiac device infection when findings on 18F-FDG PET/CT
are equivocal (117).

FIGURE 3. Serial studies in a patient with cardiac sarcoidosis. Fused 18F-FDG and CT images in a
patient with biopsy-confirmed sarcoidosis and ventricular tachycardia showing heterogeneous car-
diac uptake (Panel A). A repeat study 6 months later after receiving immunosuppressive therapy
demonstrated resolution of myocardial inflammation (Panel B).
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Protocols. Imaging protocols for 18F-FDG PET imaging of car-
diovascular devices, CIEDs, and prosthetic valves are similar to
those employed in cardiac inflammation. Patient preparation to
suppress myocardial glucose utilization is important to avoid myo-
cardial spillover of counts to the target region of interest. In addi-
tion, whole-body imaging can be useful to identify remote sites of
infection source or embolization.
Leukocytes can be radiolabeled either with 99mTc-hexamethyl-

propyleneamine oxime (99mTc-HMPAO, 370–555 MBq) or with
111In-oxine (10–18.5 MBq) and protocols have been previously
described (102). 99mTc-HMPAO is generally preferred, because of
the better image quality (higher count statistics and spatial resolu-
tion), and lower radiation exposure (0.011 mSv/MBq of 99mTc-
HMPAO versus 0.36 mSv/MBq 111In-oxine). Image acquisition
includes planar acquisitions at 30 minutes (early images), 4-6 hours
(delayed images), and 20 to 24 hours (late images) after reinjection
of radiolabeled leukocytes. A SPECT/CT acquisition is mandatory
as part of the standard imaging protocol and it is usually acquired
4–6 hours and/or 20–24 hours after injection. Planar acquisitions
will always include whole body images and anterior and posterior
views of the thorax and any other region of interest (i.e., central ner-
vous system, abdomen) when searching for septic emboli. Late
acquisitions are particularly relevant in cardiovascular infections
since background activity related to blood pool spill-over strongly
hampers the detectability of lesions. SPECT/CT performed at 4–6
hours provides better image quality and might be repeated at 20–24
hours if planar images (and SPECT images) at 4–6 hours are nega-
tive (102). Hybrid SPECT/CT images acquired on high-sensitivity
CZT cameras may improve target to background contrast and help
to overcome limitations of low count statistics with late acquisitions
and reduce image noise due to better energy resolution (118).

Image Interpretation. As in 18F-FDG PET imaging for cardiac
inflammation, interpretation of LVAD, device, and valve infection
begins with the review of quality metrics like patient preparation and
image co-registration. The non-contrast CT scan is reviewed to iden-
tify the device in question and to look for any abnormalities such as
malposition or fluid collection/abscess formation. In LVAD infec-
tion, the co-registered 18F-FDG images are reviewed to identify
abnormal radiotracer uptake around the driveline, pump body, and
inflow and outflow cannulas (Fig. 4). Nonattenuation-corrected
images are important to review, as attenuation correction may create
artifacts around metal objects and produce false positive 18F-FDG
uptake (111). Review of images to identify intrathoracic 18F-FDG-
avid lymphadenopathy or other loci of infection is also important. In
CIED infection, care is taken to assess for 18F-FDG uptake in the
device pocket and along the length of any intravascular or cardiac
leads. Small abnormalities, for example a vegetation on a pacemaker
lead, may not be identifiable on this type of imaging given the small
size, movement of the vegetation, and interference from blood pool
counts (102). There is difficulty in interpreting LVAD, CIED, and
valve infections in the setting of recent surgical implantation, as there
is a varying degree of inflammation post-operatively that can be
identified with 18F-FDG imaging that does not signify active infec-
tion. Additionally, operative use of biologic surgical adhesive agents
like BioGlue may lead to 18F-FDG uptake that signifies an ongoing
inflammatory reaction to the adhesive as opposed to true infection.
As of yet, metrics to quantify 18F-FDG uptake have not been pub-
lished, but TBR may be helpful to quantify in cases of serial studies.
The interpretation of leukocyte scintigraphy should start with a

visual quality control performed on whole body images and chest
planar acquisitions to assess for: (1) the absence of high blood
pool activity (suggesting the labeling of a substantial amount of

erythrocytes) hampering interpretation even
on delayed and late acquisitions, (2) liver
uptake higher than spleen uptake, and (3)
persistent pulmonary uptake (both 2 and 3
suggest leukocyte activation during the label-
ing procedure) (102). The signal kinetics
between the acquisitions at 4 to 6 and 20 to
24 hours are important features for interpre-
tation: any stable or visually increased site of
uptake (either contrast or size) over time,
confirmed on SPECT/CT, is highly sugges-
tive of active infection. The exception is
organs of high radiolabeled leukocyte recruit-
ment where embolic events are seen as pho-
topenic area. Semi-quantitative evaluation is
also feasible, despite the fact that it has only
been validated in musculoskeletal infections
(119) and no data are currently available for
IE/CIED infections (102). The effect of anti-
microbial therapy should reduce the signal
intensity over time in leukocyte scintigraphy;
thus, stable uptake is considered significant.
Finally, the effect of recent surgery has less
influence on leukocyte scintigraphy in com-
parison with 18F-FDG PET/CT (117,120).

Large Vessel Vasculitis
Indications. 18F-FDG PET can detect

inflammation in large vessels including the
aorta and cranial vessels in vasculitis such

FIGURE 4. LVAD driveline and pump pocket infection. CT (A), 18F-FDG (B), and fused (C) images
demonstrating diffuse 18F-FDG uptake around the extrathoracic and intrathoracic driveline (arrow)
as well as surrounding the body of the pump. This patient had a HeartMate 3 device, wound cultures
grew methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, and blood cultures were negative.
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as Takayasu and Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA, Fig. 5). Inflammatory
and metabolic changes often precede anatomic changes noted on
CT or MRI. In addition, screening of patients with polymyalgia
rheumatica without clinical signs of vasculitis may discover evi-
dence of vascular inflammation consistent with GCA in as many
as 50% of patients (121). Fever of unknown origin can also be
assessed with 18F-FDG PET to search for vasculitis (122).
Protocols. Cardiac and whole-body vascular imaging is per-

formed with 18F-FDG PET/CT to assess for large vessel vasculitis
(including GCA, aortitis, and Takayasu arteritis), with a similar
protocol to that for cardiac inflammation. The standard protocol
for vasculitis imaging involves an incubation time of 60 minute

between intravenous radiotracer administration and acquisition
(38,123), though more delayed acquisitions (i.e., 120 minute
interval) will increase the vascular-to-blood pool ratio and could
make the measured vascular uptake more accurate in certain cases
(124). Standardization of the time interval is essential, especially
when using semi-quantitative analyses and when comparing 18F-
FDG uptake on follow-up studies and across scanners.
Image Interpretation. Interpretation of vasculitis imaging is typi-

cally performed on a visual grading scale in comparison to liver
uptake. No uptake (grade 0) is when vascular uptake is below medi-
astinum, low-grade uptake (grade 1) is below liver, intermediate-
grade uptake (grade 2) is equal to liver, and high-grade uptake
(grade 3) is above liver. Grade 2 and 3 are considered positive stud-
ies for vasculitis. A total vascular score can also be calculated which
integrates the grade found at 7 different vascular regions (range of
scores from 0 to 21) (123). Vascular uptake in vasculitis is typically
a smooth linear pattern involving the aorta and its main branches,
while uptake in atherosclerosis is typically patchy and more pre-
dominant in the iliofemoral arterial system (122,123). Soft tissue
radiotracer uptake should also be assessed, as polymyalgia rheuma-
tica frequently correlates with synovitis of the shoulders and hips
(Fig. 5) (125). Like in other indications, quantitative measures includ-
ing SUVmax and TBR have been studied. TBR with a background of
vena cava blood pool or liver has been recommended to avoid noise
sometimes associated with absolute SUVmeasurements (123).

Valve Calcification and Vulnerable Coronary Plaques
Indications. Currently valve and vascular microcalcification

imaging is performed in clinical research protocols; however, there
are several potential future clinical applications. Noninvasive
imaging of biological activity within vascular plaques represents
an alternative method for identifying degenerating valves and rup-
ture-prone plaques, potentially providing complementary informa-
tion to the anatomical techniques which focus on identifying
structural features.
Several prior studies have attempted to use 18F-FDG as a

marker of coronary plaque inflammation. Increased 18F-FDG sig-
nal has been reported along the course of coronary arteries in
patients with known disease and patients with acute coronary syn-
dromes (126,127). The reliable detection of 18F-FDG in coronaries
is hindered by avid 18F-FDG uptake in the highly metabolically
active myocardium, despite efforts to reduce this effect (128, p18).
18F-NaF is economical, easy to manufacture, and has a modest
effective radiation dose ($4.3 mSv for 250 MBq) (129), making it
readily translatable to the clinic. Increased 18F-NaF activity can be
localized to individual coronary plaques that have ruptured or are
high-risk for rupture (130). When 18F-NaF positive plaques were
examined by IVUS and histology, they had multiple high-risk fea-
tures including large necrotic core, increased inflammation, and
micro-calcification. Moreover, 18F-NaF was found to be an inde-
pendent predictor of myocardial infarction in an outcomes study
of 293 patients. In fact, patients without 18F-NaF uptake in the cor-
onary vasculature (90 of 293) did not have myocardial infarction
after a mean of 3.5 years follow-up (131).

18F-NaF PET hot spot imaging is also useful in aortic valve
imaging (Fig. 6) in both native and bioprosthetic valves. In a study
of 101 subjects with aortic stenosis, 91% had increased 18F-NaF
uptake, but only 35% showed increased 18F-FDG uptake (132).
Importantly, the 18F-NaF aortic valve uptake is a marker of active
calcification and disease progression in patients with aortic stenosis.
With repeat CT scans of patients within 1-year, aortic valve

FIGURE 5. Example of large vessel vasculitis. 18F-FDG PET whole-body
image demonstrating Giant cell arteritis of middle and large arteries and
polymyalgia rheumatica of the shoulders, hips, pelvic region, lumbar
spine, and knees.
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calcification increased and baseline 18F-NaF uptake correlated
closely with the change in calcium score (r 5 0.75; P , 0.01) and
was primarily observed in previously non-calcified regions (133).
This finding was further confirmed after CT imaging at 2 years
from the baseline PET scan (134, p1). These studies demonstrate
the utility of 18F-NaF PET as the early sign of future valve calcifica-
tion and rapid progression of aortic stenosis. After valve replace-
ment, one of the key concerns is the calcification of the
bioprosthetic leaflets. In a prospective study, 80 patients after aortic
valve replacement received baseline 18F-NaF PET/CT, with follow-
up at 2 years. The 18F-NaF uptake measured by TBR was the only
predictor of bioprosthetic valve dysfunction, outperforming patient
demographics, echocardiographic, and CT findings (135). Thus,
this radiotracer may be clinically indicated in the future for the
monitoring of patients with aortic stenosis or bioprosthetic valves.
Protocols. For 18F-NaF PET/CT, a time interval of 60 minutes is

recommended in vascular and in heart valve imaging (38). Whole-
body acquisition from head to knee (optionally including the feet)
is recommended along with a non-contrast CT for attenuation cor-
rection and anatomical localization. Contrast-enhanced CTA is useful
for identifying stenotic vascular lesions, including the vulnerable pla-
que evaluation and potential paravalvular leakage (136). Detection on
PET of smaller vascular structures in the head and neck region can
be improved by increasing the acquisition time per bed position to
improve image quality, and applying larger image matrices (thus
smaller voxels) (137). This will reduce the partial volume effect of
smaller structures, provided appropriate high-resolution image recon-
struction settings are chosen (i.e., minimal image filtering during
reconstruction and appropriate number of iterations/subsets to ensure
sufficient convergence and/or contrast recovery by the iterative recon-
struction process). When available, time-of-flight information should
be used during reconstruction.
Image Interpretation. The first step in image interpretation is to

ensure that precise co-registration is achieved with the PET and
the CT (128). Visual and quantitative assessment of radiotracer
uptake in the coronary vasculature is then assessed. Various quan-
titative approaches have been applied, typically utilizing a TBRmax

(ratio of SUVmax in the region to the SUVmean of the background).
However, the definitions of the background regions vary between
studies (128,130,133,134,138). It has been found that the measure
of TBRmean is more reproducible for valve imaging; however, this
approach is dependent on exact anatomical definition (139). Quan-
tification of whole-vessel coronary 18F-NaF burden is possible,
providing an overall measure of coronary atherosclerosis analo-
gous to mimicking the approach for the coronary artery calcium
scoring. This measurement of coronary micro-calcification activity

.1.56 has been shown to be prognostic of
myocardial infarction after multivariable
analysis in the first outcome study using
this modality (131).

Cardiac Amyloidosis
Indications. Cardiac amyloidosis is caused

by the myocardial accumulation of misfolded
protein deposits, termed amyloid fibrils. The
two main types are AL-type, derived from
misfolded immunoglobulin light chains, and
ATTR-type, derived from misfolded trans-
thyretin proteins. SPECT imaging with bone
tracers is preferred for the assessment of
ATTR amyloidosis, as it is able to non-inva-

sively diagnose ATTR amyloidosis in the context of negative blood
and urine testing for a plasma cell disorder (140,141). Radiotracers
available for use include 99mTc-PYP, 99mTc-3,3-diphosphono-1,2-
propanodicarboxylic acid (DPD), and 99mTc-hydroxymethylenedi-
phosphonate (HMDP), which likely bind calcium contained in the
extracellular space in patients with ATTR cardiac amyloidosis,
though some cases of AL amyloidosis may also exhibit cardiac
radiotracer uptake (140).
PET agents have also been investigated in cardiac amyloidosis.

Qualitative and quantitative evaluation of 18F-NaF PET, a bone-seek-
ing PET agent, was found to be inferior to 99mTc-PYP in the detection
of ATTR cardiac amyloidosis (142). Imaging agents that directly bind
to amyloid fibrils such as Carbon-11 (11C) Pittsburgh Compound B
(PIB), 18F-florbetapir, 18F-flutametamol, and 18F-florbetaben have
demonstrated promise in clinical amyloidosis research studies (140).
In general, AL demonstrates a higher retention of these specific PET
compounds as compared with ATTR cardiac amyloidosis (143).
Protocols. No specific patient preparation instructions are

required for SPECT or PET imaging in cardiac amyloidosis. Proto-
cols for 99mTc-PYP imaging have been described in multisocietal
expert consensus recommendations (140,144), and include planar
and SPECT acquisitions between 1 and 3 hours. However, the evi-
dence base for this imaging test has been advancing rapidly. The
importance of SPECT imaging in suspected ATTR cardiac amy-
loidosis has been increasingly recognized (140,145,146). SPECT
imaging allows differentiation of radiotracer activity in the myocar-
dium from blood pool, which can improve diagnostic accuracy
(145,146). Current multisocietal recommendations require SPECT
image acquisition and interpretation at a time point of 2 or 3 hours
after radiotracer injection (147). Several studies have demonstrated
that SPECT imaging interpretation does not differ significantly
between 1 and 3 hours post-injection (145,146,148), and the multi-
societal document includes 1-hour imaging as optional, particularly
in experienced centers. Utilizing CT attenuation correction offers
the potential benefit of more accurately localizing uptake to either
the blood pool or myocardium. The use of SPECT with CT attenu-
ation correction has additional benefits by allowing absolute quanti-
fication of cardiac uptake (54,55,57–59).

Image Interpretation. Image interpretation begins with review-
ing the anterior and lateral planar images of the chest and grading
the degree of myocardial tracer uptake using the 4-point visual scor-
ing system, widely known as the Perugini score. This score was val-
idated at 3-hour post-injection on planar 99mTc-DPD imaging and
uses tracer uptake by the ribs adjacent to the heart as reference:
Grade 0 5 no myocardial uptake; Grade 1 5 myocardial uptake
less than bone uptake; Grade 25 myocardial uptake comparable to

FIGURE 6. Vascular/valve calcification. A patient with severe aortic stenosis demonstrating aortic
valve calcification on CT as well as 18F-NaF uptake in the area of the aortic valve on PET images.
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bone uptake; and Grade 3 5 myocardial uptake more than bone
uptake (149). A visual score of 0 is not suggestive of TTR amyloid-
osis, 1 is considered equivocal, and grade 2 or 3 is considered con-
sistent with ATTR cardiac amyloidosis (150). The semi-quantitative
method of heart-to-contralateral lung ratio (H/CL ratio) at 1-hour
post-injection on planar imaging is suggestive of ATTR cardiac
amyloidosis if the H/CL ratio is$ 1.5 (151). Studies using 99mTc-DPD
have utilized ROIs over the heart, kidneys, and bladder to generate
heart/whole-body ratios and retention to determine a threshold for
cardiac involvement of ATTR amyloidosis (149).
However, these planar images must be supplemented with SPECT

to ensure that visualized radiotracer is localized to the myocardium
and not the blood pool. Several studies have demonstrated significant
false positive and negative rates of planar-only imaging (145,146).
While SPECT images are currently interpreted qualitatively (i.e.,
presence or absence of myocardial radiotracer uptake), several
groups have explored the feasibility of absolute quantification of car-
diac 99mTc-PYP/DPD uptake using SPECT/CT to reflect the amy-
loid burden in the myocardium with encouraging results (Fig. 7)
(54–57,59,60). Quantifying myocardial activity relative to back-
ground activity is also possible. The possibility is made even more
distinct with newer SPECT/CT technology using CZT detectors and
processing software (59). Further studies are underway to refine the
process of quantification using SPECT/CT and advance it from the
realm of research to clinical application, such as following disease
progression or regression.
PET imaging in cardiac amyloidosis is interpreted using a reten-

tion index, but specific cutoffs for ATTR vs AL vs controls are still
under investigation. Though, it appears clear that these radiotracers
demonstrate more intense uptake above controls in patients with
AL amyloidosis (as compared with ATTR amyloidosis) (152).

EXTRA-CARDIAC FINDINGS

Encountering incidental findings during cardiac imaging examina-
tions is a common occurrence. Many studies have documented and
analyzed these unexpected findings which may sometimes carry vital
diagnostic information for coexisting pathology, unrelated to the

cardiac imaging indication. Common areas
of normal or benign 18F-FDG uptake include
low levels in the distal esophagus, gastroin-
testinal tract, lower thoracic spinal cord, and
thymus. High levels or focal 18F-FDG
uptake in these or other areas may represent
infection, inflammation, or malignancy and
warrant further investigation. Malignancies
may take up the 99mTc radiotracer as can rib
fractures and other bone or bone marrow
conditions. CTs used for attenuation correc-
tion should also be reviewed for incidental
findings in the field of view, and suspicious
findings must be included in the report with
a description of an appropriate follow-up
strategy (153).

CONCLUSION

Novel indications for cardiovascular hot
spot imaging are emerging, and it is impor-
tant for providers to apply the lessons
learned from oncologic hot spot imaging

to every day practice. It is essential to understand the concept of
the region of interest, SUV, target-to-background ratios, and myo-
cardial metabolic volume and activity. Hot spot imaging currently
centers around the identification of myocardial viability, inflamma-
tion, infection, vasculitis, micro-calcifications, cardiac amyloidosis,
and innervation. Continued research for these and other indications
using currently available and novel radiotracers are ongoing.
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The clinical presentations of early idiopathic Parkinson disease (IPD)
substantially overlap with those of atypical parkinsonian syndromes
such as multiple system atrophy (MSA) and progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP). This study aimed to develop metabolic imaging indices
based on deep learning to support the differential diagnosis of these
conditions.Methods: A benchmark Huashan parkinsonian PET imag-
ing (HPPI, China) database including 1,275 parkinsonian patients and
863 nonparkinsonian subjects with 18F-FDG PET images was estab-
lished to support artificial intelligence development. A 3-dimensional
deep convolutional neural network was developed to extract deep
metabolic imaging (DMI) indices and blindly evaluated in an indepen-
dent cohort with longitudinal follow-up from the HPPI and an external
German cohort of 90 parkinsonian patients with different imaging
acquisition protocols. Results: The proposed DMI indices had less
ambiguity space in the differential diagnosis. They achieved sensitivi-
ties of 98.1%, 88.5%, and 84.5%, and specificities of 90.0%, 99.2%,
and 97.8%, respectively, for the diagnosis of IPD, MSA, and PSP in
the blind-test cohort. In the German cohort, they resulted in sensiti-
vities of 94.1%, 82.4%, and 82.1%, and specificities of 84.0%,
99.9%, and 94.1%, respectively. Using the PET scans independently
achieved a performance comparable to the integration of demo-
graphic and clinical information into the DMI indices.Conclusion: The
DMI indices developed on the HPPI database show the potential to
provide an early and accurate differential diagnosis for parkinsonism
and are robust when dealing with discrepancies between populations
and imaging acquisitions.

Key Words: Parkinson disease; atypical parkinsonian syndrome; dif-
ferential diagnosis; deep learning; deepmetabolic imaging indices

J Nucl Med 2022; 63:1741–1747
DOI: 10.2967/jnumed.121.263029

Idiopathic Parkinson disease (IPD) is one of the most common
neurodegenerative disorders. Although extensively studied, its accu-
rate diagnosis remains clinically challenging, particularly in early
stage patients, because their symptoms overlap largely with atypical
parkinsonian syndromes such as multiple system atrophy (MSA) and
progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) (1). Approximately 20%–30%
of patients with initial diagnoses of IPD were subsequently demon-
strated to be either MSA or PSP at pathologic examination (1). The
development of accurate indices for parkinsonism’s differential diag-
nosis is of importance and potential utility when determining thera-
peutic strategies.

18F-FDG PET detects a wide spectrum of neurobiologic abnormali-
ties and has been reported of advantage in the differential diagnosis of
parkinsonism in advance of structural damage to brain (2). Metabolic
patterns of IPD, MSA, and PSP identified by principal component
analysis (PCA) (3,4), which were used as features for a machine learn-
ing method of logistic regression, have been found as effective surro-
gates for the early and accurate differential diagnosis (5). However,
the PCA decomposition takes the 3-dimensional (3D) image volume
of a subject as a squeezed 1-dimensional vector without considering
the high-level spatial interrelation during the pattern extraction.
The differences among parkinsonism are reflected in the com-

plex interaction of interrelated brain regions. The differential indi-
ces may be obscured by complexity within the metabolic imaging
signal. We hypothesized that deep learning may reveal characteris-
tic imaging indices from complex metabolic alterations and pro-
vide accurate classifications (6). Therefore, a 3D deep residual
convolutional neural network termed PD Diagnosis Network
(PDD-Net) was built for the automatic identification of imaging-
related indices to support parkinsonism’s differential diagnosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Study Protocol
Huashan Parkinsonian PET Imaging (HPPI) Database. A unique

HPPI database, the largest to our knowledge, has been established to
benchmark the imaging-based artificial intelligence development for par-
kinsonism. This database includes 3 cohorts with a total of 1,275
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parkinsonian patients (subset of PD Database and Samples Bank of Hua-
shan Hospital) (Fig. 1; Supplemental Tables 1 and 2 [supplemental mate-
rials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org]) (7–11). Among the
cohorts, 85.7% of patients underwent dopaminergic imaging at the same
time as 18F-FDG to assist the diagnosis, and the remaining patients were
followed for 3–8y (5.6 6 2.1 y) to determine the diagnosis. A control
cohort of 643 patients with various neurologic disorders and 220 healthy
subjects was also enrolled (Fig.1; Supplemental Tables 3 and 4; Supple-
mental Fig. 1).

The HPPI database includes the following cohorts: pretraining (398
subjects with possible diagnoses), training (547 subjects with definite
diagnoses), and blind test (330 subjects with confirmative diagnoses with
follow-up) (Fig.1; Table 1). These patients were routinely assessed by
movement disorder specialists in Huashan Hospital before PET examina-
tion between June 2011 and April 2019. Routine MRI examinations
were performed before PET scans and those patients with structural brain
abnormalities were excluded. After PET examination, patients had at
least one return visit and the movement disorders specialists made a clini-
cal diagnosis according to the latest clinical criteria (9–11).

After a low-dose CT for attenuation correction, the emission data
were acquired at 60 min (lasting 10 min) after injection of approxi-
mately 185 MBq of 18F-FDG using the Biograph 64 HD PET/CT (Sie-
mens). After corrections for attenuation, scatter, dead time, and random
coincidences, PET images were reconstructed using the ordered-subset
expectation maximization method.
German Parkinsonian Cohort. A German cohort with 34 IPD, 17

MSA, and 39 PSP patients from the University Hospital of Munich was
included for external validation. These patients were scanned on 3 differ-
ent PET/CT systems (ECAT Exact HR1 [Siemens], Discovery 690 [GE
Healthcare], and Biograph 64) according to the European Association of
Nuclear Medicine protocol (12) using a slow bolus injection of approxi-
mately 150 MBq of 18F-FDG (Supplemental Table 5). The uptake differ-
ences between cohorts are presented in Supplemental Figure 2.

The institutional review boards (IRB or equivalent from Huashan
Hospital and University of Munich) approved this study, and all sub-
jects signed a written informed consent form.

Image Preprocessing
PET images were spatially normalized into Montreal Neurologic

Institute brain space and smoothed by a 3D gaussian filter of 10 mm

in full width at half maximum by SPM5 software (Institute of Neurol-
ogy). Before inputting the PET image into the deep neural network, z
score normalization was applied to convert PET image values into a
certain range for facilitating the network training. In addition, the per-
formances of z score normalization and global mean normalization
were also compared (Supplemental Table 6).

PDD-Net and DMI Indices
The deep learning method contains 2 PDD-Nets (Supplemental Fig. 3).

The PDD-Net-1 sought to exclude patients without parkinsonism. The
PDD-Net-2 performed computation of DMI indices and classification of
IPD, MSA, or PSP. Both PDD-Nets were based on a 3D residual convolu-
tional neural network. The PDD-Net 2 was trained preliminarily in the
pretraining cohort and then fine-tuned in the training cohort. The perfor-
mance of the DMI indices was evaluated with cross-validation (6-fold) in
the training cohort and then an independent test in the blind-test cohort
and the external German cohort.

At the end of the PDD-Net computation, the extracted features were
mapped to 3 classification probabilities of IPD, MSA, and PSP corre-
spondingly, which were proposed as the DMI indices. The highest proba-
bility among the DMI indices was considered for the prediction of IPD,
MSA, or PSP. An additional option of confidence inspection was provided
to warn the predictions without sufficiently high probability. A confidence
threshold can be customized. By default, a set of confidence thresholds
were derived in the cross-validation stage based on the generalized You-
den’s index. Predictions lying below these thresholds were flagged as
uncertain cases (Supplemental Table 7). We generated saliency maps
using the full-gradient method (13) to assist the interpretation of the DMI
indices. The saliency maps assign importance scores to both the input fea-
tures and the individual neurons in a network, reflecting the contribution
of groups of pixels to the DMI probabilities.

Statistical Analysis
The CIs were calculated with DeLong’s method. The optimal cutoff

points of the receiver-operating-characteristic curves were estimated
using the generalized Youden’s index. For continuous variables, the
Wilcoxon test was used to compare 2 paired groups and the Kolmo-
gorov–Smirnov test was used to compare 2 unpaired groups; for cate-
goric variables, the x2 test was used. Four standard metrics, that is,
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative

FIGURE 1. Study profile, showing a Chinese cohort (Huashan parkinsonian PET imaging dataset) and a German cohort. Clinically definite diagnoses5
diagnoses by clinical experts after return visit but without a formal clinical follow-up; clinically confirmative diagnoses5 diagnoses resulting from at least
1 formal clinical follow-up over 1 y after PET imaging.
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predictive value (NPV), were used to illustrate the diagnostic perfor-
mance of the DMI indices.

RESULTS

Performance of the DMI Indices in Cross-Validation
The performance of the DMI indices in the cross-validation is illus-

trated in Figure 2. The area under the curves was 0.986, 0.997, and
0.982 for IPD, MSA and PSP, respectively. The sensitivity, specificity,
PPV, and NPV are summarized in Table 2, and all values were above
90% except for sensitivity and PPV for PSP with short symptom dura-
tions. Compared with those with short symptom durations, the specif-
icity for those with long symptom durations slightly increased for IPD
and MSA, whereas they remained the same for PSP.
The probabilities of IPD, MSA, and PSP according to the DMI

indices for individual subjects are plotted in 3D coordination space
in Figure 3. These probabilities tended to distribute aggregately to
their expected centers: IPD for [1,0,0], MSA for [0,1,0], and PSP
for [0,0,1]. If the probability for a category was high, the probabili-
ties for the other 2 categories were much smaller. The aggregation
distance, which is the mean distance of the probabilities to the corre-
sponding expected centers, illustrates the determinability of the
DMI indices. The probabilities of those with long symptom dura-
tions (aggregative distance 5 0.103) were more aggregated (P 5

0.020) compared with the subjects with short symptom durations
(aggregative distance 5 0.114). Overall, the probabilities among the
DMI indices had less ambiguity space for differential diagnosis.
The saliency maps are showed in Supplemental Figure 4–6

(13). Regions with relatively higher contribution to the DMI indi-
ces were putamen and midbrain for IPD, MSA, and PSP as well as
cerebellum for MSA.

Performance of the DMI Indices in the Blind Test
Table 3 illustrates the predictive accuracy of the DMI indices in

the blind-test cohort. The image-based classification resulted in
98.1% sensitivity, 90.0% specificity, 94.5% PPV, and 96.4% NPV
for PD and also accurate for MSA (88.5% sensitivity, 99.2% spe-
cificity, 96.4% PPV, and 97.4% NPV) and PSP (84.5% sensitivity,
97.8% specificity, 89.1% PPV, and 97.0% NPV). For the 108
patients in the blind-test cohort with follow-up PET scans, the
DMI indices had slightly better performance comparing follow-up
to baseline (P 5 0.017).

The probabilities among the DMI indices for subjects with fol-
low-up imaging in the blind-test cohort are plotted in Figure 4.
The probabilities of MSA and PSP increased at follow-up imaging
(MSA: P 5 0.028, PSP: P 5 0.002). The probabilities of IPD
between at follow-up and baseline imaging were comparable (P 5
0.894), but the median and most of the IPD probabilities (38/66)
increased. Nine cases presented relative significant lower probabil-
ities of IPD at follow-up (over 0.1) compared with the baseline.
Besides, differential diagnosis performance of using the DMI

indices only and using the combination of the DMI indices with
demographic and clinical features were compared, and no differ-
ence was found (P 5 0.999) (Supplemental Table 8) (14). Besides,
DMI indices made predictions inconsistent with the clinical diagno-
sis in 6 cases obvious probability decrease during follow-up (Sup-
plemental Table 9).
Test on the External German Cohort. The DMI indices

achieved 94.1% sensitivity, 84.0% specificity, 78.0% PPV, and
95.9% NPV for the diagnosis of the IPD on the German cohort
(Table 3). The diagnoses were also accurate for MSA (82.4% sen-
sitivity, 99.9% specificity, 99.9% PPV, and 96.1% NPV) and PSP
(82.1% sensitivity, 94.1% specificity, 91.4% PPV, and 87.3%
NPV). Although the performance metrics were slightly lower than
those for the Chinese cohort, no significant difference has been
observed in the performance of the diagnosis of IPD (P 5 0.14),
MSA (P 5 0.25) and PSP (P 5 0.50).

DISCUSSION

An effective imaging-based tool may contribute to earlier and
more precise diagnosis in parkinsonian conditions and may help
with the development and monitoring of individualized disease-mod-
ifying treatments (15,16). This study confirms that deep learning can
identify accurate imaging-based indices from 18F-FDG PET.
Similar to pattern expression scores of PCA analysis (5), the

DMI indices herein identified 3 probability scores from 18F-FDG
PET for each individual and a prediction was generated by com-
paring these 3 probabilities. The conventional pattern related
scores are derived from linear weightings of imaging intensities.
In contrast, the DMI indices can reveal hyper-level interrelations
such as textures, which may better describe the complex heteroge-
neous pathogenesis of parkinsonian disorders. Compared with pre-
viously reported studies (5), in our study the extensive test in
relatively large cohorts found that the DMI indices can achieve

FIGURE 2. Accuracy of DMI indices in development phase in training cohort and blind-test phase on both Chinese and German test cohorts. Results
in cross-validation were plotted using receiver-operating-characteristic curves. Results in Chinese blind-test cohort were illustrated as single points,
where overall represents results of all tested 330 patients. One hundred eight patients in blind test underwent follow-up scanning, and performance of
these at baseline and follow-up was plotted. Blind-test results in German cohort (90 patients) are also included and denoted with black rectangle for
easy comparison.
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competitive or possibly better performance in the differential diag-
nosis of parkinsonism.
The probabilities among the DMI indices have low ambiguity and

a dominant maximal probability is definable for resulting in a robust
diagnosis prediction. Nevertheless, we also support confidence
inspection to differentiate predictions with different confidence lev-
els. The confidence thresholds can be customized (Supplemental
Table 7). For a default setting according to the optimization of gener-
alized Youden’s index, the confidence threshold for MSA was higher
than for IPD or PSP. In this study, the MSA patients were mixed
with MSA-parkinsonian (MSA-P) and MSA-cerebellar (MSA-C)
types and had greater heterogeneity in metabolic pathologic pheno-
type. Therefore, it could be posited that a higher confidence threshold
is required to obtain a robust prediction.
The DMI indices can be combined with demographic and clini-

cal information as well as other indices, such as impairment of

olfactory function (for IPD vs. MSA) or skin biopsy positivity for
phospho-a-synuclein aggregates (for IPD and MSA vs PSP) (17),
to comprehensively generate diagnostic classifications. In our
study, using the PET scans independently achieved a performance
comparable to the integration of demographic and clinical infor-
mation into the DMI indices, indicating that the most discrimina-
tive information for the parkinsonism diagnosis was included in
the PET scan modality and could be extracted by the proposed
method into the DMI indices. In addition, the 2-stage design (Sup-
plemental Fig. 3) (13,18,19) of our work allows the DMI indices
to reduce the risk of erroneous predictions through exclusion of
nonparkinsonian subjects in the control stage, which aims at fur-
ther improving the robustness of diagnostic classifications.
In general, the DMI indices developed from the Chinese HPPI

database achieved comparable performance in a German cohort.
However, there were substantial differences between the 2 cohorts:

in contrast to the Chinese cohort, the Ger-
man cohort used different scanners. The
imaging protocols (i.e., acquisition time,
reconstruction method, tracer dose) and
patient preparation (i.e., eye patch and
noise-cancelling differences) (Supplemen-
tal Table 5) varied. Significantly different
metabolic uptake was observed in the cere-
bellum, midbrain, and caudate between
these 2 cohorts (Supplemental Fig. 2), for
which population-based differences (3,20)
may exist. The domain difference between
data can present an obstacle to the wider
clinical translation of conventional meth-
ods. A prerequisite for spatial covariance
analysis in the established population-based
patterns for IPD, MSA, and PSP is to bri-
dge the difference between various popula-
tions (5). In contrast to pattern analysis, the

TABLE 2
Accuracy of DMI Indices in Cross-Validation on Training Cohort

Diagnosis Metrics Overall Short symptom duration (#2 y) Long symptom duration (.2 y)

IPD AUC 0.986 (0.977–0.996) 0.981 (0.965–0.997) 0.991 (0.981–1.000)

Sensitivity 95.7% (92.7%–97.7%) 94.9% (89.7%–97.9%) 95.7% (91.4%–98.3%)

Specificity 97.6% (94.8%–99.1%) 97.6% (93.1%–99.5%) 98.4% (94.3%–99.8%)

PPV 97.9% (95.6%–98.9%) 97.7% (93.5%–99.1%) 98.7% (95.5%–99.5%)

NPV 94.9% (91.5%–98.1%) 94.5% (89.1%–98.8%) 94.6% (89.2%–99.3%)

MSA AUC 0.997 (0.994–1.000) 0.996 (0.988–1.000) 0.998 (0.995–1.000)

Sensitivity 97.3% (93.3%–99.3%) 100% (96.0%–100%) 98.3% (91.1%–100%)

Specificity 99.5% (98.2%–99.9%) 98.2% (94.9%–99.6%) 99.6% (97.6%–100%)

PPV 98.6% (95.3%–99.6%) 96.8% (91.0%–100%) 98.3% (91.3%–100%)

NPV 99.0% (97.4%–99.9%) 100% (97.8%–100%) 99.6% (97.5%–100%)

PSP AUC 0.982 (0.965–0.998) 0.968 (0.925–1.000) 0.990 (0.980–1.000)

Sensitivity 91.8% (84.5%–96.4%) 88.2% (72.5%–96.7%) 93.8% (84.8%–98.3%)

Specificity 98.2% (96.5%–99.2%) 98.2% (95.5%–99.5%) 98.2% (95.5%–99.5%)

PPV 91.8% (85.0%–96.4%) 88.2% (74.3%–96.7%) 93.7% (85.2%–98.3%)

NPV 98.2% (96.4%–99.2%) 98.2% (95.1%–99.5%) 98.2% (95.3%–99.5%)

AUC 5 area under the curve.

FIGURE 3. 3D plot of probabilities of IPD, MSA, and PSP of DMI indices in training cohort. (A)
Patients with short symptom duration (#2 y). (B) Patients with long symptom duration (.2 y).
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hierarchical feature representation of deep learning is more flexible
and affords migration of domain differences during the learning
phase (21). Similar to previous studies (22), our test confirmed that
deep learning can be robust to the discrepancies inherent in molec-
ular imaging acquisitions. This finding suggests the DMI marker
extracted using deep learning in this study may be more generaliz-
able and better suited for clinical translation.

Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the reproducibility or
stability of deep learning methods: methods optimized in one cohort
may have limited performance in other cohorts or in other applications
(23). We subjected our DMI indices to a blind test as a means of inde-
pendent in-depth validation (24). The performance of the DMI indices
under conditions of a blind test was consistent with the cross-valida-
tion test. Thus, the DMI indices are reproducible. Deep learning is
impeded by the black-box nature of the derived model, which pre-
cludes the drawing of any links to the underlying pathophysiology. To
address this concern, we used saliency maps to understand the decision
mechanism behind the neural networks. The saliency maps indicated
that the DMI indices derived probabilities largely based on parkinson-
ism-related brain regions, which are consistent with the critical regions
of IPD-, MSA-, and PSP-related covariance pattern (5,25).
Dopaminergic imaging is critical for diagnosing parkinsonian disor-

ders, although it has not been confirmed to be suitable for the reliable
differential diagnosis. Most patients with parkinsonism in our study
underwent contemporary dopaminergic imaging as 18F-FDG. There-
fore, this study can be regarded as performed based on dopaminergic
imaging. Whether 18F-FDG imaging and deep learning can be used to
diagnose parkinsonian disorders with blinded dopaminergic imaging
results is an interesting future direction to explore.
One limitation of this study is that we did not use MRI for partial-

volume correction and spatial normalization. Although MRI is gener-
ally included in the neurologic work-up of these patients, many of
them were scanned at external centers with a variety of protocols and
the 3D images were not always retrievable. We conceded that the cor-
tical thickness derived from MR images might also assist the differen-
tiation of parkinsonism (26). The integration of these morphometries
in any future study may further enhance the imaging-based indices. In
addition, although performance on the training cohort, blind-test
cohort, and German cohort—which have different data distributions
(IPD:MSA:PSP)—has indicated that the DMI indices have a certain
level of ability to handle the distribution-different problems, different
distributions may still be a factor influencing performance on another
future cohort. It is worthy to conduct multicenter studies to further
validate our method. Meanwhile, we evaluated only one possible mul-
timodality fusion method in this work. In the future, to further

TABLE 3
Accuracy of DMI Indices on Blind-Test Cohort from Huashan Parkinsonian PET Imaging Dataset (Chinese Cohort) and

German Cohort

Diagnosis Metrics

Huashan parkinsonian PET imaging dataset (Chinese cohort)

German cohortOverall Baseline Follow-up

IPD Sensitivity 98.1% 98.5% 95.5% 94.1%

Specificity 90.0% 88.1% 97.6% 84.0%

PPV 94.5% 92.9% 98.4% 78.0%

NPV 96.4% 97.4% 93.2% 95.9%

MSA Sensitivity 88.5% 81.8% 95.4% 82.4%

Specificity 99.2% 99.9% 98.8% 99.9%

PPV 96.4% 99.9% 95.5% 99.9%

NPV 97.4% 95.6% 98.8% 96.1%

PSP Sensitivity 84.5% 90.0% 95.0% 82.1%

Specificity 97.8% 97.7% 96.6% 94.1%

PPV 89.1% 90.0% 86.4% 91.4%

NPV 97.0% 97.7% 98.8% 87.3%

FIGURE 4. Comparison of probabilities of IPD (A), MSA (B), and PSP (C)
of DMI indices on the 108 patients in blind-test cohort with repeated PET
scans. (Left column) Comparison of the probability of DMI indices
extracted from baseline and follow-up PET for individuals. (Right column)
Violin plots demonstrate statistical distribution of probabilities of DMI indi-
ces. *P# 0.05. **P# 0.01. ns5 no significance.
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improve the diagnosis performance, other fusion methods such as gat-
ing- and attention-mechanism–based late fusion will be evaluated.

CONCLUSION

We developed a 3D deep residual convolutional neural network
to extract DMI indices for the automated differential diagnosis of
parkinsonism. The indices were evaluated with the cross-validation
experiment and blind tests on both Chinese and German cohorts,
demonstrating that the proposed method was both robust and accu-
rate, which may complement diagnoses made by expert clinicians.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Can deep learning effectively extract indices from
brain glucose metabolic imaging (18F-FDG PET) to improve the
differential diagnosis of Parkinson disease and atypical
parkinsonian syndromes?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: The developed DMI indices prediction
using deep learning provides an early and accurate method for
differential diagnosis that may complement diagnoses made by
expert clinicians. The reliable artificial intelligence development was
achieved by training on large-scale benchmark data on 18F-FDG
PET and extensive testing on longitudinal data and independent
external data with different ethnicity or examination protocols.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: These developed DMI
indices may assist early differential diagnosis of parkinsonism and
the development of disease-modifying treatment strategies.
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In tau PET, a reliable method to detect early tau accumulation in the
brain is crucial. Noise, artifacts, and off-target uptake impede detec-
tion of subtle true-positive ligand binding. We hypothesize that identi-
fying voxels with stable activity over time can enhance detection of
true-positive tau. Methods: In total, 339 participants in the clinical
spectrum ranging from clinically unimpaired to Alzheimer disease
dementia underwent at least 2 serial tau PET scans with flortaucipir.
The overlap index (OI) method was proposed to detect spatially identi-
cal, voxelwise SUV ratio (SUVR) elevation when seen sequentially in
serial tau PET scans. The association of OI with tau accumulation,
clinical diagnosis, and cognitive findings was evaluated. Results: OI
showed good dynamic range in the low-SUVR window. Only OI was
able to identify subgroups with increasing tau PET signal in low-SUVR
meta–region-of-interest (ROI) groups. OI showed improved associa-
tion with early clinical disease progression and cognitive scores ver-
sus meta-ROI SUVRmeasures.Conclusion:OI was more sensitive to
tau signal elevation and longitudinal change than standard ROI meas-
ures, suggesting it is a more sensitive method for detecting early, sub-
tle deposition of neurofibrillary tangles.

KeyWords: AV-1451; flortaucipir; tau PET; variability; early detection
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Alzheimer disease (AD) is a heterogeneous neurodegenerative
disorder characterized by abnormal extracellular amyloid-b pla-
ques and intracellular tau neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) (1). The
amyloid cascade hypothesis suggests amyloid-b as the primary
cause of tau NFT formation and ultimately neuronal loss (2).
However, it has also been suggested that the aggregation of patho-
logic amyloid-b and tau might be independent etiologies of AD
pathology (3). Studies have found a clear association between AD
severity and increased tau with PET (4) and that tau PET is a bet-
ter predictor of AD dementia than amyloid status (1,5). Tau is
therefore an attractive target as a biomarker for AD dementia diag-
nosis and treatment outcome measure.

Tau PET uptake patterns have been associated with Braak NFT
staging (6) and AD dementia severity (7,8). Tau PET signal is asso-
ciated with aging (4) and with reduced glucose metabolism (7) and
can distinguish among clinical phenotypes (7). Longitudinal amyloid
PET has been studied extensively, tracking participants for over a
decade (9). Longitudinal tau PET studies are in the initial stage of
optimization (10–12). Global increases in tau accumulation have
been reported, rather than the region-specific sequence that would be
expected from the neuropathology literature (4,10). More longitudi-
nal tau studies are needed to better understand AD pathogenesis.
Longitudinal tau PET reliability is limited by interscan variability.

The SUV ratio (SUVR) is the most common quantitative measure of
radiotracer uptake. The annual change in SUVR in longitudinal stud-
ies has been relatively small compared with group averages (10–12).
The annual change in AV-1451 (flortaucipir) tau PET SUVR in
patients with amyloid positivity and cognitive impairment was around
0.05 SUVR (10–12), about 3% of the average cross-sectional SUVR
(1.64) for the group (4). The annual increase was similar to the tes-
t–retest variability of AV-1451 with intervals of 48 h to 4 wk (SUVR
changes of up to 0.05) (13). Moreover, for cognitively unimpaired
(CU) subjects with amyloid positivity, possibly the earliest stage of
AD, the mean annual SUVR change has been estimated at 0.006 (10).
It is therefore important to understand the nature of the variabil-

ity in serial tau PET scans when neuropathologically related PET
signal changes may be small. Variability is especially problematic
in the early stages of tau pathology, in which the rate of NFT
accumulation is slow and thus difficult to discern relative to the
range of random fluctuation noise in tau PET imaging. To address
this problem, we developed a measure of consistency across serial
scans called the overlap index (OI) based on the hypothesis that
random noise or artifacts are unlikely to be repeated over serial
scans and that voxels with a stable signal over time more likely
represent true NFT-related binding. We evaluated the ability of OI
to measure early, subtle tau PET signal changes, compared with
standard region-of-interest (ROI)–based measures, and evaluated
for correlation with changes in clinical status.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Eligible participants (n 5 339) selected from the Mayo Clinic Study

of Aging or the Alzheimer Disease Research Center had at least 2
serial flortaucipir tau PET scans with MRI, corresponding to 850 tau
PET scans in total (Supplemental Table1; supplemental materials are
available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org) (10). Studies were approved
by the Mayo Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center Institutional Review
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Boards. Written informed consent was obtained. Enrolled participants
were determined to be clinically normal or cognitively impaired by a
consensus panel consisting of study coordinators, neuropsychologists,
and behavioral neurologists. Methods for defining CU, mild cognitive
impairment (MCI), and dementia in both studies conformed to stand-
ards in the field (14–16). To examine the generalizability of the OI,
we also included the longitudinal tau PET data (n 5 235, Supplemen-
tal Tables 2 and 3) from the Alzheimer Disease Neuroimaging initia-
tive (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu).

Neuroimaging Methods
Tau PET imaging was performed with 18F-flortaucipir and amyloid

PET with Pittsburgh compound B as reported previously (17) (supple-
mental methods (18–25)). Tau and amyloid PET SUVR were normalized
to the median uptake in the cerebellar crus. The regional tau PET SUVRs
were calculated by measuring median uptake in each ROI, excluding any
voxels segmented as cerebrospinal fluid. A meta-ROI for tau PET
included the amygdala; the entorhinal cortex; and the fusiform, parahippo-
campal, inferior temporal, and middle temporal gyri (10,24). The tau PET
meta-ROI SUVR was calculated as an average of the median SUVR in
each region. Global cortical amyloid PET SUVR was computed as a
voxel-number–weighted average of median uptake across a set of ROIs
including the prefrontal, orbitofrontal, parietal, temporal, anterior cingu-
late, posterior cingulate, and precuneus ROIs (24). An SUVR threshold of
more than 1.29 denoted abnormal tau PET scans (6). The SUVR threshold
used to define abnormal Pittsburgh compound B PET was 1.42 (24).
Meta-ROI change in SUVR (DSUVR) was calculated as an annualized
difference between the baseline SUVR from the follow-up SUVR.

OI Calculation
OI represents the voxelwise SUVR elevation consistently present

on 2 serial scans (Fig. 1). First, we selected the ROI (or meta-ROI) to
be evaluated in the calculation. An intensity threshold (SUVR, 1.4)—
selected from preliminary experimental tests (Supplemental Fig. 1)—
was applied to each voxel in the ROI. Voxels that survived the inten-
sity threshold were binarized (0/1) as masks (Mb and Mf). Clusters
with fewer than 20 contiguous voxels (18-connectivity criterion) were
excluded. The spatial overlap between masks (Noverlap) was calculated
by counting the number of voxels with an intensity of 1 after multiply-
ing the 2 masks. OI was calculated by dividing Noverlap by the number
of voxels where the value is 1 in the Mb (Nb).

OI 5
Noverlap

Nb

Values of 0 indicate no overlap between scans; conversely, values
approaching 1 indicate consistent elevation of voxels in the follow-up
scan.

Unlike standard indices that calculate overlap (e.g., Dice coefficient or
Jaccard index), OI is asymmetrically normalized to the value in only the
first scan. Hence, OI quantifies the extent to which the high-intensity

voxels of the first scan are spatially preserved in the second scan. Biolog-
ically, the increased topographic extent of tau uptake over time is usually
expected. Therefore, we assumed that the index calculated by a standard
symmetric measure (i.e., denominator is a union of both scan) could be
less sensitive to the detection of early tau, for which only a small amount
of NFT would exist. An overlap size quantifying a ratio of the overlap
area to the size of the total ROIs was also defined as…

Overlap size 5
Noverlap

NROI

NROI is the number of voxels of ROIs included for the analysis. The
OI and overlap size were calculated for each serial scan pair.

Statistical Analysis
To test for significant group differences in OI and SUVR, we ran non-

parametric Kruskal–Wallis tests, followed by post hoc Dunn multiple
comparison tests. Nonparametric tests were applied because they do not
require the data to be normally distributed. To address different stages of
the typical Alzheimer continuum, we separated the CU participants using
the amyloid positivity: CU individuals with normal amyloid PET
(CUA2, i.e., not in the Alzheimer continuum) and CU individuals
with abnormal amyloid PET (CUA1, i.e., early in the Alzheimer con-
tinuum). Then, the clinical change seen in participants at the time
points of the serial scans were grouped as CUA2 to CUA2, CUA2
to CUA1, CUA1 to CUA1, CU to MCI/AD, MCI to MCI, MCI to
AD, and AD to AD. More details are provided in the supplemental
materials.

RESULTS

Association of OI with SUVR in Single ROI
Scatterplots of voxel intensity within 3-dimensional space for a

specific ROI demonstrate both low- and high-OI examples (Fig. 2).
For low-OI (Fig. 2A), inconsistent voxel signal elevation over
serial scans can be seen even when the median SUVR of the over-
all region is above the autopsy tau PET threshold (SUVR, 1.29).
The median SUVR fluctuated above and below the threshold in
these examples. Conversely, high-OI examples (Fig. 2B) show con-
sistent high-intensity voxels over serial scans, with voxel clusters
gradually enlarging on visual assessment even when the median
SUVR did not numerically increase. Notably, the median SUVRs
of Figure 2B were below the threshold. More examples of high OI
can be found in Supplemental Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between OI and baseline SUVR

for representative ROIs. OI increased exponentially in the low-SUVR
range and approached 1.0 around an SUVR of 1.5 (vertical dotted
line) for every region. In the SUVR range of less than 1.5, SUVR
and OI showed a significant linear relationship for all regions (P ,

0.005). The regional distribution of OI and SUVR for both MCI and
AD were calculated by anatomic region,
ranked, and displayed on a 3-dimensionally
rendered plot (Supplemental Figs. 3A and
3B), corroborating the statistically signifi-
cant correlation of regional OI and SUVR
(r 5 0.8489, Supplemental Fig. 3C).

OI Can Characterize Tau Accumulators
Meta-ROI also showed a strong linear

correlation with baseline SUVR in the
low-SUVR range (R2 5 0.3806), reaching
values near 1.0 around an SUVR of 1.5
(Fig. 4A). Most participants (79.65%) had
a below-threshold SUVR (,1.5), whereas

FIGURE 1. OI calculation. OI was designed to identify voxels with stable high activity over time
using 2 consecutive tau PET scans.
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OI was more evenly distributed (Fig. 4A). OI provides a good
dynamic range even in this low-SUVR window. This also held true
for follow-up scans (Supplemental Fig. 4). A relationship between
OI and scan interval was tested. High OIs were found even for rela-
tively long scan intervals (.2 y) when baseline SUVR was high.
In contrast, OI was low regardless of the scan interval for low-
SUVR cases (Supplemental Fig. 5). Multivariable linear regression
showed that baseline SUVR better explained the OI than the inter-
val (Supplemental Table 4).
Next, we investigated an association of meta-ROI OI and DSUVR.

If OI is sensitive to tau burden, the metric would show a positive cor-
relation with tau accumulation rate, as an increased extent of tau over
time is biologically expected (10–12). Supplemental Figure 6A shows
pairs of meta-SUVR from 2 sequential scans for each individual sub-
ject. Then, the total cohort was separated into low-OI (OI , 0.5) and

high-OI (OI . 0.5) subgroups (Supple-
mental Figs. 6B and 6C). Importantly, OI
discriminates a positive tau accumulation
(slope . 0) from stable tau. Statistically,
a significant positive correlation between
OI and DSUVR was also demonstrated
(R2 5 0.1603, P , 0.0001; Fig. 4B). This
significance held true for a baseline SUVR
of more than 1.5 (Supplemental Fig. 7A;
R2 5 0.1566, P , 0.0001).
Comparison of baseline meta-SUVR

groups (SUVR , 1.29,1.29 , SUVR ,
1.5, and SUVR. 1.5) showed an increased
DSUVR with increased baseline values
(P 5 0.001); however, the comparison
between SUVR , 1.29 and 1.29 , SUVR
, 1.5 did not reach significance (Fig. 4C;
P 5 0.46). A significant difference in
DSUVR was detected between low-OI and
high-OI groups within the same SUVR
range (Fig. 4D; P5 0.01 and P5 0.006 for
SUVR , 1.29 and 1.29 , SUVR , 1.5,
respectively). Notably, the average DSUVR
in the low-OI group was close to zero or
even negative (mean, 0.002 and 20.048 for

SUVR, 1.29 and 1.29, SUVR, 1.5, respectively), whereas high-
OI groups showed a positive tendency inDSUVR (mean, 0.025, 0.019,
and 0.041 for SUVR, 1.29, 1.29, SUVR, 1.5, and SUVR. 1.5,
respectively). There was no significant difference among high-OI
groups at different SUVR levels. These results imply that the OI can
distinguish tau accumulation withinmeta-SUVR subgroups that can-
not be detected by SUVR alone. To test reliability, we compared the
meta-ROI OI from the first and second scans that that from the sec-
ond and third scans when 3 or more time points were available. The
OI of 1–2 and the OI of 2–3 correlated strongly (r5 0.8902), mean-
ing OI is consistent over time (Supplemental Fig. 7B).

Meta-ROI OI Relationship to Demographic Data
A pairwise comparison with CUA2 to CUA2 as the control

group demonstrated that OI can detect significant differences from
the other subgroups, including the smallest degree of clinical change,

CUA2 to CUA1(Fig. 5). Baseline SUVR,
baseline SUVR with partial-volume correc-
tion (SUVRpvc), and DSUVR from meta-
ROI also showed significant differences from
the MCI groups; however, no significant dif-
ference was seen from the earlier disease pro-
gression groups such as CUA2 to CUA1,
CUA1 to CUA1, and CU to MCI/AD.
The relationship of cognitive scores to

meta-ROI OI and SUVR was also investi-
gated. We found that the meta-ROI OI and
meta-SUVR had a significant linear relation-
ship with the cognitive scores (Supplemental
Figs. 8A and 8B; linear regression, P ,
0.005). However, the cognitive scores asso-
ciated more strongly with OI than did SUVR
for the global, language, and visuospa-
tial domain (for OI, R2 5 0.2209, 0.2054,
and 0.1288 for the global, language, and
visuospatial domains, respectively, and for

FIGURE 2. Examples of low OI and high OI. Three consecutive 3-dimensional scatterplots are dis-
played in each box for 4 different examples, representing tau PET SUVR of each voxel in each scan
from individual subject. (A) Low-OI cases. (B) High-OI cases. Below each rendering, median SUVR
represents median value for all voxels in each region. Color bar indicates intensity of each voxel.
Font color of median SUVR is red when .1.29 and blue when ,1.29. Arrows in B indicate regions
showing spatial consistency. Various anatomic regions are plotted and labeled in each panel.

FIGURE 3. Relationship between OI and baseline SUVR in single ROI. Bilateral ROIs were included
in calculations. Small panel inside figure illustrates enlarged view of lower SUVR range (from 0.9
to 1.5).
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meta-SUVR, R2 5 0.1731, 0.1275, and 0.0667 for the global, lan-
guage, and visuospatial domains, respectively). For the memory
and attention domains, both showed a similar result (for OI, R2 5

0.1859 and 0.1337 for the memory and attention domains, respec-
tively, and for follow-up meta-SUVR, R2 5 0.1810 and 0.1422 for
the memory and attention domains, respectively).
To evaluate the generalizability of the OI metric, we tested OI

in the ADNI dataset. This validated many of the results seen in the

Mayo cohort. For meta-ROI, OI approached
1.0 around an SUVR of 1.5 (Fig. 6A). In
addition, meta-ROI OI-based grouping was
able to discriminate the positive tau accu-
mulator within the same SUVR range (Fig.
6C; P , 0.001 for SUVR , 1.29 and P 5
0.02 for 1.29 , SUVR , 1.5) whereas
meta-SUVR subgroups separated by base-
line SUVR did not reach statistical signifi-
cance (Fig. 6B). In the disease progression
assessment, the patterns were overall similar
to those of the Mayo dataset, where CUA1
to CUA1 and CU to MCI/AD showed sig-
nificant differences in OI compared with
CUA2 to CUA2 (P , 0.001 and P 5
0.0476 for CUA1 to CUA1 and CU to
MCI/AD, respectively; Fig. 6D). However,
fewer significant differences were found
in SUVR measurements between groups
(Fig. 6D).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we proposed OI as a means
for early detection of tau PET binding by
evaluating the consistency of serial tau PET
scans and tested the ability of OI to identify
subtle but true-positive tau binding in serial
scans. Participants with high OI had a larger

serial SUVR change than participants with low OI, a finding that
notably was also seen with participants below the tau cutoff (SUVR
, 1.29). When compared with ROI-based SUVR measurements, OI
alone had a significant association with early disease progression.
Although SUVR and OI showed a significant linear correlation,

OI showed a better dynamic range in the low-SUVR window. It
may be that the typical ROI-based measures that calculate the
median SUVR of all voxels are less sensitive to the early develop-

ment of NFT because the local tau PET sig-
nal can be diluted in the process of obtaining
the median of the entire ROI (6). In contrast
to the ROI method, OI quantifies the spatial
consistency only in those voxels with an ele-
vated tau PET signal. This characteristic of
OI is independent of the size of the tau
cluster, thus allowing better characteriza-
tion of small areas of signal elevation in
the low-SUVR range in which NFT vol-
ume is relatively small. In this respect, OI
can better detect early stages of tau pathol-
ogy than can the typical ROI-based meas-
urements. In the high-SUVR range, this
provides less added value because consis-
tency is high when tau is abundant (Supple-
mental Fig. 9). Because AD is a chronic
and progressive disease, early detection
before devastating symptoms begin is criti-
cally important. Tau PET is, in general, a
promising biomarker more closely associ-
ated with disease severity than other imag-
ing biomarkers (26); however, interscan
random variability, which does not represent

FIGURE 4. Relationship between meta-ROI OI and meta-ROI SUVR. (A) Scatterplot (left) of base-
line SUVR and OI for meta-ROI. Histograms are displayed along SUVR and OI axis, respectively.
Low SUVR range (,1.5) was magnified in separate scatterplot (right) with linear regression (solid
black line) and 95% confidence band (dotted black lines). (B) Scatterplot of meta-ROI OI and DSUVR
with regression. (C) Comparison of DSUVR between SUVR-based subgroups. (D) SUVR-based sub-
groups in C were further separated into low-OI and high-OI categories. *P , 0.05, post hoc Dunn
tests. **P, 0.05, post hoc Dunn tests. ***P, 0.005, post hoc Dunn tests.

FIGURE 5. Association of OI with disease progression. (A) Tau PET variables in different clinical
groups. OI, baseline SUVR, baseline SUVR with partial-volume correction (SUVRpvc), and DSUVR
from meta-ROI of CUA2 to CUA2 were compared with those of other groups. *P , 0.05, post hoc
Dunn tests. **P, 0.05, post hoc Dunn tests. ***P, 0.005, post hoc Dunn tests.
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true tau pathology, presents a significant hurdle (13,27). A recent
autopsy study reported that ROI methods are insufficient to detect
subtle tau PET signals in early tau deposition (6), probably reflecting
diminished signal-to-noise ratio when a small volume of true radio-
tracer binding is present (28). Our results suggest that OI may over-
come this limitation and be complementary to typical ROI measures
for interpreting the early tau PET signal.
OI will likely also be useful in distinguishing true tau accumula-

tion from random variability in longitudinal studies. Our results
showed that OI can characterize the participants who will accumu-
late tau among those in the low-SUVR and mid-SUVR groups bet-
ter than meta-ROI. Because an increased extent of NFT over time
is biologically expected (10–12), OI, which is sensitive to subtle
tau burden, may better identify subjects with true accumulation that
was hidden by ROI SUVR washout or random variability. Clearly,
there is a wide SD in the high–meta-ROI group, with some partici-
pants showing a negative change. This phenomenon of negative
change was also observed in previous longitudinal studies reporting
some individuals with high baseline SUVR and negative SUVR
changes (10–12). The reasons for these negative SUVR changes are
not yet well understood. CSF phosphorylated tau level could
decrease in late AD (29), accounting for the negative change. Noise
or partial-volume effects due to tau aggregation–driven local atrophy
may contribute (30,31). Further optimization of OI methods to target
the high–meta-ROI group is an aim of our ongoing work.
OI was highest in the inferior, middle, and medial temporal

lobes, including the entorhinal cortex, and in the amygdala—areas
of elevated tau PET activity described in the literature (8,32).
Although nonspecific binding related to AV1451 is not well under-
stood in longitudinal data, a possible limitation is that OI may be
vulnerable to suprathreshold off-target binding when it consistently
occurs in serial scans. For example, the hippocampal OI may be
vulnerable to the choroid plexus (Supplemental Fig. 10). To mini-
mize this problem, areas of typical nonspecific binding such as
basal ganglia and choroid plexus are excluded from meta-ROI anal-
ysis. Four cases of nonspecific binding in the meninges were
observed but affected the OI measurement but when meninges had

a repeated strong signal in the meta-ROI
(Supplemental Fig. 11). Future work is
needed to characterize the effects of off-
target binding on the SUVR and OI.
The difference between OI and SUVR

regarding cognitive findings is marginal.
This finding is not unexpected given that
our sample population was mixed and com-
prised those without significant cognitive
impairment (i.e., CU; $50% of sample),
MCI, or early AD (28% of sample), some
of whom have little or no cognitive impair-
ment. Our plans are to expand the OI analy-
sis to larger groups of subjects with cognitive
impairment to better define clinical utility.
The statistical significance between early

preclinical groups (i.e., CUA2 to CUA2
vs. CUA2 to CUA1) was demonstrated
only in the Mayo cohort. Notably, the
mean OIs of CUA2 to CUA1 were not
different between cohorts (P 5 0.9652;
mean OI, 0.3573 and 0.3558 for Mayo and
ADNI, respectively), but CUA2 to CUA2

showed a significantly different mean OI between cohorts (P ,
0.001; mean OI, 0.1832 and 0.3125 for Mayo and ADNI, respec-
tively). One possible explanation is the relatively smaller number of
samples in CUA2 to CUA2 from the ADNI cohort (97 for Mayo
vs. 26 for ADNI). However, the reason for high OIs in the early pre-
clinical groups should be investigated with neuropathology studies.
One limitation of this study is the assumption that voxels with arti-

factual or false-positive activity would be less likely to show spatial
consistency over time, an assumption that should be validated with
postmortem neuropathologic data on tau deposition. SUVR is sensi-
tive to perfusion changes; therefore, interscan comparison may be
biased when perfusion differs between the 2 scans. Despite this limi-
tation, OI performs better for early detection of tau PET signal and
disease progression than the ROI-based SUVR measure. Future
investigation with simulation studies will be needed to assess the
magnitude of the bias of perfusion on OI. The intensity threshold
used in this study was determined observationally. The OI calculation
is largely dependent on this threshold, and future work is warranted
to determine the optimal threshold among different regions and even
at the voxel level. Although OI can augment sensitivity to early tau
PET uptake, acquiring 2 separate PET scans is a disadvantage. Using
dynamic scans to derive OI from a single imaging session by splitting
the scan into 2 segments may address this limitation. Future investi-
gation of this possible solution is needed, which will require careful
optimization given the slow kinetics of the AV-1451 tracer.

CONCLUSION

By identifying voxels with a consistent signal, the OI method
could be helpful in measuring early tau PET signal. This voxel-
wise analysis can overcome the limitations of ROI-based measures,
which had reduced sensitivity to early detection of low levels of
tau. The ability of OI to reliably detect true-positive binding is
likely to have the most impact in the lower-SUVR window, reflect-
ing the early stage of neurodegeneration and early tau NFT pathol-
ogy before cognitive decline. Combining the OI method with other
methods that minimize interscan variability (partial volume correc-
tion and optimized reference) may synergistically improve interpre-
tations of longitudinal change in the tau PET signal.

FIGURE 6. Result for ADNI cohort. (A) Scatterplot of baseline SUVR and OI for meta-ROI. (B) Com-
parison of DSUVR between SUVR-based subgroups. (C) SUVR-based subgroups in B were further
separated into low-OI and high-OI categories. (D) OI, baseline SUVR, and DSUVR from meta-ROI of
CUA2 to CUA2 were compared with those of other groups. *P , 0.05, post hoc Dunn tests. **P ,

0.05, post hoc Dunn tests. ***P, 0.005, post hoc Dunn tests.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is identifying voxelswith a stable signal over time amore
sensitivemethod for detecting early, subtle development of NFTs?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Only OI was able to identify subgroups
with increasing tau PET signal in low-SUVR meta-ROI groups. OI
showed an improved association with early disease progression
and cognitive scores versus meta-ROI SUVR measures.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Our findings demonstrate
that the proposed method could be more helpful in detecting tau
signal elevation and longitudinal changes than are standard ROI
measures, suggesting less vulnerability to random variability and
greater sensitivity to early, subtle ligand binding.
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18F-PI-2620 Tau PET Improves the Imaging Diagnosis of
Progressive Supranuclear Palsy
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Progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) is a 4-repeat tauopathy move-
ment disorder that can be imaged by the 18F-labeled tau PET tracer
2-(2-([18F]fluoro)pyridin-4-yl)-9H-pyrrolo[2,3-b:4,5-c9]dipyridine (18F-
PI-2620). The in vivo diagnosis is currently established on clinical
grounds and supported by midbrain atrophy estimation in structural
MRI. Here, we investigate whether 18F-PI-2620 tau PET has the
potential to improve the imaging diagnosis of PSP. Methods: In this
multicenter observational study, dynamic (0–60 min after injection)
18F-PI-2620 PET and structural MRI data for 36 patients with PSP, 22
with PSP–Richardson syndrome, and 14 with a clinical phenotype
other than Richardson syndrome (i.e., variant PSP) were analyzed
along with data for 10 age-matched healthy controls (HCs). The PET
data underwent kinetic modeling, which resulted in distribution vol-
ume ratio (DVR) images. These and the MR images were visually
assessed by 3 masked experts for typical PSP signs. Furthermore,
established midbrain atrophy parameters were measured in structural
MR images, and regional DVRs were measured in typical tau-in-PSP
target regions in the PET data. Results: Visual assessments discrimi-
nated PSP patients and HCs with an accuracy of 63% for MRI and
80% for the combination of MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET. As compared
with patients of the PSP–Richardson syndrome subgroup, those of
the variant PSP subgroup profited more in terms of sensitivity from
the addition of the visual 18F-PI-2620 PET to the visual MRI informa-
tion (35% vs. 22%). In quantitative image evaluation, midbrain-to-
pons area ratio and globus pallidus DVRs discriminated best between
the PSP patients and HCs, with sensitivities and specificities of 83%
and 90%, respectively, for MRI and 94% and 100%, respectively, for
the combination of MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET. The gain of sensitivity
by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI data was more marked in clinically
less affected patients than in more affected patients (37% vs. 19% for

visual, and 16% vs. 12% for quantitative image evaluation). Conclu-
sion: These results provide evidence for an improved imaging-based
PSP diagnosis by adding 18F-PI-2620 tau PET to structural MRI. This
approach seems to be particularly promising at earlier disease stages
and could be of value both for improving early clinical PSP diagnosis
and for enriching PSP cohorts for trials of disease-modifying drugs.

Key Words: 18F-PI-2620; 4R-tauopathy; progressive supranuclear
palsy; tau PET; midbrain atrophy
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The clinicopathologic syndrome of progressive supranuclear
palsy (PSP), which was initially described by Steele et al. (1), is a
4-repeat tauopathy movement disorder and is counted among the
atypical parkinsonian disorders (2,3). Symptoms include ocular
motor abnormalities, postural instability, akinesia, and cognitive
impairment, among others. The disease leads to death within a
mean of 6–8 y after symptom onset (4,5). Age-adjusted prevalence
was recently estimated in Europe at 8.8 per 100,000 patients and
in Japan at 17.3 per 100,000 patients (6,7). Compared with post-
mortem histopathology as the diagnostic gold standard, the diag-
nostic accuracy of clinical assessment is limited by overlap of
symptoms with those of other neurodegenerative diseases such as
Parkinson disease, corticobasal degeneration, and frontotemporal
dementia (8–10). As a consequence, according to current PSP
diagnostic criteria, clinical testing can be supplemented by imag-
ing-based biomarkers. These include structural MRI, 18F-FDG
PET, and dopamine D2/D3 receptor imaging (10). The typical PSP
signs in structural MRI are related to midbrain atrophy and include
the hummingbird sign, the morning glory sign, and the Mickey
Mouse sign (11–14). MRI morphometry of the midbrain and related
structures also serves this purpose (15–19). Midbrain atrophy in PSP
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is believed to be a late-stage consequence of preceding molecular
processes. Therefore, molecular biomarkers of tau pathology are
expected to be more sensitive than structural MRI in supporting the
PSP diagnosis. However, molecular biomarkers of tau pathology in
PSP are still missing (20). We recently showed that 2-(2-([18F]fluoro)-
pyridin-4-yl)-9H-pyrrolo[2,3-b:4,5-c9]dipyridine (18F-PI-2620), a
18F-labeled PET tracer with high affinity to aggregated tau, is able
to provide valuable diagnostic information on PSP patients (21).
Thus, it was the aim of this follow-up evaluation to investigate
how the diagnostic potential of 18F-PI-2620 PET relates to that of
midbrain MRI, the current in vivo imaging standard in PSP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This study was an add-on project of the multicenter observational
study of the German Imaging Initiative for Tauopathies investigating
the potential of 18F-PI-2620 tau PET imaging in PSP, the main results
of which were recently published elsewhere (21). Patients with proba-
ble or possible PSP according to current diagnosis criteria (10) were
included, together with healthy controls (HCs). The data analysis was
approved by the local Ethics Committee of the Ludwig Maximilian
University of Munich (approvals 17-569 and 19-022). All subjects
provided written informed consent before participating in the study.
The study was registered at the German Clinical Trials Register
(DRKS00016920).

The brain MR images were acquired either on a 3-T hybrid PET/MRI
system (Biograph mMR [Siemens], n5 16) or on a stand-alone 1.5- or
3-T MRI system (n5 30). Standard structural T1-weighted MR images
were analyzed either as single 3-dimensional or multiple sequences in
different planes. These included 3-dimensional magnetization-prepared
rapid gradient-echo sequences, 3-dimensional magnetization-prepared
2 rapid-acquisition gradient-echo sequences, 3-dimensional fast spoiled
gradient-echo sequences, ultrashort-echo-time enhanced sequences, and
turbo field-echo sequences. The MR images were visually evaluated by
3 experienced neuroradiologists. They were masked to the subject sub-
group allocation and the other reader scores. The readers scored for the
presence or absence of the established midbrain atrophy signs: the hum-
mingbird sign, pointing to rostral midbrain atrophy in midsagittal MR
images; the Mickey Mouse sign, describing the reduced midbrain diam-
eter with relative preservation of tectum and cerebral peduncles in axial
MR images; and the morning glory sign, pointing to the concavity of
the lateral margin of the tegmentum of the midbrain, also in axial MR
images (11–13). For that purpose, the individual MR images were pre-
sented to the readers as NIfTI files using the Papaya online medical
research image viewer (https://github.com/rii-mango/Papaya). They
were judged as positive for PSP if at least 1 of the above signs was posi-
tive. To allow determining the intrareader reliability, the MR images of
a randomly chosen and remixed subset of 8 PSP patients and HCs
(representing $20% [8/46] of the study cohort) were reevaluated
3 mo after the initial read. In addition to the visual analysis, midbrain
atrophy was determined quantitatively in the MR images by measur-
ing the following established parameters in the Hybrid Viewer PDR
(version 5.1.0) software on an image analysis workstation (Hermes
Medical Solutions): midbrain diameter, midbrain area, midbrain-to-pons
area ratio, and MR parkinsonism index ([pons-to-midbrain area ratio]3
[middle cerebellar peduncle–to–superior cerebellar peduncle diameter
ratio]) (22).

18F-PI-2620 tau PET image acquisition and processing were described
in detail elsewhere (21). In short, PET imaging was performed dynami-
cally 0–60 min after injection of about 300 MBq on hybrid PET/MRI or
PET/CT systems. Voxel-based distribution volume ratios (DVRs) were
determined in PMOD (version 3.9; PMOD Inc.) using the multilinear
reference tissue model 2, with the cerebellum (excluding the dentate

nucleus and the central cerebellar white matter, as well as the superior
and the posterior cerebellar layers) as the reference region (23). As with
the MRI data, the resulting parametric DVR maps were analyzed visu-
ally and quantitatively. Using a previously described scoring system
(21), visual evaluation was performed by 3 experienced nuclear physi-
cians who were masked to the subject subgroup allocation and the other
reader scores. The presence or absence of a PSP-typical binding pattern
involving the putamen, the subthalamic nucleus, the globus pallidus, the
substantia nigra, and the dentate nucleus was evaluated, leading to a
binary (tau-positive or -negative) categorization of each individual PET
scan (21). Three months after the initial read, we reevaluated the DVR
images of the same randomly chosen and remixed subset of 8 PSP
patients and HCs whose MR images were reevaluated. In addition to the
visual PET evaluation, regional DVRs were obtained via volume-of-
interest analysis for the same tau-in-PSP target regions as analyzed visu-
ally (21).

Statistical testing was performed on SPSS (version 25.0; IBM). For
the visual image analysis, interrater agreement was calculated using
the Fleiss k, and intrarater agreement was evaluated using the percent-
age of accordance. For the quantitative image data, receiver-operator-
characteristic curves were analyzed. Spearman correlation coefficients
were calculated between the demographic, clinical, and imaging
parameters, determining false-discovery rates to correct for random
associations. P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

Demographics
From the original study cohort (21), structural brain MRI within

6mo of the 18F-PI-2620 tau PET imaging was available for 36
patients (71 6 8 y old, 16 women) with probable or possible PSP
and in 10 age-matched HCs (67 6 7 y old, 8 women). For the PSP
patients, disease duration, defined as the time between symptom
onset and PET imaging, was 3.3 6 2.6 y. PSP rating scores were
31 6 13, and functional ability Schwab and England activities-of-
daily-living scores were 60 6 19. The PSP group consisted of
22 patients with PSP–Richardson syndrome (PSP-RS) and 14 patients
with a clinical phenotype other than Richardson syndrome, that is, vari-
ant PSP (vPSP; PSP–corticobasal syndrome [n5 7], PSP-parkinsonism
[n5 3], PSP-frontal [n5 3], and PSP-speech/language [n5 1]).

Visual Image Evaluation
The results of the visual MR image evaluation by the 3 masked

neuroradiologists are given in Table 1. Although 100% (10/10) spe-
cificity in the discrimination between PSP patients and HCs was
achieved, the sensitivity of the MRI majority read was 53% (19/36;
accuracy, 63%). For interreader agreement, the Fleiss k equaled
0.76 for the MRI read, whereas intrareader MRI agreement ranged
from 88% to 100% (7/8–8/8). The results of the visual 18F-PI-2620
PET image evaluation by the 3 masked nuclear physicians are like-
wise given in Table 1. The 18F-PI-2620 PETmajority read achieved
a sensitivity of 75% (27/36) and a specificity of 80% (8/10; accu-
racy, 76%). For interreader agreement, the Fleiss k equaled 0.59 for
the 18F-PI-2620 PET read, whereas intrareader 18F-PI-2620 PET
agreement again ranged from 88% to 100% (7/8–8/8). Figure 1
shows MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET images of a typical PSP patient
and a typical HC, illustrating that it was quite possible for the read-
ers to spot the respective PSP signs on an individual level (individ-
ual 18F-PI-2620 PET and MRI images of each patient or HC). Of
interest, combining the majority MRI and majority 18F-PI-2620
PET read results in such a way that at least 1 modality that was posi-
tive made the brain positive for PSP resulted in a sensitivity of 81%
(29/36) and a specificity of 80% (8/10; accuracy, 80%; Table 1).
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Visual MRI analysis was less sensitive in the vPSP patients than in
the PSP-RS patients, although the sensitivity of the visual 18F-PI-
2620 PET analysis did not differ between the 2 subgroups. Conse-
quently, the vPSP patients profited more than the PSP-RS patients
in terms of sensitivity from the addition of the visual 18F-PI-2620
PET to the visual MRI information (35% vs. 22%; Supplemental
Table 1; supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.
snmjournals.org).

Quantitative Image Evaluation
The results of the receiver-operator-characteristic curve analyses

for the different quantitative MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET parame-
ters and the resulting diagnostic quality parameters in discriminat-
ing PSP patients from HCs are provided in Table 2. While, for the
MRI parameters, the midbrain/pons area ratio was revealed to
have the highest discriminative power, this was the case for the
globus pallidus DVRs with respect to the 18F-PI-2620 PET param-
eters. To investigate the main study question of whether the

18F-PI-2620 PET information can enhance the ability of in vivo
imaging to diagnose PSP, we combined the above 2 parameters
toward a tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index (18F-PI-2620 PET globus
pallidus DVR 3 MRI midbrain-to-pons area ratio21). Of interest,
this tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index achieved a higher Cohen d effect
(2.06; Fig. 2) and a higher area under the receiver-operator-
characteristic curve (0.98; Fig. 3) than did the MRI midbrain-to-pons
area ratio alone (1.96 and 0.93). The sensitivity and specificity of
the tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index in discriminating PSP patients
from HCs were 94% and 100% (34/36 and 10/10; accuracy, 96%),
whereas those of the MRI midbrain-to-pons area ratio were 83%
and 90% (30/36 and 9/10; accuracy, 85%). No differences (after
correction for multiple comparisons) were found for the MRI and
18F-PI-2620 PET parameters between the PSP-RS and vPSP sub-
groups. In the vPSP subgroup, quantitative 18F-PI-2620 PET data
analysis was less sensitive than in the PSP-RS subgroup. Apart
from that, the quantitative image analysis results did not relevantly
differ between the 2 subgroups (Supplemental Table 2).

Association Between Imaging and Demographic/Clinical Data
The associations between the demographic/clinical, quantitative

MRI, and quantitative 18F-PI-2620 PET parameters are provided in
Figure 4. We checked for correlations of the PSP rating scale and
Schwab and England activities-of-daily-living scores with different
MRI parameters and correlations of the PSP rating scores with the
tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP indices. No correlation with any imaging
parameter was found for disease duration. There were several
intercorrelations among the different MRI, 18F-PI-2620 PET, and
18F-PI-2620 PET 1 MRI (tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index) parameters
(Fig. 4). The respective results for the 2 PSP subgroups are provided
in Supplemental Figure 1. Interestingly, several of these intercorrela-
tions between different imaging readouts were not observed when
investigating the vPSP subgroup (Supplemental Fig. 1).

We were also interested in whether and to what degree the diag-
nostic potentials of MRI and 18F-PI-2620 PET depend on disease
stage. To investigate this dependence, we built 2 PSP patient sub-
groups according to their PSP rating scores applying a mean
value-split—that is, applying the mean value of our PSP patient
cohort of 31 as a separation threshold. Here, the gain in sensitivity
by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was more pronounced in the
subgroup with a PSP rating score of less than 31 (n5 19; 53%
vPSP) than in the subgroup with a PSP rating score of 31 or higher

FIGURE 1. Axial 18F-PI-2620 tau PET and sagittal T1-weighted 3-dimen-
sional magnetization-prepared 2 rapid-acquisition gradient-echo struc-
tural MR images of PSP patient and of HC. Pathologic 18F-PI-2620
binding is seen in globus pallidus (white arrow), in striatum, and in subtha-
lamic nucleus of PSP patient. Hummingbird sign (yellow arrow) due to
atrophy of rostral midbrain is seen in structural MR image of PSP patient.
No pathologic 18F-PI-2620 binding is present in HC, and midbrain appears
normal.

TABLE 1
Visual Image Data Evaluation

Parameter Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

MRI reader 1 61% (22/36) 100% (10/10) 70

MRI reader 2 47% (17/36) 100% (10/10) 59

MRI reader 3 56% (20/36) 100% (10/10) 65

MRI majority read 53% (19/36) 100% (10/10) 63
18F-PI-2620 PET reader 1 86% (31/36) 40% (4/10) 76
18F-PI-2620 PET reader 2 72% (26/36) 90% (9/10) 76
18F-PI-2620 PET reader 3 69% (25/36) 90% (9/10) 74
18F-PI-2620 PET majority read 75% (27/36) 80% (8/10) 76
18F-PI-2620 PET 1 MRI 81% (29/36) 80% (8/10) 80

For combination of 18F-PI-2620 PET and MRI, $1 abnormal parameter that was positive made brain positive for PSP.
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(n5 16; 25% vPSP). Furthermore, the subgroup with a PSP rating
score of less than 31 had a more pronounced gain in sensitivity
for the visual analysis than for the quantitative image analysis
(Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we found that 18F-PI-2620 tau PET improves the
imaging-based diagnosis of PSP. Specifically, we focused on
answering the question of whether 18F-PI-2620 tau PET has an
additional value in terms of imaging-based PSP diagnosis when
combined with structural MRI information. The combination of
both imaging readouts led to higher sensitivity in discriminating
between PSP patients and HCs for both visual and quantitative
assessment, and to a higher specificity for the quantitative image
analysis. Of interest, the gain in sensitivity by adding 18F-PI-2620
PET to MRI was more marked in clinically less affected patients
than in more affected patients.
Currently, structural MRI represents the best-validated PSP bio-

marker (24). Our results for visual evaluation of structural MRI for
discriminating between PSP patients and HCs (sensitivity, 53%
[19/36]; specificity, 100% [10/10]) are comparable to those of
previous investigations, which showed sensitivities in the range
of 48%–85% combined with high specificities of 80%–100%

(13,25,26). Markedly higher diagnostic accuracy was seen only in
those structural MRI studies with smaller sample sizes, that is, with
fewer than 10 patients each (11,27). According to our receiver-
operator-characteristic curve analysis, the midbrain-to-pons area
ratio was the best structural MRI discriminator between PSP patients
and HCs. This finding is likewise in accordance with previously
reported findings (15,18,28–36).

To our knowledge, this study was the first that investigated the
diagnostic potential of a second-generation tau PET tracer when

TABLE 2
Quantitative Image Data Analysis

Parameter PSP patients* HCs* P (t test) Cohen d AUCROC

MRI

MB diameter (mm) 15.26 1.9 16.46 1.4 NS 0.74 0.70

MB area (mm2) 108.86 32.5 165.56 23.9 ,0.0001 1.99 0.92

MB-to-pons area ratio 0.196 0.04 0.286 0.05 ,0.0001 1.96 0.93

MRPI 15.66 5.7 9.26 1.5 0.001 1.54 0.92
18F-PI-2620 PET

GP DVR 1.166 0.11 0.996 0.06 ,0.0001 1.91 0.91

PUT DVR 1.196 0.11 1.026 0.06 ,0.0001 1.89 0.90

STN DVR 1.206 0.09 1.046 0.09 ,0.0001 1.73 0.91

SN DVR 1.176 0.10 1.106 0.07 NS 0.78 0.71

DN DVR 1.136 0.05 1.066 0.04 0.0001 1.67 0.88

Tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index 6.296 1.77 3.576 0.58 ,0.0001 2.06 0.98

*Values are mean6SD.
AUCROC5 area under receiver-operator-characteristic curve; MB5midbrain; MRPI5MR parkinsonism index; GP5globus pallidus;

PUT5putamen; STN5 subthalamic nucleus; SN5 substantia nigra; NS5 not statistically significant; DN5dentate nucleus.

PSP patients PSP patientsHealthy controls Healthy controls
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FIGURE 2. Scatterplots for MRI (midbrain-to-pons area ratio) parameter
that discriminated best between patients with PSP and HCs, and for tau-
PET/MRI-in-PSP index.

FIGURE 3. Receiver-operator-characteristic curves for MRI (midbrain-
to-pons area ratio) and 18F-PI-2620 PET (globus pallidus DVR) parameters
that discriminated best for each technique between patients with PSP and
HCs, and for tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index.
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added to structural MRI to diagnose PSP. First-generation tau PET
tracers such as 18F-AV-1451 and 18F-THK5351 were reported to
be capable of differentiating PSP patients from HCs (37–42). A
drawback to most of these tracers is that relevant portions of them
do not bind to aggregated tau (off-target binding, such as to mono-
amine oxidase-B) (42). As such, the effect sizes achieved with
these tracers in PSP-versus-HC discrimination are believed to be
related to a combined tau pathology and neuroinflammation effect.
It is desirable to obtain a specific tau readout by PET imaging,
especially in applications for differential diagnosis, disease pro-
gression, and therapy monitoring. 18F-PI-2620, the PET tracer
used in this project, has high in vitro affinity to recombinant 4R
tau fibrils and PSP brain homogenate, as well as absence of off-
target binding to monoamine oxidases (43). As we have also
recently shown, 18F-PI-2620 PET is able to discriminate between
PSP patients and HCs in vivo with high accuracy. The sensitivity
in our previous study was higher in the PSP-RS subgroup than in
vPSP patients. We were able to replicate these finding in our cur-
rently investigated subpopulation of subjects for whom structural
brain MRI data were available. The elevated 18F-PI-2620 binding
in the globus pallidus of the PSP patients as compared with the
HCs is in line with earlier studies with the first-generation tau PET
tracers 18F-AV-1451 and 18F-THK5351 (21,37,38,44,45). Other
recent studies evaluated the second-generation tau PET tracer

18F-PM-PBB3 and reported a sensitivity of
85%–94% and a specificity of 92%–100%
in discriminating between PSP patients and
HCs for SUVRs in typical tau-in-PSP regions
(46,47). Altogether, our results and those of
the recent 18F-PM-PBB3 study underline the
great potential of tau PET imaging as a bio-
marker of PSP.
In our study cohort, several quantitative

MRI parameters and the newly proposed
tau-PET/MRI-in-PSP index, but not the solely
quantitative 18F-PI-2620 PET parameters,
correlated with the severity of clinical symp-
toms. This constellation differed between
PSP-RS and vPSP patients. However, our
results are in line with those of a longitudinal
head-to-head comparison in PSP patients
betweenMRI and 18F-AV-1451 PET reveal-
ing progressing midbrain atrophy but no sig-
nificant correlations between 18F-AV-1451
binding and changes in the PSP rating scores
during a 12-mo period (48). Other previous
tau PET studies using 18F-PI-2620, 18F-AV-
145, 18F-THK5351, and 18F-PM-PBB3 in-
vestigating this feature showed inconsistent
results (21,37,38,45,47,49). Moreover, such
dataonPSPshowing taudepositionasa func-
tion of disease duration are still limited today
(50). Therefore, longitudinal studies investi-
gating the value of 18F-PI-2620 PET as an
adjunct to structural MRI, potentially also
using the newly proposed tau-PET/MRI-
in-PSP index, are needed as a disease pro-
gression biomarker in PSP and as a way to
monitor antitau treatments. Importantly, the
potential of 18F-PI-2620 PET to improve
early PSP diagnosis, as implicated by the pre-

sent study, deserves further clinical testing.
We found that the sensitivity gain by adding 18F-PI-2620 PET

to MRI was pronounced in clinically less affected—as compared
with more affected—patients. This effect was evident both for
visual and for quantitative image evaluation. This result fits the
widely accepted disease model that PSP is a primary tauopathy,
with atrophy being a consequence of tau pathology (8). Thus, 18F-
PI-2620 PET seems to have particular value as a biomarker for early
PSP detection, that is, in PSP patients for whom neurodegeneration
has not yet progressed enough to be visible as macroscopic atrophy.
Thus, assuming replication of these results in prospective studies,
18F-PI-2620 PET appears to be a promising candidate, particularly
for improved screening of PSP patients for drug-testing trials.

As a study limitation, we cannot exclude that, because of the
observational character of this study, the results of the MRI exami-
nation influenced patient inclusion. MRI is regularly used in such
patients when the diagnosis is initially established, primarily to
exclude other pathologies, such as vascular lesions, tumors, or
inflammatory disorders. It cannot be excluded that, at least in sev-
eral patients, the presence of midbrain atrophy was likewise evalu-
ated on previous MR images and was considered supporting
evidence when establishing the clinical diagnosis. This possibility
would introduce a bias in favor of the MRI accuracy in our study.
Only a prospective clinical study based solely on clinical criteria

FIGURE 4. Association between age, disease duration, disease severity, structural MRI, and
18F-PI-2620 tau PET parameters in patients with PSP. Values are correlation coefficients. Significant
correlations (P, 0.05 after false-discovery-rate correction) are colorized according to scale on right.
DN5dentate nucleus; GP5globus pallidus; GPE5globus pallidus externus; GPI5globus pallidus
internus; MB5midbrain; MRPI5MR parkinsonism index; PSPRS5PSP rating scale; PUT5puta-
men; SEADL5Schwab and England activities-of-daily-living scale; SN5 substantia nigra; STN5

subthalamic nucleus.
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for PSP patients or—ideally—a histopathology confirmation study
would be able to provide bias-free evidence. Another limitation is
the limited interrater reproducibility of the 18F-PI-2620 PET read
and the use of a majority decision (aggregating the results of the 3
readers) in the MRI and PET reads. Both points impact the predic-
tion of how a 18F-PI-2620 PET read will perform in future clinical
praxis in which it is likely that there would be only 1 reader. Opti-
mized reader training, which our group is already developing,
seems needed to solve this problem and to tackle the current (less
pronounced than the win in sensitivity) loss of specificity by the
addition of the visual PET to the visual MRI information.

CONCLUSION

Our study demonstrated that, when added to structural MRI,
18F-PI-2620 PET has the potential to improve the imaging-based
diagnosis of PSP, especially at early disease. This finding supports
the notion that 18F-PI-2620 tau PET represents a valuable bio-
marker in PSP, both for clinical applications and for drug testing.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Does 18F-PI-2620 tau PET improve the imaging
diagnosis of PSP, especially when compared with structural MRI
information?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: The combination of 18F-PI-2620 tau PET
with structural MRI led to higher sensitivity in discriminating
between PSP patients and HCs for both visual and quantitative
assessment, as well as leading to a higher specificity for
quantitative image analysis. The gain in sensitivity by adding
18F-PI-2620 PET to MRI was more marked in clinically less
affected patients than in more affected patients.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: 18F-PI-2620 PET appears
to be a valuable biomarker in PSP and could be of value both for
improving early clinical PSP diagnosis and for enriching PSP
cohorts for trials of disease-modifying drugs.
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Cyclooxygenase (COX) is a rate-limiting enzyme in the synthesis of
proinflammatory prostanoids from arachidonic acid. In vivo imaging
of COX by PET is a potentially powerful tool for assessing the inflam-
matory response to injury, infection, and disease. We previously
reported on a promising PET probe for COX imaging, 11C-labeled
ketoprofen methyl ester, which can detect COX-1 activation in mod-
els of neuroinflammation and neurodegenerative disorders. In the cur-
rent study, we aimed to design a fluorine-substituted benzoyl group
of ketoprofen (FKTP) and to evaluate its racemate and enantiomers
(18F-labeled ketoprofen methyl ester, [18F]FKTP-Me) as PET proradio-
tracers, potential radiopharmaceuticals for in vivo PET study of COX-1.
Methods: We performed nucleophilic aromatic 18F-fluorination to
obtain the desired racemic radiolabeled probe, (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me,
at a radiochemical yield of 11%–13%. Subsequent high-performance
liquid chromatography separation with a chiral column yielded the
desired enantiomerically pure (R)- and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me. We exam-
ined the in vivo properties of (RS)-, (R)-, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in PET
studies using rats in which hemispheric inflammation was induced
by intrastriatally injecting a lipopolysaccharide. Results: Racemic
(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and enantiomeric (R)- or (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me
were synthesized with radiochemical and chemical purities of
more than 99%. The metabolite analysis revealed that the racemic
(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me crossed the blood–brain barrier and entered
the brain, where it was subsequently hydrolyzed to its pharma-
cologically active acid form. PET images revealed a high accu-
mulation of (R)-, (S)-, and (RS)-[18F]FKTP in the inflamed regions in
rat brain. Moreover, the accumulated radioactivity of (S)-[18F]FKTP-
Me was higher than that of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and (R)-[18F]FKTP-
Me, which was correlated with the stereospecific inhibitory activity
of FKTP against COX-1. Conclusion: From the results of this study,
we conclude that racemic (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and its enantiomers
could act as proradiotracers of neuroinflammation in rat brain by
the association of their hydrolyzed acid forms with COX-1 in
inflamed regions. In particular, (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me demonstrated
suitable properties as a COX-1–specific probe in PET imaging of
neuroinflammation.

KeyWords:COX-1; [18F]FKTP-Me; neuroinflammation; PET
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Neuroinflammation is hypothesized to represent a pathologic
cascade that leads to neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer
disease (AD) and Parkinson disease (1). The prostanoid-synthesizing
enzymes cyclooxygenase (COX)-1 and -2 have been identified as
principal targets for regulating neuroinflammation (2,3). Although
COX-1 is constitutively expressed, COX-2 is induced in response to
inflammatory stimuli in most tissues. The study findings to date indi-
cate that the action of COXs in the brain is more complicated than
expected. For example, clinical trials with COX-selective inhibitors
such as nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs have yielded mixed
results (4–7). Principally, COX-2–selective inhibitors have demon-
strated null efficacy in the treatment of AD. Although COX-
1–selective or –nonselective nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs
(e.g., indomethacin and diclofenac) have shown beneficial trends
in small clinical trials of AD treatment, they have produced mixed
effects in larger, multicenter randomized controlled trials. Conversely,
postmortem analyses have demonstrated upregulation of COX-1
within brain lesions in patients with AD or traumatic brain injury
(8,9). There is some evidence that the inhibition or genetic ablation of
COX-1 activity attenuates the inflammatory response and neurode-
generation (3,10–12). However, mechanisms underlying the role of
COX-1 in regulating neuroinflammation in neurodegenerative condi-
tions remain to be elucidated.
A noninvasive in vivo imaging method monitoring COX expres-

sion by PET could be a valuable tool for investigating the role of
COX in neuroinflammation. 11C-labeled methyl esters of 2-arylpro-
pionic acids are useful as proradiotracers for neuroinflammation
PET imaging, penetrating the blood–brain barrier and undergoing
hydrolysis to their acidic form, which accumulates in inflamed
brain regions in rat models (13). Moreover, 11C-labeled ketoprofen
methyl ester ([11C]KTP-Me) could detect COX-1 expression in
activated microglia (14).
Microglia are major regulators in neuroinflammation and have

been implicated in the pathology of prevalent chronic and progres-
sive neurodegenerative diseases (15,16). In studies on APP-Tg mice,
the (S)-enantiomer of [11C]KTP-Me, which had high specificity for
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COX-1, effectively imaged increases in COX-1 in activated micro-
glia, corresponding to amyloid plaque progression (17). Reports on
[11C]KTP-Me have raised the presumption that COX-1 plays a
meaningful role in neuroinflammation and indicate its potency for
imaging neuroinflammation targets.
We also focused on 18F-labeled PET probes for COX-1, as these

have highly specific radioactivity and a longer half-life than 11C in
clinical settings. Although there are reports of 18F-labeled PET
probes using several COX inhibitors, few probes have been found
suitable for imaging neuroinflammation because of low penetration
into the brain (18,19). [18F]PS13 has been reported as a promising
18F-labeled PET probe for COX-1 imaging in the brains of rhesus
monkeys (20). However, studies on animal models of neuroinflam-
mation or on human patients have not yet been reported. Hence, we
aimed to synthesize and evaluate 18F-incorporated ketoprofen
methyl esters, its racemate (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me, and its enantiom-
ers (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in PET studies on a
rat neuroinflammation model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemistry
In this study, 1-(3-bromophenyl)propan-1-one (2) was used as the

starting material for preparing unradiolabeled fluorine–incorporated
ketoprofen methyl esters ((RS)-FKTP-Me, (R)-FKTP-Me, and (S)-
FKTP-Me) and 2-(49-nitrobenzophenone-3-yl)propanoic acid methyl
ester (1) for 18F-labeling (Fig. 1). Initially, 2 underwent ketone rear-
rangement with hypervalent iodine (21) to generate 2-(3-bromophe-
nyl)propanoic acid methyl ester (3). Palladium-catalyzed borylation of
3 resulted in pinacol borane-substituted substrate (4), which was hydro-
lyzed to produce boronic acid (5). Palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling
(22) of 5 with 4-fluorobenzoic acid yielded the desired (RS)-FKTP-Me.
A similar cross-coupling of 5 with 4-nitorobenzoic acid yielded 1, a
critical substrate for synthesizing 18F-labeled FKTP-Me.

Enantiomerically pure unradiolabeled (R)- and (S)-FKTP-Me were
obtained through the following procedure (Fig. 2). Initially, (RS)-
FKTP-Me with a methyl ester structure was converted to carboxylic
acid–structured (RS)-FKTP by hydrolysis. (RS)-FKTP was reacted with
an optically resolving reagent, (S)- or (R)-3-methyl-2-phenylbutyl-
amine (23), to produce diastereomeric ammonium salt; after 2 cycles of
recrystallization, we obtained an enantiomerically pure acid form of
(R)- or (S)-FKTP with 99% enantiomeric excess. Each absolute config-
uration of (R)- and (S)-FKTP was determined by circular dichroism
spectroscopy, as compared with the spectra of reference compounds
((R)- and (S)-ketoprofen) with configurational correlations to (R)- and
(S)-FKTP. (R)-FKTP showed a negative Cotton effect; (S)-FKTP
showed a positive effect, in accordance with prior research (24). Methyl
esterification of (R)- and (S)-FKTP under acidic conditions (avoiding
racemization) produced the desired enantiomerically pure (R)- and

(S)-FKTP-Me, respectively (99% enantiomeric excess). Procedural
details are summarized in Supplemental Schemes 1–8 and Supplemen-
tal Figures 1–21 (supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.
snmjournals.org).

Synthesis of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and Its Optical Resolution
Figure 3 depicts the process of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me synthesis.

Nucleophilic 18F-fluorination of 1 was performed with [18F]KF and
Kryptofix 222 (Merck) in dimethyl sulfoxide at 120"C for 10 min, fol-
lowed by semipreparative high-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) purification (generating (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me). Synthesis was
performed in 52–60 min. The radioactivity of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me
was 0.9–2.2 GBq, and its decay-corrected radiochemical yield was
11%–13% (based on [18F]KF with a radioactivity of $24 GBq). The
molar activity was 63–246 GBq/mmol, and the radiochemical and
chemical purities were each more than 99%.

We prepared single (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me or (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me enan-
tiomers according to the optical resolution of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me
using HPLC with a chiral column (Fig. 3). (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me was
isolated using HPLC, followed by optical resolution of (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me through a chiral HPLC method to produce 18F-labeled
(R)- and (S)-enantiomers (.99% enantiomeric excess). The total syn-
thesis time, including 18F-fluorination and optical resolution, was
70–92 min. The radioactivities of the (R)- and (S)-enantiomers were
4002528 MBq and 193–1,094 MBq, respectively. The respective
molar activities were 63291 GBq/mmol and 47–208 GBq/mmol. The
respective [18F]KF-based decay-corrected radiochemical yields for the
(R)- and (S)-enantiomers were 1%–3% and 1%–6%. The radiochemi-
cal and chemical purities were more than 99%. Both probes met the
criteria for in vivo animal experiments. Further details on the experi-
mental conditions and procedures are described in Supplemental
Schemes 9–10 and Supplemental Figures 22–25.

COX Inhibitory Activity
We measured the inhibitory activity of FKTP against recombinant

COX-1 and -2 enzymes using a colorimetric COX (ovine) inhibitor
screening assay kit (Cayman Chemical Co.) according to procedures
described in the supplemental information.

Animals and Surgery
All experimental protocols were approved by the Animal Care and

Use Committee of RIKEN Kobe Institute (approval MA2009-21-6) and
were performed in accordance with the ARRIVE guidelines (Animal
Research: Reporting of In Vivo Experiments). We used male Wistar rats
(aged 10–13 wk) from CLEA Japan, Inc. for preparing the rat model of
acute neuroinflammation; 3–4 rats were housed per cage under a 12-h
light–dark cycle (lights off at 20:00) at 23"C 6 1"C and 60% 6 5%
humidity. The rats were provided ad libitum access to food and water.
We injected lipopolysaccharide (strain 026:B6; Sigma-Aldrich. Co. Ltd.)
diluted in saline into the striatum (0.5 mg/mL, 0.2 mL/min for 5 min)

using a 26-gauge needle controlled by an auto-
mated syringe pump (Muromachi Kikai Co.,
Ltd.) under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia
(50 mg/kg). The stereotactic coordinates from
the bregma were as follows: anteroposterior,
10.2mm; lateral, 13.2mm; and ventral,
25.5mm (from the dura). After injection, the
needle was left in place for 5 min before being
slowly removed.

PET Imaging
We performed PET studies on day 1 after

lipopolysaccharide injection. The rats were
anesthetized with a mixture of 1.5% isoflurane
and nitrous oxide/oxygen (7:3) and placed on

FIGURE 1. Preparation of (RS)-FKTP-Me and 1 for 18F-labeling. (a) Hypervalent iodine-induced
ketone rearrangement. (b) Palladium-catalyzed borylation. (c) Hydrolysis. (d and e) Palladium-cata-
lyzed cross-coupling to build benzophenone structure.
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the bed of a small-animal PET scanner (microPET Focus-220; Siemens
AG). (RS)-, (R)-, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me ($50 MBq per animal) dis-
solved in 1 mL of saline were injected via the cannula inserted into
the tail vein for 10 s, followed by the acquisition of emission data for
90min using the 3-dimensional list-mode method. In the blocking stud-
ies, unlabeled (RS)-FKTP-Me (10 mg/kg) or (S)-FKTP-Me (10 mg/kg)
was administered simultaneously with the PET probe. The molar activi-
ties and injected mass of (RS)-, (R)-, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me at the time
of administration were 94.2 6 47.5 GBq/mmol (0.69 6 0.32 nmol),
58.3 6 24.9 GBq/mmol (0.85 6 0.24 nmol), and 95.9 6 44.8GBq/
mmol (0.49 6 0.17 nmol), respectively. PET data were fused with T1-
weighted MR images, and regions of interest were placed in the brain
using image processing software (PMOD, version 3.4; PMOD Technol-
ogies Ltd.). Regional uptake was expressed as SUVs (tissue activity
[MBq/g]/[injected dose (MBq)/body weight (g)]) (details are provided
in the supplemental information).

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using the Student t test. P val-

ues of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Chemistry
We developed 6 unradiolabeled compounds of (RS)-, (R)-, and

(S)-FKTP as acid forms, with (RS)-, (R)-, and (S)-FKTP-Me as
methyl esters. The enantiomeric excess of 4 compounds ((R)-FKTP,
(S)-FKTP, (R)-FKTP-Me, and (S)-FKTP-Me) was more than 99%.

Radiochemistry
We successfully synthesized the following radiolabeled probes:

(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me, (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
These probes met the criteria for in vivo animal experiments (chemi-
cal purity, all.99%; radiochemical purity, all.99%; radioactivity,
0.19–2.2 GBq; molar activity, 47–246 GBq/mmol).

Inhibitory Activity of FKTP
The inhibitory activity of the (S)-enantio-

mer of FKTP was highly selective for COX-
1 (COX-1/COX-2 ratio, 49.2). (R)-FKTP
displayed less inhibitory activity against both
COX-1 and COX-2 (COX-1/COX-2 ratio,
36.0) (Table 1). To examine the binding of
FKTP toward COXs under in vivo condi-
tions, we performed a blocking study using
ex vivo autoradiography with (S)-[11C]KTP-
Me and (RS)-FKTP-Me. At 45 min after
(S)-[11C]KTP-Me injection, accumulated ra-
dioactivity in the rat brain on day 1 after lipo-
polysaccharide injection was decreased by
the simultaneous administration of (RS)-
FKTP-Me, indicating that (RS)-FKTP-Me
entered the brain and displayed specificity for
COX-1 under in vivo conditions (Supple-
mental Fig. 26).

PET Imaging of Neuroinflammation
PET images obtained by the summation

of dynamic data for 5–45 min after (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me injection demonstrated high
radioactivity accumulation in the ipsilateral

cortex and striatum, compared with the contralateral side on day 1
after lipopolysaccharide injection (Fig. 4A). Immunohistochemical
studies showed a statistically significant increase in COX-1–express-
ing activated microglia in the ipsilateral cortex and striatum (Supple-
mental Fig. 27). The distribution of high radioactivity in PET images
with (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me was strongly correlated with increased
accumulation of COX-1–expressing OX-42–positive activated mic-
roglia in inflamed regions. The time–activity curves of (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me demonstrated peak radioactivity accumulation within
1 min after injection in all brain regions (Fig. 4B). Although the
radioactivity in the contralateral striatum or cerebellum was rapidly
washed out (within 15 min), the ipsilateral striatum revealed a delay
in clearance resulting in high accumulation. Simultaneous adminis-
tration of unlabeled (RS)-FKTP-Me and (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me stat-
istically significantly reduced radioactivity accumulation in the
ipsilateral striatum (Table 2). Administering (S)-FKTP-Me decreased
radioactivity accumulation in the ipsilateral striatum, but the differ-
ence was not statistically significant (P5 0.054).

Metabolic Analysis of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me in Rat Tissues
We performed HPLC analysis using plasma and brain extracts

at different time points after injecting (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me. Two
minutes after injection, 1 metabolite peak appeared in the plasma
sample, identified as (RS)-[18F]FKTP (a hydrolyzed metabolite of
(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me; Supplemental Fig. 28). Brain samples at

FIGURE 2. Synthesis of enantiomerically pure (R)-FKTP-Me and (S)-FKTP-Me. (a) Hydrolysis.
(b and c) Optical resolution using (S)- and (R)-3-methyl-2-phenylbutylamine, respectively. (d) Esterifi-
cation under acidic conditions.

FIGURE 3. Synthesis of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me, (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me. DMSO 5

dimethylsulfoxide.

TABLE 1
Inhibitory Effects of Ketoprofen Enantiomers on Ovine

COX-1 and COX-2 Activities

Parameter

50% inhibitory concentration (mM)

(R)-FKTP (S)-FKTP

COX-1 4.50 0.127

COX-2 162 6.25
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2 min after injection revealed 2 peaks corresponding to (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me and (RS)-[18F]FKTP. The metabolite component
identified as (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me was lower in both the lipopoly-
saccharide-injected and the contralateral hemispheres at 5 min and
was completely converted to (RS)-[18F]FKTP until 10 min after
injection (Fig. 5).

Stereospecificity of [18F]FKTP-Me in PET Imaging
PET images on day 1 after lipopolysaccharide injection revealed

that both (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me displayed
high radioactivity accumulation in the inflamed regions, including
ipsilateral cortex and striatum (Fig. 6A). The radioactivity uptake
value after (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me injection was higher than that of
(R)-[18F]FKTP-Me in all brain regions (Table 3). In the blocking

study with (S)-KTP-Me, the blockade rate of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me
in the ipsilateral striatum (30.1%) was higher than that of (R)-
[18F]FKTP-Me (21.3%). Time–activity curves of (S)-[18F]FKTP-
Me revealed that the peak was reached within 1 min of injection
on the ipsilateral and contralateral sides, with comparable peak
radioactivity in (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me (Fig. 6B). The time to halve
the radioactivity of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in the ipsilateral striatum
($20 min) was longer than that of (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me ($5 min),
suggesting that (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me displayed higher binding.

DISCUSSION

Previously, we reported that (RS)- and (S)-[11C]KTP-Me specific
to COX-1 are valuable PET probes for neuroinflammation, and we
provided evidence for COX-1 as a surrogate marker for microglial
activation (14,17). In the present study, we designed and evaluated
[18F]FKTP-Me as PET probes for clinical application. Our PET
studies using rats with lipopolysaccharide-induced hemispheric
neuroinflammation demonstrated specific accumulation of (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me, which was blocked by unlabeled (RS)-FKTP-Me or
(S)-KTP-Me. Metabolic analysis revealed that (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me
in the plasma was immediately converted to (RS)-[18F]FKTP, an
active form specifically accumulated in neuroinflammation. The
hydrolysis rate in the brain was relatively slower than that in the
plasma. At 2 min after (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me administration, (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me persisted in the ipsilateral and contralateral brain
(22.7% and 31.2%, respectively); it was completely hydrolyzed to
(RS)-[18F]FKTP within 10 min of administration. Despite the hydro-
lysis rate of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me possibly influencing accumulation,
(RS)-[18F]FKTP levels in the contralateral and ipsilateral brain did
not display a statistically significant difference 2 min after adminis-
tration (P. 0.05). Moreover, there were no differences in the initial
uptake value between the ipsilateral and contralateral brain accord-
ing to time–activity curves. In other words, the high accumulated
radioactivity of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me in neuroinflammatory regions
should be related to an increase in binding to COX-1.
When the stereospecificity of [18F]FKTP-Me was evaluated, (S)-

[18F]FKTP-Me displayed an increased radioactivity accumulation in
all brain regions as compared with (RS)- and (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
Blocking studies with (S)-KTP-Me revealed specific radioactivity
accumulation of both (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
The highest blockade rate in the ipsilateral striatum was observed in

FIGURE 4. Representative PET images and time-radioactivity curves of
(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me in rat brain after lipopolysaccharide (LPS) injection. (A)
Transaxial rat brain views of SUV-summed PET image from 5 to 45 min
after probe injection, coregistered with MR images. (B) Quantitative time-
radioactivity curves of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me in contralateral and ipsilateral
(lipopolysaccharide-injected) striatum, and cerebellum. Truncated data of
the first 6 min are shown in the inset. Data are expressed as SUVs and
means6 SDs (n5 6).

TABLE 2
Regional Brain Accumulation of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and Blockade by Simultaneous Administration of Unlabeled

COX-1 Inhibitors

Site Vehicle (n 5 6) (RS)-FKTP-Me (n 5 4) (S)-KTP-Me (n 5 3)

Ipsilateral cortex 1.24 6 0.29 1.12 6 0.075 0.97 6 0.22

Contralateral cortex 0.55 6 0.032 0.67 6 0.032* 0.60 6 0.070

Ipsilateral striatum 1.35 6 0.12 1.14 6 0.066† 1.05 6 0.29

Contralateral striatum 0.39 6 0.027 0.50 6 0.037* 0.45 6 0.071

Cerebellum 0.32 6 0.039 0.51 6 0.062* 0.49 6 0.030*

*P , 0.001 for vehicle vs. (RS)-FKTP-Me or (S)-KTP-Me.
†P , 0.05 for vehicle vs. (RS)-FKTP-Me or (S)-KTP-Me.
Absorbed doses of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me were calculated using summed PET images from 5 to 45 min after probe injection and

are expressed as SUV. Unlabeled (RS)-FKTP-Me (10 mg/kg) and (S)-KTP-Me (10 mg/kg) were administered simultaneously with
(RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
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(S)-[18F]FKTP-Me (30.1%), as compared with (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me
(21.3%) and (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me (22.1%), suggesting the greater
specificity of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me, corresponding to stereospecific
inhibitory activities of FKTP against COX-1. A meaningful reduc-
tion caused by blocking in the ipsilateral cortex was observed for
only (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me. Neither (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me nor (RS)-
[18F]FKTP-Me showed evidence of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me specificity.
A higher radioactivity accumulation of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in

the ipsilateral and contralateral hemispheres may suggest that

(S)-[18F]FKTP-Me shows high nonspecific
accumulation. The (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me/(R)-
[18F]FKTP-Me ratios were 1.63 and 1.69
in the ipsilateral and contralateral striata,
respectively. Since COX-1 is known to
be distributed throughout the brain even
under normal conditions, a higher accumu-
lation of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in the contra-
lateral hemisphere may include specific
binding to COX-1. However, our blocking
experiments showed no difference in the
contralateral hemisphere. An incomplete
blocking effect was also shown in the ipsi-
lateral hemisphere with respect to (RS)-,
(R)-, and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me, which cor-

roborates our previous study findings for (RS)-[11C]KTP-Me (14).
A possible reason is that the dose of (S)-KTP-Me (10 mg/kg) used
in blocking studies may not be sufficient to inhibit specific binding
completely. Alternatively, disruption to brain structure may be
caused by multiple inflammatory factors, including dysfunction of
the blood–brain barrier produced by direct intrastriatal lipopoly-
saccharide injection.
An unexpected result was observed in comparing ipsilateral-to-

contralateral radioactivity ratios. Specifically, the ratio of (S)-
[18F]FKTP-Me in the striatum (3.85 6 0.35)
was equivalent to that of (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me
(3.99 6 0.48), which seemingly does not
match the inhibitory activities of FKTP
against COX-1. In our previous experiments,
[11C]KTP-Me showed similar ipsilateral-to-
contralateral ratios in the striatum for (R)-
[11C]KTP-Me and was 1.3 times higher for
(S)-[11C]KTP-Me than for [18F]FKTP-Me.
The accumulation of (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me in
the contralateral striatum and cortex was
lower than that of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me, despite
being the same in the cerebellum, where
COX-1 expression is low. The reason for this
finding is unclear. However, because of some
combination of factors, the ipsilateral-to-con-
tralateral ratio of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me reached
the same level as that of (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
Slight but statistically significant increases

in radioactivity accumulation in noninflamed
regions (the contralateral cortex, striatum,
and cerebellum) were observed in our
blocking studies of (R)-[18F]FKTP-Me
and (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me with adminis-
tration of (S)-KTP-Me or (RS)-KTP-Me.
The phenomenon was seen only for (R)-
[18F]FKTP-Me and (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me,
not for (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me, and did not
occur in the ipsilateral hemisphere. Since
there was no difference in the initial uptake,
it is unlikely that this effect was due to
pharmacokinetic changes caused by the
administration of the COX-1 inhibitor,
such as increased cerebral blood flow.
Although it is difficult to identify, the
presence of unknown specific binding to
(R)-[18F]FKTP-Me may be involved in

FIGURE 5. Plasma and brain compositions of (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and its metabolite, (RS)-
[18F]FKTP. Data are expressed as means6 SDs (10 min, n5 3; others, n5 4).

FIGURE 6. Representative PET images and time–radioactivity curves of (R)- and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me
in rat brain after lipopolysaccharide injection with or without simultaneous (S)-KTP-Me administra-
tion. (A) Transaxial rat brain views of SUV-summed PET images from 5 to 45 min after probe injec-
tion, with or without administration of (S)-KTP-Me. (B) Quantitative time–radioactivity curves in
evaluated brain regions. Data are expressed as SUVs and means 6 SDs ((R)-[18F]FKTP-Me 1 (S)-
KTP-Me, n5 3; (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me1 (S)-KTP-Me, n5 5; others, n5 6).
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this phenomenon. In other words, it is assumed that (R)-[18F]FKTP-
Me–specific binding other than COX-1 was enhanced in an
environment where binding to COX-1 was blocked by administering
(RS)-FKTP-Me or (S)-KTP-Me. Also, the kinetics of (R)-[18F]KTP-
Me in the contralateral cortex and cerebellum showed increased
radioactivity at a later phase ($30 min after injection) (Supplemental
Fig. 29). This finding suggests the presence of different unknown
metabolites in (R)-enantiomers, which could be evidence that (R)-
[18F]KTP-Me has a certain amount of nonspecific accumulation.
The present study demonstrated good properties of (S)-[18F]FKTP-

Me as a proradiotracer for imaging neuroinflammation, despite the
lower inhibitory activity of (S)-FKTP against both COX-1 and COX-
2 (vs. (S)-KTP; 50% inhibitory concentration for COX-1 and COX-2,
0.011 and 0.195 mM, respectively). Previously, we reported that
[11C]KTP-Me demonstrated a favorable dosimetry, biodistribution,
and safety profile (25). However, the radioactivity of [11C]KTP-Me
was rapidly washed out from the cerebral tissue, and there was
no obvious difference between healthy subjects and patients with
mild cognitive impairment or AD (26). The characteristics of (S)-
[18F]FKTP-Me as a proradiotracer were consistent with those of
(S)-[11C]KTP-Me, but the initial uptake of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me shown
in time–activity curves appeared to be higher than that of (S)-
[11C]FKTP-Me in our previous report. This difference may have con-
tributed to the fact that PET images showed neuroinflammation with
high sensitivity in the present study. Additional exploratory studies
are expected to clarify the kinetics of (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me in humans
and demonstrate whether (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me could be valuable for
clinical applications in neurodegenerative disease.

CONCLUSION

The aim of the present study was to develop an 18F-labeled PET
imaging probe against COX-1 that can detect neuroinflammation,
with clinical applications to diagnosing neurodegenerative disease.
We established synthesis methods for (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and its
enantiomers, which demonstrated good brain penetration and accurate
detection of neuroinflammation. (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me was identified as
a promising PET probe specific to COX-1 with respect to the imaging
of neuroinflammation. Additional exploratory studies are necessary
to confirm these findings more rigorously in both animal models
and human subjects. However, we tentatively conclude that (S)-
[18F]FKTP-Me could be a candidate for future clinical applications in

neurodegenerative diseases presenting with neuroinflammation. Our
preliminary findings guide future research directions and may ulti-
mately inform medical guidelines.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: What is the potential for 18F-labeled ketoprofen
methyl esters ([18F]FKTP-Me) to be applied as PET probes for
COX-1 imaging in the brain?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: Racemic (RS)-[18F]FKTP-Me and its
enantiomers were successfully synthesized and demonstrated
good brain penetration and COX-1–specific accumulation
according to their hydrolyzed acidic form in rat brains.
(S)-[18F]FKTP-Me was identified as a PET probe with high
specificity for COX-1 in the imaging of neuroinflammation.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me could
be a promising candidate for diagnosis and basic research with
regard to the role of COX-1 in neurodegenerative diseases.

TABLE 3
Regional Brain Accumulation of (R)- and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me and Blockade by Simultaneous Administration of (S)-KTP-Me

Site

(R)-[18F]FKTP-Me (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me

Vehicle (n 5 6) (S)-KTP-Me (n 5 3) Vehicle (n 5 6) (S)-KTP-Me (n 5 5)

Ipsilateral cortex 0.95 6 0.18 0.81 6 0.058 1.43 6 0.26 1.00 6 0.12*

Contralateral cortex 0.41 6 0.062 0.51 6 0.071 0.58 6 0.10 0.61 6 0.071

Ipsilateral striatum 1.11 6 0.14 0.87 6 0.14† 1.81 6 0.28 1.27 6 0.34†

Contralateral striatum 0.28 6 0.051 0.41 6 0.083† 0.48 6 0.095 0.48 6 0.056

Cerebellum 0.32 6 0.037 0.44 6 0.070† 0.35 6 0.078 0.45 6 0.069

*P , 0.01 vs. vehicle.
†P , 0.05 vs. vehicle.
Absorbed doses of (R)- and (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me were calculated using summed PET images from 5 to 45 min after probe injection and

are expressed as SUVs. Data are expressed as means 6 SDs. Unlabeled (S)-KTP-Me (10 mg/kg) was simultaneously administered with
(R)- or (S)-[18F]FKTP-Me.
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Explainable Deep Learning Improves Physician Interpretation
of Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
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Artificial intelligence may improve accuracy of myocardial perfusion
imaging (MPI) but will likely be implemented as an aid to physician inter-
pretation rather than an autonomous tool. Deep learning (DL) has high
standalone diagnostic accuracy for obstructive coronary artery disease
(CAD), but its influence on physician interpretation is unknown. We
assessed whether access to explainable DL predictions improves phy-
sician interpretation of MPI. Methods: We selected a representative
cohort of patients who underwent MPI with reference invasive coronary
angiography. Obstructive CAD, defined as stenosis $50% in the left
main artery or $70% in other coronary segments, was present in half
of the patients. We used an explainable DL model (CAD-DL), which
was previously developed in a separate population from different sites.
Three physicians interpreted studies first with clinical history, stress,
and quantitative perfusion, then with all the data plus the DL results.
Diagnostic accuracy was assessed using area under the receiver-oper-
ating-characteristic curve (AUC). Results: In total, 240 patients with a
median age of 65 y (interquartile range 58–73) were included. The diag-
nostic accuracy of physician interpretation with CAD-DL (AUC 0.779)
was significantly higher than that of physician interpretation without
CAD-DL (AUC 0.747, P5 0.003) and stress total perfusion deficit (AUC
0.718, P, 0.001). With matched specificity, CAD-DL had higher sensi-
tivity when operating autonomously compared with readers without DL
results (P, 0.001), but not compared with readers interpreting with DL
results (P 5 0.122). All readers had numerically higher accuracy with
CAD-DL, with AUC improvement 0.02–0.05, and interpretation with DL
resulted in overall net reclassification improvement of 17.2% (95% CI
9.2%–24.4%, P , 0.001). Conclusion: Explainable DL predictions
lead to meaningful improvements in physician interpretation; however,
the improvement varied across the readers, reflecting the acceptance
of this new technology. This technique could be implemented as an aid
to physician diagnosis, improving the diagnostic accuracy of MPI.

KeyWords: artificial intelligence; deep learning; implementation
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Coronary artery disease (CAD) is a major cause of death in
the United States (1), making accurate diagnosis critically impor-
tant. Myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) is frequently used to
diagnose obstructive CAD (2), predict cardiovascular risk (3), or
guide treatment decisions (4,5). Artificial intelligence (AI) may
be able to improve the diagnostic (6–9) and prognostic accuracy
of MPI (10,11); however, it is not feasible or desirable to imple-
ment it without physician oversight (12–15). As a result, for the
foreseeable future, AI will most likely be implemented as an aid
to physician interpretation rather than operating autonomously
(12–15).
We recently demonstrated an approach for automated interpretation

of MPI by a general-purpose deep-learning (CAD-DL) model, which
incorporated 2 methods to explain predictions to physicians (9). These
methods for explainability allow physicians to ensure that AI findings
are clinically relevant and potentially identify errors in either AI or
physician interpretations. Explainable AI is critical to overcoming the
“black-box” perception of AI (16,17) and is recognized as an impor-
tant advancement in a recent AI best practice statement (12). In our
initial study, autonomous CAD-DL score had higher diagnostic accu-
racy for obstructive CAD than expert visual interpretation and quanti-
tative assessment of myocardial perfusion (9). However, it remains to
be shown if explainable DL predictions, used as an aid during clinical
interpretation, can improve physician interpretation of MPI, which is
the likely method for clinical implementation (12).
Accordingly, we performed a prospective study to assess the

potential improvement in accuracy of physician interpretation of
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SPECT MPI that could be achieved by using the explainable DL
model as an aid during clinical interpretation, using an external
population from sites not used for model training.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population
We included 240 patients who underwent SPECT MPI with reference

coronary angiography within 180 d. Patients were included from 2 sites,
Columbia University (n 5 125) and Cardiovascular Imaging Technolo-
gies LLC (n 5 115). No data from these sites were used in the deve-
lopment of CAD-DL. Patients were randomly selected to include a
representative patient population with prevalence of obstructive CAD
of 50%. Patients underwent imaging with either conventional Anger cam-
era systems (n 5 80) or solid-state camera systems (n 5 160). Patients
underwent stress–rest (n 5 158), rest–stress (n 5 61) or stress-only
(n 5 21) imaging protocols with either exercise stress with a symptom-
limited Bruce protocol (n5 98) or pharmacologic stress with adenosine
(n5 31) or regadenoson (n5 111). Patients underwent either a standard
single-isotope (n5 205) or dual-isotope (n5 35) SPECTMPI protocol as
previously described (2,18). For comparison, CAD-DL was trained in a
population imaged with 58% solid-state camera systems and 42% conven-
tional camera systems, with 69% of patients undergoing pharmacologic
stress. The institutional review board at each site approved this study with
either signed informed consent or waiver of informed consent.

The study protocol complied with the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the institutional review boards at each participating
institution. The overall study was approved by the institutional review
board at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. To the extent allowed by data
sharing agreements and institutional review board protocols, the data
from this article will be shared on written request.

Details regarding invasive coronary angiography and image quanti-
fication are available in the supplemental materials (available at http://
jnm.snmjournals.org) (19,20).

DL Model Architecture
The architecture for CAD-DL has previously been described in

detail (9). In brief, CAD-DL was trained using raw polar maps, pre-
processed using Z-normalization (mean of 0 and SD of 1), of myocardial
perfusion, wall motion, and thickening (21), as well as age, sex, left ven-
tricular end-systolic volume and end-diastolic volumes, which were all
obtained automatically from image data. CAD-DL was trained in a sepa-
rate population of 3,578 patients, with obstructive CAD present in 63%
of patients. CAD-DL was implemented using Python 3.7.3 and Tensor-
flow 1.14. The training was performed using Titan RTX graphics card
(Nvidia). The model was trained using 5-fold cross-validation in the
previous study, which did not include any data from the 2 sites in the
present study.

CAD-DL includes 2 methods to explain predictions: attention maps
and probability maps. Attention maps use gradient-weighted class acti-
vation mapping (22) to highlight myocardial regions which contributed
most to the prediction. Using these attention maps, each segment from
the standard 17-segment American Heart Association model can be
assigned to 5 categories to generate the segmental CAD probability
map. The CAD probability map marks the degree to which the segments
contribute the CAD-DL prediction, to give further insight for the clinical
reader.

Physician Interpretation
Three physicians with a range of clinical experience (2 y to .20 y

in clinical practice) interpreted all cases in duplicate. Initially, readers
interpreted myocardial perfusion images in the conventional manner
and were supplied with the following: age, sex, body mass index, past
medical history, test indication, electrocardiographic stress response,

and images. Readers had access to all image datasets including stress
and rest as well as supine and upright when available and gated imag-
ing for all studies (23). Raw data were available for quality control,
and standard quantitative measures of function and perfusion were
available for all studies. Readers interpreted the overall study with a
5-point scale (normal, probably normal, equivocal, probably abnormal,
and definitely abnormal). Readers also interpreted studies with semi-
quantitative scoring to generate summed stress score (SSS), summed
rest score, and summed difference score using the standard 17-segment
model.

After the initial interpretation, readers interpreted the study in conjunc-
tion with CAD-DL. The clinical prototype of CAD-DL developed previ-
ously, with attention and probability maps, was integrated within
standard clinical nuclear cardiology software (QPS/QGS Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, Los Angeles, CA). Physicians repeated the interpretation
process when informed by CAD-DL results. This process was designed
to simulate the use of CAD-DL in clinical practice, where it would be
incorporated as an expert second reader. Physicians were trained on how
to generate CAD-DL results but were not given specific thresholds for
CAD-DL global score, attention map, or CAD-DL probability scores to
apply in their new interpretation. No specific instructions were given for
adjusting reader interpretations based on CAD-DL results. This was done
purposefully so the results would reflect clinical practice whether other
factors (e.g., reader confidence in original interpretation, belief in AI
interpretation) would influence the degree to which readers alter their
interpretation.

Statistical Analysis
In the primary analysis, the diagnostic performance of SSS without

DL, SSS with DL, and stress total perfusion deficit (TPD) was evaluated
using the analysis and pairwise comparisons of the areas under the
receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) according to
DeLong et al. (24) in order to allow comparisons with automated perfu-
sion assessment. However, in order to more fully assess the impact of
DL predictions on reader diagnostic accuracy, we performed an analysis
to account for the multiple reader, multiple case (MRMC) design, which
accounts for variation related to case variation, reader certainty, and
reader skill. In this analysis, a random-effects ROC analysis was used to
compare the reader-averaged nonparametric AUC with and without
access to DL predictions as previously described (25,26). Additional
details are available in the supplemental materials.

RESULTS

Clinical Characteristics and Angiographic Characteristics
In total, 240 patients with a median age of 65 y (IQR 58–73) and

156 (65.0%) male were included in this study. Invasive angiography
was performed at a median of 11 d (IQR 3–27 d) after SPECT MPI.
Obstructive CAD was present in 120 (50.0%) patients including 11
patients with left main, 84 with left anterior descending coronary
artery, 55 with left circumflex coronary artery, and 63 with right cor-
onary artery disease. Characteristics in patients with and without
obstructive CAD are shown in Table 1. Characteristics stratified by
camera type are shown in Supplemental Table 1. Median age was
similar in patients imaged with a conventional or solid-state camera
system (median 66 vs. 65, P5 0.858).

Per-Patient Diagnostic Accuracy
ROC curves for identification of obstructive CAD based on

stress perfusion assessment (SSS) are shown in Figure 1. The
AUC of physician interpretation with DL (AUC 0.779, 95% CI
0.738–0.850) was significantly higher than that of both physician
interpretation without DL (AUC 0.747, 95% CI 0.685–0.809,
P 5 0.003) and stress TPD (AUC 0.718, 95% CI 0.653–0.782,
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P , 0.001). The diagnostic accuracy of physician interpretation
with DL was similar to CAD-DL operating autonomously (AUC
0.793, 95% CI 0.736–0.849, P 5 0.536).
Diagnostic accuracy for each reader separately is shown in Sup-

plemental Figure 1. There was a trend toward improvement in
accuracy for 2 readers (reader 2 AUC 0.750 vs. 0.730, P 5 0.115
and Reader 3 AUC 0.751 vs. 0.733, P 5 0.068). Reader 1 demon-
strated significantly improved accuracy with access to CAD-DL
predictions (AUC 0.805 vs. 0.756, P 5 0.005). Readers 1 and 2
were less experienced (4 and 2 y, respectively) than Reader 3
(.20 y). For comparison, the AUC of DL operating autonomously

was 0.793 (95% CI 0.736–0.849). In the MRMC analysis, reader
accuracy was also significantly improved with access to CAD-DL
predictions (AUC 0.769 vs. 0.740, P 5 0.019).
Figure 2 shows reader sensitivity and specificity, using a thresh-

old of SSS. 3, with and without DL. All test characteristics numer-
ically improved when readers had access to explainable DL results,
with improvement in both sensitivity and specificity when consider-
ing all readers together (both P , 0.01). With matched specificity,

TABLE 1
Population Characteristics Stratified by Presence of Obstructive CAD

Characteristic No obstructive CAD (n 5 120) Obstructive CAD (n 5 120) P

Age (y) 62 (55–69) 70 (62–76) ,0.001

Male sex 65 (54.2) 91 (75.8) 0.001

BMI (kg/m2) 28.2 (24.8–31.8) 27.0 (24.0–31.3) 0.278

Past medical history

Hypertension 78 (65.0) 93 (77.5) 0.045

Diabetes 36 (30.0) 40 (33.3) 0.677

Dyslipidemia 54 (45.0) 84 (70.0) ,0.001

Family history 33 (27.5) 33 (27.5) 1.000

Smoking 21 (17.5) 23 (19.2) 0.868

Exercise stress 53 (44.2) 45 (37.5) 0.358

Imaging protocol 0.878

Stress–rest 77 (64.2) 81 (67.5)

Rest–stress 32 (26.7) 29 (24.2)

Stress only 11 (9.2) 10 (8.3)

Left ventricular ejection fraction (%) 63 (54–72) 63 (53–69) 0.356

Stress TPD (%) 3.5 (1.8–7.2) 8.4 (4.3–16.3) ,0.001

Categoric values are shown as number (frequency), and continuous values are shown as median (interquartile range).
BMI 5 body mass index.

FIGURE 1. Diagnostic accuracy of stress perfusion for obstructive CAD.
Summed stress scores for all readers were averaged to determine reader
accuracy with and without deep learning (DL). CAD-DL are results from
DLmodel when operating autonomously.

FIGURE 2. Sensitivity and specificity of reader interpretation with and
without deep learning (DL). Summed stress score . 3 was considered
abnormal. Two thresholds were established for CAD-DL to match sensitiv-
ity of average reader specificity with (dark bars) and without (light bars)
access to DL predictions. *P , 0.05 reader with DL compared with reader
without DL, #P , 0.001 CAD-DL operating autonomously compared with
all readers.
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CAD-DL had higher sensitivity when operating autonomously than
did readers without access to explainable DL results (P , 0.001).
However, this difference was not significant when readers had
access to DL predictions during interpretation (P5 0.122).
Our study was powered to detect a difference in accuracy for the

overall population. However, there was a trend toward improved
physician diagnostic performance with DL compared with without
DL for both camera systems (solid-state AUC 0.799 vs. 0.774, P 5
0.095; conventional AUC 0.740 vs. 0.691, P 5 0.014) across imag-
ing protocols (stress–rest AUC 0.775 vs. 0.738, P 5 0.009; rest–
stress AUC 0.710 vs. 0.690, P5 0.464; and stress-only AUC 0.891
vs. 0.881, P 5 0.665), in men (AUC 0.792 vs. 0.772, P 5 0.096)
and women (AUC 0.714 vs. 0.658, P 5 0.028), and in patients
undergoing exercise (AUC 0.816 vs. 0.795, P 5 0.250) or pharma-
cologic stress (AUC 0.728 vs. 0.692, P5 0.020). Reader interpreta-
tion of ischemia with DL (based on summed difference score) also
demonstrated significantly higher AUC than reader interpretation
without DL or ischemic TPD (Fig. 3).
Lastly, reader diagnosis, using a 5-point scale, with DL also dem-

onstrated significantly higher accuracy than reader diagnosis without
DL (Supplemental Fig. 2). The reclassification of patients according
to reader diagnosis for the 3 readers is shown in Table 2. There was
an overall net reclassification improvement of 17.2% (95% CI
9.2%–24.4%, P , 0.001), with improved classification of patients
with CAD of 6.1% (95% CI 1.4%–10.3%) and patients without
CAD of 11.1% (95% CI 4.8%–16.8%). When interpreting with DL
compared to the reader interpreting without DL, there was no differ-
ence in the proportion of cases interpreted as equivocal (9.6%
vs.8.6%, P 5 0.529). Similarly, there was no difference in the pro-
portion of cases with CAD interpreted as definitely abnormal (59%
vs. 58%, P 5 0.803) or patients without CAD interpreted as defi-
nitely normal (26% vs. 23%, P5 0.464).
One case in which all 3 physicians increased their segmental

scores in a patient with obstructive CAD is shown in Supplemental
Figure 3. One case in which all 3 physicians decreased their seg-
mental scores in a patient without obstructive CAD is shown in
Supplemental Figure 4. A description of all cases in which all
readers increased or decreased their scores is available in Supple-
mental Table 2. An example of a case with high CAD-DL score

that was not consistently scored as abnormal is shown in Supple-
mental Figure 5.

Per-Vessel Diagnostic Accuracy
AUCs for identification of obstructive CAD for each vessel are

shown in Supplemental Figure 6. Reader diagnostic accuracy with
DL (AUC 0.723, 95% CI 0.652–0.793) was significantly better than
accuracy without DL (AUC 0.697, 95% CI 0.626–0.768, P 5
0.041) for left anterior descending coronary artery disease. Reader
interpretation with DL had higher AUC than reader interpretation
without DL and stress TPD for left anterior descending disease (P5
0.041 and 0.022, respectively). Reader interpretation with DL was
not significantly higher than reader interpretation without DL for
left circumflex (AUC 0.727 vs. 0.715, P 5 0.529) or right coronary
artery disease (AUC 0.776 vs. 0.779, P 5 0.597). Reclassification
according to vascular territory is shown in Supplemental Table 3.

DISCUSSION

We performed a prospective study in an external population to
determine the potential influence of using an explainable DL
model as an interpretation aid on physician diagnostic accuracy.
We demonstrated that overall physician interpretation significantly
improved by using the DL predictions compared with the same
physicians interpreting without DL. Additionally, with the aid of
DL physician interpretation had higher diagnostic accuracy than
quantitative assessment of perfusion. There was a trend toward
higher diagnostic performance for every reader, and results were
consistent across camera systems, imaging protocols, and patient
subgroups. There was some heterogeneity in improvement in phy-
sician diagnostic performance; however, there was more unifor-
mity in sensitivity and specificity across readers when interpreting
with DL results. All of these advancements were demonstrated
despite the relative novelty of the DL tool and lack of physician
experience with using the new DL module. Our results suggest
that implementing DL as an aid to physician interpretation could
significantly improve diagnostic accuracy of MPI.
Several studies have previously demonstrated that AI algorithms

can be used to achieve high diagnostic accuracy of SPECT MPI.
Arsanjani et al. demonstrated that a support vector machines model
improved diagnostic accuracy for obstructive CAD compared with
quantitative assessment of perfusion with TPD (27). Betancur et al.
demonstrated that a different DL model improved detection of
obstructive CAD compared with quantitation of perfusion with TPD
on both a regional and a per-patient basis, in a study that included
1,638 patients from 9 centers (6). With matched specificity, DL
improved the per-vessel sensitivity to 70% compared with 64% with
TPD (P , 0.01) (6). Subsequently our group demonstrated that a
DL algorithm using both upright and supine imaging data improved
diagnostic accuracy compared with combined TPD analysis (7).
Spier et al. demonstrated that a convolutional neural network could
classify stress polar maps as normal or abnormal with excellent
agreement with expert interpretation (91.1%) (28). More recently
we demonstrated that the current model, CAD-DL, had higher diag-
nostic accuracy for obstructive CAD than physician interpretation or
quantitative assessment of perfusion (9). However, all of these stud-
ies demonstrated only standalone performance, without physician
oversight, which is not practical clinically.
In the current study we addressed an important knowledge gap by

determining to what extent access to explainable DL predictions could
influence or improve physician interpretation. We demonstrated, in an
external population suggesting broader generalizability (12), that

FIGURE 3. Diagnostic accuracy of ischemia for obstructive CAD.
Summed difference scores for all readers were averaged to determine
reader accuracy with and without deep learning (DL). SDS5 summed dif-
ference score.
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overall physician interpretation significantly improved with the aid
of CAD-DL compared with the same physicians interpreting with-
out CAD-DL. All readers demonstrated numerically higher AUC
with DL, with one reader improving significantly. Importantly,
readers had access to the same clinical and imaging information
(including quantitative results) during each interpretation, with the
only difference being the AI predictions. Overall reader sensitivity
and specificity both improved, achieving results similar to CAD-
DL operating autonomously. Using CAD-DL as an aid also signifi-
cantly improved classification of the overall population, patients
with CAD, and patients without CAD. Per-vessel diagnostic accu-
racy was significantly higher for the left anterior descending and
similar in other vascular territories. There was also net improve-
ment in classification across all territories. This result was obtained
using a patient population separate from the original population
used for training, with different population characteristics and
prevalence of obstructive CAD suggesting good generalizability of
the results. Importantly, the DL model was incorporated into stan-
dard clinical interpretation software, which was used by all readers
and generated results in ,10 s. However, we did not measure the
average interpretation time for readers when interpreting with and
without the explainable DL predictions, which may be an impor-
tant consideration for clinical implementation. Overall, our find-
ings suggest that our model could be implemented into clinical
practice as an aid to physician interpretation in order to improve
the diagnostic accuracy of SPECT MPI.

Although the potential benefits of AI for improving diagnostic
accuracy are becoming readily apparent, practical questions about
clinical implementation have remained. One step toward clinical
implementation is the development of models capable of explaining
results to the physician. The CAD-DL model user interface includes
2 methods to explain predictions to the clinicians with the attention
and probability maps. In order to replicate future clinical implemen-
tation, we instructed physicians on how to access predictions but did
not explicitly instruct them on how to incorporate this information.
This approach to using DL predictions mirrors future clinical use
where factors such as physician experience, confidence in original
interpretation, belief in AI, and anchoring bias would influence
thresholds for changing interpretation and magnitude of change
(29). As a result, and as was seen in our study, the degree to which
CAD-DL influences interpretation varies between physicians (Fig. 3).
Although there was no clear relationship between reader experience
and improvement in accuracy in our study, it is likely that less expe-
rienced readers would derive more benefit. One recent study sug-
gested that a deep-learning algorithm could be used by novice
physicians to attain interpretation of myocardial perfusion similar to
that of experts (30). Additionally, further improvements may be pos-
sible if physicians develop more experience with incorporating the
DL predictions. Despite this variation, access to DL results led to
more uniform sensitivity and specificity across readers. Addition-
ally, as physician experience with DL increases, diagnostic accuracy
may improve further. Incorporating AI as an aid to physician

TABLE 2
Net Reclassification of Patients with CAD-DL (Explainable Deep Learning Model) Compared With the Same Readers

Without CAD-DL

Reclassified 5-point scale
likelihood with CAD-DL Reclassified likelihood (%)

5-point scale likelihood
without CAD-DL Normal

Probably
normal Equivocal

Probably
abnormal

Definitely
abnormal

Increased
likelihood

Decreased
likelihood

Net correctly
reclassified

Obstructive CAD (n 5 360) 47 (13.1%) 25 (6.9%) 6.1% (95% CI
1.4%–10.3%)

Normal 22 4 2 0 0

Probably normal 4 34 10 3 3

Equivocal 0 6 10 14 0

Probably abnormal 0 1 4 24 11

Definitely abnormal 0 0 0 10 198

No Obstructive CAD (n 5 360) 40 (11.1%) 80 (22.2%) 11.1% (95% CI
4.8%–16.8%)

Normal 64 11 0 0 0

Probably normal 18 84 11 5 2

Equivocal 1 13 11 6 1

Probably abnormal 0 9 15 29 4

Definitely abnormal 1 2 6 15 52 Overall NRI 1
17.2% (95% CI
9.2%–24.4%,
P < 0.001)

Boldface text indicates studies were reclassified in the correct direction and italicized text indicates studies were reclassified in the
incorrect direction. A color version of Table 2 appears in the online supplemental materials.

NRI 5 net reclassification index.
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interpretation avoids potential medicolegal issues related to using
these technologies because the final responsibility for interpretation
still lies with the physician.
Our study has a few important limitations. The explainable DL

model incorporates several methods of explaining results (atten-
tion maps, probability maps, per-vessel probabilities) that are pre-
sented simultaneously in the clinical module. We did not elucidate
which aspect of the explainable DL predictions led to improved
accuracy since they are designed to be interpreted collectively.
The per-vessel probabilities convey the likelihood of CAD to
physicians while the attention and probability maps direct the
physician’s attention to allow them to validate the accuracy of
those predictions. Additionally, we did not measure subjective
changes in reader confidence but did not identify a change in pro-
portion of studies interpreted as equivocal or definitely normal or
abnormal. We used patients from 2 separate sites who underwent
a range of stress and imaging protocols. Although this increases
the generalizability of our results, it decreases the precision of our
estimate regarding the increase in accuracy for any one combina-
tion of camera system and imaging protocol. The MRMC analysis
accounts for case variation as well as variations in reader certainty,
reader skill, and reader response to AI but more precise evaluation
of the impact of explainable AI on physician interpretation could
be made in a population imaged with a single camera system and
imaging protocol. Additionally, we would be able to make more
definitive conclusions about the influence of explainable DL
results on reader interpretation if additional readers were involved
and all readers interpreted a greater number of studies. As will be
the case in clinical practice, interpreters in the study had variable
exposure and belief in AI models before the study. It is possible
that additional experience with using CAD-DL may lead to further
improvements in accuracy.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrated that overall physician interpretation signifi-
cantly improved by using the DL predictions compared with the
same physicians interpreting without DL. Implementing DL as an
aid to physician interpretation significantly improves diagnostic
accuracy of MPI.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Does an explainable DL model, when used as an aid
during interpretation, improve physician diagnostic accuracy?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: In this multiple reader, multiple case
interpretation study, access to explainable DL results led to
meaningful but variable improvements in the accuracy of physician
interpretation of MPI. Overall, diagnostic performance improved
when physicians had access to DL predictions and readers
demonstrated improved classification of patients with and
without CAD.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: Explainable DL could be
implemented as an aid to physician interpretation in order to
improve diagnostic accuracy potentially improving patient
management and subsequent outcomes.
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This study evaluated the safety, dosimetry, and characteristics of 3-
((2-fluoro-4-(5-(29-methyl-2-(trifluoromethyl)-[1,19-biphenyl]-4-yl)-1,2,4-
oxadiazol-3-yl)benzyl)(methyl-11C)amino)propanoic acid (11C-CS1P1),
a radiotracer targeting sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor (S1PR) 1
(S1PR1). S1PR1 is of clinical interest because of its role in multiple
sclerosis (and other conditions), with an expanding class of S1PR
modulators approved for relapsing multiple sclerosis. 11C-CS1P1
binds S1PR1 with high specificity and has shown promise in animal
models of inflammatory diseases. Methods: 11C-CS1P1 was injected
into 5 male and 6 female healthy participants. Ten participants were
imaged with PET using a multipass whole-body continuous-bed-
motion acquisition, and one had dedicated head and neck PET and
MRI. Participants were continuously monitored for safety events.
Organ time–activity curve data were collected, integrated, and normal-
ized to the injected activity. Organ radiation doses and effective dose
were computed using the adult male and female models in OLINDA,
version 2.2. SUV images were evaluated for qualitative biodistribution.
Results: No adverse events were observed after the dose, includ-
ing no bradycardia. The liver was the critical organ from dosimetry
analysis (mean 6 SD: female, 23.12 6 5.19 mSv/MBq; male, 21.066

1.63 mSv/MBq). The whole-body effective dose (as defined by Interna-
tional Commission on Radiological Protection publication 103) was
4.18 6 0.30 mSv/MBq in women and 3.54 6 0.14 mSv/MBq in men.
Using a maximum delivered dose of 740 MBq (20 mCi), the effective
dose for women would be 3.1 mSv (0.31 rem), with a liver dose of
17.1 mSv (1.7 rem); the effective dose for men would be 2.6 mSv
(0.26 rem), with a liver dose of 15.6 mSv (1.56 rem). Brain uptake was
seen predominantly in gray matter and correlated with regional
S1PR1 RNA expression (r 5 0.84). Conclusion: These results support
the safety of 11C-CS1P1 for evaluation of inflammation in human clinical
populations. Dosimetry permits repeated measures in the same partici-
pants. Brain uptake correlates well with known target topography.

KeyWords: sphingosine-1-phosphate; spingosine-1-phosphate recep-
tors; PET; cerebral inflammation; radiation dosimetry

J Nucl Med 2022; 63:1775–1782
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Sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P) is a membrane-derived lyso-
phospholipid that plays a regulatory role in inflammatory diseases,
including multiple sclerosis (1) and inflammatory bowel disease (2).
S1P signals via 5 G-protein–coupled receptors (S1PR1–5) (3).
S1PR1 is expressed on a variety of tissues, including endothelial cells,
vascular smooth muscle cells, astrocytes, and lymphocytes (4,5).
Treatment with any of 4 Food and Drug Administration–approved
S1PR1 modulators sequesters lymphocytes within lymph nodes (6),
thereby reducing relapses in multiple sclerosis patients (7). In addi-
tion to lymphoid effects, S1PR1 modulation also inhibits microglial
activation (8), improves remyelination after injury (9), and promotes
oligodendrocyte survival (5), presumably mediated by astrocyte sig-
naling (10). Thus, in vivo imaging of S1PR1 could contribute to the
understanding of multiple sclerosis and other inflammatory disor-
ders, including response to treatment.
S1PR1 signaling plays an important role beyond prototypic inflam-

matory disorders. For example, high S1PR1 expression relates to
higher mortality in estrogen receptor–positive breast cancer (11).
Similarly, S1PR1 partially regulates neovascularization of tumors
(12) and modulates expression of hypoxia-inducible factor 2 a, which
can drive aggressive malignancy (13).
A recently developed radiotracer, 3-((2-fluoro-4-(5-(29-methyl-2-

(trifluoromethyl)-[1,19-biphenyl]-4-yl)-1,2,4-oxadiazol-3-yl)benzyl)
(methyl-11C)amino)propanoic acid (11C-CS1P1), shows increased
binding in an experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis rodent
model (4), after carotid artery injury (14), and within atheroscle-
rotic plaques (15). Safety and dosimetry studies in a rodent model
demonstrated good safety and low radiation dose exposure compati-
ble with first-in-humans testing (16). This paper reports on the
safety, radiation dosimetry, and initial imaging results of 11C-CS1P1
in 11 healthy human volunteers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design and Participants
This study was preregistered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04517552),

approved by the Washington University Institutional Review Board
and Radioactive Drug Research Committee, and performed under Food
and Drug Administration Investigational New Drug Application
146548. All participants provided written informed consent. The
dosimetry cohort consisted of 10 healthy participants (5 male and 5
female) who underwent whole-body PET/CT imaging. Additionally, 1
female participant underwent dedicated brain imaging. The inclusion
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criteria were any sex or race, age greater than 18 y, capability of provid-
ing written informed consent to undergo research procedures, and gen-
eral health, without major neurologic disease (e.g., epilepsy). The
exclusion criteria included hypersensitivity to 11C-CS1P1 or any of its
excipients, contraindications to PET or CT, severe claustrophobia, preg-
nancy or breastfeeding, conditions that could increase the risk of study
participation (e.g., renal or liver failure), current radiation therapy, or a
history of unstable arrhythmias or indications of cardiovascular disease.
The cardiac disease–related exclusion derives from the association
between S1P-modulating drugs and clinically significant bradycardia
(7), despite the small injectedmass of radiopharmaceutical.

Radiopharmaceutical Synthesis
The 11C-CS1P1 was radiosynthesized by alkylating the precursor

with 11C-methyl triflate in acetonitrile at 60"C for 5 min, followed by
removing the t-butyl group using trifluoroacetic acid, and purifying
using reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (17).

Dosimetry Cohort PET/CT Image Acquisition
Ten dosimetry participants were imaged using a Biograph Vision

PET/CT scanner (Siemens Healthineers). Low-dose CT was per-
formed from the vertex to midthigh before PET imaging for anatomic
alignment and attenuation correction (120 kVp, 50 mAs). After injec-
tion of 11C-CS1P1 and a saline flush, dynamic images were obtained

over the heart for 5 min, followed by whole-body dynamic acquisi-
tions in continuous bed motion. Acquisition involving only the heart
for the first 5 min was done for 2 reasons: first, to allow for captur-
ing the high amount of radioactivity in the blood volume in the heart
immediately after injection and, second, to facilitate the required
electrocardiogram. Whole-body sweep epochs were 120 s (311),
300 s (36), and 600 s (36) over approximately 2 h using a continu-
ous-bed-motion acquisition. PET images were reconstructed using a
3-dimensional (3D) ordered-subset expectation maximization algo-
rithm with time-of-flight and point-spread-function resolution
modeling (4 iterations and 5 subsets) with no postreconstruction fil-
tering. Images were inspected for evidence of motion, and alignment
was manually corrected, if needed.

TABLE 1
Participant Demographics and Injected Dose

Demographic

Participant no.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Sex M F F M M M M F F F

Age (y) 28 23 40 61 59 34 37 27 27 39

Height (cm) 185.4 177.8 165.1 167.6 185.4 175.3 172.7 165.1 162.6 175.3

Weight (kg) 88.9 105.7 69.4 67.1 104.8 106.1 74.8 117.9 50.3 117.5

Injected dose

MBq 266.4 99.9 170.2 247.9 240.5 296.0 225.7 210.9 362.6 144.3

mCi 7.2 2.7 4.6 6.7 6.5 8.0 6.1 5.7 9.8 3.9

Injected mass (mg) 4.70 4.56 3.29 2.88 2.69 3.40 2.94 3.27 2.78 0.98

FIGURE 1. Heart rate response to 11C-CS1P1 injection: stable heart rate
before injection, 5 min after injection, and at discharge, as captured on
12-lead electrocardiogram (P. 0.1).

FIGURE 2. Qualitative biodistribution of 11C-CS1P1. (A) Summed activ-
ity PET/CT images for representative male and female participants.
(B) Decay-corrected activity is high in liver early in scanning session but is
clearly concentrated in gallbladder later in scans, compatible with hepato-
biliary excretion.
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Pharmaceutical Safety Evaluation
Safety of the injected dose was assessed in several ways. First,

serial electrocardiograms (at enrollment, before injection, 5 min after
injection, and then hourly until discharge) were obtained and the
patient was monitored on telemetry to assess for bradycardia (heart
rate , 40 bpm) or other significant arrhythmias (atrial fibrillation or
flutter, reentrant tachycardia, second- or third-degree heart block, or
ventricular arrhythmia). Similarly, patients were monitored for hypo-
tension (systolic blood pressure , 100 mmHg, diastolic blood pres-
sure , 70 mmHg). Laboratory evaluation after injection consisted of a
complete blood count, comprehensive metabolic panel, and urinalysis
and was compared with baseline measures.
Finally, all participants were contacted 2–3 d
after the study to assess for any delayed
adverse events.

Qualitative Biodistribution
Whole-body CT scans underwent a stan-

dard-of-care review by board-certified radiol-
ogists. After image acquisition, merged CT
and 11C-CS1P1 PET images were reviewed
again to identify potential findings of interest
regarding 11C-CS1P1.

Radiation Dosimetry
Volumes of interest were manually traced

over source organs with measurable activity:
brain, lungs, cardiac muscle, lung, liver, spleen,
kidney, small intestine, urinary bladder, and
muscle. Organs with well-defined boundaries
were contoured in their entirety (e.g., liver and
kidneys). Organs with complex boundaries
(e.g., small bowel) or impacted by respiratory
motion (e.g., heart and lungs) were sampled
and activity scaled to the estimated mass of the
organ. Time–activity curves were obtained for
each source organ by expressing the total
activity (non–decay-corrected) in the volume

of interest as a percentage of total injected activity. Numerically inte-
grated time–activity values were entered into OLINDA, version 2.2
(Hermes), to calculate organ doses and effective dose (as defined by
International Commission on Radiological Protection publication 103)
(18) using the International Commission on Radiological Protection
publication 89 (19) adult human male and female models.

Because of the acquisition of dynamic images involved only the
heart during the first 5 min, the brain, muscle, and urinary bladder
were outside the field of view. The small bowel was sampled such that
the volume of interest was within the field of view. Time–activity
curves were linearly interpolated from time of injection to the first
measurement with the organ in the field of view.

Minimal urinary excretion was observed, with low activity collecting
in the urinary bladder, consistent with the previous rodent data (16).
Thus, no excretion was modeled. Only physical decay was assumed after
the last measurement. The body remainder was determined by subtracting
all source organs from the calculated maximum integrated time–activity
curve value of 11C calculated from the reciprocal of the decay constant.

Dedicated Brain PET/CT and MR Image Acquisition
and Processing

One additional participant underwent dedicated head and neck
imaging using a Biograph Vision PET/CT scanner (Siemens). Low-
dose CT was performed from the vertex to the cervicothoracic junc-
tion for anatomic alignment and attenuation correction. After injection
of 11C-CS1P1 and a saline flush, dynamic images were obtained from
the vertex to about C5 for 2 h. The participant took a 15-min break
after 60 min. PET images were reconstructed using a 3D ordered-
subset expectation maximization algorithm with time-of-flight and
point-spread-function resolution modeling (8 iterations and 5 subsets).
For the purposes of this analysis, frames from 30 to 60 min were
summed to create summed activity images and converted to an SUV
image using the participant’s measured body weight for normalization.

This participant also underwent 3-T head and neck MR scanning
(Siemens Biograph mMR) using a 32-channel head and neck coil. A
T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient-echo
and T2-weighted 3D fluid-attenuation inversion recovery image was

FIGURE 3. Qualitative biodistribution in typical participant. Summed
activity on 11C-CS1P1 PET/CT images is expressed as SUV. (A–D) Uptake
in brain is highest in gray matter and relatively low in white matter.
Increased update is seen in salivary glands (B), left ventricle (C), and liver
(D). Common bile duct is appreciated (arrowhead). (E) Parenchymal
uptake within kidneys is seen but without activity in collecting system and
with scant amounts of small-bowel uptake.

FIGURE 4. Non–decay-corrected (blue) and decay-corrected (red) time–activity curves for organs
showing measurable signal. Axes vary in scale by row. Shaded area indicates first 5 min of scan,
when dynamic images over heart were acquired. %ID5 percentage injected dose.
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TABLE 2
Integrated Time–Activity Curve Values (Minutes)

Site

Participant no.

Average SD1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Liver 6.45 5.15 6.85 6.75 6.16 7.41 7.36 4.24 7.76 5.55 6.37 1.11

Brain 0.45 0.39 0.61 0.40 0.38 0.43 0.49 0.29 0.27 0.43 0.41 0.10

Kidney 1.01 0.79 1.22 0.90 0.78 1.15 0.99 0.52 1.09 0.71 0.92 0.22

Small bowel 0.73 0.66 0.83 1.00 0.88 0.77 0.98 0.35 0.74 0.94 0.79 0.19

Lung 0.29 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.20 0.31 0.27 0.21 0.25 0.19 0.24 0.04

Left ventricular wall 0.16 0.85 0.19 0.28 0.27 0.31 0.31 0.12 0.28 0.18 0.30 0.21

Spleen 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.07 0.17 0.10 0.03

Gallbladder 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01

Urinary bladder 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

Remainder 16.82 19.06 16.23 17.68 18.45 16.85 15.51 22.27 16.99 19.65 17.95 1.98

TABLE 3
Radiation Dosimetry, Female

Site

Participant no.

Mean SD2 3 8 9 10

Adrenals 5.68 6.56 5.28 6.77 6.07 6.07 0.61

Brain 2.06 2.89 1.75 1.57 2.25 2.10 0.51

Breasts 2.44 2.16 2.62 2.29 2.44 2.39 0.17

Esophagus 3.79 3.47 3.46 3.77 3.52 3.60 0.16

Eyes 2.20 1.98 2.50 1.95 2.28 2.18 0.23

Gallbladder wall 5.88 6.54 5.01 7.28 5.92 6.13 0.84

Left colon 3.47 3.07 3.55 3.21 3.40 3.34 0.20

Small intestine 3.26 3.13 3.46 3.25 3.43 3.31 0.14

Stomach wall 3.50 3.31 3.61 3.48 3.56 3.49 0.11

Right colon 12.40 14.70 8.35 13.50 16.40 13.07 3.03

Rectum 2.82 2.47 3.25 2.57 2.92 2.81 0.31

Heart wall 16.00 5.03 3.93 6.70 4.94 7.32 4.95

Kidneys 14.70 21.90 10.40 20.00 13.70 16.14 4.72

Liver 20.30 26.60 16.90 30.00 21.80 23.12 5.19

Lungs 3.12 3.00 2.73 3.22 2.78 2.97 0.21

Ovaries 2.97 2.64 3.36 2.74 3.08 2.96 0.29

Pancreas 4.75 5.04 4.68 5.39 4.95 4.96 0.28

Salivary glands 2.35 2.09 2.66 2.09 2.42 2.32 0.24

Red marrow 2.62 2.42 2.81 2.54 2.67 2.61 0.15

Osteogenic cells 2.26 2.06 2.48 2.13 2.31 2.25 0.16

Spleen 4.68 6.08 4.08 4.43 7.68 5.39 1.49

Thymus 3.25 2.63 3.13 2.83 2.94 2.96 0.24

Thyroid 2.52 2.18 2.77 2.29 2.52 2.46 0.23

Urinary bladder wall 2.39 2.26 2.86 2.19 2.52 2.44 0.26

Uterus 2.89 2.56 3.30 2.66 3.00 2.88 0.29

Total body 3.30 3.22 3.39 3.37 3.38 3.33 0.07

Effective dose (18) 4.13 4.32 3.69 4.49 4.28 4.18 0.30

Data are single-participant individual organ doses (mSv/MBq).
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acquired for image registration and segmentation. This image was proc-
essed through FreeSurfer, version 7.2 (20), which identifies brain struc-
tures in a semiautomated manner. FreeSurfer segmentation and the
summed activity images were aligned through affine registration (in-
house software, https://4dfp.readthedocs.io) and the SUVs extracted from
labeled regions. RNA expression, defined by microarray and expressed as
z scores, were downloaded from the Allen Brain Atlas (2010) for
S1PR1–5. Regions defined in both FreeSurfer and the Allen Brain Atlas
and measurable without explicit partial-volume correction were extracted.

Statistical Analysis
Mean and SD for all measurements across individuals are provided.

Male and female subjects are reported separately. We also compared
the relationship between RNA expression (expressed as z scores from
the Allen Brain Atlas) and 11C-CS1P1 activity using a Pearson r test.

RESULTS

Participant Characteristics and Injected Dose
Table 1 provides demographic and radiopharmaceutical dosing

information for the 10 dosimetry participants. The mean and SD

of the administered mass of 11C-CS1P1 was 3.15 6 0.98 mg (range,
0.98–4.70 mg). The mean administered activity was 226.4 6

71.97 MBq (range, 99.9–362.6 MBq).

Safety Events
There were no adverse or clinically detectable pharmacologic

effects in any of the participants. No participants reported adverse reac-
tions immediately after the scan. One participant reported mild flulike
symptoms at the follow-up call. No participants reported headache,
injection site reactions, or symptoms consistent with bradycardia.
No events of asymptomatic or symptomatic bradycardia, hypoten-

sion (systolic blood pressure , 100, diastolic blood pressure , 70),
arrhythmias, or changes in complete blood count, comprehensive
metabolic panel, or urinalysis were observed. Heart rate before injec-
tion, 5 min after injection, and at discharge, as captured on a 12-lead
electrocardiogram, was stable in all participants (Fig. 1).

Qualitative Biodistribution (Dosimetry Cohort)
Male and female decay-corrected, summed activity images

demonstrated significant uptake by the liver and, to a much lesser

TABLE 4
Radiation Dosimetry, Male

Site

Participant no.

Mean SD1 4 5 6 7

Adrenals 5.71 5.80 5.47 6.28 5.97 5.85 0.30

Brain 1.99 1.80 1.77 1.90 2.09 1.91 0.13

Esophagus 2.69 2.85 2.82 2.90 2.76 2.80 0.08

Eyes 1.62 1.69 1.75 1.62 1.52 1.64 0.09

Gallbladder wall 6.64 7.21 6.50 7.60 7.89 7.17 0.60

Left colon 2.60 2.73 2.75 2.70 2.54 2.66 0.09

Small Intestine 2.70 2.89 2.89 2.80 2.68 2.79 0.10

Stomach wall 2.81 2.95 2.94 2.99 2.84 2.91 0.08

Right colon 13.70 17.80 16.00 14.40 17.40 15.86 1.80

Rectum 2.11 2.22 2.30 2.15 1.98 2.15 0.12

Heart wall 4.07 5.61 5.47 6.14 6.03 5.46 0.83

Kidneys 16.30 14.90 13.10 18.40 16.10 15.76 1.95

Liver 19.90 20.90 19.10 22.80 22.60 21.06 1.63

Lungs 2.55 2.44 2.31 2.78 2.60 2.54 0.18

Pancreas 3.37 3.58 3.52 3.60 3.47 3.51 0.09

Prostate 2.14 2.26 2.33 2.20 2.02 2.19 0.12

Salivary glands 1.84 1.91 1.98 1.84 1.73 1.86 0.09

Red marrow 2.00 2.09 2.12 2.08 1.95 2.05 0.07

Osteogenic cells 1.87 1.95 1.99 1.91 1.79 1.90 0.08

Spleen 4.47 4.17 4.26 4.36 5.00 4.45 0.33

Testes 1.72 1.81 1.89 1.73 1.59 1.75 0.11

Thymus 2.20 2.36 2.39 2.36 2.22 2.31 0.09

Thyroid 1.95 2.03 2.09 1.99 1.84 1.98 0.09

Urinary bladder wall 2.02 2.12 2.36 2.59 1.92 2.20 0.27

Total body 2.39 2.51 2.52 2.50 2.37 2.46 0.07

Effective dose (18) 3.34 3.63 3.44 3.64 3.65 3.54 0.14

Data are single-participant individual organ doses (mSv/MBq).
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extent, kidneys (Fig. 2A). High activity was seen in the liver at
early time points and in the gallbladder at later points (Fig. 2B).
Activity accumulated in the small bowel at late time points, but
since significant decay has occurred by 120 min ($6 half-lives)
after injection, the radiation dose to the small intestine was mini-
mal. These observations are compatible with hepatobiliary clear-
ance. Minimal activity was observed in the urinary bladder and in
the excreted urine (average urinary activity, 2.67 MBq).

11C-CS1P1 uptake was next examined in more detail throughout
the body (Fig. 3). Brain uptake was higher in gray matter, includ-
ing subcortical structures, than in white matter (Fig. 3A). Notably,
spinal uptake was minimal. Increased uptake was observed in the
submandibular salivary glands (Fig. 3B), left ventricle (Fig. 3C),
and liver and common bile duct (Fig. 3D). Low levels of activity
were seen in the kidneys and the urinary bladder. No enlarged
lymph nodes were identified in the 10 dosimetry participants.

Integrated Time–Activity
Integrated time–activity was calculated in organs demonstrating

measurable activity (Fig. 4; Table 2). The highest integrated
time–activity value was seen in the liver (6.37 6 1.11 min).
The mean integrated time–activity value of muscle was 5.51 6
0.98min (21% of injected dose) and was assigned to the remainder
of the body in the OLINDA model. Another notable organ was the
kidney (0.92 6 0.22 min), but there was a minimal measurable
integrated time–activity value in the urinary bladder (0.01 6 0.02
min). A large fraction of the integrated time–activity was not mea-
sured in a specific organ (specifically measured, 34%; unmeas-
ured, 66%) and thus was distributed into the remainder of the
body.

Dosimetry
Dosimetry tables for women (Table 3) and men (Table 4) show

the dose distribution calculated using OLINDA. The dose-limiting
organ was the liver, with a dose of 23.12 mSv/MBq in women and
21.06 mSv/MBq in men. The effective dose was 4.18 mSv/MBq in
women and 3.54 mSv/MBq in men. Using a maximum delivery
dose of 740 MBq (20 mCi), the effective dose for women would
be 3.1 mSv (0.31 rem), with a liver dose of 17.1 mSv (1.7 rem);
the effective dose for men would be 2.6 mSv (0.26 rem), with a
liver dose of 15.6 mSv (1.56 rem).

Brain-Specific Activity Analysis
The summed decay-corrected activity measured from 30 to 60 min

after injection in a single participant is shown in Figure 5. Gray
matter, specifically subcortical gray matter, had higher activity than

white matter. Within gray matter, the visual
cortex had relatively high activity whereas
the temporal pole and medial temporal lobe
had low activity. On the basis of a single
participant, we present preliminary evidence
that 11C-CS1P1 selectively accumulates in
brain regions that express S1PR1. In a small
set of regions of interest, we found a strong
correlation (r 5 0.84, P 5 0.016) between
11C-CS1P1 activity (expressed as a z score
compared with whole brain activity) and
S1PR1 RNA expression (expressed as a z
score) obtained from the Allen Brain Atlas
(Fig. 6). We assessed the specificity of 11C-
CS1P1 for S1PR1 by examining the correla-
tion between 11C-CS1P1 binding and RNA

expression of S1PR2–5. We found much weaker correlations with
off-target S1PRs than with S1PR1 (Fig. 7; r 5 0.85 vs. r , 0.57).
These results suggest that 11C-CS1P1 is successfully engaging the
target in a specific manner.

DISCUSSION

We report the safety and dosimetry of intravenous administra-
tion of 11C-CS1P1 to healthy human volunteers. No safety events
were observed after injection. Dosimetry analysis revealed effec-
tive doses within acceptable limits, including the critical organ
(liver). These results support the safety of 11C-CS1P1 for human
investigation.
S1PR1-modulating drugs, such as fingolimod, are approved for

the treatment of relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis. These
drugs are highly efficacious, but fingolimod was associated with

FIGURE 5. Summed brain activity images from 20 to 60 min after injection in single participant.
Units are SUV based on measured body weight.

FIGURE 6. Correlation of 11C-CS1P1 uptake with S1PR1 expression.
Regional SUVs were extracted from summed activity image using Free-
Surfer and then z-transformed. Matching S1PR1 RNA expression was
extracted from Allen Brain Atlas and correlated. Tracer activity and RNA
expression correlated significantly, thus providing preliminary evidence
that 11C-CS1P1 engages its target.
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potentially significant bradycardia (7). The drug label requires car-
diac monitoring for the first dose, and consequently, there was
concern that 11C-CS1P1 could similarly cause bradycardia despite
the very low mass of CS1P1 injected. This safety study collected
frequent electrocardiograms and performed telemetry monitoring
and found no significant bradycardia or conduction abnormalities.
Such abnormalities were not expected because of the low mass of
11C-CS1P1 injected (3.15 6 0.98 mg, compared with a fingolimod
dose of 0.5 mg). In fact, heart rate tended to increase over the
study, strongly suggesting a negligible effect of 11C-CS1P1 on
cardiac conduction. Finally, no significant laboratory abnormalities
were identified. Thus, we conclude that, given the present exclu-
sion criteria, 11C-CS1P1 is a safe and well-tolerated radiotracer.
The critical organ was the liver, consistent with rodent dosime-

try studies (16). The liver integrated time–activity curve value
was 6.37 min and 8.34 min in the human and mouse, respectively.
The calculated effective dose based on human measurement was
4.18 mSv/MBq in women and 3.54 mSv/MBq in men. For an
injected dose of 740 MBq (20 mCi), the whole-body effective
dose would be 3.1 mSv (0.31 rem) for women and 2.6 mSv (0.26
rem) for men. The liver effective dose would be 17.1 mSv (1.71
rem) for women and 15.6 mSv (1.56 rem) for men. As a compari-
son, the effective dose of 11C-Pittsburgh compound B, a well-
known marker of amyloid-b deposition in the brain associated
with Alzheimer disease, is 4.74 mSv/MBq (21). This effective
dose supports the safety and utility of 11C-CS1P1 for human imag-
ing from a radiation dose perspective.
The first 5 min of PET data were collected over the thorax to

capture initial blood radioactivity and facilitate safety procedures.
Thus, counts from some organs (e.g., brain) were not collected
and were imputed for the early time points. This imputation was
performed by linear interpolation from the injection time to the
earliest measured time point. Other interpolation strategies were
possible; however, such choices are arbitrary and would not mean-
ingfully influence the calculated dosimetry. For example, the brain
is the organ outside the initial field of view with the highest uptake
but represents only about 1.5% of the total activity in the interval
after the first 5 min. Thus, the choice to image initially over the
thorax did not significantly impact the dosimetry calculation.
Review of CT images revealed no incidental abnormalities associ-

ated with increased 11C-CS1P1 binding. However, the whole-body
PET images inform the biology of the tracer. 11C-CS1P1 is clearly
metabolized by the liver. This conclusion is supported by the high
liver activity, the late activity identified in the gallbladder, and the
clear identification of the common bile duct on the basis of radioac-
tivity. Renal uptake is likely not related to clearance since the

collecting systems have little activity and only a small amount of
activity was collected in the urinary bladder. Significant activity was
also seen within the cardiac muscle, and S1P-based signaling is
known to contribute to dose-related bradycardia in fingolimod (7).
Salivary gland activity may be related to the role of S1P signaling in
salivary gland diseases such as Sjogren syndrome (22).
Finally, we present preliminary evidence in a single participant

that 11C-CS1P1 selectively accumulates in brain regions that have
greater S1PR1 expression. Ongoing work in a larger cohort will
determine whether this finding can be confirmed. We note that this
finding is compatible with animal work that demonstrates similar
tracer behavior in animals (4).

CONCLUSION

We present human safety and dosimetry data supporting the
application of 11C-CS1P1 to the study of human disease. This
radioligand is well tolerated from both a medical and a radiologic
perspective. Future studies will explore the utility of this tracer for
the study of multiple sclerosis and other inflammatory diseases.
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KEY POINTS

QUESTION: Is 11C-CS1P1 safe for use in human imaging?

PERTINENT FINDINGS: 11C-CS1P1 was not associated with any
adverse effect. Dosimetry is compatible with longitudinal human
imaging.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATIENT CARE: 11C-CS1P1 is safe for
human use and can be used to study inflammation in diseases
such as multiple sclerosis.

FIGURE 7. Lack of correlation between 11C-CS1P1 uptake and S1PR2–5 expression. Scatterplots in same style as Figure 6 are shown. All correlations
are smaller than correlation between 11C-CS1P1 and S1PR1.
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